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Chapter 11 Case No.
12-12020 (MG)
(Jointly Administered)

DECLARATION OF MARK A. LIGHTNER IN SUPPORT OF THE OBJECTION
OF WILMINGTON TRUST, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION TO THE DEBTORS’
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL MOTION PURSUANT TO FED. R. BANKR. P. 9019
FOR APPROVAL OF RMBS TRUST SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
MARK A. LIGHTNER declares as follows under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America that the forgoing is true and correct:
1.

I am an associate at the law firm of Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, special

counsel for Wilmington Trust, National Association (the “Trustee”), solely in its capacity as
indenture trustee for various series of senior unsecured notes issued by Residential Capital, LLC. I
am admitted to practice before the courts of the State of New York and the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York. I make this declaration in support of the Trustee’s
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Objection to the Debtors’ Second Supplemental Motion Pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9019 for
Approval of RMBS Trust Settlement Agreements.
2.

I am familiar with the facts and circumstances based on my knowledge, information

and belief, and would so testify if called as a witness that they are true and correct.
3.

True and correct copies of the following documents are attached as exhibits:

EXHIBIT A: Excerpts from the Ally Financial Inc. First Quarter Report (Form 10-Q),
filed on April 27, 2012.
EXHIBIT B: Presentation Materials from the May 1, 2012 Meeting of the Residential
Capital, LLC Audit Committee.
EXHIBIT C: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of John Mack, dated November
14, 2012.
EXHIBIT D: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of Timothy Devine, dated
November 19, 2012.
EXHIBIT E: E-mail from Timothy Devine to Gary Lee et al., dated May 9, 2012.
EXHIBIT F: E-mail chain from Timothy Devine to Gary Lee et al., dated May 12,
2012.
EXHIBIT G: Letter from Kathy Patrick to William Solomon, dated October 17, 2011.
EXHIBIT H: Letter from Kathy Patrick to William Solomon, dated October 25, 2011.
EXHIBIT I:

Letter from Talcott Franklin to Tammy Hamzehpour, dated November 18,
2011.

EXHIBIT J:

Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of Jeffrey Cancelliere, dated
November 14, 2012.

EXHIBIT K: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of James Whitlinger, dated
November 15, 2012.
EXHIBIT L: Presentation Materials from the May 9, 2012 Meeting of the Residential
Capital, LLC Board of Directors.
EXHIBIT M: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of Thomas Marano, dated
November 12, 2012.
EXHIBIT N: Bank of America Financial Release Regarding Legacy Countrywide
Mortgage Repurchase and Servicing Claims, dated June 29, 2011.
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EXHIBIT O: E-mail chain from Gary Lee to Kathy Patrick, dated May 9, 2012.
EXHIBIT P: E-mail chain from Jamie Levitt to Timothy Devine, dated May 10, 2012.
EXHIBIT Q: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of Mark Renzi, dated November
7, 2012.
EXHIBIT R: E-mail chain from Kathy Patrick to Gary Lee, dated May 7, 2012.
EXHIBIT S: E-mail from Gary Lee to Karn Chopra et al., dated April 24, 2012.
EXHIBIT T: E-mail from Jeff Cancelliere to Timothy Devine, dated May 9, 2012.
EXHIBIT U: E-mail chain from Dan Soto to Jeff Brown, dated May 8, 2012.
EXHIBIT V: E-mail chain from Michael Carpenter to Fritz Hobbs, dated February 1,
2012.
EXHIBIT W: E-mail from Michael Carpenter to Caribel Ortiz-Zorn, dated April 12,
2012.
EXHIBIT X: E-mail from Jamie Levitt to Gary Lee, dated August 9, 2012.
EXHIBIT Y: Excerpts from the Deposition Testimony of Tammy Hamzehpour, dated
November 13, 2012.
EXHIBIT Z: E-mail chain from Anthony Princi to Gary Lee et al., dated August 15,
2012.

Executed this 3rd day of December 2012 in New York, New York.

/s/ Mark A. Lightner
Mark A. Lightner
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UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM 10-Q
0

QUARTERLY REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the quarterly period ended March 31, 2012, or

0

TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d)
OF TilE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
For the transition period from

_______to_______

Commission file number: 1-3754

ALLY FINANCIAL INC.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)

Delaware

38-0572512

(State or other jurisdiction of
incorporation or organization)

(I R S Employer
Identification No.)

200 Renaissance Center
P.O. Box 200, Detroit, Michigan
48265-2000
(Address of principal executive offices)
(Zip Code)

(866) 710-4623
(Registrant's telephone number, including area code)
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 during
the preceding 12 months, and (2) has been subject to such filing for the past 90 days.
Yes E

No 0

Indicate by checkmark whether the registrant has submitted electronically and posted on its corporate Web site, every Interactive Data File required to be
submitted and posted pursuant to Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§232 405 of this chapter) during the preceding 12 months (or for a shorter peniod that the registrant
was required to submit and post such files).
Yes 0

No 0

Indicate by cheek mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, a nonaccelerated filer, or a smaller reporting company. See the
definitions of "large accelerated filer," "accelerated filer," and "smaller reporting company" in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act. (Cheek one)
Large accelerated filer 0

Accelerated filer 0

Non-accelerated filer 0

(Do not check if a smaller reporting company)
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act)
Yes 0

No 0

At April 27, 2012, the number of shares outstanding of the Registrant's common stock was 1,330,970 shares

Smaller reporting company 0
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GSEs and generally impose higher burdens on parties seeking repurchase. In order to successfully assert aclaim, it is our position that a claimant must prove a
breach of the representations and warranties that materially and adversely affects the interest of the investor in the allegedly defective loan Securitization
documents typically provide the investors with anght to request that the trustee investigate and initiate arepurchase claim. However, aclass of investors generally
is required to coordinate with other investors in that class comprising not less than 25%, and in some cases, 50%, of the percentage interest constituting a class of
securities of that class issued by the trust to pursue claims for breach of representations and warranties. In addition, our private-label securitizations generally
require that the servicer or trustee give notice to the other parties whenever it becomes aware of facts or circumstances that reveal a breach of representation that
materially and adversely affects the interest of the certificate holders.
Regarding our secuntization activities, certain of our Mortgage Companies have exposure to potential losses primarily through two avenues. First, investors,
through trustees to the extent required by the applicable agreements (or monoline insurers in certain transactions), may request pursuant to applicable agreements
that the applicable Mortgage Company repurchase loans or make the investor whole for losses incurred if it is determined that the applicable Mortgage Company
violated representations and warranties made at the time of the sale, provided that such violations materially and adversely impacted the interests of the investor,
Contractual representations and warranties are different based on the specific deal structure and investor. It is our position that litigation of these matters must
proceed on a loan by loan basis This issue is being disputed throughout the industry in various pending litigation matters. Similarly in dispute, as a matter of law, is
the degree to which claimants will have to prove that the alleged breaches of representations and warranties actually caused the losses they claim to have suffered.
Ultimate resolution by courts of these and other legal issues will impact litigation and treatment of non-litigated claims pursuant to similar contractual provisions.
Second, investors in securitizations may attempt to achieve rescission of their investments or damages through litigation by claiming that the applicable offering
documents were matenally deficient If an investor properly made and proved its allegations, the investor might attempt to claim that damages could include loss of
market value on the investment even if there were little or no credit loss in the underlying loans.
Insured PLS (Monolines)
Historically, the applicable Mortgage Companies securitized loans where the monolines insured all or some of the related bonds and guaranteed the timely
repayment of bond principal and interest when the issuer defaults Typically, any alleged breach requires the insurer to have both the ability to assert aclaim as
well as evidence that a defect has had a material and adverse effect on the interest of the security holders or the insurer. Generally, most claims in connection with
private-label securitizations come from Monoline Insurers and continue to represent the majority of outstanding repurchase demands. For the period 2004 through
2007, the Mortgage Companies sold $42.7 billion of loans into these monoline-wrapped securitizations During the three months ended March 31, 2012, the
Mortgage Companies received repurchase claims related to $28 million of original unpaid principal balance from the monolines associated with the 2004 through
2007 securitizations The Mortgage Companies have resolved repurchase demands through indemnification payments related to $2million of original unpaid
principal balance.
We are currently in litigation with MBIA and FGIC, and additional litigation with other monolines is likely
Uninsured PLS
Historically, the applicable Mortgage Companies securitized loans where all or some of the related bonds were uninsured. These entities are required to make
customary representations and warranties about the loans to the investor and/or securitization trust Though particular application of the language is in dispute in
various litigation, the contracts typically require claimants to demonstrate that an alleged breach of representations and warranties has had a material and adverse
effect on the interest of the secunty holder. During the period 2004 through 2007, the Mortgage Companies sold $182.1 billion of loans into these uninsured
private-label securitizations. Claims associated with uninsured PLS were historically self identified and constituted an immaterial portion of new claims. They
historically were included within the Whole loan/other category. During the three months ended March 31,2012, we received a repurchase request from abond
trustee with respect to one uninsured PLS deal for loans originated in 2006 relating to $70 million of original unpaid principal balance The Mortgage Companies are
currently reviewing this repurchase request.
Whole-loan Sales
In addition to the settlements with the OSEs noted earlier, certain of our Mortgage Companies have settled with whole-loan investors concemning alleged
breaches of underwriting standards For the three months ended March 31, 2012, certain of our Mortgage Companies have received $22 million of original unpaid
pnincipal balance in repurchase claims, all of which are associated with the 2004 through 2008 vintages of loans sold to whole-loan investors. Certain of our
Mortgage Companies resolved claims related to $10 million of original unpaid principal balance, including settlements, repurchases, indemnification payments, and
rescinded claims

Private Mortgage Insurance
Mortgage insurance is required for certain consumer mortgage loans sold to the GSEs and certain securitization trusts and may have been in place for consumer
mortgage loans sold to whole-loan investors. Mortgage insurance is typically required for first-lien consumer mortgage loans having a loan-to-value ratio at
ongination of greater than 80 percent. Mortgage insurers are, in certain circumstances, permitted to rescind existing mortgage insurance that covers consumer loans if

they demonstrate certain loan underwriting requirements have not been met Upon receipt of arescission notice, the applicable Mortgage Companies will assess the
notice and, if appropriate, refute the notice, or if the notice cannot be refuted, the applicable Mortgage Companies attempt to remedy the defect. In the event the
mortgage insurance cannot be reinstated, the applicable Mortgage Companies may be obligated to repurchase the loan or provide an indemnification payment in the
event of a loss, subject to contractual limitations, While the applicable Mortgage Companies make every effort to reinstate the mortgage insurance,
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they have had limited success and as a result, most of these requests result in rescission of the mortgage insurance At March 31, 2012, the applicable Mortgage
Companies have approximately $173 million in onginal unpaid principal balance of outstanding mortgage insurance rescission notices where we have not received a
repurchase demand. However, this unpaid principal amount is not representative of expected future losses.

Legal Proceedings
We are subject to potential liability under various govemnmental proceedings, claims, and legal actions that are pending or otherwise asserted against us. We are
named as defendants in anumber of legal actions, and we are involved in governmental proceedings arising in connection with our respective businesses. Some of the
pending actions purport to be class actions, and certain legal actions include claims for substantial compensatory and/or punitive damages or claims for
indeterminate amounts of damages. We establish reserves for legal claims when payments associated with the claims become probable and the payments can be
reasonably estimated Given the inherent difficulty of predicting the outcome of litigation and regulatory matters, it is generally very difficult to predict what the
eventual outcome will be, and when the matter will be resolved. The actual costs of resolving legal claims may be higher or lower than any amounts reserved for the
claims The following information supplements the disclosures inNote 31 to the Consolidated Financial Statements in our 2011 Annual Report on Form 10-K.
FGIC Litigation
The Financial Guaranty Insurance Company (FGIC) filed three complaints on November 29, 2011, against several of Ally's mortgage subsidiaries in New York
County Supreme Court. In two of these cases, both entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v. Residential Funding Company LLC (RFC), et al., FGIC
alleges that defendants RFC and ResCap breached their contractual representations and warranties relating to the characteristics of the mortgage loans contained in
certain insured MBS offerings. FGIC further alleges that the defendants breached their contractual obligations to permit access to loan files and certain books and
records
In the third case, entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v. GMAC Mortgage LLC (GMAC Mortgage). et al , FGIC makes similar contract
allegations against GMAC Mortgage and ResCap, as well as aclaim against GMAC Mortgage for fraudulent inducement In addition, FGIC alleges aiding and
abetting fraudulent inducement against Ally Bank, which onginated a large portion of the loans in the disputed pool, and breach of the custodial agreement for failing
to notify' FGIC of the claimed breaches of representations and warranties In each of these cases, FGIC seeks, among other relief, reimbursement of all sums it paid
under the various policies and an award of legal, rescissory, equitable, and punitive damages.
On December 15, 2011, FGIC filed a fourth complaint in New York County Supreme Court related to insurance policies issued in connection with an RFCsponsored transaction. This complaint, entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v. Ally, et al , names Ally, RFC, and ResCap, and seeks various forms of
declaratory and monetary relief. The complaint alleges that the defendants are alter egos of one another, fraudulently induced FGIC's agreement to provide insurance
by misrepresenting the nature of RFC's business practices and the credit quality and characteristics of the underlying loans, and have now matenally breached their
agreement with FGIC by refusing its requests for information and documents.
On December 27, 2011, FGIC filed three additional complaints in New York County Supreme Court against Ally, RFC, and ResCap. These complaints seek
relief nearly identical to that of FGIC's previously filed cases and contain substantially similar allegations In particular, FGIC alleges that the defendants, acting as
alter egos of each other, fraudulently induced FUIC to enter into seven separate insurance and indemnity agreements and breached their contractual obligations under
same
Since January 1,2012, FGIC has filed five new complaints in federal court naming some combination of Ally, ResCap, Ally Bank, RFC, and GMAC
Mortgage The five complaints were filed on January 31, 2012, March 5,.2012, March 6, 2012, March 12, 2012 and March 13, 2012, respectively. These
complaints seek relief nearly identical to that of FGIC's previously filed cases and contain substantially similar allegations In particular, FGIC alleges that the
defendants, acting as alter egos of each other, fraudulently induced FGIC to enter into seven separate insurance and indemnity agreements and breached their
contractual obligations under same In addition, FGIC amended its first-filed complaint to name Ally Financial as a defendant
All of the E-GIC cases are now venued in the U S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, and the defendants have asked the Court for leave to
file motions to dismiss each such case
Mitchell Litigation
In this statewide class action, plaintiffs alleged that Mortgage Capital Resources, Inc. (MCR) violated the Missouri Second Mortgage Loan Act by charging
Missouri borrowers fees and interest not permitted by the Act. RFC and Homecomings Financial LLC (HFN), among others, were named as defendants in their role
as assignees of certain of the MCR loans Following a trial concluded in January 2008, the jury returned verdicts against all defendants, including an award against
RFC and HFN for $4million in compensatory damages (plus pre- and post-judgment interest and attorneys' fees) and against RFC for $92 million in punitive
damages In a November 2010 decision, the Missouri Court of Appeals affirmed the compensatory damages but ordered anew tnal on punitive damages. Upon
remand, we paid $12.8 million in compensatory damages (including interest and attorneys' fees). At the end of February 2012, RFC entered into an agreement in
principle to settle all of plaintiffs' remaining claims, including plaintiffs' already-awarded attorneys' fees on appeal, for atotal of $17.3 million. The agreement was
preliminarily approved on April 16, 2012. The hearing on final approval is scheduled for May 18, 2012
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Potential Losses - Litigation, Repurchase Obligations, and Related Claims
Litigation
As described under Legal Proceedings above, Ally and certain of its subsidiaries have been named as defendants in several cases relating to their various roles in
MBS offerings.
Privatc-label Securitizations - Other Potential Repurchase Obligations
When our Mortgage Companies sell mortgage loans through whole-loan sales or securitizations, these entities are required to make customary representations
and warranties about the loans to the purchaser and/or securitization trust. These representations and warranties relate to, among other things, the ownership ofthe
loan, the validity of the lien securing the loan, the loan's compliance with the criteria for inclusion in the transaction, including compliance with underwriting
standards or loan criteria established by the buyer, ability to deliver required documentation, and compliance with applicable laws. Generally, the representations
and warranties described above may be enforced against the applicable Mortgage Companies at any time over the life of the loan, subject to applicable statutes of
limitations and other similar limitations. Breaches of these representations and warranties have resulted in a requirement that the applicable Mortgage Companies
repurchase mortgage loans. As the mortgage industry continues to experience higher repurchase requirements and additional investors begin to attempt to put back
loans, a significant increase in activity beyond that experienced today could occur, resulting in additional future losses at our Mortgage Companies.
Potential Losses
We currently estimate that ResCap's reasonably possible losses over time related to the litigation matters and potential repurchase obligations and related
claims described above could be between $0 and $4 billion over existing accruals. This estimated range is based on significant judgment and numerous assumptions
that are subject to change, and which could be material. However, as a result of ResCap's current financial position, we believe ResCap's ability to pay for any such
losses is very limited. Refer to Note I to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements for a discussion of reasonably possible losses in connection with a
ResCap bankruptcy filing.

Other Contingencies
We are subject to potential liability under various other exposures including tax, nonrecourse loans, self-insurance, and other miscellaneous contingencies. We
establish reserves for these contingencies when the item becomes probable and the costs can be reasonably estimated. The actual costs of resolving these items may
be substantially higher or lower than the amounts reserved for any one item Based on information currently available, it is the opinion of management that the
eventual outcome of these items will not have a material adverse impact on our results of operations, financial position, or cash flows.

25. Subsequent Events
Declaration of Quarterly Dividend Payments
On April 4, 2012, the Ally Board of Directors declared quarterly dividend payments on certain outstanding preferred stock. This included a cash dividend of
$1 125 per share, or a total of $134 million, on Fixed Rate Cumulative Mandatorily Convertible Preferred Stock, Series F-2; a cash dividend of $17 50 per share, or a
total of $45 million, on Fixed Rate Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series G; and a cash dividend of $0.53 per share, or a total of $22 million, on Fixed
RateMoating Rate Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series A. The dividends are payable on May 15, 2012.

Chrysler Exclusivity Agreement
We are currently party to an agreement with Chrysler, pursuant to which Chrysler is obligated to provide us with exclusivity privileges related to certain ofits
retail financing subvention programs. On April 25, 2012, Chrysler provided us with notification of non-renewal, and as a result the agreement will expire on April
30,2013
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Item 2. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
Selected Financial Data
The selected historical financial information set forth below should be read in conjunction with Management's Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations, our Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements, and the Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements. The
historical financial information presented may not be indicative of our future performance.
The following table presents selected statement of income data
Three months ended March
31,

2011

2012

($ in millions)

Net financing revenue
Total other revenue

2,400
1,438
293
669
1,187

Total net revenue
Provision for loan losses
Total noninterest expense

1,856
140
1,350

Total financing revenue and other interest income
Interest expense
Depreciation expense on operating lease assets

S

$

2,478
1,664
270
544
1,008
1,552
113
1,340

Income from continuing operations before income tax expense (benefit)
Income tax expense (benefit) from continuing operations

366
64

99
(70)

Net income from continuing operations

302

169

Income (loss) from discontinued operations, net of tax
Net income

8
310

Basic and diluted earnings per common share:
Net income (loss) from continuing operations
Net income (loss)
Non-GAAP financial measures (a):
Net income
Add: Original issue discount amortization expense (b)
Add. Income tax expense (benefit) from continuing operations
Less: Income (loss) from discontinued operations, net of tax
Core pretax income (a)
(a)

S

$

(23)
146

S

76
82

$

(2)
(19)

S

310
108
64
8

S

146
326
(70)
(23)

$

474

$

425

Core pretax income is not a financial measure defined by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP). We define core pretax
income as earnings from continuing operations before income taxes, original issue discount amortization expense primarily associated with our 2008 bond exchange,
and the gain on extinguishment of debt related to the 2008 bond exchange. We believe that the presentation of core pretax income is useful information for the
users of our financial statements in understanding the earnings from our core businesses In addition, core pretax income is the primary measure that management
uses to assess the performance of our operations We believe that core pretax income is a useful alternative measure of our ongoing profitability and performance,
when viewed in conjunction with GAAP measures The presentation of this additional information is not a substitute for net income determined in accordance with
GAAP

(b) Primarily represents original issue discount amortization expense associated with the 2008 bond exchange, including accelerated amortization of $30 million for the
three months ended March 31, 2011 that was reported as a loss on extinguishment of debt in the Condensed Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income
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The following table presents selected balance sheet and ratio data
At and for the
three months ended March 31,
($ in mt/lions)

2011

2012

Setlected period-end balance sheet data:
Total assets

S

186,350

173,704

Long-term debt

S

93,990

88,139

Preferred stock/interests

5

6,940

6,940

Total equity

S

19,667

20,407

Financial ratios
Efficiency ratio (a)

72.74%

86. 34%

Core efficiency ratio (a)

68.74%

71 35%

Net income from continuing operations

0.66%

0 39%

Net income

0.68%

0 34%

Core pretax income

1.03%

0.99%

Retumn on assets

Return on equity
Net income from continuing operations

6.24%

3 36%

Net income

6.40%

2.90%

Core pretax income

9.78%

8 45%

Equity to assets

10.56%

11.72%

Net interest spread (b)

1.24%

0 85%

Net interest spread excluding original issue discount (b)

1.60%

1 86%

Net yield on interest-earning assets (c)

1.67%

1.46%

1.94%

2.26%

Tier I capital (to risk-weighted assets) (d)

13.50%

14 68%

Total risk-based capital (to risk-weighted assets) (e)

14.53%

15.97%

Tier I leverage (to adjusted quarterly average assets) (f')

11.65%

12 78%

Net yield on interest-eaming assets excluding original issue discount (c)
Regulatory capital ratios

Total equity

S

Goodwill and certain other intangibles

19.667

S

(494)

Unrealized gains and other adjustments

20,407
(533)

(317)

(272)

2,542

2,541

Tier I capital (d)

21,398

22,143

Preferred equity

(6,940)

(6,940)

Trust preferred securities

(2,542)

Trust preferred securities

(2,541)

Tier I common capital (non-GAAP) (g)

S

11,916

S

12,662

Risk-weighted assets (h)

S

158,460

$

150,814

Tier I common (to risk-weighted assets) (g)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0)
(g)

(h)

7.52%

8 40%

The efficiency ratio equals total oiber noninterexi expense divided bytotal net revenue The core efficiency ratio equals total other noninterest expense divided by total net revenue excluding original
issue discount amortization expense
Net interest spread represents shedifference between the rate on total interest-earning assets and the rate on total interest-bearing liabilities, excluding discontinued operations for the periods shown
Net yield on interest-earning assetsrepresents netfinancing revenue asa percentage of total interest-earning assets
Tier I capital generally consists of common equity, minority interests, qualifying noncumulative preferred stock, and the fixed rate cumulative preferred stock sold to Treasury under TARP, less
goodwill and other adjustments
Total risk-based capital is the sum of Tier I and Tier 2 capital Tier 2 capital generally consists of preferred stock not qualifying as Tier I capital, limited amounts nf subordinated debt and the allowance
for loan losses, and other adjustments The amount ofTier 2 capital may not exceed the amount ofTier I capital
Tier I leverage equals Tier I capital divided byadjusted quarterly average total assets(which reflects adjustments for disallowed goodwill and certain intangible assets) The minimum Tier I leverage
ratio is 3%sor 4% depending on factors specified in the regulations
We define Tier I common asTier I capital less noncommon elements, including qualifyinag perpetual preferred stock, minority interest in subsidiaries, trust preferred securities, and mandlasorily
convertible preferred securities Ally considers various measures when evaluating capital utilization and adequacy, including the Tier I common equity ratio, in addition so capital raios defined by
banking regulators This calculation is intended socomplement shecapital ratios defined by banking regulators for both ahsolute andcomparative purposes Because GAAP does not include capital
ratio measures, Ally believes there are no comparable GAAP financial measures to these ratios Tier I common equity is not formally defined by GAAP or codified in the federal banking regulations and,
therefore, is considered sobe a non-GAAP financial measure Ally believes the Tier I common equity ratio is important because we believe analysts and banking regulators may assessour capital
adequacy using this ratio Additionally, presentation of this measure allows readers to compare certain aspects of our capital adequacy on shesame basis to other companies in the industry
Risk-weighted assetsare defined by regulation and are determined byallocating assetsand specified off-balance sheet financial instruments into several broad risk categories
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ResCap
To:

Members of the Residential Capital, LLC Audit Committee:
Jonathan Ilany
John Mack
Ted Smith
Pam West

cc:

Steve Abreu
Tom Marano
Jim Whitlinger

Residential Capital, ILLC Audit Comnmittee Meeting
Tuesday, May 1, 2012, 12:00 - 2:00 pmn (ET)
Dial-in No.: 866-203-0920!/ International No.: 206-445-0056
Access Code: 53396-93036
A telephonic meeting of the ResCap Audit Committee will be held Tuesday, May 1,
2012, from 12:00 to 2:00 pm (ET). The purpose of the meeting is to review 2012 first
quarter financial statements. An agenda and supporting materials are attached.
All directors are invited to attend the meeting. Please let me know if you are unable to
participate. Feel free to contact me by phone (313-656-6301) or email
(cathy.guenneville~allv.com) should you have any questions. Thank you.
Cathy Quenneville
Secretary
4/30/12
Attachments
Additional cc:

Ann Cummings
Cathy Dondzila
Tammy Hamzehpour
Carol Larson
David Lerner
Jack Levy

Jim Mackey
Joe Moldovan
Tom Robinson
Bill Solomon
Brad Stevenson
Dan Tucci
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Exhibit B

ResCap Audit Committee
May 1, 2012
12:00 -2:00 pmn (Eastern)
AGENDA

Start Time

I. Up~date on R&W Obliuations. Litigation and Related Matters

(20 min)

12:00 pm

2. Approval of 2012 First Quarter Private Financial Statements and
Review of Related Accountina Matters
Cathy Dondzila

(60 min)

12:20 pm

3. Deloite Report on 2012 First Quarter Review
Tom Robinson and Brad Stevenson

(20 min)

1:20 pm

4. Executive Session:
iL Management

(20 min)

1:40 pm

Tim Devine and Todd Kushman

ii. Deloitte
ill. Audit Director

ResCap Confidential
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RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC
Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements for the Periods Ended
March 31,2012 and 2011
(Unaudited)
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Exhibit B

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet (unaudited)
Residential Capital, LLC

(0inthousands)

March 31,2012

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Mortgage loans held-for-sale (S46,419 and $56,976 fair value elected)
Finance receivables and loans, net
Consumer (S832,094 and S835,192 fair value elected)
Commecruial
Allowance for loan losses
Total finaince receivables and loans, net
Mortgage servicing rights
Accounts receivable, net
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Borrowings
Borrowings from parent and affiliate
Collateralized borrowings in securitization trusts ($828,4 18 and S829,940 fair
value elected)
Other borrowings
Total borrowings
Other liabilities

Total

liabilities

Equity
Member's interest
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Total equity
Total liabilities and cquity

Decomber 31,2011

S652,704
4,270,826

$618,699
4,249,625

996,559
41,145
(28,788)
1,008,916
1,254,497
3,157.256
5,331,372
$15.675.571

t,022,730
38,017
(28,616)
1,032,131
1,233,107
3,051,748
6.628,152
516.813462
kw

$1,409,873

$1,1 89,364

828.418
4,468,776
6,707,067
8,569,161

830,318
4,705,404
6,725,086
9.996,026

15,276,228

16,721,112

11,630,276
(11,166,544)
(64,389)
399,343
515,675.571

11I.433,776
(11,279,560)
(61086)
92-350
S1 6.813,462

The assets ofeonsolideled variable interest entities that can be used only to settle obligations of the consolidated variable interest
etities and the liabilities of these entities for which creditors (or beneficial interest holders) did not have recourse to our general
credit at March 31,2012 and December 31,2011, wvere as follows.

(Sinthousand,)

March 31,2012

Assets
Mortgage loans held-for-sale
Finance receivables and loans, net
Consumer (S832,094 and S935,192 fatir value elected)
Allowance for loan losses
Total finance receivables and loans, net
Accounts receivable, ne
Cther assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Borrowings
Collateralized borrowings in becuritization trusts ($828,418 and $829,940 fair
value elected)
Other borrowings
Total borrowings
Othser liabilities
Total liabilities

December 31,2011

$7,944

S8,658

987,869
(8.732)
979,137
1,026,867
32,934
$2.046,882

998,509
(10,126)
988,383
1,027,411
29,494
52,053,946

5828,418
806,292
1,634,710
28,033
$1,663.543

S830,318
85 5.63
1,685,949
29,099
S1,715,048

The Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (unaudited) are an integral part of these statements.
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Exhibit B

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income (unaudited)

Residential Capital, LLW

Three months ended March 31, (S in thousands)
Revenue
Interest income
Interest expense
Net financing revenue
Other revenue
Servicing fees
Servicing asset valuation and hedge activities, net
Total servicing income, net
Gain on mortgage loans, net
Gain (loss) on foreclosed real estate
Other revenue, net
Total other revenue
Total net revenue
Proviio for loan loses
Nonluterest expense
Representation and warranty cxpcnsc, not
Compensation and benefits
Professional fees
Data processing and telecommunications
Occupancy
Advertising
Other noninterest expense, net
Total noninterest expense
Income before income taxes
Income tax expense
Net incofe
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Comphesiv inomeS

2012

2011

$94,605
103,219
(8,613)

1110,240
116,991
(6,751)

188,941
11",16
304,257
106,493
4,488
20,032
435,270
426,657
(1,3412)

217,664
48,911
266,575
35,200
(2,702)
6,031
305,104
298,353
5,632

19,459
103,233
57,34
20,363
7,115
2,046
99,504
309,063
11is896
5,880
$i113,016
(2,523)
110,493

26,000
81,676
18,962
20,203
5,633
8,747
82,101
243,322
49,399
8,946
S40,453
(2,397)
S39.056

The Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (unaudited) are an integral part of these statements.
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Exhibit B

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity (unaudited)
Residential Capital, LLC

(in thousands)

Balance at January 1,2011
Net income
Capital contribution
vOcomprehensive income, net of tax
Balance at March 31, 2011
Balance at January 1,2012
Net income
Capital contribution
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Balance at March 31, 2012

Member's
interest
SI 1,324,371
-

£l11324,371
S11,433,776
-

Accumulated
other
Accumnulated
comprehensive
deficit
income
(SIO0A34,497)
(S43,710)
40,453
-40,453

($10,394,044)
(S11,279,560)
113,016

196,500

-

-

$11,630,276

(111,166,544)

(2,397)
($46,107)
(561,966

Total
equity
S846,164

(2,397)
$884,220
592,350

-113.016
-196,500

(2,523)
($64,3119)

(2,523)
&399,343

The Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (unaudited) are an integral part of them statements.
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Exhibit B

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (unaudited)
Residential Capital, LLC

Three months ended March 31, (1 in thousands)
Operating activities
klet inoome
Reconciliation of net income to net cash (used in) pruvided by Operating activities
Depreciation and amDrlization
Accretion of deferred concession on secured notes
Provision for loan losses
Gain on mortgage loans, not
Net (gain) loss on other assets
Change in fair value of mortgage servicing rights
Originations and purchases of mortgage loans held-for-sale
Pmcceds from sales and repayments of mortgage loans held-fot-sale
Netchangein
Deferred income taxes
Accounts receivable
Other assets
Other liabilities
Not cash (used in) provided by operating activities
I nvesting activities
Net (increase) decrease in commercial finance receivables and loans
Net decrease in consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans
Not decrease in investments in real estate and other
Proceeds from sales of foreclosed and owned real estate
Other, net
Not cash provided by investing activities
Financing activities
Net increase (decrease) in borrowings from parent and affiliate
Repayments of collateralized borrowings in securitization trusts
Proceeds from other long- term borrowings
Repayments of other long-term borrowings
Net (decrease) incmsc in other short-term borrowings
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Effect of changes in foreign exchange rates on cash &rW cash equivalents
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at March 3 1.

S113.016

S40A53

10,449
7,004
(25,921)
(24,898)
(1,302)
5,632
(106,493)
(35,200)
(1,861)
3,345
(10,817)
(36,488)
(101MIM) (15,483,820)
10,666,109
15,204,714
1,251
244,337
1,117,423
(1,336,152)
(243,346)

(2,004)
250,806
1,170,188
(787,829)
311,903

(497)
77,133
22,890
72,016
171.542

11,412
197,379
3,085
44,363
(9,072)
237.166

417,009
(82,842)
849,685
(923,285)
(165,464)
95,103
10,706
34,005
618,699
S652.704

(187,146)
(140,203)
519,362
(796,606)
91,776
(512,81.7)
10
46,506
672,204
3718,710

Tbe Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (unaudited) are an integral part of these statements.
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Exhibit B

Condensed Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (unaudited)

Residential Capital, LLC

Three months ended March 31, 43 in thousands)
Supplemental disclosures
Cash paid for
Interest
Income taxes
Hon cash items
Mortgage loans held-for--sale transferred to consumer finance receivables and loans
Consumer finance receivables and loans transferred to mortgage loans held-for-sale
Consumer finance receivables and loans transferred to other assets
Mortgage loans held for sale transferred to other assets
Mortgage loans held-for-sale transferred to sccounts receivable
Mortgage servicing rights recognized upon the transfer of financial assets
Capital contributions through forgiveness of borrowings from Ally Inc.
Other dbLouures
Proceeds from sales and repayments of consumer finance receivables and loans originally
designated as mortgage loans held for sale

2012

2011

$38,443
18

$91,379
17,642

461
40,407
2,571
47,073
349,436
10,573
196,50

1,113
53,68
3,585
15,637
214,932
18,370

$33,219

S41,929

-

The Notes to the Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (unaudited) are an integral part of these statements.
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Exhibit B

Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
Residential Capital, LLC

1. Description of Business, Basis of Presentation and Changes in Significant Accounting
Policies
Residential Capital, LLC (ResCap, we, our, or us) is a wholly owned subsidiatry of GMAC Mortgage Group, LLC (OMAC
Mortgage Group) which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ally Financial Inc. (Ally Inc.). Our operations are principally conducted
through our subsidiaries Residential Funding Company, LLC (RFC) and GMAC Mortgage, LLC (GMAC Mortgage). We broker,
originate, purchase, sell, securitize, and service residential mortgage loans in the United Stotes. We broker virtually all of the loan
production from our origination channels to our affliate, Ally Bank. Virtually all ofour purchases are also executed with our affiliate,
Ally Bank. Purchased loans are primarily agency eligible or government insured loans. Prime credit quality loans originated in
conformity with the underwriting guidelines ofriannie Mae (formerly known as Federal National MortgageAssociation) and Freddie
Mac (formerly known as Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) are generally sold to one of those governmenit-sponsoired
entities in the form of agency-sponsored securitizations. Prime credit quality loans originated in conformity with the underwriting
guidelines of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) are generally sold into
securitizations guaranteed by the Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
collectively, the OSEs).
Ally Bank has recently undertaken actionisthat are expected to have a material adverse impact on our financial condition, results
of operations and cash flows. These include the November 2011 decision to reduce its focus on its correspondent mortgage lending
channel, and the decisions in April 2012 to significantly reduce its government production, including FHA and VA loans, from its
correspondent mortgage lending channel, to become a direct selter of eligible loans to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mao effective May
1,2012, aind to terminate a number of its affiliate agreements with OMAC Mortgage effective April 30,2012. We expect the level
of mortgage loan purchases from Ally Bank to decline significantly in future periods. GMAC Mortgage will continue to purchase
Ginnie Mae eligible loans from Ally Bank under the terms of an amended and restated master mortgage loan purchase and sae
agreement executed inApril 2012 effective May 1,2012. Refer to Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional information.
Our legacy business included non-conforming, domestic and international residential mortgage loan originations, purvhases,
sales, and scuntization activities ourcaptive mortgage reinsurance portfolio; and our domestic and international commercial lending
activities. The remaining legacy portfolios, which include limnited international operations in Mexico, Canada and the United
Kingdom, are being run-off, with periodic asset saes. workouts, or consideration and execution of other strategic disposition
transactions to maximize our return.
We did not make a $20.1 million semi-annual interest payment that was due on April 17, 2012, related to $473.0 million
outstanding senior unsecured notes maturing in June 2013. The indenture for the senior unsecured notes provides that a failure to
pay interest on an interest payment date does not become an event of default unless such failure continues for a period of 30 days.
We have projected interest payments due in May 2012 of $136.5 million, including the $20.1 interest payment due on April 17,
2012. We also have S2.0 billion of debt maturing in 2012, including our $158.0 million mortgage servicing rights secured funding
facility, $131.2 million in euro-denomninated notes and St.4 billion in secured borrowings from Ally Inc. and its subsidiaries, all of
which mature inMay 2012.
We have been, and expect to continue to be, negatively impacted by exposure to representation and warranty obligations,
adverse outcomes with reapect to current or future litigatioa, fines, penalties or settlements related to our business activities and
additional expenses to address regulatory requirements. We currently estimate that our reasonably possible losses related to litigation
matters and potential repurchase obligations and related claims could be between $0.0 billion and S4.0 billion in excess of amounts
recorded. See Note 16 - Contingencies and Other Risks for additional information. There can be no assurance that we will have
the capital or liquidity sufficient to pay any significant portion of such estimated possible losses.
We remain heavily dependent on Ally Inc. and affiliates for funding and capital support. While Ally Inc. agreed to extend the
maturity date for certain of its facilities with us until May 14, 2012, there can be no assurance that they will continue any such
support or that they will choose to excute any further strategic transactions with respect to us or that any transactions undertaken
will be successful. ShouldAl ly Inc. no longer continue to support ourcapital or liqui dity needs or should we be unable to successfully
execute other initiatives, it would have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Consequently, there remains substantial doubt about our ability to continue as a going concern. If we do not receive the necessary
support, we are determining whether it would be in the best interests of our creditors and other stakeholders to file for protection
under the federal bankruptcy ars
All of our credit facilities and certain other agreements contain covenants that require us to maintain consolidated tangible net
worth of S250.0 million as of each month end. At December 31, 2011, me were in default of this covenant which wvas subsequently
cured but it is possible defaults could occur in the future due to insufficient capital or liquidity. Failure to meet this covenant is an
event of default and may result in, amnoung other things, an acceleration of the facility's maturity and/or may trigger an early
7
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Exhibit B

Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
Residential Capital, LLC

amortization event, under certain facilities. There are also cross default and cross acceleration provisions in our credit facilities, our
junior secured debt and certain other agreements. A default under any one ofthese agreements can, through cross default and cross
acceleration provisions create defitullb in all ofour other agreements. See Note 8 - Borrowings for additional information related
to our financial covenants and counterparties remedies in an event ofdofault
Our consolidated tangible not worth, as defined, as of March 31, 2012 was $399.3 million in compliance with our financial
covenants. Our consolidated tangible net worth, as defined, asofDcLember3l,201 1, was S92.4 million, which constituted an event
of default under our credit fiicilities and certain other agreements. We obtained waivers or acknDvAedgment letters from each of
our liquidity providers in connection without credit facilities and counterparties to agreements with financial covenants under which
they agreed not to pursue their contractual remedies with respect to the default. These waivers were predicated, in part, on a January
30, 2012 capital contribution in the amount of S196.5 million that we received from Ally Inc. We are in compliance with any
conditions with respect to thew waivers and acknowledgment letters.

Consolidation and Basis of Presentation
The accompanying Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements were prepared on a going concern basis, which contemplates
the realization ofassets and the satisfaction ofliabilibes in the normal course ofbusiness. The Condensed Consolidated Financial
Statements include our account-, and accounts of our majority-owned subsidiaries after eliminating all significant intercompany
balanccs and transactions and include all variabic intcrcst crititics (VIEs) in which wo arc tho primary bcncficiary. Soo Note 4 Securitization and Nbriable Interest Entities for additional information.
Our accounting and reporting policies conform to accounting principles generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica
(GAAP). The preparation offinancial statements inconformity with CAAPrcquirc3 management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts ofassets and liabilities at the date oftho financial statements and that affect income and expenses
dining the reporting period. In developing the estimates and assumptions, management uses all available evidence; however, actual
results could differ because ofuncertainties associated with estimating the amounts, timing, and likelihood of possible outcomes.
The Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements at March 31, 2012 and for the three months ended March 31, 2012 and
2011, are unaudited but reflect all adjustments that are, in management's opinion, necessary for the fair presentation ofilhe results
for the interim periods presented. All such adjustments arc ofa normal recurring nature. These unaudited Condensed Consolidated
Financial Statements should be read in conjunction with the audited Consolidated Financial Statements (and the related notes) for
the year ended December 31, 2011.
We operate our international subsidiaries in a similar manner as we operate in the United States ofAmerica (U.S. or United
States), subject to local laws or other circumstances that may cause us to modify our procod ures accordingly. The financial statements
of subsidiaries that operate outside ofthe United States are measured using the local currency as the functional currency. All assets
and liabilities of foreign subsidiaries are translated into U.S. dollars using the period end exchange rates. The resulting translation
adjustments are recorded in accumulated other comprehensive income, a component of equity. Income am expense items arc
translated at average exchange rates prevailing during the reporting period.

Recently Adopted Accounting Standards
Fair Value Measurement - Amendments to Achieve Common Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure
Requirements in U.S. GAAP and IFRS (ASU 2011-04)
As of January 1, 2012, we adopted Accounting Standards Update (ASU) 2011-04, which amends ASC 920, Fair Value
Measurements.The amendmentsin thisASUclarify howto irAisure; fair valueand it contains new disclosure requirements to provide
more transparency into Level 3 fair value measurements. It is intended to improve the comparability of fair value measurements
presented and disclosed in financial statements prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP and IFRS. The ASU must be applied
prospectively. The adoption did not have a material impact to our consolidated financial condition or results ofoperations.

Recently Issued Accounting Standards
Balance Sheet - Disclosures about Offisctfing Assets and Liabilfties (ASU 2011-11)
In December 2011, the Financial Asset Standards Board (FASB) issued ASU201 1- 11, which amcndsASC 210,Balawe Sheet
ThisASUcontains newdisclosurc requirements regarding the nature ofanentity's rights ofsetoffand related arrangements associated
with its financial instruments and derivative instruments. The new disclosures will give financial statement users information about
both gross and not exposures. ASU 2011-11 is effective for us on January 1, 2013, and retrospective application is required. Since
the guidance relates only to disclosures. adoption is not expected to have a material effect on our consolidated financial condition
or results of operations.
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Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
Residential Capital, LLC

2. Mortgage Loans Held-for-sale
The composition of residential mortgage loans held-for-ale reported at carrying value, were as follows.
December3l,2011
Total
Total
Domestic (a) (b) Foreign
S3,497,392
£12,011 $3,509,403
$3,558,310
740,222
740,222
712,516
$12,011 S4,249.625
$4,270,826
S4,237,614
(a) Includes mortgage loans subject to conditional repurchase options of $2.3 billion and $2.3 billion sold to Ginnie Mae guaranteed secwitizations
iSn thousand)
I1st Mortgage
Home equity
Total loans hcld-for-salc (c)

March 31,2012
Domestic (a) (b)
Foreign
$3,523,013
$35,297
712,516
$4,235,529
S35,297

and $99.3 million and S105.8 million sold to off-balance sbeet private-label securitization tbusts at March 31,2012 and December 31. 2011.
respectiwely. The corresqponing liability i;recorded in other liabilities. SeeNote 4 -Scuritiationit nd Variale nteretntitiesforadditional
information.
(bi) Includes mortgage loa for whichwechave electedthe fair value option ofS46.4 mnillion and $57.0 million at March 31, 2012 and December 31,
2011 respectively. See Note 13 - Fair Value for additional information.
(c) Ibe carrying values are net of discounts of S320.4 million and $313.1 millon fair value adjustments of $(30.8) million and S(28.0) million,
lower of coat or fair value adjustments of S56.8 million and $60.2 million, ad UPB write-downs of $1.4 billion and 31.5 billion at March 31,
2012 and December 31, 2011. respectively.

3. Finance Receivables and Loans, Net
The composition of finance receivables and loans, net reported at carrying value before allowance for loan losses, were as
follows.

(3 i ihousands)
Consumer
I1at Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer (a) (b)

Commercial
Commercial and industrial
Commercial real estate
Total comnmercial

Domestic
S128,220
616,916
745,136

March 31, 2012
Foreign
$251,423
-

251,423

December 31, 2011
Total
$379,643
616,916
996,559

Domestic
$130,024
636,212
766,236

Foreign

Total

S256,494
-

256,494

$386,518
6.36,212
1,022,730

23,860
26,232
23,860
14,157
14,1 57
14,913
38,017
38,017
41,145
$766,236
S294,51 1 S1.06047
S745.136
S292.568
S1.037.704
Total finance receivables and loans
(a) Constaner mortgages include $832.1 million and S835.2 million at fair value as aresult of fairvalue optioncelctionsas of March 31,2012 and
December 31, 2011, respectively. See Note 13 - Fair Value for additional information.
(b)
Thegmoss carrying value is net of fair valueadjustments of Sl. billion and S1.6 billion and UPB wrte-downis of $8 milion and $8.0 million
at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively.
-

26,232
14,913
41,145
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The following table presents an analysis of the activity in the allowanice for loan losses on finance receivables and loans, net
(3S
in thousnds)
Allowance at January 1,
Provision for loan losse3
Charge-offs
Domestic
Foreiign
Total charge-olfs
Recoiveries
Domestic

lForeiltr
Total recoveries
Nct cbargc-offi;
Allowance at March 31
Allowance for loan losses
Individually evaluated for
Collectively evaluated for
Finance receivables and loans
Individually evaluated for
Collectively evaluated for impyairment

2012
Consumer Commnercial
$13,639
$14,979
(548)
(754)
(1,123)
116
(1,007)
100

-

.1,327
1,327

2011
Total
Consumer Commercial
S28616
S17,681
$25,129
(1,302)
447
5,185

Total
S42,810
5,632

(1,123)
1,443
320

(2,212)
(218)
(2,430)

(14,579)
(14,579)

(2,212)
(14,797)
(17,009)

295

1,263

937

2,200

1,718

781
291

-

100

195
859
1,054

859
1,154

(907)
$12,183

2,381
$16,605

1,474
$28,788

(1,167)
$16,961

(12,861)
$17,453

(14,028)
$34,414

$2,910
S9,273

S16,605
$--

$19,515
S9,273

$3,838
$13,123

$16,137
£1,316

$19,975
£14,439

S8,018
£156,447

S41,145
S-

$49,163
£156,447

$7,818
$232,724

$88,972
£3,279

£96,790
£236,003

-

-781
1,263

The following table presents an analysis of our past due finance receivables and loans at gross carrying value.

(in thousands)
March 31, 2012

Consumer mortgage
Ist Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
Commercial real estate
Total commercial
Total
December 31,2011
Consumer mortgage
Ist Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
Commercial real estate
Total commercial
Total

30-59 days
past due

$30,346
11,122
41,468
25,81
-

60-89 days
past due

$13,857
5,208
19,065
-

90 days
or more
past due

Total
past due

S170,051
10,813
180,864

£214,254
27,143
241,397

351
14,913

26,232
14,913

Current

$165,389

589,773
755,162
-

Total

$379,643
616,916
996,559
26,23
14,913

25,881
£67,349

$19,065

15,264
$196,128

41,145
$282,542

£755,162

41,145
S1,037,7014

£29,730
13,064
42,794

$14,664
6,488
21,152

$158,255
11,850
170,105

S202,649
31,402
234,051

£183,869
604,810
788,679

$386,518
636,212
1,022.730

322
12,212
12,534
$182,639

322
13,948
14,270
S248.321

23,538
209
23,747
£812.426

23,860
14,157
38,017
31.060.747

-

-

-

-

$42,794

1,736
1,736
£22,888

-
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The following table presents the gross carrying value of our finance receivables and loans in nonaccrual status.
(Sin thoUsand)
Consumer nmortage
1st Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
Commercial real estate
Total commercial
TOta

March 31,2012

December31, 2011

5193,981
30,329
224,310

S199,702
36.651
236,353

26,23
14,913
41,145
S265,455

322
12,212
12,534
$248,897

Management performsa quarterly analysis of its consumer and commercial finance receivable and loanporifolios usingarernge
of credit quality indicators to assess the adequacy of the allowance based on historical and current trends. Based on our allowance
meAthodology, our credit quality indicators for consumer mortgage loans are performing and nonperforming and for commercial
mortgage finance rceivables and loans are pass and criticized.
The following table presents the credit quality indicators for our consumer mortgage loan portfolio at gross carrying value.
M

(S in thousnds)
Consumer mortgage
I1st Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer mortage

16 at IWAi I
.

$185,662
586,587
S772.249

M

=~....

Performing Nonperforming
S193,981
30,329
S224,310

Total
S379,643
616,916
S996,559

WflU

-, f,

&

Performing Nonprforming
S186,816
599,561
$786_377

S199,702
36,651
S236,353

Total
S386,518
636,212
$1.022,730

The following table presents the credit quality indicators for our commercial finance receivable and loan portfolio at gross
carrying value.
Mardi 31.2012

(in thousads)

Pass

Criticized (a)
Total
Pass
Cricized (a)
Total
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
5$26,232
$26,232
S$23,860
S23,860
Commercial real estate
14,913
14,913
209
13,949
14,157
Total commercial
541,145
541.145
5209
$37,309
S38,017
(a) Includes loans dimifled as special mention, substandard, or doubtful. These classifications amebased on regulatory definitions and generally
represent loans in our portfolio that we of highier default risk.
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hIpaitmd Loans and Troubled Debt Reatnicturings
Inapdaed Lewis

Loans are considered impaired wvhen we determine it is probable that we will be unable to collect all amounts due according
to the terms of the loan agreement or if the loan has been modified under a troubled debt restructuring.
The following table presents information about our impaired finance receivables and loans recorded at historical coat
Unpaid
Carrying
princlpal value before
balance (a) allowance

Impaired
with so
allowance

Impaired
with an
aflowance

(3Sin thovswus)
March 31. 2012
Consumer mortgage
Ist Mortgage
$409
$409
SHome equity
7,609
7,609
160
Total consumer
8,018
3,018
160
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
26,232
26,232
Commercial real estate
14,973
14,913
1,591
Total commercial
41,205
41,145
1,591
Total
S49.223
$49,163
SI.751
December 3 1,2011
Consumer mortgage
1st Mortgage
S436
$436
Home equity
7,619
7,619
173
Total consumer
8,055
8,055
173
Commercial
Commercial and industrial
322
322
Commercial real estate
12,271
12,212
1,442
Total commercial
12,593
12,534
1,442
Total
$20.648
S20,589
$1,615
(a) Unpaid principal balance represents the contractuial principal balance adjusted for UPII write-downs on transfen;
accordance with our policy.

Allowance
for
impaired
loass

S409

S1113

7,45A
7,359

2,30
2,910

26,232
13,322
39,554
S47.413
$-436
7,446
7,882

11,4W5
5,120
16,635
S19.515

$109

2,926
3,035

322
202
10,770
4,592
11,092
4,794
$19,974
S7.929
or charge offs in

The following table presents information about our impaired finance receivables and loans excluding loans carried at fair value
dt~e to fair value option elections.

Three months ended March 31,
(S in thousands)
Average balance of impaired loans
Interest income recognized on
impaired loans

Consumer Commercial
57,999
$21,855
$95

S8

Total
$29,854
S103

Consumer Commercial
$7,395
$102,497
$90

S5,574

TOta
$109,892
$5,664

At March 31,2012 and December 31, 2011, there were no commercial commitments to lend additional fundsto debtors owing
receivables whose terms have been modified in a troubled debt restructuring.

TroubledDebt Restrudurings
As part of our loss mitigation efforts and participation in certain governmental programs (e.g., the Making Home Affordable
Program), %%v
may Offer loan modifications to borrowers experiencing financial difficulties (tL)Rs). Loan modifications can include
any or all of the following, principal forgiveness, maturity extensions, delinquent interest capitalization, and changes to contractual
interest rates. Modifications can be either temporary or permanent. Temporary loan modifications arc generally used to monitor the
borrower's ability to perform under the revised terms over a specified trial period; if the borrower performs, it may become a
permanent loan modification. Total TDRs recorded at historical cost and reported at gross carrying value are $35.8 million and
$33.6 million at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively
12
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The following table presents information related to finance receivables and loans recorded at historical cost modified in
connection with a troubled debt restructuring during the period.
Pre-mudificatiun Post-inudificain
Three months ended arch 31, 2012 (Sin thousands)
Consumer mortgage
Mortgage
1t
Home equity
Total consumer morttsie

Loans

oross cairrvino

value

value

11507
1130S54

504

The following table presentainformation related to financereceivablesand loansrccorded at grosscarrying valuticthat redcfaulted
(190 days or more delinquent) on or before the one year anniversary of being modified The charge-off amount is determined in
accordance; with our charge-off policy.

Three months ended March 31, 2012
Consumer mortgage
I1st Mortgage
Home equity
Total consumer mortitaie

Number or
Loians

($ in thousands)

Gross carrying
value

Chairge-off
amount

1

S_10

S10

1

10

Si.

4. Securitizations and Variable Interest Entities
Overview
We are involved in several types of secuuitization and financing transactions that utilize special-purpose entities (SPEs). A
SPE is an entity that is designed to fulill a specified limited need of the sponsor. Our principal usc of SPEs is to obtain liquidity
by securitizing certain of our financial assets.
The SPEs involved in securitization and other financing transactions are generally conaidcred variable interest entities (VIEs).
WEs are entities that have either a total equity investment that is insufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without
additional subordinated financial support or whos ecquity investors lack thc ability to control thc cntity's activities.

Securitizations
We provide a wide range of consumer mortgage loan products to a diverse customer base. We often secunitize these loans
through the use of securitization entities, which may or may not be consolidated on our Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet
NWsecuritize: consumer mortgage loans through either the GSEs or private-label (nonagency) securitizations. For the periods
presented, our consumer mortgage loans were securitized through the GSEs.
In executing a securitization transaction, we sell pools of financial assets to a wholly owncd, bankruptcy-remote SPE, which
then transfers the financial assets to a separate, transactiosi-specific securitization entity for cash, servicing rights, and in some
transactions, other retained interests. The secuwitization entity is funded through the issuance of beneficial interests inthe securitized
linancial assets. The beneficial interests take the form of either notes or trust certificates that are sold to investors and/or retained
by us. These beneficial interests are collateralized by the transferred loans and entitle the investors to specified cash flows generated
from the securitized loans. In the aggregate, these beneficial interests have the same average life as the transferred financial assets.
In addition to providing a source of liquidity and cost-efficient funding, securitizing these financial assets also reduces our credit
exsosure to the borrowers beyond any economic interest we may retain. We aecuntize conforming residential mortgage loans
thr-ough OSE aecuritizations and we historically securitized nonconforming mortgage loans through private-label secuisitizations.
Fach secunitization is governed by various legal documents that limit and specify the activities of the secuntization entity. The
aecuritization entity is gcnerally allowed to acquire the loans, to issue beneficial intcrcats to investors to fund thc acquisition of the

loans, and to enter into derivatives or other yield maintenance contracts (e.g., coverage by monoline bond insurers) to hedge or
mitigate certain risks related to the financial assets or beneficial interests of the entity. A servicer, who is generally us, is appointed
pursuant to the underlying legal documents to service the assets the securitization entity holds and the beneficial interests it issues.
Servicing functions include, but are not limited to, making certain payments of properly taxes and insurance premiums, default and
property maintenance payments, as well as advancing principal and interest payments before collecting themi from individual
13
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borrowers. Our servicing responsibilities, which constitute continued involvement in the transferred financial assets, consist of
primary servicing (i.e., servicing the underlying transferred financial assets) and/or master servicing (i.e., servicing the beneficial
interests that result from the sceuntization transactions). Certain securitization entities also require the servicerto advance scheduled
principal and interest payments due on the beneficial interests issued by the entity regardless of whether cash payments are received
on the underlying transferred financial asets. Accordingly, we are required to provide these servicing advances when applicable.
See Note 5 - Servicing Activities for additional information regarding our servicing rights.
The GSEs provide a guarantee of the payment of principal anid interest on the beneficial interests issued in securitizations. In
private-label sacuritizations, cash flows from the assets initially transferred into the securitization entity represent the sole source
for payment of distributions on the beneficial interests issued by the securitization entity and for payments to the parties that perform
services for the scuritization entity, such as the servicer or the trustee. In certain private-Iabel socuritization transactions, a liquidity
facility may exist to provide temporary liquidity to the entity. The liquidity provider generally is reimbursed prior to other parties
in subsequent distribution periods. Monoline insurance may also exist to cover certain shortfalls to certain investors in the beneficial
interests issued by the securitization entity. As noted above, in certain private-label securitizaions, the serivicer is required to advance
scheduled principal and interest payments due on the beneficial interests regardless of whether cash payments are received on the
underlying transferred financial assets. Tha servicer is allowed to reimburse itself for these servicing advances. Additionally, certain
private-label securiti/Aiion transactions may allow for the acquisition of additional loans subsequent to the initial loan transfer.
Principal collections on other loans and/or the issuance of new beneficial interests, such as variable funding notes, generally fund
these loans; we arc often contractually required to invest in these new interests
We may retain beneficial interests in our private-label securitizations, which may represent a form of significant continuing
economic interest. These retained interests include, but are not limited to, senior or subordinate mortgage- or asset-backed seeurities,
interest--only strips, principal-only strips, and residuals. Certain of these retained interests provide credit enhancemert to the trust
as they may absorb credit losses or other cash shortfalls. Additionally, the secuniti,.Ation agreements may require cash flows to be
directed away from certain of our retained interests due to specific over-collateralization requirements, which may or may not be
performance-driven.
We generally hold certain conditional repurchase options that allow us to repurchase assets from the securitization entity. The
majority of the securitizations provide us, as servicer, with a call option that allows us to repurchase the remaining transferred
finaincial assets or outstanding beneficial interests at our discretion once the asset pool reaches a predefined level, which represents
the point where servicing becomes burdensome (a clean-up call option). The repurchase price is typically the par amount of the
loans plus accrued interest. Additionally, we may hold other conditional repurchase options that allow us to repurchase a transferred
financiall asset if certain events outside our control are met. The typical conditional repurchase option isa delinquent loan repurchase
option that gives usthe option to purchase the loanif it exceeds a certain prespecifled delinquency level. We have discretion regarding
when or if we will exercise these options, but generally, we would do so only when it is in our best interest.
Other than our customary representation and warranty obligations, these secuntizations are nonrecourse to us, thereby
transferring the risk of future credit losses to the extent the beneficial interests in the securitization entities are held by third parties.
Representation and warranty provisions generally require us to repurchase loans or indemnity the investor orother party for incurred
losses to the extent it is determined that the loans wvere ineligible or wvere otherwise defective at the time of sale. See Note 16 Contingencies and Other Risks for detail on representation and warranty provisions. We did not providc any noncontractual financial
support to any of thes entities during the three months ended March 31, 2012 and 2011.

Other Variable Interest Entities
Sevicer AdvanceFundingEuWiy - To assist in the fi nancing of our scrvicer advance recci vables, we formed a SPE that issues
term notes and variable funding notes to third-party investors that are collateralized by servicer advance receivables. These servicer
advance receivables are transferred to the SPE and consist of delinquent principal and interest advances we made as servicer to
various investors; property taxes and insurance premiums advanced to taxing authorities and insurance companies on behalf of
borrowers; and amouants advanced for mortgages in foreclosure. The SPE funds the purchase of the receivables through financing
obtained from the third-party investors and subordinated loans or an equity contribution from us. This SPE is consolidated on our
balance sheet at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011. The beneficial interest holder of this SPE does not have legal recourse
to our general credit We do not have a coiitractual obligation to provide aiiy type of financial support in the future, iior have we
provided noncontractual financial support to the entity during the three months ended March 31, 2012 and 2011.

14
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HomneEquityFunditngEnlity- To assist inthe financing of certain of our home equity mortgage loans, we formed aSPE that
issued variable finrding notes to third-party investors that are collateralized by home equity loans and revolving lines of credit. This
SEis consolidated on our balance sheetat March 31,2012 and December 31,2011. The beneficial interest holder of this VIE does
not have legal recourse to our general credit. We do not have a contractual obligation to provide any type of financial support in
the future, nor have we provided ncmcontractual financial support to the entity during the three months ended March 31, 2012
and 2011.
Odher - Wehave involveznentwith other immaterial on-balance sheetVlEs. Mostof these VlEsare used foradditional liquidity
whereby we sell certain financial assets to the VIE and issue beneficial interests to third parties for cash.

Involvement with Variable Interest Entities
The decterimnationof whether financial assets transferred by us to VIM (and related liabilities) are consolidated on our balance
sheet (also referred to as on-balance sheet) or not consolidated on our balance sheet (also referred to as off-balance sheet) depends
on the terms of the related transaction and our continuing involvement (if any) with the SPE. We ame
doemed the primary beneficiary
and, therefore, consolidate VIEs for which we have both (a)the power through voting rights or similar rights to direct the activities
that most significantly impact the VIE's economic performance, and (b) avariable interest (or variable interests) that (i) obligates
us to absorb losses that could potentially be significant to the VIE and/or (ii) protides us the right to receive residual returns of the
VIE that could potentially be significant to the VIE. We determine whether we hold atsigniicantL variable interest in a VIE based
on aconsideration of both qualitative and quantitative factors regarding the nature, size, and form of our involvement with the VIE
We assess whether we are the primary beneficiary of a VIE on an ongoing basis.
Our involvement with consolidated and nonconsolidated VIEs in which we hold a variable interest as of March 31, 2012
and December 31. 2011. is presented below.

Consolidated
involvement

Assets of
nonconsolidated

Maximum
exposure to loss In

(Sin thousands)
with VIES
VIES, net (a)
VIE. (b)
Marcha 31, 2012
On-balance sheet variable interest entities
Ptivate-label secuuitizations;
$933.317
sServicer Advance Funiding
960.480Home Equity Funding
150607
Other
2,478
Off-bal ance sheet variable interest entities
G3innie Mae securitizations
2,664,512 (c)
43,317,031
43,317,031
Private-label securitizations
132,455 (d)
4,193i,50
4,19,5
Total
S4,843,849
$47,510,537
$47,510,57
Dcember 31,2011
On balance sheet variable interest entities
Private-label securitizations
$939,159
$3Servicer Advance Funding
955,823Home Equity Funding
156,423Other
2,541
Off-balance sheet variable interest entities
G3innie Mae securitizations
2,651,939 (c)
44,126,607
44,126,607
Private-label securitizations
140,709 (d)
4,408,206
4,409,206
Total
$4,846,594
S48.534.813
S48.534.813
(a) Asset values represent the current UPB of outstanding consumer mortgage loans within the VIEs.
(b) Maximumn exposure to loss represents the currentl UPB of outstanding consumer mortgagc loans based on our customary representation and

warranty provisions. This measure is based on the unlikely event that all of the loans have U~nderwriting defects or other defects that trigger a
representation and wairranty provision andl the collaterel supporting the loans are worthless. Thbis
required disclosure is not an indication of
our expected Ioss.
(c) Includes 5411.2 million ad $377.8 million classified as mortgage servicing rights and $2.3 billion and $2.3 billion of mortgage loams heldfor-alethatare subject to conditional repurchase options at Marc 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively. The corresponding liability
related to conditional repurchase option loans isrecorded in other liabilities.
(d) Includes S25.3 million arsd S26.5 million classified a other assets.
57.8 million and S8.4 million claified as mortgage servicing right$ and
899.3 million and $103.3 million of mortgag loans held-for-sale that Are subject to conditional repurchase options at March 31, 2012 and
December3, ,2011, respectively. The corresponding liability related to conditional repurchase option loans isrecorded in other liabilities.
15
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On-balance Sheet Variable Interest Entities
We engage in securitization and other financing transactions that do not qualify for off-balance sheet treatment. In these
situations, we hold beneficial interests or other interests in the VIE, which represents a form of significant continuing economic
interest The interests held include, but are not limited to, senior or subordinate mortgage- or asset-backed securities, interest-only
strips, principal-only strips, residuals, and servicing rights. Certain of these retained interests provide credit enhancement to the
securitization entity as they may absorb credit losses or other cash shortfalls. Additionally, the securitization documents may require
cash flows to be directed away from certain of our retained interests due to specific over-collateralization requirements, which may
or may not be performance-driven. Because these secunitization entities are consolidated, these retained interests and servicing
rights are not recognized as separate assets on our Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet.
We consolidate certain of these entities because we have acontrolling financial interest inthe VIE, primarily dueto our servicing
activities, and because we hold a significant variable interest in the VIE. We are the primary beneficiary of certain pnivate-labe
secunitization entities for which we perform servicing activities and have retained a significant variable interest in the form of a
beneficial interest. In cases where we did not meet sale accounting under previous guidance, unless we have made modifications
to the overall transaction, we do not meet sale accounting under current guidance as we are not permitted to revisit sale accounting
guidelines under the current guidance. In cases where substantive modifications are made, we then reassess the transaction under
the amended guidance based on the new circumstances.
Consolidated VIEs =epresent separate entities with which we are involved. The third-party investors in the obligations of
consolidated VIEs have legal recourse only to the assets of the VIEs and do not have recourse to us, except for customnary representation
and warranty provisions or situations where we are the counterparty to certain derivative transactions involving the VIE. Cash flows
from the assets ane restricted only to pay such liabilities. Thus, our economic exposure to loss from outstanding third--party financing
related to consolidated VIEs is significantly less than the carrying value of the consolidated VIE assets. All assets are restricted for
the benefit of the beneficial interest holders. See Note 13 - Fair Value for discussion of the assets and liabilities for which the fair
value option has been elected.
Off-ballance Sheet Variable Interest Entities
The nature, purpose, and activities ofrnmconsolidated securi tizatioai entities are similar to those ofourcoisolidated securitization
entities with the primary diffrernce being the nature and extent of our continuing involvement. The cash flows from the assets of
nhoncoissolidatted securitization entities generally are the sole source ofpayment on the securitization entities' liabilities. The creditors
of thcse secunitization entities have no recourse to uiswith the exception of market customary representation and warranty provisions
as described inNote 16 - Contingencies and Other Risks.
Noneonsolidated VI~s include entities for which we either do not hold significant variable interests or do not provide servicing
or asset management functions for the financial assets held by the securitization entity. Additionally, to qualify for off-balance sheet
treatment, transfers ofti nancial assets mustmeet saleaccountingeconditions in ASC 860. Our residential mortgage loan securitizations
consist of GSE and private-label secunrtizations. We are not the primary beneficiary of any OSE loan aecuritization transaction
because we do not have the power to direct the significant activities of such entities. Additionally, %vdo not consolidate certain
private-label securitizations because wedo not havesa variable interest that could potentially be significant or we do not have power
to direct the activities that most significantly impact the performance of the VIE
For ojconsolidated securitization entities, the transferred financial assets are removed from our balance sheet provided the
conditions for sale accounting are met. The financial assets obtained from the secuntization are pri marily reported as cash, servicing
rights, or retained interests (if applicable). As an accounting policy election, we elected fair value treatment for our MSR portfolio.
Liabilities incurred as part of these securitization transactions, such as representation and warranty provisions, are recorded at fair
value at the time of sale and are reported as other liabilities on our Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet. Upon the sale of the
loans, we recognize a gain or loss on sale for the difference between the assets recognized, the assets derecognized, and the liabilities
recognized as part of the transaction.
The following summarizes the pretax gains and losses recognized on financial assets sold into nonconsolidated secuintization
and similar asset-hacked financing entities
Three months ended March 31, ($ in diousand)
Consumer mortgage - GSEs
Total Dretax stain (loss)

2012
$251,693
$251,693

2011
(361.504)
($61.504)
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The following table summarizes cash flows received from and paid to securitization entities that are accounted for as a sale
and in which we have acontinuing involvement with the transferred assets (e.g., servicing) that were outstanding during the three
months ended March 31, 2012 and 2011. This table contains information regarding cash flows received from and paid to
nonomnolidated securitization entities that existed during each period.

Three months ended March 31, ($in thousand)
2012
Cash proceeds fromn transfers completed during the period
Cash flows received on retained interests in securitization entities
Servicing fees
Purchases of previously transferred financial assets
Representation and warranty ohligations
Other repurchases
Other cash flows
Total net cash flows
2011
Cash proceeds firomn transfers completed during the period
Cash flows received on retained interests in securitization entities
Servicing fees
Purchases of previously transferred financial assets
Representation and warranty obligations
Other repurchases
Other cash flows
Total net cash flows
(a)

Includus rcpwumc

Consumer
mortgage
GSEs
Private-Label

S10,645,441
-

117,166
(19,00)
(579,948)
8,596
S10.172251)
S15,153,060
-

103,041
(43,582)
(554,409)
67,929
S14,726,039

3,747
43,132
(4,039)
(7,517) (a)
23,1016
S-%474
35,254
41,720
(14)
62,014
$tC0S.974

in connction witlh cican up call optiona.
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The following table represents on-balance sheet mortgage loans held-for-sale and consumner finance receivable and loans, offbalance sheet securitizations, and whole-loan sales where we have continuing involvement. The table presents information about
delinquencies and nct credit losses. Soc Note 5- Servicing Activities for further detal on total serviced aso&
Amount 60 days or more past
due

Total UPB

Net credit
losses (recoveries)
Three months ended
March 31,

(in thousands)
On-balance sheet loans
Consumer mortgage
held-for-sale
Consumer mortgage
finance receivables
and loans
Total on-balance sheet
loans
Off-balance sheet
=rutization entities
Cosumwer mortgage
- GSEs (c)
Consumer mortgage
- nonagency
Total off-balance sheet
secuiritization entities
Whole-loan
transactions (d)
Total
n'm - not meaningfuil

March 31,
2012

S4,678,856 (a)

December31,
2011

March31,
2012

Dcmber 31,
2011

$4,650,917 (a) $3,004,991 (a) $3,049,234 (a)

2012

2011

$2,374

$7,205 (b)

2,55%,117

2,623,763

440,072

422,017

26,454

37,634

7,22K%97

7,274,680

3,445.063

3.471,251

28,823

44,839

124,446,063

131,751,844

7,155,04

7,675,811

nm (c)

58555,428

60,768,935

11,027,854

11,232,126

749,429

183,001,491

192,520,779

18,183,158

18,907,937

749,429

16,628,200

17,516,446

2,060,368

2,209,088

S206,SA8658

S217,3 11,905

$23,706,89

S24,588,276

133,919
$912,176

n/m (c)
1,288,84
2
1,288,84
2
188,971
$1,522,6

()Includes loam sub~ject to conditional repurchase options of $2.3 billion and 52.3 billion guarnted by Ginnie Mae, and 11289 million and
S131.8 million sold to certain nonagericy mortgage securitization entities at March 31, 2012 and December31, 2011, respectively. The
corresponding liability isrecorded in other liabilities.
(h) We determined the amount previounly discloxed related to net credit losses for the three month, ended March 11, 2011, were misstated.
Previously disctosed not credit losses were 537.3 million for on-balance sheet mortgage loans hold for sale. Thea.e amounts were corrected in
the presentation above. The misstatement had no impact on our consolidated financial conditions or resutsa of operations.
(c; Anticipated credit losses are not meaningful due to the OSEs guarantees.
(d) Whole-loan transactions wrenot part of a secumtization transaction, bit represent pools of consumer mortgage loans sold to investors.

5. Servicing Activities
Mortgage Servicing Rights
The following table summarizes our activity related to MSRs. Although there are limited market transactions that are directly
observable, management estimates fair value based on the price it believes would be received to sell the MSR asset in an orderly
trsnsactiont under current market conditions.

(3in thousnds)
Estimated fair value at January 1.
Additions recognized on sale of mortgage loans
Sibtractions from sales of servicing assets
Changes in fair value
Due to changes in valuation inputs or assumptionu used in the valuation istodel
Other cluiamies in fair value
Estimated fair value at March 3 1.

2012
$1,23,107
10,573
-

86900
(76,083)
$1,254,497

2011
$1,991,586
18,370
(139)
120,806
(84,318)
$2,046,305

Changes in fair value due to changes in valuation inputs or assumptions used in the valuation models include all changes due
to arevaluation by a model or by abencbmarking exercise. Other changes in fair value primarily include the accretion of the present
is
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value of the discount related to forecasted cash flows and the economic run-off of the portfolio.
The key economic assumptions andI the sensitivity of the fair value of MSRs to immediate 100% and 20%/ adverse changes in
those assumptions were as follows.
(Iin thousands)

Weighted average life (inyear)
Weighted average prepayment speed
Impact on fair value of 10% adverse change
Impact on fair value of 20%4 adverse change
Weighted average discount rate
Impact on fair value of 100%adverse change
Impact on fair value of 20%/ adverse chanize

Mareh3l,2012

December3l,2011

474.3
15.1%
S(111,808)
(211,799)
10.8%
S(24,107)
(46384)

18.0%/
S(71,223)
(135,292)
9.5%
S(25,396)
(48,913)

These sensitivities are hypothetical and should be considered with caution. Changes in fair value based on a 10% and 20%
variation in assumptions generally cannot be extrapolated because the relationship of tie change in assumptions to dhe change in
fair value may not be linear. Also, the effect of avariation in aparticular assumption on the fair value iscalculated without changing
any other assumption In reality, changes in one factor may result in changes in another Ce-g , increased market interest rates may
result in lower prepayments and increased credit losses) that could magnify' or counteract t sensitivities. Furtherthese ensitivities
show only the change in the asset balances and do not show any expected change in the fair value of the instruments used to manage
the interest rate and prepayment risks associated with these assets. Refer to Note I- Description of Business and Significant
Accounting Policies, in our 2011 Annual Report for additional informnation regarding our significant assumptions and valuation
techniques used in the valuation of mortgage servicing rights.
Risk-mitigation Activities
The primary economic risk related to our MSR isinterest rate risk and the resulting impact on prepayment speeds. A significant
decline in interest rates could lead to higher than expected prepayments that could reduce the value of the MSRs. We economically
hedge the impact of this risk with both derivative and nonderivative financial instruments. These instruments include interest rate
swaps, caps and floors options to purchase these items, futures and forward contracls, constant monthly maturity (index trades),
synthetic interest only and principal only securities and/or to-be-announced (TBAs) securities. The net fair value of derivative
financial instruments used to mitigate this risk was S(339.5) million and S(199.8) million at March 31,2012 and December 31,2011,
respectively. See Note 14 - Derivative Instruments and hledging Activities for additional information.
The components of servicing valuation and hedge activities, net, were as follows.
Three months ended March 31, (S in tlioa.;anei)
Change in estimated fair value of mortgage servicing rights
Change in fair value of derivative financial instruments
Servicing valuation and hedgen
actvities. net

2012
510,817
H1044
S115,316

2011
$36,488
12,43
5$48.911

2012
S140,375
16,306
31,760
$188,941

2011
$167,384
18,991
31,289
S217664

Mortgage Servicing Fees
The components of servicing fees were as follows.
Three months ended March 31, (3in thousands)
Contractual servicing fees (net of guarantee fees and including sub-servicing)
Late fees
Ancillary fees
Total
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Mortgage Servicer Advances
In connection with our primary servicing activitics (i.e., servicing of mortgage loans), we make cortain payments for property
taxes and insurance premiums, default and property maintenance payments, as well as advances of principal and interest payments
before collecting them from individual borrowers. Servicer advances, including contractual interest are priority cash flows in the
event of a loan principal reduction or foreclosure and ultimate liquidation of the real estate owned property, thus making their
collection reasonably assured. These servicer advances are included in accounts receivable and totaled $1.8 billion and S1.8 billion
at Mamh 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively. We maintain an allowance for uncollectibic primary servicer advances,
which totaled S42.5 million and S42.5 million at Minh 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively. Out potential advance
obligation is influenced by a borrower's pefformance and credit quality.
We advance funds for various activities related to the foreclosure process principally related to attorney fees and costs, appraisals,
escrow, insurance and property preservation, in the event %Nv,or the investor, determine foreclosure is the most appropriate loss
mitigation strategy. In the current environment, many states and local jurisdictions are requiring us to alter our processes in connection
with foreclosures and in some circumstances this can result in restarting the foreclosure process entirely or repeating certain of the
roquired steps (foreclosure restarts). To the extent we restart the process, in whole or in part, we will not be reimbursed for advances
in connection with the original activities. The circumstances and extent of any foreclosure restart arc specific and unique to each
state and/or local jurisdiction. At March 31, 2012, me had an allowance for uncollectible advances in connection with estimated
foreclosure restarts of V 0.4 million.
At March 31,2012 and December 31, 2011 -Ac had an allowance for uncollectible primary servicer advances of $7 5 million,
respectively, related to expected loan modification activities. See Note 16 - Contingencies and Other Risks for additional
information. To the extent amounts had been advanced for loans that are expected to be modified in connection with our Settlement,
these amounts will not be collected. The amount of this allowance is management's best estimate given the anticipated modification
activity.
When we act as a subservicer of mortgage loans we perform the responsibilities of a primary servicer but do not own the
ccrmponding primary servicing rights. We receive a fee from the primary servicer for such services. As the subservicer, we would
have the same responsibilifiesofa primary serviccr inthatwe would make certain payments ofprop" taxes and insurance premiums,
default and property maintenance, as well as advances of principal and interest payments before collecting them from individual
borrowers. As of March 31,2012 and December 31, 2011, outstanding servicer advances related to subservicod loans were $127.1
m-1h on and$ 124.9 million and we had a reserve for uncollcotible subservicer advances of S1.0 mi [lion and$ 1.1 million, respectively.
In many cases where we act as master servicer we also act as primary servicer. In connection with our master servicing activities,
we service the murtgage-backed and mortgage-icIaLed asset-backed sccuri des and whole-Acian packages sold to invebturs. As the
master servicer, we collect mortgage loan payments from primary servicers and distribute those funds to investors in mortgagebacked and asset-4mcked securities and whole-loan packages As the master servieLr, we are required to advance scheduled payments
to the accuritization trust of whole-4oan investors. To the extent the primary servicer does not advance the payments, we am
responsible for advancing the payment to the trust or whole4oan investors. Master seniccr advances, including contractual interest,
are priority cash flows in the event of a default thus making their collection reasonably assured. In most cases, we am required to
advance then payments to the point of liquidation of the loan or reimbursement of the trust or whole loan investors. We had
outstanding master servicer advances of $189.9 million and S158.2 million as of March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011,
respectively We had no reserve for uncollectible master servicer advances at March 31, 2012 and December 31,2011.
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Serviced Mortgage Assts
In many cases, we act as both the primary and master servicer. However, in certain cases, we also service loans that have been
parchased and subsequently sold through a securitization trust or whole-loan sale whereby the originator retained the primary
servicing rights and we retained the master servicing rights.
The unpaid principal balance of total serviced mortgage assets was as follows.
(5 in millon)

March 31,2012

Decmber 31,2011

N-balance sheet mortgage loans (a)

Hcld-for-salc and invcstmcnt

S7,018

S6,829

Off-balance shiet mortgage loans
Loans held by third-party investors
Consumer mortgage private-label
4",14
50,896
Consumer mortgage agency
124,339
131,635
Consumer mortgage whiole-loan portfolios
14,484
15,104
Purchased servicing rights (b)
3,089
3,247
Total primary serviced mortgage loans
197,444
207,700
Subserviced mortiatge loans Wc
169,223
169.531
Master servicing only motgage loans
8,2=
8,557
Tota serviced mortaaae loans
S374.M9
$385.78
(a) Includes on-balance sheed
secuwitization consumer finance receivables and loans. SeeNote 3- Finance Receivables and Iom, net, for
additional information.
(6>) There iano recouurse to us otside of customary contractual provisions relating to the execution of the services we provide.
(c) icludes loans where we act as a subservicer under contractual apreenienta; with the prunary servicer. As subservicer, there isno recourse to
us outside of citomary contractuall provisions relating to the execution of the services we provide, exicept for loans subserviced on behalf of
Ally Bank. See Note 17 - Related Perry Transactions for additional information.
The following table sets forth information concerning the delinquency experience in our domestic consumer mortgage loan

primary servicing portfolio, including pending foreclosures.

(3 in milliceu)

Marchb31,2012
Unpaid
Number of
principal
loans

Total U.S. mortstaie loans urmr evcd1.517.358
Period of delinquency
30 to 59 days
60 to 89 days
90 days or more
Foreclosures pending
Bankruptcies
Total delinaucrit loans
Pe:rcent of U.S. mortage loans Primary serviced

balance

S197.171

December 31,2011
Unpaid
Number of
Drincinal
loans
balance
1.587.113
S207.380

53,549
19,427
25,521
67,343
33,8W7

$7,559
3,024
4,310
12,947
4,758

67,239
25,138
27,570
68,166
34,956

S9,289
3.695
4,467
13,018
4,869

200. 147

S32,598

223.069

$35.339

13.2%

16.5%

14.1%

17.0%/

Certain of our subsidiaries which conduct our primary and master servicing activities are required to maintain certain servicer
ratings in accordance with master agreements entered into with aOSE. At March 31, 2012, we are in compliance with the servicer
raling requirements of the master agreements.
We are also required to maintain consolidated tangible net worth, as defined, of $250.0 million, under our agreements with a
GSE. In the event of default, the GSE could require posting collateral in an amount based on repurchase demands outstanding plus
recourse obligations; termination or suspension of our selling and servicing contract; require additional or more frequent financial
and operational reporting; limit early funding programs or trading desk transactions; accelerate rebuttal time periods for outstanding
repurchase demands; or take other actions permitted by law. Should we or our subsidiaries fail to remain in compliance with these
requirements and as aresult should our mortgage selling and servicing contract be terminated, cross default provisions within certain
credit and bilateral facilities could be triggered. At March 31, 2012, we had consolidated tangible net worth of $399.3 million in
compliance with our contractual covenant.
At March 31, 2012, domestic insured private-label securitizations with an unpaid principal balance of $5.4 billion contain
provisions entitling the monoline or other provider of contractual credit support (surety providers) to declare aservicer default and
21
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terminate the servicer upon the failure of the loans to meet certain portfolio delinquency and/or cumulative loss thresholds.
Scuritizations with an unpaid principal balance of S4.8 billion had breached a delinquency and/or cumulative loss threshold While
we continue to service these loans and receive service fee income with respect to these socuntizations, the value of the related MSR
is zero at March 31,2012. Securitizations with an unpaid principal balance of $574.0 million have not yet breached a delinquency
or cumulative loss threshold. The value of the related MSR is S4.0 million at March 31, 2012.

6. Accounts Receivable, Net
(Sin thousands)
March 31,2012 December31, 2011
$2,050,651
$2,045,446
Servicer advances, net (a)
Loan insurance guarantee receivable, net (b)
874,98
745,396
87,208
Servicing fees receivable
87,402
Due from brokers for derivative trades
54,294
94,024
36,Mt
37,962
Accrued interest receivable
Other
53,041
41,712
Total accounts receivable. net
S3.157.256
S3 '051'749
(a) The allowance fortncollectible servicer advances was S43.5 million and $43.7 million at March 31, 2012and December 31,2011, respectively.
(b,) Represatta mortgage loam inforeclosure forwbich aguarantee from Ginnie Mae exists, net ofareserve foruncollectible guaranteed receivables
ofS28.0 millionwAdS21.3 million AtMuch 31.2012 adDecember31.2011. respectively.

7. Other Assets
(Sin thousands)
Property and equipment at cost
Accumulated depreciation and amortization
Net property and equipment
Fair value of derivative contracts in receivable position
Collateral placed with derivative counterparties
Restricted cash
Foreclosed assets
Receivables from Ally Banki
Trading securities
Tatcrcsts; rctaincd infinancial aset salcs
Inicome taxes receivable
Other
Total other assets

March 31,2012 December 31.2011
5255,750
$252,890
(212,771)
(207,645)
42,979
45,245
3,621,448
'4,877,197
1,110,251
1,095,287
397,494
448,819
63,987
71,485
37,045
33,30.3
32,30
23,102
5,111
25,8"6
28,603
$5,331.372
$6.628.152
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8. Borrowings
Borrowings were as follows.

Weighted average
end of period
Interest rates
March
31.2012

December
31,2011

3.0%

3.0%

5.0%

5.1%-

6.3%

6.3%

4.3%

5.1%

Borrowings from
parent

3.0%

Collateralized
borrowings in
securitization
tusts (a)
Other long-term
borrowings

IS in thousands)

March 31, 2012
Unsecured

Secured

Dcccmibcr 31, 2011
Total

Unsecured

Secured

Total

Short-term borrowings
Borrowings from

parent
Borrowings from
affiliate
Other short-term
borrowings
Total short-term
borrowings

S410,000

$410,000

250%000

250.000

M18,00

158000-

-

818,000

818,000

3.0%

-

749,873

4.6%

4.7%

-

8.2%

8.0%/

7.0%

6.98/

S-

S--

$183,595

$183,595

250,000)

250,000

323,000

323,000

-

756,595

756,595

749,873

-

755,769

755,769

828.418

828,418

-

830.318

830-318

1,112,58

3,198,189

4,310,776

1,096,789

3,285,615

4,32,404

1,112,587

4,776,480

5,889,067

1,096,789

4,871,702

5,968,491

-

-

Long-term borrowings

Total lono-tcrm
borrowings

6.7%
6.7%
$1,112,58
SS,594,480 $6,707,067 $1,096,789 $5,628,297 $6,725,086
Collateralized borrowings with an outsanding balance of $2.5 billion and $2.6 billion were recorded at fair value of'$828.4 million and $829.9
million as of March 31. 2012 aid Deember 31. 2011. respectively. See Note 13 -Fair Value for additional information.

Total borrowings
(a)

The following table summarizes the maturity profile of our borrowings by type. Ainouits represent the scheduled maturity of
debt, assuming no early redemptions occur. For sources ofborrowings without a statcd maturity date (as is the case with uncommitted
agreemnents), the matuities are assumed to occur within 2012.

(5 in millions)
Secured borrowings

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017 and
thereafter

Total

Borrowings from parent
$1,159.9
S_
sS5$1,159.9
Borrowings from affiliate
250.0
----250
Collateralized borrowings in
securitization trusts (a)
----828.4
82&.4
Other secured borrowings
239.7
789.3
805 1
719.3
802.8
3,356L2
Total secured borrowings
1,649.6
789.3
805.1
719.3
1,631.2
5,594.5
Unsecured borrowinsts
351.6
537.3
109.5
114.2
1,112.6
Total borrowings
$2,001.2
$1,326.6
$914.6
$833.5
SS1,631.2S6.707.1
(a) The pnnespal on the debt securities is paid using cash flows from underlying collateral (mortgage loans). Accordingly, the timing of She
pricipal payments on these debt securities is dependent on the payments received, and as such, we elected to represent the full term of the
securities in die 2017 and thereafter timse franc.
We did not make u $20.1 million semi-annual interest payment that was duc on Apnl 17, 2012, related to $473 0 million

outstanding senior unsecured notes maturing iniune 2013. The indenture provides that a failure to pay interest on aninterest payment
dae does not become an event ofidefauit unless such failure continues for a period of 30 days.
23
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The most restrictive financial co,cnants in our credit facilities require us to maintain consolidated tangible net worth of
$250.0 million as of the end ofeach month, consolidated liquidity of S250.0 million daily, and unrestricted liquidity of S250.0 million
daily. For these purposes, consolidated tangible net worth is defined as our consolidated equity excluding intangible assets.
Unrestricted liquidity is defined as certain unrestricted and unencumbered cash balances in U.S. dollars and cash equivalents on a
consolidated basis. We view unrestricted liquidity ascash readily available to coveropetatingdemands acroiisourbusiness opcrations.
Then financial covenants are included in certain of our bilateral facilities. Should we fail to remain in compliance with these
requirements, rernediesinclude butare not limitedto, atthe optionofthe facility provider, termination offurther funding, acceleration
of outstarWing obligations, rights to realize against the assets securing or otherwise supporting the facility, arid other legal remedies.
Our liquidity providers can waive their contractual rights in the event of a default.
We are required to maintain consolidated tangible net worth, as defined, of $250.0 million, under our agreements with a GSE,
In the event ofdcfault, theGSE could require posting collateral in anamount based on repurchase demands outstanding plus recourse
obligations; termination or suspension of our selling and servicing contract; require additional or more fiequent financial and
operational reporting; limit early funding programs or trading desk transactions; accelerate rebuttal line periods for outstanding
repurchase demands, or take other actions permitted by law. We and certain of our subsidiaries arc also required to inaintain certain
servicer ratings. Should we or our subsidiaries fail to remain in compliance with these requirements and as a result should our
mortgage selling arid servicing controct. be terminated, cross default provisions wi thin certain credit and bilateral facilities could be
triggered.
At March 31, 2012, our consolidated tangible net worth, as defined, was $399.3 n-dllion, in compliance with all of our
consolidated tangible net worth covenants. In addition we are in compliance with out consolidatcd and unrestricted liquidity
requirements and required servicer ratings as of March 31, 2012. Refer to Note I - Description of Business, Basis of Presentation
and Changes in Significant Accounting Policies for additional information.
The following table summarizes the outstanding, unused, and total capacity of our funding facilities at March 31, 2012. We
use both committed and uncommitted credit facilities. The financial institutions providing the uncomrnittod facilities am not legally
obligated to advance funds under them.

March 31, 2012 (S in thormandi)
Facilities with parent
Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility
Ally Inc. LOC
Total facilities with parent

Outstanding
$749$73
410.000
1,159,973

Unused
capacity

Total
capacity

1119%000
1,19%000

$749,873
1,6006000
2,349,8"

Facilities with affiliate
250,000

Secured financing agreement - BUNZ

-

2%000

Secured funding facilities - committed
Mortgage servicing fights facility

158,000

Servicer advance funding facilities

727XS

Home equity funding facility

127,294

Other funding facilities

1,2W

Total committed
Total fundinit facilities

197,162
11,000

Imooo
925.000
127,294
Ilion

32

209,162

1,471,294

S2,423,005

$1.39&162

S&R1.167

Facilities with Parent and Affidiates
ADy

Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility
On April 10, 2012, this facility was amended

and the maturity date was cxtmdod to May 14, 2012. The borrowers, RFC and

GMAC Modgage (collectively, the Borrowers), no longer have the ability to request revolving loans under the facility. The facility
is secured by certain domestic whole loans accounts recci vable, notes receivable, socurifiesand equity invcstmentsofthe Borrowers.
The facility contains limitations on the use ofprocceds from sales ofplodged collateral with any such proceeds required to be paid
to Ally Inc. to reduce the balance outstanding.

Aly Inc. Line of Cmdit (LOC)
At hbfch 31,2012. the maximum capacity of the LOC was S1.6 billion, comprised of S1.1 billion of secured capacity and
$500.0 million ofunsecured capacity. OnApril 10, 2012, this facility was amended, extending the maturity daft to Ma) 14,2012
arid the $500.0 milli on of unsecured capacity was tcrini rutted. Certain domestic whole loans, accounts receivable, notes receivable,
mortgage servicing rights, securities, and equity investments ofthc Borrowers secure draws under the LOC, which are available to
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the extent there is sufficient collateral scuring the draw Draws under the LOC are available only if certain unrestricted and
unencumbered balances in U.S. dollars and cash equivalents of us and our subsidiaries are less than S300.0 million. The available
amount and the borrowing base of the LOC will both bc reduced by the amount of any collateral posted or delivered byAlly IM to
the Borrowers or us pursuant to certain derivative transaction agreements with Ally IMv.I'he obligations under the LOC and the
Ally TM Derivative Agreements are cromu-collateralized for the benefit of Ally Inc.

BMMZ Holdings, LLC Secured Financing Agreement (BMMZ Repo)
BMMZ Holdings LLC (B3MM) is a wholly owned subsidiary ofAlly Inc. The aggregate facility amount is S250.0 million.
The secured financing agreement is collateralized by domestic mortgage loan assets. The maturity date is the earlier of the maturity
date of' the LOC or December 19,2012.

Secured Funding Facilities
Mortgage Servicing Rights Facility
On March 31, 2012, the facility was amended such that no additional draws can be made after that date, effectively reducing
the maximum capacity to S15S.0 million. The facility maturity date was amended to the earlier of two days prior to the maturity
of the Ally Inc. LOC or May 30,2012.

Servicer Advance Funding Faclities
At March 3D, 2012, the secured facility to fund mortgage servicer advances had total capacity of $800.0 million, consisting of
an $800.0 million variable funding note which will begin amortizing on March 12, 2013 and has a stated final maturity of March
12,2020. On March 13,2012, the facility was amended whereby the new variable funding note was issued with the proceeds being
used to pay down the then outstanding variable funding and term notes.
A second secured facility to fund mortgage servicer advances has capacity of S1 25 0 millinn. On August 1,2012, the scheduled
revolving period will end, after which date no new advances will be funded and the 18-month repayment period will begin.
Termination will occur upon the earlier of the end of the repayment period or the date the outstanding loan amount is paid in Cull.

Home Equity Funding Facility
The secured facility to fund home equity mortgage loans consisted of S$127.3 million in variable funding notes due to mature
on February 25, 2031

Collateralized Borrowings in Securitization Trusts
We previously sold pools of consumer mortgage loans through private-label securitization transactions. The purpose of these
securitizations was to provide permanent funding and exit for these assets. Certain of these scuritizations were accounted for as
secured borrowings, and therefore, the debt is reflected on our Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet

Other Borrowings
Junior Secured Notes
The outstanding balance of the Junior Secured Notes at March 31, 2012, was 52.] billion with a final maturity on May 15,
2015. The unamortized balance of deferred concession recognized asa result of our 2008 exchange offer was $220.2 million. The
deferred concession is being amortized over the life of the secured notes using the etective yield method. For the three months
ended March 31,2012 and 2011, $25.9 million and $24.9 million, respectively, of deferred concession was amortized into earnings
as a reduction of interest expense.
(iMAC Mortgage, its immediate parent, OMAC Residential Holding Company, LLC (Res Holdings). RFC, its immediate
parent, OMAC-RFC Holding Company, LLC (RFC Holdings), and Homecomings Financial, LLC (Homecomings), awholly owned
subsidiary of RFC, are all guarantors with respect to the junior secured notes.
Upon repayment in full oftheAlly Inc Senior Secured Credit Facility, net cash proceeds from sales of assets that were previously
pledged as collateral to the Ally Inc. Scnior Secured Credit Facility may be used to repurchase, optionally redeemn or optionally
pre-pay the junior secured notes. In the event net cash proceeds are not used to repurchase or optionally redeem or prepay the junior
secured notes, or to reinvest in permissible collateral with a fair value substantially equivalent to the net cash proceeds (collectively,
the Reinvested Proceeds), wnder certain circumstances, we may be required to make an offer to all holders of the junior secured
notes to purchase; notes in an amount equal to the excess of the net cash proceeds over the Reinvested Proceeds.
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Unhecured Notes
As of March 31, 2012, unsecured notes include $673.3 million of U.S. dollar-denominated senior notes maturing
June 2012 and June 2015, $131.2 million euro-dentominated notes maturing in May 2012 and $167.7 million U.K.
denominated notes maturing between May 2013 and July 2014. We hedge a portion of the interest rate risk associated
fixed-rate euro and UK. sterling notes. As of March 31,2012, we had interest rate swap agreements in place with notional
of $147.2 million and $103.9 million for our euro and U.K sterling denominated notes, respectively.

between
sterlingwith our
amounts

We did not make a $20.1 million semi-annual interest payment that was due on April 17, 2012, related to $473.0 million
outstanding senior unsecured notes maturing inJune 2013. The indenture providesithatAfailure to pay interest on an interest payment
date does not become an event of default unless such failure continues for aperiod of 30 days.
M'ediumn-term Unsecured Notes
Represents $140.4 million of peso-denominated notes issued by our wholly owned subsidiary (IMAC Financiera SA de C.V,
SOFOM, ENR (OMAC Financiera) that mature in June 2012. ResCap, GMAC Mortgage, Res Holdings, RFC, RFC Holdings, and
Homecomings are guaranLors of the medium-term unsecured notes.

Collateral for Secured Debt
The following table summarizes the carrying value of assets that are restricted, pledged, or for which a security interest has
been granted as collateral for the payment of certain debt obligations.
I in thousands)
Cash and cash equivalents
Mortgage loans hld-for-sale
Finance receivables and loans, net
Consumer
Coinmereial
Toal finnce receivables and loans, net
Mortgage servicing rights
Accounts receivable, net
Other assets
Total assets restricted as collateral
Related secured debt

Mardh 31, 2012
Dcember 31,2011
$85,628
$82,39
1,610,350 ~
1,688037
979,137
4,205
983,342
843,299
2,481,190
77,676
$6,081,485
S5.594.480

1,005,982
4,226
1,010,208
855,343
2,404,231
81,960
$6,122,168
$5.628.297

A portion of the assets included in the table above represent assets of subsidianes whose equity has been pledged to secure the
Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility and the Ally Tnc. L.OC. At March 31,2012, there were $3.0 million of equity interests of
these subsidiaries pledged to theAlly Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility. We have also provided a lien on certain of our consolidated
assets, as specified in the Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility agreements, for the benefit of the Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit
Facility and the Junior Secured Notes. Included inthe table above is$1.9 billion and $2.0 billion at March 31,2012 and December 31,
2011, respectively, of collateral pledged that can be re-hypothecated or re-pledged by the secured party.
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The following table sumnmarizes the carrying value of assets pledged and the amount of related debt outstanding by our secured
borrowing types

fl in *=su~ands)

March 31, 2012
Total asts Related
restricted as
collateral
debt

December31, 2011

Total assets
collateral

Borrowings from parent and affiliate
$1,326,032
$749,873
$1,340,954
Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit facility
1,582,033
1,553,328
41%,000
Ally Inc. LOC
250,000
401,118
377,645
BUM Repo
918,232
912,434
828,413
Collateralized borrowings in securitization trusts
Other secured borrowings
Junior Secured Notes (a)
2,34%,680
634,345
Mortgage servicing rights facility
675,544
158,0100
1,(110,4086
727,131
1,086,011
Servicer advance funding facilities
147,042
127,294
153,191
Home equity funding facility
6,284
Other secured facility
6,052
2,377
Total
56.081,485
S5%594,480
S6,122,168
(a: The Junior Sectued Notea are secured by the same collateral that secures the Ally Inc Senior Secured Credit facility

Related
secured

debt
$755,769
183,595
250,000

830,318
2-36,600
323,000
780,385
135,800
2,830
$5,628,297

9. Other Liabilities
(S in thousands)
March31, 2012 December31, 2011
Fair valuer of derivative instruments
53,928437
$5,1 13,531
Liability for option to repurchase Assets (a)
2,359,323
2,386,734
Liability for representation and warranty obligations
810,80
824,776
Colilateral received from derivative counterpartics
604,836
656,109
Accounts payable
317,493
360,726
Interest payable
126,8103
62,225
Reserve for legal proceedings
99,646
94,516
92,0161
204,000
Mortgage foreclosure settlement
Reserve for insurance losses
86,716
91,615
Employee compensation and benefits
67,966
87,542
Liability for assets sold with recourse
32,Sfl
32,156
14,878
31,020
Ally Inc. management fee (b)
3,899
Income taxca
Restructuring reserve
1,901
4,342
Payable to Ally Bank
21,001
Other
21,805
25,73
Total other liabilities
$8,569. 161
$9.996026
(a> We recognize aliability forthe conditional repurchase optionon certain assets held by off-balance sheetsecutizatiootrust. Thle correaporiding
atsset is recorded in mortgage loans held for Balk. See Note 2 - Mortgage Loans Held-for-Sale and Note 4 - Securitizations; and Variable
Interest Entities for additional infontnaion.
(bi) Includes costs for persounel, information technology, commnunications, corporat marketig procurement, anid servicea related to facilities
incurred by Ally Inc. and allocated to is. See Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional infoemation.
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10. Other Revenue, net
Three months ended March 3 1, (1 in thousands)
Change due to fair value option elections
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net
Collateralized borrowings
Loan broker fee from Ally Bank
Insurance income
Gain on interests retained in financial assets sales
Other
Totall other revenue. net

2012

2011

S36,037
(52,127)
23,343
4,343
8,436
$20,032

S19,246
(36,148)
9,496
6,357
3,430
3,650
S5.031

2012
$29,053
23,473
22,928
6,363
4,126
13,056
S9915"

2011
S16,915
10,191
18,244
8,126
12.577
16,048
$82.101

-

11. Other Noninterest Expense, net
Three months ended March 31, (1 in thousands)
Ally Inc. management fees (a)
Legal fees
Loan administration fees
Equipment and supplies
Insurance losses
Other
Total other noninterest extoense. net

(aI Includes allocated costs for personnel, information technology, communication, corporate marketing, procurement, and services related to
faeilities incurred byAlly Inc. and allocated to us. Sec Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional informatlion.

12. Income Tax
We arc a division ofAlly Inc, a corporation, for income tax purposes. We are subject to corporate U.S. Federal, state and local
taxes and are included in the consolidatedAlly Inc. U.S Federal and unitary and/or consolidated state incometax returns. We provide
for our US. Federal and state taxes on a stand alone basis, which is consistent with the applicable tax sharing agreements with
direct and indirect parent companies up through Ally Inc. The tax sharing agreement requires taxes to be based on the income tax
litbility determined as if we were a separate affiliated group of corporations filing consolidated U.S. Federal and state income tax
returns. Our foreign businesses have been and continue to operate as corporations and are subject to, and provide for, U.S. Federal,
state, andtor foreign income tax.
At March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011 we have current income taxes payable of SI11. 1 million and 5(1.'?) million,
respectively, to Ally Inc. pursuant to the tax sharing agreements.
We continue to be in a net deferred tax asset position, which is fully offset by a deferred tax asset valuation allowance. The
net deferred tax asset includes a significant tax net operating loss carryforward. Thus, the year to date tax expense has been largely
offiet by the decrease of the applicable deferred tax asset valuation allowance. Tax expense from continuing operations of S5.9
million and S8.9 million for the three months ended March 31,2012 and 2011 relates primarily to certain taxes that are not eligible
fo- offset by U.S. net operating losses, including those on foreign income.
Gross unrecognized tax benefits totaled $7 6 millionand 511 7 million at March 31,2012 and 20 11 The amount ofunrecognized
tax benefits that, if recognized, would affect our effective tax rate at March 31, 2012 and 2011 is approximately S5.3 million and
$9.4 million, respectively. Related interest and penalties accrued for uncertain income tax positions are recorded in interest expense
and other operating expenses, respectively. As of March 31, 2012 and 2011, we had approximately S2.3 million and 52.3 million,
respectively, accrued for the payment of interest and penalties. We are generally no longer subject to U.S. federal, state, local, or
foreign income tax examinations by tax authorities for years before 2007. A significant change in the unrecognized tax benefits is
not expected within the next 12 months.
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13. Fair Value
Fair Value Measurements
Fair value is defined as the exchange price that would be received to sell an asset Or paid to tranarcr a liability (exit prim) in
the principal or most advantageous market in an orderly transaction between market participants at the messumment date. Fair
value is based on the assumptions maAct participants would use when pricing an asset or liability. Additionally, entitiesare required
to consider all aspects of nonperformance risk, including the entity's own credit standing, when measuring the fair value of a liability.

A thfoc4evel hierarchy is used when measuring and disclosing fitir value. The fait value hierarchy gives the highest priority
to quoted prices available in active markets (i.e., observable inputs) arid the lovest priority to data lacking transparency (i.e.,
unobservable inputs). An instrument's categorization within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest level of significant input
to its valuation. The following is a description of the three hierarchy levels.
Level I

Inputs am quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities at the measurement date. Additionally,
we must have the ability to access the active market, and the quoted prices cannot be adjusted by us,

Level 2

Inputs are other than quoted prices included in Level I that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly
or indirectly. Level 2 inputs include quoted prim in active markets for similar assets or liabilities; quoted prices
in inactive markets for identical or similar assets or liabilities; or inputs that are observable or can be corroborated
by observable market data by correlation Or other mom for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities.

Level 3

Unobservable inputs are supported by little orno market activity. The unobservable inputs ropmscirtmanagement's
best assumptions of how market participants would price the assets or liabilities. Generally, Level 3 assets and
liabilities are valued using pricing models, discounted cash flow methodologies, or similar techniques that require
significant judgment or estimation.

Transfers

Transfers into or out ofany hierarchy level are recognized at the end ofthe reporting period in which the transfer
occurred. There were no material transfers between any levels during the three months ended March 31, 2012.

FollovAng am descriptions ofthe valuation methodologies used to measure material assets and liabilities at fair value and details
of the valuation models, key inputs to those models and significant assumptions utilized.
Mort~

loam hrWor-sale

- We originate and purchase residential mortMe loans that we intend to sell to the GSEs.

VVe also own nonagency eligible residential mortgage loam that were originated or purchased in prior years. Consumer
mortgage loans we intend to sell to the CTSEs are carried at fair val tic as a residt of a fair value election (kirrionagency
eligible Miticrtial mortgage loans arc accotmtcd for at the lower of cost or fair value.

We clectcd to fair value

nongovernment eligible mortgage loans held for salt subject to conditional repurchase options recognized on or after
January 1. 2011. Only those non-fiLir value elected loans that are currently being earned at fair value are included within
our nonrecurring fair value measurement tables.

Mortgage loans held-for-sale account for 9.7% of all mcarring and

nonrecurring assets reported at fitir value at Match 31, 2012.
Mortgage loans held-for-- ;ale are typically pooled together and sold into certain exit markets, depending upon
underlying attributes ofthe loan, such as agency eligibility, product type, interest rate, and credit quality. Two valuation
methodologies arc used to determine the fair value of mortgage loans held-for-sale. The methodology used depends on
the exit market as described below.
Loam valuedusing observablemarkespricesfor identicalor similarassets (a Level 2fair value) - Ind udes all
agency-eligible mortgage loans carried at fair value due to fair value option election, which am valued predominantly
usi ng publ ished forward agency prices. Also includes any domestic loans and forei go loans where recently negotiated
market prices for the loan pool exist with a counterparty (which approximates fair value) or quoted market prices for
similar loans are available. As ofMarch 31, 2012,we classified 34.3% ofour mortgage loans held-for-sale that are
being carried at fair value on a recurring basis as Level 2.
Loaw valued wing internal models (a Level 3fair value) - Includes all conditional repurchase option loans
earned at fair value due to the fair value option election and all nonagency eligible residential mortgage loans that
are accounted for at the lower ofoost or fair value. The fair value ofthese residential mortgage loans are determined
using internally developed valuation models because observable market prices were not available. The loans are
priced on a discounted cash Dow basis utilizing cash flow projections from internally developed models that utilize
prepayment, default, and discount rate assumptions.

To the extent available, we utilize market observable inputs
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such as interest rates and maurket spreads. If market observable inputs are not available, we are required to utilize
internal inputs, such as prepayment speeds, credit losses, and discount rates. While numerous controls exist to
calibrate, corroborate, and validatethe internal inputa,thcy requiretheuse ofjudgmentby us and can havea significant
impact on the determination of the loan's fair value. As of March 31,2012, 100.0"!. of our mortgage loans hdld-forsale that are currently being carried at fair value on a nonrecurring basis and 65.7% of our mortgage loansg held-forsale that ame
carried at fair value on arecurring basis are classified as Level 3.
"Censunier Finance receivabls ad loam, net - We elected the fair value option for consumer mortgage finance
receivables and loans related to our on-balance sheet securitizations. A complete description of these gecutritizationa is
provided in the On-balance sheet securitizaicw debt section later in this Note. The remaining balance of our consumer
finance receivables and loans are reported on the balance sheet at their principal amount outstanding, net of charge-ofs
allowance for loan losses, and net premiums/discounts.
Forthe curitiation trusts fur which we elcted fatir value option, the loans are measured at far value using aportfolio
approach. The values for loans held on an in-use basis may differ considerably from loans held-for-sale that can be sold
in the whole-loan market. This difference arises primarily due to the liquidity of the ABS/MRS market and is evident in
the fact that spreads applied to lower rated ABS/lABS are considerably wider than spreads observed on senior bond clas
and in the whole-loan market. The objective in linking the fair value of these loans to the fair value of the related
securitization debt is to properly account for our retained economic interest in the scuritizations. As of March 31, 2012,
we classified 100.0% of our fair value elected consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans as Level 3. These loans
account for 12.91/ of all recurring and nonrecurring assets reported at fair value at March 31, 2012.
" Mortgage servicing rights - MSRs currently do not trade in an active market with observable prices, therefore we use
internally developed discounted cash flow models to estimate the fair value of MSRs. These internal valuation models
estimate net cash flows based on internal operating assumptions that we believe would be used by market participants
combined with market-based assumptions for loan prepayment rates, interest rates, and discount rates that management
believes approximate yields required by investors in this asset. Cash flows primarily include servicing fees, float income,
and late fees, in each case less estimated operating costs to service the loans The estimated cash flows are discounted
using an option-adjusted spread derived discount rate. At March 31, 2012, 100.0% of our MSRs are classified as Level 3
and account for 19.3% of all recurring and nonrecurring assets reported at fair value.
"Dervative intrunsents - We enter into a variety of derivative financial instruments as part of our risk management
strategies. Derivative assets account for 56.3%!of all recurring and nonrecurring assets and derivative liabilities account
for 82. 1%of all recurring and nonrecurring liabilities reported at fair value at March 31, 2012.
Certain of these derivatives are exchange traded, such as Eurodollar futures. To determine the fair value of these
instruments, we utilize the exchange prices for the particular derivative contract; therefore, we classified these contracts
as Level 1. We classified less than I% ofthec rivative asses and less than 1%of the derivative liabilities rcported at fair
value as Level I at March 31,2012.
We also execute over-the--ounter derivative contracts, such as interest rate swaps, awaptiona, forwards, caps, floors
and agency-to-bec-anniouaeed (TBAs) securities. We utilize third-party-developed valuation models that are widely
accepted in the market to value our over-the-counter derivative contracts The specitic terms of the contract and market
observable inputs (such as interest rate forward curves and interpolated volatility assumptions) are used in the model We
classified 99. 1%ofthe derivative: assets and 98.8%ofthc derivative liabilities reportod at fair valuc as Level 2 at March 31,
2012.
We also hold certain derivative contracts that are structured specifically to meet aparticular hedging objective. These
derivative contracts often are utilized to hedge risks inherent within certain on-balance shect securitizations. To hedge
risks on particular bond classes or secuntization collateral, the derivative's notional amount is often indexed to the hedged
item. As a result, we typically are required to use internally developed prepayment assumptions as an input into the model
to forecast future notional amounts on these structured derivative contracts. Accordingly, we classified these derivative
contracts as Level 3. These derivative contracts accounted for less than 1%of the derivative assets and less than 1%of
the derivative liabilities reported at fair value at March 31,2012.
At March 31, 2012, we were counterparty to aforward flow agreement with Ally Banik, whtich effectively transfers
the exposure to changes in fair value of specified pools ofAlly Bank's mortgage loans held-for--sale and interest rate lock
commitment tous In addition, at March 31, 2012 we were eounterparty to a total return swap agreement with Ally Bank
that effectively transfers the total economic return of a specified portfolio of mortgage servicing rights owned by Ally
Bank to us in exchange for a variable payment based on a fixed spread to LIBOR. The underlying reference assets that
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support the value of the swap agreements arc valued using internally developed valuation assumrptions; therefore the swaps
are classified as Level 3. These agreements accounted for less than I1%
of the derivative assets and less thsn 1%of the
derivative liabilities reported at fair value at March 31, 2012. Both of these agreements were terminated on April 30,
2012. See Note 17 - Related Party T'ransactons for additional information.
We are required to consider all aspects of nonperformance risk, including our own credit standing, when measuring
fair value of a liability. We redlucecruil risk on the majority of our derivativcs by entering into legally enforceable
agreements that enable the posting and receiving of collateral associated with the fair value of our derivative positions on
an ongoingbasis. In the event that we do not enter into legally enforceable agreernents that enable the posting and reciving
of collateral, we will consider our credit risk and the credit risk of our countcrpartics in the valuation of derivative
instruments through a credit valuation adjustment (CVA), if warranted.
On-balance sh eet seuairisa - We elected the fair value option for certain consumer mortgage finance receivables
and loans, and securilitation debt for certain of our on-balance sheet aecurnluations. The objective in measuring thewe
loans and related securitization debt at fair value is to approximate our economic exposure to the collateral securing the
securitization debt. The remaining on-balance sheet securitization debt that was not fair value option-elected is reported
on the balance sheet at coat, net of premiums or discounts and all issuance costs.
We value securitization debt that wvas fatir value option-elected, as well as any trading securities or interests retained
in financial asset sales, using market observable prices whenever possible. The securitization debt is principally in the
form of asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities collateralized by the underlying consumer mortgage finance
receivables and loans. Due to the attributes of the underlying collateral and current capital market conditions, observable
prices for these instruments are typically not available in active markets We base valuations on internally developed
discounted cash flow models that use a market-based discount rate. In order to estimate cash flows, we utilize various
significant assumptions, including market observable inputs such as forward interest rates, as well as internally developed
inputs such as prepayment speeds, delinquency levels, and credit losses. As a result of the reliance on significant
assumptions and estimates for model inputs, at March 31, 2012, 100.0% of fair value option-elected secuntization debt
is classified as Level 3. On-balance sheetasccuritization debt accounts for 173%ofall recurringand nonrecurrng liabilities
reported at fair value at March 31, 2012.
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Recurring Fair Value
The following tables display the assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis, including financial instruments
for which we elected the fair value option. In certain cases we economically hedge the fair value change of our assets or liabilities
with derivatives and other financial instruments. Thetable below displays the hedges separately from the hedged itemsand, therefore,
does not directly display the impact of our risk management activities.

Marci 31,2012
Asset

(S in thousandr)

Mortgage loans held-for-sale (a)
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net (a)
Mortgage servicing rights
Other assets
Fair value of derivative contracts in receivable position
Intercst ratc contracts
Trading securities
Mortgage and asset backed residential
Total assets

Recurring fair value measurements
Level 2
Level 3
Total

Level I

S--

$15,925

--

-

-

3,145

3,588,513
417

-

S3,145

53,604,855

530494

$d6,419

032,094

832,094

1.254,497

1,254497

29,790

3,621,448

31,W8

$2,170,760

32,M0

K5786,760

Liablities

Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheet securitization debt (a)
Other liabilities
Fair value of derivative contracts in liability position
Interest rate contracts
Foreign currency contracts
Liability for option to repurchase assets (a)
Total liabilities
(a)

S-S-

(18,700)

(3,82,257)

-(365)

(SS28,4 18)

(5828418)

(27,107)

(3,928,72)

-(365)

(29,603

--

($ 18,708) ($3,882,622)

(29,6W3

($885,128) ($4,786,450)

Carried at fair value due to fair value option election.

December3l,2011

(Sinthousands)

LevellI

Recurring fair value measurements
Level 2
Level 3
Totail

Assets

Mortgage loans held-for-sale (a)
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net (a)
Mortgage Rervicing rights
Other assets
Fair value of derivative contracts in receivable position
Interest rate contracts
Foreign currency contracts
Trading securities
Mortgage and asset backed residential
Interests retained in financial asset sales
Total assets
Llabillitles
Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheet securitization debt (a)
Other liabilities
Fair value of derivative contracts in liability position
Interest rate contracts
Foreign currency contracts
Liability for option to repurchase assets (a)
Total liabilities
(a) Carried at fair value due to fair value option election.

5-

S27,253

--

-

-

61.025
4,780,995
-139
-434
--

S61.025

$4.808.821

$-

$-

(18,445)
-

(5,089,201)
(5,861)

--

($18,445) (S5,0952062)

$29,723
835,192
1,233,107

556,976
835,192
1,233,107

35,030

4.877,058
139

-

32,869
23,102
S2.189.031
(5829,940)

33,303
23,102
$7.058 877
(S829,940)

(24)

(5,107,670)
(5,861)
(28,504)
(28,504)
($28,529) (S5,142.035)
-
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The following table presents quantitative information regarding the significant unobservable inputs used in material Level 3
assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis.

Level 3
March 31, 2012
Assets

($ in thousan4)

Valuation

recurrina
measurements

technique

Unobservable
input

Range

$832.094

Discounted
cash flow

Prepayment rate

2.52-12.91%

Default rate
Loss severity
(b)

1.08-34.75%
40.0-100.0%
(b)

Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net (a)

Mortgage servicing rights
IX-A497
(b)
Liabilities
Collaterlized borrowings
On-balance sheet socuritization debt (a)
($828,418)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(s) A portfolio approach links the value of the consumer mortgage finance receivables arx] loam, net to the on-balance sheet socuritization debt.
therefore, the valuation technique, unobservable inputs, &Wrel" range for the debt is the same as the loans. Increases inprepayttients, which
would primarily be driven by any combination of lower projected mortgage rates and higher projected honic values, would result in hitlbar
fair value measurcinerit. 1hesc drivers of higher prepayments (increased ability to reimance due to lower taws and higher property values)
have an opposite impact on the default rate, creating an inverse relationship between prepayments and default frequency on the fair value
measurements. Generally factors that contribute to higher default frequency also contribute to higher loss severity.
(b) Rotor to Note 5 - Servicing Activities for information related to the significant unobservable inputs and valuation techniques used in the
mortgage servicing rights fair value measurement.
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Thc following tables present the reconciliation for all Level 3 assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis.
Transfers into or out of Level 3 are recognized as of the end of the reporting period in which the transfer occurred. In certain cases
we economically hedge the fair value change of our assets or liabi lities with derivati ves and other financial instrumrents. The Level 3
items presented below may be hedged by derivatives and other financial instruments that are classified as Level I or Level 2. Thus,
the following tables do not fully reflect the impact of our risk management activities
Level3 recurring fair valuae measuremens

(Sin dhourimd*)
Mortgage: loans held-forBak

Conamw mo age
fimnee recevbe and
loam, net
Mortgage Servicing rights

Net Pais/(Ieeas")
,
W 11
Included I esrala
Other
24t2 Level
realized
msireallkedi
comprehesive
3 tabr value gain (lasses) gids klosmes) inee (ions)

529,723

33W,192
1,235,107

(537)
5128 (b)
-

S250

Purchases

Saks

5-S,93 ()

5148(b)

-

-

10,817 (c)

Issuain

5-

--

e

-

0,573

-

tlieseu

Mfarchm
31,
2612 lanaI
S fii
valu

(53BA"5

(39,1174)
-

SMA,94

352,09
1.24,497

Other assets
Fair value of dorivative
contracts in receivable
Position, net
Interest rate contracta

35,014

66.N3 (d)

(53,79) (d)

-

Trading seccurities
Mortgage and &aes
baclied residential

32,84

(1.214) Wc

3A627(e)

-

Interests retained in
financial asset Sales

23,tOZ

(501)(1)

Tutal assas

S2,19,07

5116,M59

(4,855)

-

IN3

(S)(f)

(3,500)

ZA,

31,33511

050

(0342)

S-

S8.923

3-

510,676

(11165,170)

M2151,010!3

liahllis
Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheet
aecurtiuuer debt

(S329,0)5S

(43,820) (b) S (311,38)(b)

$-

5-

-

5-

584,7U3

(5328413)

Other liabilities
Liability for option to
repurchase a&nets

3,04
7

CMS

-

(393(a)

-

-0387

(29,803)

Total liabilities
($04111,444)(343733)
(339.006
S- (5392)
5-9-39,765 (33021)
(a) Includes newly recognimed fair value opti elctcoadonal repturchaw bean and the reated liability See Note 4 Secunizzuma md~nabl lmieEetides
for additionall iforsation
(b) Fax value adjiustment reported in otlier revenue. net and related interest an loam. and debt are reported in interest ineone a&dinterest cesa rsepeesr'e
(c) Faw vaiue adjiushneat reportedl in servieing aset valuation and hedge activitis, net
(d) See N~ote14 - Derivative Iriwievs and Htedging; Activities for location of fair value adjustments in our Condensed Consoiidated Staternert of Income.
(a) Faw value edjustitient reported in Sam (los) on niveatinust Securities, net. Interest scretiort on these assets is reported in interest incrne
(f) Fair vaiue adjustiie reported in oil=erevenue, net, and interest accretion on these asets is reported in interest income
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Level 3 recurring fair value mmasuremnts
Netaina/(loassa)

(Sin thowmaktd)

2011 Level 3
realuize
unrealtid corc daov
fair value gaine(losses)gains008ssm) nme (s)

purchases

Salks

luRanco

Settlement
a

March 31.
2011 Level
3 fairvlue

$-

$17,956

Amok
Mortgage loans bold-for-ase

S4,084

Consumer mortgage finance
receivables and Inans,net

1,014,703

Mortgag

1,991.56

viei

righta

(327)

VA8

57,458 (b)

15.809 (b)

66 (c)

$-

$14,189 (a)
-

3449(c)

($386)

-

--

-

-

5-

(139)

16,370

(117.313)

970,657

(67)

2,046,305

(422,563)

(2,562)

(4,671)

40,076

(104)

1,429

(599)

24,342

Other assets
Fair value ofdwvstive
conaracts in receivable
(liability)posuon, net
lnesn rate contracts

69353

212.905 (d)

137,723 (d)

44,128

(1,362) (e)

2,052 (e)

-

-

--

Trading seutities

Mortgage- andassetbadced
residential
Available for salesecurities

- -131

Debt securitfes
Mortgage-bacoed
residential
Intencias retained in
financial aid sales
lotal assets

969
20,588
53,145,431

U1-

-

-

4,353 (f)
$7,69,040

-

$196,524

-

---

W53 $14,189

(5527)

518,501

$--

$-

$117,413

(10921,603)

5-

$117,413

($935,397)

($545,517) S3,098,184

Tlahiliti
Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheot
securttimjton debt
Other liabilities
Liabi lity for option to
fepturdlase assets
Total liabilities

($972,069) $ (71,650) (b)

-

54,702 (b)

5-

S5-

!K~702

5-

($14,294)

(14,264) (a)

---

($972,066) ($71,650)

(14,284)

---

5--

(a' includes newly reeogndfsirvalueopio ee otedoilrepurohss loans andthealatedblabilitY SceNote 4- Securrtitina and diriable Imerest~sititias
(b.
(c)
(d,
(e)
(f)

for additional informaioni
Fair value adjuismnt reported in other ravesue. net, and related interest on loan anddebe
awe
reported in interest income and interest espease reepeetively
Fair value adjuiaunest reported in seinvicing eestvaluation and hedge activities net.
SeeNote 14 - Derivative Inmmnes and Hedging Activites for location of fair value adjustents in our Condensed Consolidated Statement of Income.
Fair value adjutmnt reported in gain (loss) on tivestmeant aecunties, net intrest accretion on theseassets
is reported in itmes income.
Fair value adjustmnent
reported in other reveaue. not, andinterest accretion on theseants inreported in interest man,.
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Nonrecurring Fair Value
We maybe required to mcasufc certain assets or liabilities at fair value from timc-to-timc. These periodic fair value measures
typically result from application of lower of cost or fair value or certain impairment measures. These items would constitute
nonrecurring fair value measures. The table below presents those items which we measured at fair value on a nonrecurring basis.

Nonrecurring

Total

fair value measures
Mamb 31, (S in thousands)

Level I

Level 2

Level 3

estimated
fair value

Total galm
included in income
Lower of cost from continuing
or fair value
operatiom for

orallowance
valuation

the three
months
ended

2012
Mortgage loans held-forsale (a)
Commercial finance receivables
and Irians, net (h)

S--

S-

S579,914

S579.914

(S56,780)

n/m (a)

-

1',91

22,949

24,9A

(16,6011)

Win (e)

-

30,091

13,830

43,921

(12,050)

nhn (e)

S--

S31,692

S616,693

S649,375

(S85,435)

S-

S-

S-

$597,363

S597,363

($50,477)

Win (e)
Win (e)

Other assets
Foreclosed

assets (C)

Total
2011
Mortgage loans hcld-forsale (a)
Commercial finance receivables
and loans, net (b)

-

13,042

59,793

72,835

(16,137)

Other assets
Foreclosed assets (c)

-

3kI60

22,918

61,078

(8,776)

Real estate and other
investments (d)
Total
aim - not meaningful

S-

1,579
S52,791

S690,074

1,579

Writ

S732,855

($75,390)

n/-

(e)

16 (f)
$16

(a) Represents loam or pools of loans hold-for-sale that arc required to be measured at lower of cod or fair value. Only loans or pools of loam
with fisir values below cost are included in the table above. The related valuation allowance represents die cumulative adjustuicatt to fair value
of those loam and pool of loam.
(li) Represents the portion ofthe commercial portfolio that has been specifical ly impaired, 7be related valuation allowance represents the cuinulative
4usitment to fair value of those specific commercial finance receivables and loam and represents the most relevant indicator ofthe impaa
on earnings caused by the fair value mewarement. 71te carrying values am inchnive of the respective low loxx allowance.
(c) 1he allowance provided for foreclosed assets represents any cumulattive valuation adjustments recognized to adjust the assets to fair value lose
costs to soll.
(d) Certain assets within the model home portfolio have been impaired and are being carried at (a) estimated fair value if the model home is under
lease or (b) estimated fair value less comb to sell if the model home is being marketed for sale.
(e) We conskler the applicable valuation to be the most relevant indicator of die impact on earnings caused by the fair value measuramem
Accordingly, the table above excludes total gains and losses included in earnings for these items. no carrying values are inclusive of the
(f)

valustion.
total low included in owning%is the most relevant indicator of the impact on earnings caused by the fair value mcauroment.
respective
The

The following table presents quantitative information regarding the significant unobservable inputs used in significant Level
3 assets measured at fair value on a nonrecurring basis.
Level 3
no recurring

March 31, 2012
Asseft

(S in thou.vands)

Mortgage loans held-for-sale, net

measurements

$

579,914

Valuation
technique

Unobservable
input

Range
(weight
average)

Discounted cash
flow

Prepayment speeds

0.0-13.111/a

Default rate

2.2-17.4%

Loss severity

475-98.5%

Discount Rate

14.55%
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Fair Vaiuc Option forfinancialAints and Financial Uabilities
Wc have elected to value certain financial assets and liabilities at fair value consistent with our intent to mitigate a divergence
between our accounting results and our retained economic exposure related to these assets and liabilities.
Financial asses and liabilities elected to be measured at firi Value are as follows.
"On-balance shseet securitizations - We elected the fair value option for domestic on-balance sheet securitization trusts in
which we estimated that the credit reserves pertaining to secunitized assets could have exceeded or already had exceeded
out economic exposure or were required to be consolidated upon the adoption of ASU 2009-17. The fair value option
election was made at a securitization level and thus the election was made for both the consumer mortgage finance recei vable
and loans and the related securitization debt.
The fair value elected loan balances are recorded within consumer finance receivables and loans, net, unless they are
repurchased from a securitizatiosi trust in which case they are recorded in mortgage loans held-for--sale. Our policy isto
separately record interest income on these fair value elected loans. The fair value adjustment recorded for consumer
finance receivables anid loans is classified as other revenue, net and the fair value adjustment for mortgage loans heldfor-sale is classified as gain on mortgage loans.
The fair value elected securitization debt balances are recorded within collateralized borrowings in securitization
trusts. Our policy is to separately record interest expense on the fair Val ue elected securitization debt, which is classified
as interest expense. The fair value adjustment recorded for this debt is classified as other revenue, net.
"Government

- and agency - eligible loans - We elected the fair value option for government- and agency--eligible
consumer mortgage loans held-for-sale. This election includes govemnment- and agency-eligible loans we find directly
to borrowers and government- and agency--eligible loans we purchase from Ally Bank. The fair value option was elected
to mitigate earnings volatility by better matching the accounting for the assets with the related hedges and to maintain
consistency with the fair value option election by Ally Bank given the level of affiliate loan purchase and sale activity
between the entities. See Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional information.

We cariy fikir value option-elected government- and agency-eligible loans within mortgage loans held-for-sale.
Our policy is to separitcly record interest income on these fair Val ue elected loans. Upfront fees and costs related to the
fair value elected loans are not deferred or capitalized. The fair value adjustment recorded for these fair value optionelected loans is reported in gain on mortgage loans, net. The fair value option election is irrevocable once the loan is
fujnded even if it is subsequently determined that a particular loan cannot be sold
" Condtionsal repurchase option loans and liabilities

- As of January 1, 2011, we elected the fair value option for both
nongoversiment eligible mortgage loans held-for-sale subject to conditional repurchase options and the related liability.
The conditional repurchase option allows us to repurchase a transferred financial asset if certain events outside our control
are met. The typical conditional repurchase option is a delinquent loan repurchase option that give. us the option to
purchase the loan if it exceeds a prespecified delinquency level. We have complete discretion regarding when or if we
will exercise these options, hut generally, wev would do so only when it is in our best interest We are required to record
the asset and the corresponding liability on our balance sheet when the option becomes exercisable. The fair value option
election must be made at initial recording. As such, the conditional repurchase option loans and liabilities that were
recorded prior to January 1.,2011, were not fair value elected.

The fair value elected conditional repurchase option loans are recorded within mortgage loans held-for--sale. The
fir value adjustment is classified us other revenue, net. We do not recognize interest income on conditional repurchase
option loans until the option is exercised and the loan is repurchased.
The corresponding fair value elected liability is recorded in other liabilities. The fair value adjustment recorded for
this liability is classified as other revenue, net.
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The following table summarizes the fair value option elections and information regarding the amounts recognized in earnings
for each fair value option-elected item.

March 31, (3 in thousands)
2012
Assets
Mortgage loans held-for-ale (c)
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net
Liabilities
Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheet securitizations
Liability for option to repurchase assets
Total
2011
Assets
Mortgage loans held-for-saile (c)
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net
Liabilities
Collateralized borrowings
Total
(a)

Changes included in our Condensed Consolidated
Statement of Income
Interest
Change in
Income
Gain on
Other
fair value
Total
(expense) mort gl
revenue, included In due to
(a)
loans, net
net
net Income credit risk

$286
44,139

(25,900)

S243,407

S42,637

S243,693
86,776

(S490) (d)
(27,220) (e)

(57,306)
(213)

(83,206)
(213)
$247,050

(7,306) (f)
490 (f)

-

S98
19,246

S51,817
73,267

($18) (d)
(17,444) (e)

-

(36,148)

-

-

--

S221
54,021
(30,801)

(b)

S51,498

(66,949)

26,927

(f)

S58,135

Iterest income on consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans and mortgage loans held for sale is measured by multiplying the unpaid
principal balance an the loas by the coupon rate and the number of days of interest due. Interest expense on the on-balance sheet securitizations
is measured by multiplying die bond principal by the coupon rate and days interest due to the investor.
Factors other than credit quality that impact the fair value include changes in market interest rates and the liquidity or marketability in the
current marketplace. Lower levels of observable data points in illiquid markets generally result in wide bid/offer spreads
Includea the gain/loss recognized on fair value option-elected govermhent- and agency-eligible assets purchased from Ally Bank.
The credit impact for motgage loam held-for-sale that are currently agency eligible is currently zero because the fair value option-elected
GSE loan are salable, and any unsalable assets are currently covered by a government guarantee. The credit impact for non-agency eligible
loans and related liability wans quantified by applying internal credit loss asswnmptions to cash flow models
The credit impact for consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans was quantified by applying internal credit loss assumptions to cash
flow models
The credit impact for on-balance sbeet secuaitization debt is assumed to be zero until our economic interests in a paticular seewitization is
reduced to zero, at which poiut the losses in the underlying collateral will bec xpected to be passed through to third-party bondholders. Lose
allocated to third-party bondholders, including changes in thre amount of loses allocated, will result in fair v.alue changes due to credit, We
also anintor credit ratings and may make credit adustments to the extent any bond classes are downgraded by rating agencies.
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The table below provides the fair value and the unpaid principal balance for our fair value option-elected loans and related
collateralized borrowings
March 31, 2012
Unapaid

December 31. 2011
Unpaid

Fair value
nrlncinal
nnnoinal
($ in thousand)
bialance
(a)
balance
Mortgage loans held-for-sale
Total loans
576,796
546,419
$84,099
Nonaccrual loans
57,916
28,293
53,502
Loans 90+ days past due (b)
57,789
28,140
53,312
Consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans, net
Total loans
S2,385658
S832,094
S2,436,218
Nonaacnsal loans
510,437
213,935 (c)
506,300
Loans 90+ days past due (b)
383,837
172,611 (c)
362,002
Collateralized borrowings
On-balance sheet securitizations
(S2,513,734) (5828,4 13)
(S2,559,093)
Other liabilities
Liability for ootion to reourchase assets
(561.490) ($29.603)
56.568)
(a) Excludes acensed interest receivable.
(b) L.am 90+ days pasl due are also presented within the nonacenjal loans end total loans except those that are government
accruing.
(c) The fair value of consumer mortgage finance receivables and loans is calculated on a pooled basis; therefore, we allocated
nonaccaual loans and 90+ days past due to individual loans based on the unpaid principal balances

Fair value (a)
S56,975
27,297
27,179
S835,192
209,371 (c)
162,548 (c)
($829,940)
(S28.504)
insued and still
the fair value of

14. Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities
We transact interest rate and foreign currency swaps, fiitures, forwards, options. swaptions, and TBAs in connection with our
risk management activities. Our primary objoctive for executing these financial instruments is to mitigate our economic exposure
to tbiture events that are outside our control. These financial instruments are utilized principally to manage market risk and cash
flow volatility associated with mortgage loans held-for-sale and MSRs, including our total return and forward flow agreements

vith Ally Bank. See Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional information. We do not transact derivative instruments
for reasons beyond risk management.
In addition to derivatives transacted as part of our risk management activities, we create derivative contracts as part of our
ongoing operations. In particular, we frequently execute forward mortgage loan purchase and sale commitments with Ally Bank
and financial institutions, respectively, principally to provide a future source of mortgage volume and dedicated exit channels.
AlJditionslly, we enter into commnitments with mortgage borrowers that require us to originate a mortgage at a stated amount and
rate; these are derivative contracts if our intent isultimately to hold the originated loan for sale. We refer to commitments to purchase
mortgage loans from Ally Bank and commitments to originate mortgage loans held-for-sale, collectively, as interest rate lock
commitments (IRLCs).
The following summarizes our significant asset and liability classes, thenrsk exposures for these classes, and ourrisk management
activities utilized to mitigate certain of these risks. The discussion includes both denivative and nonderivative financial instruments
utilized as part of these risk management activities.

Interest Rate Sensitive Assets/Liabilities
Mortgage loan comsmkuents and loans held-for-sale

- We are exposed to interest rate risk from the time an IRLC is
made, either directly or indirectly through the forward flow agreement with Ally Bank, until the time the mortgage loan
is sold. Changes in interest rates impact the market price for the mortgage loan; as market interest rates decline, the value
of existing IRLCs and mortgage loans held-for-sale increase and vice versa. The primary objective of our risk management
activities related to IRLCs and mortgage loans held-for-sal is to eliminate or reduce any interest rate risk associated with
these assets.

We enter into forward sale contracts of mortgage-backed securities, primarily agency TBAs, as our primary strategy
to mitigate this risk. These contracts ame typically entered into at the time the interest rate lock commitment is made. *rhe
value of the forward sales contracts moves in the opposite direction of the value of our IRLCs and mortgage loans heldfor-sale. We may also use other derivatives, such as options, and futures, to economically hedge certain portions of the
portfolio. Noniderivative instruments, such as short positions on U.S. Treasuries, may also be used to economically hedge
39
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the portfolio. We monitor and actively manage our risk on a daily basis, therefore trading. volume can be significant
We do not apply hedge accounting to our derivative portfolio hold to economically hedge our HUCs and mortgage
loans held-for-sale. Included in the derivatives on IRLCs and mortgage loans held-for-salc is the forward flow agreement
with Ally Bank having a fair value of S(27. 1)million and an outstanding notional of $6.3 billion at March 31,2012. Under
the terms of the forward flow agreement, Ally Bank transfers the exposure to changes in fair value of specified pools of
assets, in this case IRLCs and mortgage loans held-for--sale, to us. This agreement was terminated on April 30, 2012.
See Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional information.
"

MortgageserWeing rights andother retainedinterests- Out MSRs and retained interests art generally subject to 1033
in value when mortgage rates decline. Declining mortgage rates generally result in an increase in refinancing activity,
which increases prepayments and results in a decline in the value of MSRs and other retained interests. To mitigate the
impact of this risk, we maintain a portfolio of financial instruments, primarily derivatives, which increase in value when
intcrestratcadeclinc. The primary objective is to minimize the overall risk orioss in the value orMSRs aW other retained
interests due to the change in fair value caused by interest rate changes and their interrelated impact to prepayments.
We use a variety of derivative instruments to manage the interest into risk related to WRs and other retained interests.
These include, but am not limited to, interest rate futures, Call Or put options on U.S. Treasuries, swaptions, mortgagebacked securities (hM)futures, U.S. Treasury futures, interest rate swaps. interest rate floors and caps. While we do not
currently utilize nondcrivative instruments (i.e., U.S. Treasuries) to hedge this portfolio, we have utilized them in the past
and may utilize them non in the future. We monitor and actively manage our risk on u daily basis, and therefore trading
volume can be significant.
Included in the derivatives hedging MSRs and retained interests is a total return swap with Ally Bank having a fair
value of $29.4 million at Match 31,2012. Under the terms of the total return swap, Ally Bank transfers the total economic
return of a specified portfolio of mortgage servicing rights owned by Ally Bank to us in exchange for a variable payment
based on a fixed spread to LE30R. This agreement was terminated on April 30, 2012. See Note 17 - Related Party
Transactions for additional information.

"

DeN - We monitor our mix of fixed and floating rate debt in relation to the rate profile of our assets. When it is cost
effective to do so, we may enter into interest rate swaps to manage the interest rate composition of our debt portfolio.
T pically, the significant terms of the interest rate swaps match the terms of the underlying debt resulting in an effective
conversion of the rate of the related debt.
In addition to these economic hedges, we also hold interest rate swaps that are hedging a portion of our fixed-rate
semor unsecured notes. We utilize ft interest rate swaps to hedge the fair val ue of the hedged debt balances, We elected
to designate these as fair value hedges at inception. At December 31, 2011, we dedesignatcd out fair value swaps due to
ineffectiveness.

Foreign Currency Risk
We have operations outside the United States. Our foreign subsidiaries maintain both assets and liabilities in local currencies
that are deemed to be the functional currencies of these subsidiaries for accounting purposes. Foreign currency exchange rate gains
and losses arise when assets or liabilities are denorninatcd in currencies that differ from the entities functional currency and am
revalued into the functional currency In addition, our equity is impacted by the cumulative translation adjustments recognized in
other comprehensive income resulting from the translation of foreign subsidiary results to U S. dollars. Foreign currency risk is
reviewed as part of our risk management process. The principal currencies creating foreign exchange risk am the U.K. Sterling and
the Euro.
Our current strategy is to economically hedge foreign currency risk related to assets and liabilities that are denominated in
currencies on our U.S. dollar functional currency entities. The principal objective of the foreign currency hedges is to nutigate the
eacnings volatility specifically created by foreign currency exchange rate gains and losses. We hold forward currency contracts to
mitigate risk against currency fluctuation in the U.K. Sterling and the Euro. We have not elected to treat any foreign currency swaps
as hedges for accounting purposes, principally because the changes in the fair values of the foreign currency swaps an substantially
ofIsct by the romign currency revaluation gains and losses of the underlying assets and liabilities.
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Credit Risk and Collateral Arrangements
Derivative financial instruments contain an element of credit risk if counterparties, including affiliates, are unable to meet the
terms of their agreements. Credit risk associated with derivative financial instruments ismeasured as the net replacement cost should
the counterparties that owe us under the contracts completely fail to perform under the terms of those contracts, assuming there are
no recoveries of underlying collateral, as measured by the fair value of the derivative financial instruments. At March31,2012 and
December 31,2011, the fair value of derivative financial instuments inan asset, or receivable position, were $3.6 billion and $4.9
billion, including $2.2 billion and &3.2 billion with affiliates, respectively. See Note 17 - Related Party Transactions for additional
information
We minimize the credit risk exposure by limiting our counterparties to those major banks arid financial institutions that meet
established credit guidelines and transacting with and through affiliates. Additionally, we reduce credit risk on the majority of our
derivative financial instruments by entering into legally enforceable agreements that permit the closeout and netting of transactions
with the sawe counterparty upon occurrence of certain events. To further mitigate the risk of counterpartv default, w execute
collateral agreements with counterparties The agreements require both parties to maintain cash deposits in the event the fair Val ues
of the derivative financial instruments meet established thresholds. We have received cash deposits from counterparties totaling
$578.7 million and $656.1 million at March 31, 2012 and, December 31, 2011. respectively, for derivative positions in an asset
position to us. We have placed cash deposits totaling $1.1 billion and $1.1 billion at March 31, 2012 and December 31. 2011.
respectively, in accounts maintained by counterparties for derivative positions in a liability position to us. The cash deposits placed
and received are included in accounts rceivable, other assets, and other liabilities.
We are not exposed to credit risk related contingent features in any of our derivative contracts that could be triggered and
potentially could expose us to future loss.

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheet Presentation
The following table summarizes the location and fair value amounts of derivative instruments reported on our Condensed
Consolidated Balance Sheet The fair value amounts are presented on a grss basis and are segregated between derivatives that are
designated and qualifying as hedging instruments arid those that arc not and further segrcgated by typ of contract within those two

categories.
March 31,2012
Fair value of derivative

Decemtber 31, 2011
Fair value of derivative

contracts in

IS in dsoataand.,)
Economic hedges
Interest rate risk
MSR9 and retained interests
Mortgage loans held-for-sale
LJVUI

Total interest rate risk
Foreign exchange risk
Non-risk management derivatives
Bank MSR swap
Bank forward flow agreement
Mortgage loan commitments
Total derivatives
(a) Presented in other assets.
(b) Presented in other liabilities.

riecelvable
position (a)

$3,554,216
16,115
10,001f

contracts in

payable
position (b)

Notional
amount

(S3.893,704) S418,931,706

(7,260)
-

9,040618

receivable
position (a)

$4,811,804
8,770

payable
position (b)

Notional
amount

($5,01 1,576) S523,142,192
(96,077)
17,323,000
-

251,L22

21,1066

3,589,218

(3,900,964)

428,223,446

4,841,640

(5,107,653)

540,716,982

2,439

(365)

160,748

520

(5,873)

3, 157,000

1,407,351
(27,105)
6,269,576
349
(3)
27,542
-l621.449 (S3 928.437) $4360 R663

17,681
16,423
933

29,442
-

S877 17

251,790

-

(5)
RR~ 113 5311 $55

1,384,835
9,825,783
77.63
1Al TA
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Condensed Consolidated Statement of Income Presentation
The following table summarizes the location and amount of gains and losses from continuing operations reported in our
Condensed Consolidated Statement of Income related to derivative instruments. Gains and losses are presented separately for
derivativeinstruments designated and qualifying as hedging instruments in fairvalue hedgesand non-designated hedging instruments.
We currently do not have qualifying cash flow or foreign currency hedges.

Three months ended March 31, (S in thousands)
Qualifying accounting hedges
Gain (loss) recognized in camings on derivatives
Interest rate contracts
Interest income
Gain (loss) recognized in earnings on hedged item
Interest rate contracts
Interest expense
Total qualif ing accounting hedges
Economic hedges
Risk management derivatives
Oain (Ioss) recognized in earnings on derivatives
Interest rate contracts
Interest expense
Gain on mortgage loans, net
Servicing asset valuation and hedge activities, net
Other revenue, net
Total interest rate contracts
Foreign exchange contracts
Other noninterest expense, net
Non-risk management derivatives
Uain on mortgage loans, net
Servicing asset valuation and hedge activities, not
Total derivatives

2012

2011

(SI,535)

1,813
278

(1,633)
(5209)
8,075
(369)
(46,026)
6,274
(87,921)
96,424
(S31.249)

(1,672)
(43,622)
(203,625)
(248,919)
(1.299)
134,512
216,048
S100.621

Our derivative portfolios generally are reflected in the operating activities section ofour Condensed Consolidated Statement
ofCashFIows. Derivative fair value adjustments are captured in our Condensed Consolidated Statement ofInconic line items
described in the table above and, accordingly, are generally reflected within the respective line items within the reconciliation of
net income (loss) to not cash provided by operating activities section ofour Condensed Consolidated Statement ofCash Flows. The
remaining changes in derivative portfolio values are generally reflected within the "not change in other assets" or "net change in
other liabilities" Ii nc items on our Condensed Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows.

15. Higher Risk Mortgage Loans and Credit Quality
thstorically, we originated and purchased mortgage loans that had contractual features that may increase our exposure to credit
risk and thereby result in a concentration ofcredit risk. These mortgage loans include loans that may subject borrowers to significant
payment increases in the future, have negative amortization ofthe principal balance or haNe high loan-to-value ratios.
The following table summarizes the gross carrying value ofour higher-risk mortgage loans classified as licid-for-sale and
finance receivables and loans.
Marcb3l,2012
December3l,2011
$475,415
S488,627
13,176
12,140
2K740
293,975
250,517
259,177
S 1 053.919
S1.025.N8

(S in thousands)
High loan-to-value (greater than 10U%) mortgage loans
Payment option adjustable rate mortgage loans
Intere3t-only mortgage loans
Below market initial rate mortgage loans
Total carrvinst value of highw-Tisk mortg"es

Included in the table above are $350.7 million and $362.5 million of high-risk mortgage loans held in on-balance sheet
securi&Atioris at March 31,2012 and Deotmber3l, 2011, respectively Our exposure an these loans is limited to the value ofour
retained interest
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As part of our loss mitigation efforts and participation in certain governmental programs (e.g., the Making Home Affordable
program) we may offer loan restructurings to borrowers. Due to the nature of restructurings, these loans are generally considered
highcrris . Loan modifications can include any or all of the following; principal forgiveness, maturity extensions, delinquent interest
capitalization and changes to contractual interest rates. Modifications can be either temporary or permanent. Temporary loan
modifications are generally used to monitor the horrower'q ability to perform under the revised terms over a qpecified trial period-,
if the borrower performs, it may become a permanent loan modification. We have historically performed loan modifications under
our private modification program; however, more recently the majority of loan modifications am completed under government
programs. The carrying value of our on-balance sheet modified mortgage loans was $1.4 billion and $1.2 billion as of March 31,
2012 and December 31,2011, respectively. These modified mortgage loans are included within mortgage loans held-for-salc and
consumer finance receivables and k=&

Nonperforming Assets
Nonperforming assets include nonaccrual loans and foreclosed assets. The classification of a loan as nonperforming does not
necessarily indicate that the principal amount of the loan is ultimately uncollectible in whole or in part. In certain owes, borrowers
make payments to bring their loans contractually current and, in all cases, our mortgage loans are collateralized by residential mal
estate. As a result our experience has been that any amount of ultimate loss for mortgage loans other than home equity loans is
substantially less than the unpaid principal balance of a nonperforming loan.
Delinquent loans expose us to higher levels of credit losses and therefore are considered higher risk loans. The determination
as to whether a loan falls into a particular delinquency category is made as of the close of business on the balance sheet date. The
following table sets forth information concerning the delinquency experience in our mortgage loans held-for--sisle and consurner
finance receivable and loans at carrying value.

(3 in thousands)
Current
Past due
30 to 89 days
90 days or more and still accruing interest (a)
90 days or mom conditional repurchase opti on loans (b)
Nonaccrual
Total
Allowance for loan losses

Morch 31, 2012
Amount
% of total
$2,065,619
39.2%

December 31, 2011
Amount
%of total
S2,003,928
38.(No

136,907
2.6%
137,590
2.60/
72,727
1.4%
73,661
IA%
2,352,657
44.7%
2,379,926
45.1%
639,475
12.1%
677,250
12.90/
5,267,385
100*/0
5,272,355
100%
(12,183)
(13,638)
Tm.1 .. *
$5.255.202
S5.259.717
(a) Loans that we 90 days or more delisiquatit and still accrumg interest are government insured.
(b) We do not record interest income on conditional repurchase option loans. If these options were exercised and we acquired the loans, $2.3
billion st-A S2.3 billion would be classified as 90 days or more and still accruing due to government guarantees at March 31, 2012
and December 31, 2011, respectively. The private-label conditional repurchase option loans of S99.3 miflion and $105.9 million would be
classified as nonaccrual at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively.
The following table presents the net carrying value of nonperforming assets.
(Sin tho-ands)
March3l,2012 DeceMbCF31,2011
Nonaccrual consurner
I st Mortgage
S440,963
S462,275
71,787
57,8B
Home equity
Foreign
140,689
143,188
Total nDnaccrual consumer (a)
639,475
677,250
Nonaccrual commcmial
Domestic
Foreign
41,145
12,534
Total nonaccrual commercial
41,145
12,534
FDMClowd assets
63,987
71,485
Total nonveiforming assets
$744,607
$761,269
(a) Excludes loam subject to conditional repurchase options of $2.3 billion and S2.3 biflion sold to Ginnie Mae guaranteed securitizations and
$993 million and $105.8 million sold to off-balanoe shout private-label securitization trusts at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011,
respcutivoly. TU corresponding liability inrecorded inother liabilities. SwNotc 5 -Scuun"ionsand Vitriablu InimstEntiticsfuraddiLional
information.
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16. Contingencies and Other Risks
We currently estimate that it is reasonably possible losses over time related to the litigation matters and potential repurchase
obligations and related claims described herein could be between $0.0 billion and S4.0 billion over amounts already recorded. This
estimate is based on significant judgment and numerous assumptions that are subject to change, which could be material.

Mortgage Foreclosure Matters
Settlements with Federal Government and State Attorneys General
-

" Imen
On February 9, 2012, Ally Inc., ResCap, and certain of our subsidiaries reaclhed an agreement in principle with respect to
investigations into procedures followed by mortgage servicing companies and banks in connection with mortgage onigination and
servicing activities and foreclosure home sales and evictions (the Settlement). On March 12, 2012, the Settlement was filed as a
consentjudgment intheU.S. Di strictCourt for the DistrictofColumbia. In addition, we separately reached an independent settlement
with Oklahoma, which did not participate in the broader settlement described below, and agreements with two other states for other
releases.
In connection with the settlement we paid $109.6 million to atrustee, for distribution to federal and state governments in March
2012. In addition, we also paid S2.3 million in connection with the separate state agreements. We arc also obligated to provide
$200.0 million towards borrower relief, subject to possible upward adjustments as described below. This obligation for borrower
relief will include loan modifications, including principal reductions, rate modifications, and refinancing for borrowers that meet
certain requirements, and participation in certain Other programs. Generally, if certain basic criteria ame
met, borrowers that are
either delinquent or at imminent risk of default and owe more on their mortgages than their homes are worth could be eligible for
principle reductions, and borrowers that ame
current on their mortgages but who owe more on their mortgage than their homes arc
worth could be eligible for refinancing opportunities. Further, we have agreed to solicit borrowers that are eligible for rate and
principal modifications as of March 1, 2012. We are committed to provide loan modifications to all borrowers who accept a
modification offer within three months of the solicitation We have also agreed to provide loan modifications to borrowers who
accept a modification offer within six months of the solicitation, unles and until total borrower relief provided exceeds S250.0
million. As of March 31, 2012, no loan modifications have been completed. However, we am currently in the process of soliciting
eligible borrowers and expect modifications to begin inthe second quarter of 2012.
The Settlemnit provides incntives for borrower relief that is provided within the first twelve mnonths, and all obligations must
be met within three years from the date the consent judgment is tiled. In addition to the foregoing, we will be required to implement
new servicing standards relating to matters such as foreclosure and bankruptcy information and documentation, oversight, loss
mitigation, limitations on fees, and related procedural matters Compliane with these obligations will be overseen by an independent
monitor, who will have authority to impose additional penalties and fines if we fail to meet established timelines or fail to implement
required servicing standards.
The Settlement generally resolves potential claims arising out of origination and servicing activities and foreclosure matters,
subject to certain exceptions. The Settlement does not prevent state and federal authorities from pursuing criminal enforcement
actions, securities-related claims (including actions related to seenritization activities and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
or MERS), loan origination claims, claims brought by the FDIC, and certain other matters. The Settlement also does not prevent

claims that may be brought by individual

borrowers.

Federal Reserve Board Civil Money Penalt
On February 9,2012, Ally Inc. and ResCap agreed with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (FMB) on acivil money
peuialty (CUP)) of S20.0 million related to the same activities that were the subject of the Settlement This amount will be reduced
dollar-for-dollar in connection with certain aspects of our satisfaction of the required monetary payment and borrower relief
obligaions included within the Settlement, as well as our participation in other similar programs that may be approved by the FRB.
While additional future cash payments related to the CMUP are possible if we ame
unable to satisfy'the borrower relief requirements
of the Settlement within two years, we currently expect that the full amount of the CMP will be satisfied through our commitments
in connection with the Settlement.
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Other Mortgage Foredosus'e Matters
Consent Ordera
As aresult of anexamination conducted by the FRB and FDTC, on April 13,2011 we entered into aConsentOrder (the Consent
Order) with the FMB and the FDIC. The Consent Order requires that we make improvements to various aspects of our residential
mortgage loan-servicing business, including compliance programs, internal audit, communications with borrowers, vendor
managemnent, management information systems, employee training, and oversight by our Board of Di rectors.
The Consent Order further requires OMAC Mortgage to retain independent consultants to conduct arisk assessment related to
mortgage servicing activities and, separately, to conduct areview ofecrtain past residential mortgage foreclosure actions. We cannot
reasonahly estimate the ulti mate impactofany deficiencies thathave been or maybe identi fied inourhistaricall foreclosureprocedures.
There are potential risks related to these matters that extend beyond potential liability on individual foreclosure actions. Specific
risks could include, for example, claims and litigation related to foreclosure remediation and resubmission; claims from investors
that hold securities that become adversely impacted by continued delays in the foreclosure process; the reduction in foreclosure
proceeds due to delay, or by challenges to completed foreclosure sales to the extent, if any, not covered by title insurance obtained
in connection with such sales; actions by courts, state attorneys general, or regulators to delay further the foreclosure process after
submission of corrected affidavits, or to facilitate claims by borrowers alleging that they were harmed by our foreclosure practices
(by, for example, foreclosing without offering an appropriate range ofalternative home preservation options); additional regulatory
fines, sanctions, and other additional costs; and reputational risks. To date we have borne all out-of-pocket costs associated with the
remediation rather than passing any such costs through to investors for whom we service the related mortgages, and we expect that
we will continue to do so.

Loan Reptumbases and Obligations Related to Loan Sales
Oeview
We sell loans that take the form of secuntizations guaranteed by the OSEs, secuntlizations sold to private investors, and to
whole-loan investors. In connection with a portion of our private-label securitizations. the monolines insured all or some of the
related bonds and guaranteed timely repayment of bond principal and interest when the issuer defaults. In connection with
securtizations and loan sales, the trustee for the benefit of the related security holders and, if applicable, the related monoline insurers
are provided various representations and warranties related to the loans sold. The specific representations and warranties vary amnong
different transactions and investors but typically relate to, among other things, the ownership of the loan, the validity of the lien
securing the loan, the loan's compliance with the criteria for inclusion in the transaction, including compliance with underwriting
standards or loan criteria established by the buyer, the ability to deliver required documentation and compliance with applicable
laws. In general, the representations and warranties described above inuy be enforced at any time unless a sunset provision is in
place. Upon discovery of a breach of a representation or warranty, the breach is corrected ina manner coniforming to the provisions
of the sale agreement. This my require us to repurchase the loan, indemnify the investor for incurred losses, or otherwise make
the investor whlole. We have entered into settlement agreements with both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac that subject to certain
exclusions, limit our remaining exposure with the GSEs. See Govertunent-sponsored Enterpnijes below. We assume all of the
customary representation and warranty obligations for loans purchased from Ally Bank and subsequently sold into the secondary
market, generally through securitizations guaranteed by the GSEs.

Originations
The total exposure to mortgage representation and warranty claims ismost significant for loansoriginated and sold between 2004
through 2008, specifically the 2006 and 2007 vintages that were originated and sold prior to enhanced underwriting standards and
risk-mitigation actions implemented in 2008 and forward. Since 2009, we have focused primarily on purchasing prime conforming
and govemnment-insured mortgages. In addition, we ceased offering interest--only jumbo mortgages in 2010. Representation and
warranty risk mitigation strategies include, but are not limited to, pursuing settlemecnts with investors where economically beneficial
in order to resolve a pipeline of demands in lieu of loan-by-loan assessments that could result in repurchasing loans, aggressively
contesting claims we do not consider valid (rescinding claims), and seeking recourse against correspondent lenders from whom we
purchased loans wherever appropriate.

DemandJkian Process
After receiving aclaim under representation aiid warr anty obligations,we review the claim to determne the appropriate respoiise
(e.g. appeal, and provide or request additional information) and take appropriate action (rescind, repurchase the loan, or remit
indemnification payment). Historically, repurchase demands were generally related to loans that became delinquent within the first
few yearsfollowing origination. Ass result ofmarkct developments over thc past several years, invcstor repurchase demand behavior
has changed signtificantly GSEs and investors are more likely to submit claims for loans at any point in the loans life cycle.
Representation anid warranty claims are generally reviewed on aloan-by-loan basis to validate if there has been abreach requiring
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a potential repurchase or indemnification payment. We actively contest claims to the extent they are not considered valid. We are
not required to repurchase a loan or provide an indemnification payment where claims are not valid.
The risk of repurchase or indemnification, and the associated credit exposure, is managed through our underwriting and quality
assurance practices and by servicing mortgage loans to meet investor standards. We believe that, in general, the longer a loan
performs prior to default, the less likely it is that an alleged breach of representation and warranty will be found to have a material
and adverse impact on the loan's performance. When loansare repuruhased, we bear the related credit loss on the loans. Repurchased
loans are classified as held-for-sale and initially recorded at fair value.
The following table includes amounts paid to investors and monolines with respect to representation and warranty obligations.
Three months ended Mardi 31, (Smithouands)
Loan repurchases (UPB)

2011

2012

OSEs
Private-label securitizations insured (monolines)
Private-label seewitizations uninsured
Whole-loan investors
Total
Indemnifications (make wholes) by investor
GSES

Private-label securitizations insured (monolines)
Private-label securitizations uninsured
Whole-loan investors
Total

$19,005
4,038

S43,592
14

2,468
S25.511

4,642
S4 &.239

$20,971

$15,517

1,835

-

6,402
S27,373

24
S17.376

The following table presents the total number and original unpaid principal balance of loans related to unresolved representation
and warranty demands (indemnification claims and/or repurchase demands). The table includes demands that we have requested
be rescinded but which have not yet been agreed to by the investor.
March 31. 2012
Number
of loans

(Sin millions)

Original UPS
of loans

December 31. 2011 (a)
Number
of loans

Unresolved repurchase demands previously received
OSEs
457
$89
Insured private-lable secuntizations
MBIA Insurance Corporation
7,314
491
Financial Guaranty Insurance Company
4,826
382
Other
937
70
Uninsured private-lable secunitizations
294
78
Whole Loan Investors
561
85
Total unpaid principal balance
14,389
$1,195
(a) Excludes S59.0 million of original UPB an loans where counterpusties have requested additional documentartion
file reviews.

Original UPB
of loans

357

$71

7,314
4,608
730)
38
475
13,522

490
369
58
7
74
$1,069

as part of individual loan

We are currently in litigation with MBIA Insurance Corporation (MBIA) and Financial Guaranty Insurance Company (FOIC)
with respect to certain representation and warranty matters related to certain of our private-label securitizations. Historically we
have requested that most of the demands be rescinded, consistent with the claim/demand process described above. As the litigation
process proceeds, additional loan reviewvs are expected and will likely result in additional repurchase demands.

LiaibilkyforRepresentatkn and Warranty Obligations
The liability for representation and warranty obligations rctlects management's best estimate of probable lifetime loss. We
consider historical and recent demand trends in establishing the reserve. The methodology used to estimate the reserve considers a
variety of assumptions including borrowcr performane (both actual and estimated future defaults), repurchasc demand behavior,
historical loan defect experience, historical mortgage insurance rescission experience, and historical and estimated future loss
experience, which includes projections of future home price changes as well as other qualitative factors including investor behavior.
In cases where we do not have or have limited current or historical demand experience with an investor, it is difficult to predict and
estimate the level and timing of any potential future demands. In such cases, we may not be able to reasonably estimate losses, and
aliability is not recognized. Management monitors the adequacy of the overall reserve and makes adjustments to the level ofreserve,
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as necessary, after consideration of other qualitative factors including ongoing dialogue and experience with counterparties.
At the time a loan is sold, an estimate of the fair value of the liability is recorded and classified in other liabilities and recorded
as a component of gain on mortgage loans, net. We recognize changes in the liability when additional relevant information becomes
available. Changes in the estimate are recorded as representation and warranty expense, net. At March 31, 2012, the liability relates
primarily to non-GSE exposure.
The following table summarizes the changes in our liability for representation and warranty obligations.
(3 in thoumnds)
Balance at January 1,
Provision for representation and warranty obligations
Loan sales
Change in estimate
Total additions
Realized losses (a)
Recoveries
Balance at March 3 1,
(a) Includes principal losses and accrued interest on repurchased loans, indemnification payments, and settlements

2012
S824,776
4,410
19,459
23,869
(42,181)
4,341
$810,805
with investors.

2011
S&30,021
5,895
26,000
31,895
(33,692)
2,063
$930,287

GoY&wnmt-Vmored Enfifiej
Between 2004 and 2012, we sold S441.0 billion of loans to the GSEs. Each OSE has spccific guidelines and criteria for sellers
and savicets of loans underlying their securities. In addition, the risk of credit loss of the loans sold was generally transferred to
invc5lors upon sale of the securities into the secondary market. Conventional conforming loans were sold to either Freddie Mae or
Fannie Mae, and government insured loans were securitized with Ginnie Mae. Our representation and warranty obligation liability
with respect to the GSEs considers the existing unresolved claims and the best estimate of future claims that could be received. We
consider out experiences with the GSEs in evaluating our liability.
The following tabic Summarizes thO changes in the original unpaid principal balance related to unrosolved repurchase demands
with respect our GSE exposure. The table includes demands that we have requested be rescinded but which have not been agreed
to by the investor.
($ in Milliom)
2012
2011 (a)
Balance at January 1,
$71
$170
New claims
129
102
Resolved claims (b)
(60)
(133)
Rescinded clairnslother
(50)
(41)
Balance at March 31.
S89
S98
(a) Fx6ludca $22.0 million of cri&al UPB on loom where counterpartics have requested mWitional doutuncritation as part of individual loan Me
reviews,
(b) Includes settlements, repurchased loam and claims under which indemnification payments an made.
We have settled our repurchase obligations relating to most of the mortgage loans sold to Freddie Mac prior to January 1, 2009.
This agreement does riot release any of our obligations with respect to exposure for private-label UBS in which Freddie Mac had
previously invested, loans where our affiliate, Ally Bank is the owner of the servicing, as well as defects in certain other specified
categories of loans. Further, we continue to be reponsible for other contractual obligations we have with Freddie Mac, including
all indemnification obligations that may arise in connection with the servicing of the mortgages. These other specified categories
include (i) loans subject to certain state predatory lending and similar laws; (ii) groups of 25 or more mortgage loans purchased,
originated, or serviced by one of our subsidiaries, the purchase, origination, or sale of which all involve a common actor who
committed fraud; (iii) "non-loan-lavel" representations and warranties which refer to representations and warranties that do not
relate to specific mortgage loans (examples of such non-loan-level representations and warranties include the requirement that our
subsidiaries meet certain standards to be eligible to sell or service loans for Freddie Mac or out subsidiaries sold or serviced loans
for market participants that were not acceptable to Freddie We); and (iv) mortgage loans that are ineligible for purchase by Freddie
Mae under its charter and other applicable documents. If, however, a mortgage loan was ineligible under Freddie Mac's charter
solely because mortgage insurance was rescinded (rather than for example, because the mortgage loan is secured by a commercial
property), and Freddie Mac required us or our subsidiary to repurchase that loan because of the ineligibility, Freddie Mac would
pay any net loss we suffered on any later liquidation of that mortgage loan.
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We have received subpoenas from the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), which is the conservator of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. The subpoenas relating to Fannie Mae investments have been withdrawn with prejudice. The FHFA indicated that
documents provided in response to the remaining subpoenas will enable the FHFA to determine whether they believe issuers of
pnvate-label MI3S are potentially liable to Freddie Mac for losses they might have incurred. Although Pkreddie Mac has not brought
any representation and warranty claims against us with respect to private-label securities subsequent to the settlement, they may do
soin the future. TheFHFA has commenced securities and related common law fraud li6gation against us and certain ofoursubsidiaries
with respect to certain of Freddie Mac's private-label securities investments.
We have settled our repurchase obligations related to most of the mortgage loams we sold to Fannie Mae prior to June 30.,2010.
The agreement also covers potential exposure for private-label MBS inwhich Fannie Mae bad previously invested. This agreement
does not release any of our obligations with respect to loans where our affiliate, Ally Bank, is the owner of the servicing, as well as
for defects incertain other specified categories of loans. Further, we continue to be responsible for other contractual obligations we
have with Fannie Mae, including all indemnification obligations that may arise in connection with the servicing of the mortgages,
and we continue to be obligated to indemnify Fannie Mae for litigation or third party claims (including by borrowers) for matters
that my amount to breaches of selling representations and warranties. These other specified categories include, among others, (i)
those that violate anti-predatory laws or statutes or related regulations or that otherwise violate other applicable laws and regulations;
(ii) those that have non-curable dects in title to the secured property, or that have curable title defects, to the extent our subsidiaries

do not cure such defects at our subsidiary's expense; (iii) any mortgage loan inwhich title Or Ownership of the mortgage loan was
defective; (iv) groups of 13 or more mortgage loans, the purchase, origination, sale or servicing of which all involve acommon actor
who committed fraud; and (v) mortgage loans not in compliance with Fannie Mae Charter Act requirements (e.g., mortgage loans
oncommercial properties or mortgage loans without required mortgage insurance coverage). Ifa mortgage loan fiallsoutofcompliane
with Fannie Mae CharterAct requirements because mortgage insurance coverage has been rescinded and not reinstated or replaced,
upon the borrower's default our subsidiaries would have to pay to Fannie Maecthe amount of insurance proceeds that would have
been paid by the mortgage insurer with respect to such mortgage loan. If the amount of the loss exceeded the amount of insurance
proceeds, Fannie Mae would be responsible for such excess.

Private-Iabd Securigiggjos(ML)
In general, representations and warranties provided as part of our private label secuiritization activities are less rigorous than
thosc provided to the GSEs and gcnecrally impose higher burdcns on investors socking rcpurchasc. In ordcr to succssfully assert a
claim, it is our position that aclaimant must prove a breach of the representations and warranties that materially and adversely affects
the interest of the investor in the allegedly defective loan. Securitization documents typically provide the investors with a right to
request that the trustee investigate and initiate a repurchase claim. However, aclass of investors generally are required to coordinate
with other investors in that class comprising no less than 256A and in some cases 50% of the percentage interest constituting a class
of securities of that class issued by the trust to pursue claims for breach of representations and warranties. In addition, our privatelabel securitizations generally require that the servicer or trustee give notice to the other parties whenever it becomes aware of facts
or circumstances that reveal a breach of representation that materially and adversely affects the interest of the certificate holders.
Regarding our securitization activities, we have exposure to potential losses primarily through two avenues. First, investors,
through trustees to the extent required by the applicable agreements (or monoline insurers in certain transactions), my request
pursuant to applicable agreements that we repurchase loans or make the investor whole for losses incurred if it is determidned that
we violated representations and warranties made at the time of the sale, provided that such violations materially and adversely
impacted the interest of the investor. Contractual representations anid warranties are different based on the specific deal structure
and investor. It is our position that litigation of these matters must proceed on a loan by loan basis. This issue is being disputed
throughout the industry in various pending litigation matters. Similarly in dispute as a matter of law is the degree to which claimants
will have to prove that the alleged breaches of representations and warranties actually caused the losses they claim to have suffered.
Ultimate resolution by courts of these and other legal issues will impact litigation and treatment of non-litigated claims pursuant to
similar contractual provisions. Second, investors in securitizations may attempt to achieve rescission of their investments or damages
through litigation by claiming that the applicable offering documents were materially deficient. If an investor properly made and
proved its allegations, the investor might attempt to claim that damages could include loss of market value on the investiment even
if there were little or no credit loss in the underlying loans.

Insured Ppiva&a-Iuei Secsuiiudons (Manolin)
Historically, we have securitized loans where the monolines insured all or some of the related bonds and guaranteed the timely
repayment of bond principal and interest when the issuer defaults. Typically, any alleged breach requires the insurer to have both
the ability to assert a claim as well as evidence that a defect has had a material and adverse effect on the interest of the security
holders or the insurer. Generaly, most claims in connection with private-label securitizations come from Monoline Insurers and
continue to represent the majority of outstanding repurchase demands. For the period 2004 through 2007. we sold S42.7 billion of
loans into these monoline-wrapped securitizations.
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We arecurrently in litigationwithMBAand FOIC inconnectionwith ourreprescntationand warranty obligations, and additional
litigation with other monolines is likely
The following table summarizes the changes inthe original unpaid principal balance related to unresolved repurchase demands
with respect our Monoline exposure. The table includes demands that we have requested be rescinded but which have not been
agreed to by the investor.
(Sin millons)
2012
2011 (a)
Balance at January 1,
3917
$661
New claims (b)
28
14
Resolved claims (c)
(2)
(8)
Rescinded claimwsother
Balance at March 3 1.
S943
$667
(a) Excludes S9.0 million of original UPBon loam wherm countesparties have requested additional documentation nspat of individual loan file
reviews.
(h) Siisstantially all relate to cluim% mAnciated with the 2004 through 2007 vintages.
(c)

Includes settlementa, repurchased loam arid claima under which indemnification payments are made.

Uninsured PMvate-label Secritations
Historically, we socuritized loans where all or some of the rclatcd bonds wcrc uninsurcd. We arc rcquircd to makc customary
representations and warranties about the loans to the investors and/or securitization trust. Typically, any alleged breach of
representations and warranties requires the holder of the security to assert a claim as well as evidence that a defect has had a material
and adverse effect on the interest of the security holder. During the period 2004 through 2007, we sold SI 82.1 billion of loans into
these uninsured private-label securitizations. Claims associated with uninsured PLS were historically self identified and constituted
an immaterial portion of new claims. These claims were historically included within the Whole loan/other' category. During the
three months ended March 31, 2012, we received a repurchase request from a bond trustee with respect to one of our uninsured
private-label securitizations for loans originated in 2006 with an original unpaid principal balance $70.0 million. This unpaid
pnincipal balance is not representative of expected future losses.
The following table summarizes the changes in our original unpaid principal balance related to unresolved repurchase demands
with respect to our uninsured PLS exposure. The table includes demands that we have requested be rescinded but which have not
been agreed to by the investor.
Three months ended March 31. ($ in millions)
2012
2011 (a)
Balance at January 1,
$8
S3
New claims
75
3
(4)
Resolved claims (b)
Rescinded claims/other
(1)
Balance at March 31.
$78
$6
(a) Excludes S4.0 million of original UPB on loam where ccunterpartiea have requested additional documentation as pant of individual loan file
reviews.

(b) Includes leases, settlements, impairments on repurchased loans, and indemnification payments.

Whol-loan Sales
The following table summarizes the changes in the original unpaid principal balance related to unresolved repurchase demands
with respect to our whole-loan exposure. The table includes demands that we have requested be rescinded but which have not been
agreed to by the investor.
2012

0 in millions)

Balance at January 1,
New claims (b)
Resolved claims (c)

2011 (a)
$73
22
(6)

5
13
(7)
(24)
$67

Rescinded claimis/other
(4)
Balance at March 3 1.
$85
(a) Excludes $25.0 million of original UPB on loams where counterparties have requested additional documentation as part of individual loan file
reviews.
(b) Includes S21.9 million and S13.0 million in now claims, asociated with the 2004 through 2007 vintages in 2012 sand 2011, respea~lively.

(c) Includes settlemntirs, reptrchased loam and claims under which indemnification payments are made.
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Private Mortgage Insurance
Mortgage insurance is required for crtain consumer mortgage loans sold to the GSEs and certain scuritization trusts and may
have been in place for consumer mortgage loans sold to whole-loan investors. Mortgage insurance is typically required for firstlien consumer mortgage loans having aloan-to-value ratio at origination ofgreater than 80 percent. Mortgage insurers are, in certain
circumstances, permitted to rescind existing mortgage insurance that covers consumer loans if they demonstrate certain loan
underwiting requirements have not been met. Upon receipt of arescission notice, we assess the notice and if appropriate, we refute
the notice, or if the notice cannot be refuted, we attempt to remedy the defect. In the event the mortgage insurance cannot be
reinstated, we may be obligated to repurchase the loan or provide an indemnification payment in the event of a loss, subject to
contractual limitations. While we make every effort to reinstate the mortgage insurance, we have had limited success arad as aresult,
mostof these requests result in rescission of the mortgage insurance. At March 31,2012, we have approximately $173.4 million in
original unpaid principal balance of outstanding mortgage insurance rescission notices where we have not received a repurchase
demand. However, this unpaid principal amount is not representative of expected future losses.

Legal Proceedngs
We are subject to potential liability under various governmental proceedings, claims, and legal actions that are pending or
otherwise asserted against us. We are named as defendants in a number of legal actions, and we are occasionally involved in
governmental proceedings arising in connection with our respective businesses. Some of the pending actions purport to be class
actions, and certain legal actions include claims for substanttial compensatory and/or punitive damages or claims for iindeterminate
amounts of damages. We establish reserves for legal claims when payments associated with the claims become probable and the
payments can be reasonably estimated. Given the inherent difficulty of predicting the outcome of litigation and regulatory matters,
it is generally very difficult to predict what the eventual outcome will be, and when thc matter will be resolved. The actual costs of
resolving legal claims may be higher or lower than any amounts reserved for the claims. We recorded aliability for probable legal
claims of S99.6 million and $94.5 mnillion at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 2011, respectively.

FGICLkigadon
On November 29,2011. FOIC filed three complaints against ReaCap in New York County Supreme Court. In two of these
cases, both entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v.RF-C ct at., FOIC alleges that defendants breached their contractual
representations and wranties relating to the characteristics of the mortgage loans contai ned in certain insured NIBS offerings. FGIC
further alleges that the defendants breached their contractual obligations to permit access to loan files and certain hooks and records.
In the third case, entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v.OMAC Mortgage LLC, et al., FGIC makes similar contract
allegations againstOMAC Mortgageand RcsCap, aswell asaclaimn againstGMAC Mortgage forfraudulent inducement. In addition,
FGIC alleges aiding and abetting fraudulent inducement against Ally Bank, which originated a large portion of the loans in the
disputed pool, and breach of the custodial agreement for failing to notify FOIC of the claimed breaches of representations and
warranties. In each of these cases, FOIC seeks, among other relief, reimbursement of all sums it paid under the various policies and
an award of legal, reseissory, equitable, and punitive damages.
On December 15, 2011, FGIC filed afourth complaint inNew York County Supreme Cowlt related to insurance pol icies issued
in connection with aRFC-sponsored transaction. This complaint, entitled Financial Guaranty Insurance Company v.Ally Financial,
Inc., et al., names RFC and ReiCap, and seeks various forms of declaratory and monetary relief. The complant alleges that the
defendants arc alter egos of one another, fraudulently induced FGIC's agreement to provide insurance by misrepresenting thc nature
of RFC's business practices and the credit quality and characteristics of the underlying loans, and have now materially breached
their agreement with FOIC by refusing its requests for information and documents.
On December 27, 2011, FOIC filed three additional complaints in Few York County Supreme Court against ResCap and RFC.
These complaints seek relief nearly identical to that of FOIC's previously tiled cases and contain substantially similar allegations.
In particular, FGIC alleges that the defendants, acting as alter egos of each other, fraudulently induced FOIC to enter into seven
separate insumrac and indemnity agreements and breached their contractual obligations under samec.
Since January 1,2012, FOIC has filed five new complaints in federal court naming some combination ofAlly Inc., ReiCap,
Ally Bank, RFC, and OMAC Mortgage. The five complaints were filed on January 31,2012, March 5,2012, March 6,2012, March
12,2012 and March 13, 2012, respectively. These complaints seek relief nearly identical to that of FOIC's previously filed cas
and contain substantially similar allegations. In particular, FGIC alleges that the defendants, act ing as alter egos of each other,
fraudulently induced FCOIC to enter into seven separate insurance and indemnity agreements and breached their contractual obligations
under same. In addition, EGIC amended its first-filed complai nt to name Allfy Inc. assa defendant.
All of the FGIC eases are now venued in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, and the defendants
have asked the Court for eave to file motions to dismiss each such case.
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Mitch eliLitigation
In this statewide class action, plaintiffs alleged that Mortgage Capital Resources, Inc. (MCR) violated the Missouri Second
Mortgage Loan Act by charging Missouri borrowers fees and interest not permitted by the Act RFC and Homecomiungs, among
others, were named as defendants in their role as assignees of certain of the MCR loans. Following a trial concluded in January
2008, the jury returned verdicts against all defend~ants, including an award against RFC and Homecomings for S4.0 million in
compensatory damages (plus pre- and post-judgment interest and attorneys fees) and against RFC for $92.0 million in punitive
damages. In a November 2010 decision, the Missouri Court ofAppeals affirmed the compensatory damages but ordered a new trial
on punitive damages. Upon remand, we paid S12.8 million in compensatory damages (including interest and attorneys7 fees). At
the end ofFebruary 2012, RFCentercd into ain agreement in principle to settle all of plaintiffs' romaining claims, including plaintifi'
already-awarded attorneys' fees on appeal, for a total of $17.3 million. The agreement was preliminarily approved on April 16,
2012. The hearing on final approval is scheduled for May 18, 2012.

Pris'ate-Iad Securitiations- Other Potenia Repurchase Obligatis
Whens we sell mortgage loans through whole-loan sales or securitizations, wevare required to make customary representattions
and warranties about the loans to the purchaser and/or securitization trust. These representations and warranties relate to, among
other things, the ownership of the loan, the validity of the lien securing the loan, the loan's compliance with the criteria for inclusion
in the transaction, including compliance with underwriting standards or loan criteria established by the buyer, ability to deliver
required documentation, and compliance with applicable laws. Generally, the representations and warrianties described above may
be enforced at any time over the life of the loan. Breaches of these representations and warranties have resulted in a requirement
that we repurchase mortgage loans. As the mortgage industry continues to experience higher repurchase requirements and additional
investors begin to attempt to put back loans, a significant increase in activity beyond that experienced today could occur, resulting
in additional future losses.

PFivae4ahd SecuritiesLitiation
We and certain of our subsidiaries have been named as defenkdants in several cases relating to our various roles in MI3S offerings.
The plaintiffs generally allege that the defendants made misstatements and omnissions in registration statements, prospectuses,
prospectus supplements, and other documents related to the MBS offerings. The alleged misstatements and omissions typically
concern underwriting standards for residential mortgage loans. Plaintiffs generally claim that such misstatements and omissions
constitute violations of state and/or federal securities law and common law including negligent misrepresentation and fraud. Plaintiffs
seek monetary damages and rescission. Set forth below are descriptions of the most significant of these legal proceedings.

Regulatory
Our origination, purchase, sale, securitization and servicing business activities expose us to risks of noncompliance with
extensive federal, state, local and foreign laws, rules and regulations. Our business activities are also governed by, among other
contracts, primary and master servicing agreements that contain covenants and restrictions regarding the performance ofour servicing
Activities. OUr failure to comply with these laws, rulea, regulations and contracts can lead to, among other things, loss of licenses
and approvals, an inability to sell or securitize loans, demands for indemnification of loan repurchases fronm purchasiers of loans,
demands for indemnification or other compensation from investors inour securitizations, fines, penalties, litigation, including class
action lawsuits, and governmental investigations and enforcement actions, including, inthe ease of some violations of law, possible
criminal liability.
(IMAC Financiers, our wholly-owned subsidiary operatingin Mexico, incurred losses during the year which reduced its capital
stock and its shareholders equity by more than two-thirds. At March 3 1,2012, the amount of the deficiency is $71.4 million. Until
this deficiency is cured, GMAC Financiers falls within one of the causes for dissolution under Mexican law.

Other Contingencies
We are subject to potential liability under various other exposures including tax, nonrecourse loans, self-insurance, and other
miscellaneous contingencies. We establish reserves for these contingencies when the item becomes probable and the costs can be
reasonably estimated. The actual costs of resolving these items may be substantially higher or lower than the amounts reserved far
anyf one item. Based on information currently available, it is the opinion of management that the eventual outcome of these items
will not have a material adverse effect on our consolidated financial condition, results of operations, or cash flows.
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17. Related Party Transactions
Balance Sheet
A summiary of the balance aheet effectofor Utransactions with Ally Inc., Ally Bank, and other afriliates were as follows.

(Sin thouand)

March 31,2012

December 31.2011

Assets

Mortgage loans held-for-sale - purchased from Ally Bank
Mortgage loans held-for-sale - contributions from Ally Inc. (carry value) (a)
Other Assets
Restricted cash deposits - Ally Bank
Derivative collateral placed with Ally IM
Fair value of derivative instrumente
MSR swap - Ally Bank
Receivable (Payable), net - Ally Bank
Receivable from other affiliates
Llabilltles
Borrowings -Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility (b)
Borrowings -Ally Inc. LOC (b)
Borrowings -BMMZ
Repo (b)
Other Liabilities
Liability for loans sold with recour se - Ally Bank (c)
Fair value of derivative instrumnts
Forward flow agreement -Ally Bank
Ally IM (d)
Payable to Ally Inc. (c)
Other activity
Loans (UPH) sub-serviced -- Ally Bank
Servicing escrow/deposits for off-balance sheet loans - Ally Bank
Home Equity Loans (UPH) subject to indemnifications - Ally Bank (c)
Ircomic tax (receipt) Payment - Ally Inc. M0

$23,624
620,611
81,879

S13,518
645,357

1,079.022

112,458
1,008,262

29,442
20,785
2,125

(21.001)
2,046

S75t,849

17,681

430,696

$757,767
185,064

25K416

250,351

5,976

6,773

27,105
954,824
4,194

$140,7"9,853
2,273,975
56,571

(16,423)
1,049,420
31,019
S143,172,634
2,003,745
58,512

'477AQ8
(4 MA)
Amount represents the canying value of the loam contributed ItomnAllylInc. in 2009. The UPHB
of these Ioa is $1.5 billion and $1.6 billion
at March 31, 2012 and December 31, 20t11, respectively.
(b:. Includes principal balance of debt outstanding plus accrued interest
Relates to an indemnification agreement with respect to apotfolio of second hien home equity loans with an original UPB of $166.0 million.
Ibis agreement expired in April 2012.
(d: Includes the fair value of forwards, TBA&and swaptiona executed in connection with hedging of our mortgage loam held-for-sale, retained
interests and MS~is. Also includes the fair value of hedges related to our foreign currency exposure. See Note 14 -- Derivative Instruments
and Hedging Activities for additional information.
Includes costs for personael, information technology, ctrmmunications, corporate marketing, procurement and services related to facilites
incurred by Ally inc. and allocated to us.
See Note 12 - Income taxes for additional information.
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
A stummary of the income statement effect of our transactions with Ally Inc., Ally Bank and other affiliates were as follows.
Three months ended March 3 1, f$ in thousands)
Net financing revenue

Interest income on cash deposits - Ally Bank
$221
$290
Interest expense - Ally Inc. Senior Secured Credit Facility
5,746
6,234
Interest expense - Ally Inc. LOC
2=22
4,177
Interest expense BMMZ Repo
3,169
Interest expense - Ally Bank
385
Other revenue
(Loss) gain on mortgage loans, net - derivative instruments with Ally IM
56,980
(5,9)
(Ln.ss) gain on mortgage loansi, net - Ally Rank
(S'7,339)
1.34,468
Gain on mortgage loans, net - Ally Securities, LLC (c)
4,501
Servicing fees - Ally Bank
11,767
7,614
Servicing assets valuation and hedge activities, net - derivative instruments with Ally IM
(32,246)
(174,499)
Servicing assets valuation and hedge activities, net - derivative instrumrents with Ally Bank
96,424
216,048
Loan brokerage fees Ally Bank (a)
23,W4
9,496
Provision expense - Ally Dank (b)
860
(8)
Noninterest expense
(Loss) on foreign currency - derivative instruments with Ally Inc.
(7,330)
(169)
Management fees - Ally Tnc.
29,558
16,915
Custodial fees -Ally Bank
1,985
1,846
Allocated expenses -Ally Bank
72
125
Other activity
Loans purchased (UPB) under the MVMLPSA - Ally Bank (d)
$1%,137,301 S$14,640,058
Loans sold (UPB) under the MM-LPSA. - Ally Bank
43,052
7,543
(at Under the terms of broker agreement with Ally Bank. we provide loan processing services to support Ally's loan origination and purchase
activities as wall is loan cloaing services.

(h) Relates to provsion expenses associated with the indenification agreement with respect to aportfol io of second lie,, hoeerquitylons,. TWi
agreement expired in April 2012.
(ci Relates to mortgage and asset-backed securities brokered to Ally Securities, LLC for underwritig distribsution and capital markets liquidity
services.
(d) Includes repurchased loom. of $0.6 million and $4.2 million as of March 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively

Statement of Changes in Equity
A sumnmary of the changes to the statement of equty related to our transactions with Ally Inc., Ally Bank and other affiliates
were as follows.
Threc months ended March 31,fS in thousands)

2012

2011

Equity
Capital contributions - Ally Inc. (a)
(a) Represents capital contributions from Ally Inc. through the forgiveness of Ally Inc. LOC borrowings.

S196,5011

S109,405

Other Significant Affiliate Agreements
We armparty to anISDA 2002 MasterAgreement witbAlly IM, a subsidiary ofAlly Inc., whereby we enter into foreign exchange
and interest rate hedging transsactions (the ISDA Agreement) and aMaster Securities Forward Transection Agreement (the Forward
Agreement and with the ISDA Agreement, the Derivative Agreements) whereby we agree to sell certain mortgage-backed securities
to Ally lIM from time to time on a forward basis. We also entered into a Guarantee and Master Netting Agreement with Ally lIM
whereby the parties agpeod to aggregate, net, and set off the Dcnivativc Agreements and the Ally Inc. LOC. In connection with the
Derivative Agreements, we cross-collateralize the respective obligations and have granted a security interest to Ally lIM in any cash
or other propert posted, or required to be posted, as collateral by us. We expect to transact virtually all of our hedging transactions
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with Ally IM i the future.
On December 5,2011, we entered into an agreement with Ally Inc. and GMAC Mortgage Group (the Agreement), whereby
we agreed to certain terms and conditions inrespect of ongoing loan sales by Ally Bank to us under the terms of our Master Mortgage
Loan Purchase and Sale Agreement (MMLPSA) with Ally Bank. In accordance with the Agreement, we have instructed the OSEs
to deliver, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, mortgage-backed securities received from the OSE. in connection with our
loan sales to them (New MBS)dirmcly upon issuance into an amcount ofAlly IM for the benefit ofAlly Bank and GMAC Mortgage
Group. We have granted Ally Bank and GMAC Mortgae Group security interests in loans purchased from Ally Bank and all
proceeds from the sale of the New MRS. All proceeds from the sale of the New MRS are paid without setoff, recoupment or other
reduction by Ally IM directly to Ally Bank. Ally Bank remits to us proceeds, if any, in excesa of the purchase price of loans sold
to us under the MMLPSA, and we remit to Ally Bank the amount of any shortfall in such proceeds necessary to pay the purchase
price of the loans. On April 25,2012, we entered into a Pledge and Security Agreement among ResCap, OMAC Mortgage, Ally
Inc., OMAC Mortgage Group,Ally Bank and Ally EM (the Pipeline Security Agreement) in connection with these conditions. See
Transactons withAlly Bank below, for additional information regarding the MMvLPSA agreements.

Transactions with Ally Bank
U~nder the terms of our Broker Agreement with AlIly Rank, we act ina broker capacity and provide loan processing services to
Ally Bank to support itsorigination and purchasc ofloans, as wcll as loan closing services. The BrokcrAgrciccnt has no mandatory
expiration date and can be terminated by either party with 30 days notice. Under the terms of the Broker Agreement, loans meeting
the underwriting standards ofAlly Bank are originated (funded) by Ally Bank, while loans not meeting those standards may be
originated by us and sold directly into the secondary market. We also provide certain representations and warranties and
indemnifications to Ally Bank with respect to brokered loans. The Broker Agreement was amended April 30,2012 and is effective
May 1,2o12.
Under the terms of the MMLPSA with Ally Bank, we purchase first- and second-lien mortgage loans held-for-sale from Ally
Bank. We sell and deliver such mortgage loans into the secondary market primarily through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
securitizationa and Ginnie Mae insured securitizations. The MMLPSA has no mandatory expiration date and can be terminated on
30 days notice by Ally Bank or immediately if agreed by both parties. Under the MMLPSA, we purchase loans from Ally Bank
and recognize gains or losses on the sale of mortgage loans as they ame sold by us into the secondary market. Loans purchased by
us pursuant to the MM4LPSAinclude mortgage loans originated by third parties and purchased by Ally Bank (correspondent lending);
loans originated directly by Ally Bank; and mortgage loans originated by us and sold to Ally Bank pursuant to asloan sae agreement
(the Client Agreement). Effective May 1,2012, the MMLPSA and Client Agreement were amended and restated. Under the terms
of the New MMLPSA, effective May 2012, we have an obligation to purchase all Fl-A and VA G3innie Mae insurable loans originated
or purchased by Ally Bank. We will no longer purchase Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac eligible loans that Ally Bank originates or
purchases. Loans purchased under the Now MMLPSA are on a nonrecourse, service released basis. To the extent any loan purchased
by usunder the new MMLPSA is determined to be ineligible or uninsurable for purposes of Ginnie Mae certification, Ally Bank
will cure the defect, if cunail, or repurchase the loan at the current unpaid principal balance plus accrued interest.
We were counterparty to a forward flow agreement for mortgage loans held-for-sale and interest rate lock commitments held
by Ally Bank that ultimately were sold to us under the MMLPSA. The forward flow agreement transferred the exposure to changes
in fair value ofAlly Banks mortgage loans held-for-sale and interest rate lock commitments to us. We hedged our exposure to the
forward flow agreement consistent with the hedging of our own mortgage loans hed-for-sale and interest rate lock commitments.
The forward flow agreement was terminated effective April 30,2012.
We were counterparty to a MSR Total Return Swap (the MSR Swap) which iransferred the total economic return of MSRs
owned by Ally Bank to us in exchange for a variable payment based upon a fixed spread to LIB3OR. The fixed spresd to LIBOR is
periodically evaluated against available market data. We hedged our exposure to the MSR Swap consistent with the hedging of our
own MSRs. The MSR Swapw~as terminated effective April 30,2012.
We were party to an ISDA 2002 Master Agreemrent with Ally Bank governiiig the forward flow agrecinelit aisd MSR Swap.
We also entered into anAgreement to Set Oil Obligations (the Netting Agreement) which provided Ally Bank the right, but not the
obligation, to set off"an obligation that we had to Ally Bank against any obligation ofAlly Rank to us. The ISDA 2002 Master
Agreemeunt and the Netting Agreement were terminated effective April 30, 2012.
Under the (ISE servicer guides, the seller anid servicer of mortgage loans equally share incustomary representation and warranty
obligations. We assume all ofthe representation and warranty obligations for loans we purchased firomAlly Bank under the MMvLPSA
that we subsequenitly sell through an Agency secuntization or otherwise sell into the secondary market. To the exteiit thewe loanis
were originated by third parties and purchased by Ally Bank and subsequently sold to us under the MMLPSA we pursue recovery
of losses frown the thi rd parties under breach of customnary representation and warranties. Pursuant to the Client Agreement, we also
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provide certain representations and warranties and indemnifications to Ally Bank with respect to those loan transactions. For loans
that are not eligible to be sold to the GSEs that reach certain delinquency thresholds or which are otherwise in breach of sale
representations and warranties contained in the Client Agreement, we repurchase loans from Ally Bank at their carrying cost
CIMAC Mortgage is designated as subserice for loans held by Ally Bank and loans sold to us under the MIvMPSA where
Ally Bank retained the servicing ights (Servicing Agreement). Under the Servicing Agreement, OMAC Mortgage performs all
customary mortgage loan servicing activities, including but not limited to, collection of borrower remittances, loss mitigation and
foreclosure processing activities. The term of the Servicing Agreement automatically renews for aone year term on an annual basis,
unless notice of termnination is provided by either party with 120 days prior notice. We receive subservice fees which are generally
based on the average daily balance of subseirviced loans which differ by loan type and delinquency status.
In the first quarter of 2008, Ally Bank purchased a portfolio of second-lien home equity loans from us. We provided an
indemnification to Ally Bank whereby we reimburse Ally Bank at such time as any of the loans covered by this agreement are
charged off; typically when the loan becomes 180 days delinquent The indemnification expired in April 2012,
In connection with our Settlement obligations Ally Bank has agreed to participate in borrower relief programs and activities
with respect to their loan portfolios. We have recorded a liability of $83.5 million at March 31,2012, in connection with lossesAlly
Bank is expected to incur inconnection with the programs. To the extent activ~ities under the borrower reliefprograms are consistent
with activities currently permitted under our sub-servicing agreement, Ally Bank will not seek to be reimbursed or indemnified for
any losses it incurs in connection with these borrower relief activities. Sec Note 16 - Contingencies and Other Risks for additional
information related to the Settlement.

18. Regulatory Matters
Certain subsidiaries associated with our mortgage and real estate operations are required to maintain regulatory net worth
requirements. Sec Note 8 - Borrowings for additional information, Failure to meet minimum capital requirements can initiate
certain mandatory actions by federal, state, and foreign agencies that could have a material effect on our results of operations and
financial condition. These entities were in compliance with these requirements as of March 31, 2012.
Certain of our foreign subsidiaries operate in local markets as either banks or regulated finance companies and are subject to
regulatory restrictions. Thewe regulatory restrictions, among other things, require that our subsidiaries meet certain minimum capital
requirements and may restrict dividend distributions and ownership of certain assets. As of March 31, 2012, compliance with these
various regulations has not had a material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations or cash flows

19. Subsequent Events
Events subsequent to March 31,2012, were evaluated through May 1,2012, the date on which these Condensed Consolidated
Fi ianeial Statements were issued.
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Status of First Quarter Review
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As of April 30 (the mailing date of this report), our review of Residential Capital, LLC's ("ResCap" or the Company")
condensed consolidated interim financial statements for the period ended March 31, 2012 is substantially
complete.
The most significant items that remain open as of April 30 are:
" Final review of the Interim financial statements
" Inquiries of Management regarding subsequent events and strategic alternatives
" Receipt of Management's signed representation letter
* Receipt of our signed engagement letter
This document provides a summary of our status as of April 30. Matters discussed may change due to further
analysis by Deloitte and Management, or additional matters may arise during the completion of our review
procedures and through the date on which the financial statements are made available to the Company's
bondholders. We will inform the Audit Committee of any significant matters that arise prior to the delivery of our
review report.
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Review Results
I.

In accordance with standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), we
have prepared the following comments to assist you in fulfilling your obligation to oversee the financial reporting
and disclosure process for which Management of ResCap is responsible.
Mater to

beCnnuiae

Our responsibility under the
standards of the AICPA

eut

Our responsibility tinderthe standards of the AICPAwith respect to arevIew of lnt~

financial -information has been described to yo fn o
gae ntltrdteApril
20,2012. As described inthat letter, the objective of azireview of interim financial
information, Performed inaccordanice with interim review standards isto provide u*s
with a basis for commlrunicating whether we are awareobf any material modifications
that should be made to the interim financial information for it-to conform with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States 6f America (Ogen'erally
accepted accountinigppnnciplee").
Based on the results of our review procedures to date, we are-not aware of any
material modifications that should be made to the Company's interim financial
statements or disclosures for them to be inconformity with generally accepted
accounting standards.
Appendix Acontains a draft of the interim review report we expect to issue.
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Selected critical accounting estimates
and other matters

We have comments on the folowing areas ftht Management has identfied is
critical accounting estimates, as well"a other matters:
mortgage Weooiing Pights WMSWs
The IVISR asset value increased from 51.23 billion at December 3L1j20U to $1.25
billion at Marchki,~2012. New production during the period resulted in a
corresponding increase in the value ofthe asset.' Changes in -assumptions and other
changes Infairvalue during the period did not have a material Impact on the value
of-the MSR asst.
Based on inquiries of Management and1 review of documentation, Including MSR
roll-Forward schedules and Maniagement's quarterly benichmarking presentation, we
noted no significant changes to the methodology or process for developing
assumptions,used to estimate the MSR value.
Inaddition, we have made inquiries of internal mortgage valuation specialists
regarding their observations of market activity.
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Represmntationi and Warranty Rleserves
The ba lance of the representation and warranty -reserve decreased from $825 million
at December 31, 20-11 to $811 million at March31, 2012. Representation and
wakrranty expensep wiR4.$19 million for the three-months*edad March 31, 2012"
compared-to $26 million for the three-months ended March 31, 21111.
Maniagementst process for determining the reserve takces into account: historic and
recent demand trends; interactions with the monoines, private-Ibel Investors, and
. other parties, aid variousother assumptions. Diuring-the tiuartar. the Company
received a demand request fom.a private-label trusteefinvestor, which was
considered bylvanagemnent in, the determination of the reserve. Actuali losses may
differ significantly from the amnounts recorded, based on the behavior of the
counterparties, Inthe future1 Incuding~potentia,Isettlem.e.nts, and Industry legal, and
other developments.
Based on our inquiries of management and review-of documentation, no significant
changes to the methodology for determining the reserve were made during the
quarter
Management has determined that reasonably possible losses overtime related to
litigation matters and potential repurchase obligations and related claims could be
between zero and $4 billion over existing accruals.
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Review Results (cont.)

U

Reiw

Rsut(cn.

Selected critical accounting estimates
and other matters

Litigation
As disclosed in Note 16 to the financial statements, the Company issubject to
potential liability under various governmental proceedings, claimnsand-leagal actions'
that are nding oroitherwise asserted, ManageRmen.t establishes reserves forsulch,
claimns as they-become-probable and are reasonably estimable.
During Qi.2612, the Company updated Its estimate of probable loss associated with
settlements reached with the federal government and various state attorneys
generals which resulted in no significant change to managemen's estimate of loss.
Management has determined that reasonably possible losses over time related -to
the litigation matters and potential repurchase obligations and related claims could
be between zero and $4 billion over existing accruals.

Transactions with affiliates

Parent Company Debt Forgiveness and Amendments to Affiliate Agreements
During the quarter, Ally Financial Inc. contributed $196.5 million to ResCap through
forgiveness of indebtedness.
As disclosed in the Noter, to the financial statements, the Company has or is in the
process of amend ing/terminating certain affiliate, agreements.
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Selected critical accounting estimates
and other mattersI

Accounting fat Income TAxes
.At March 31,2012, the Company's,"deferred tax asset was largely offset by a valuation
allowance. Management has deterined that the valuation allowance remains
necessary, as the Company has not yet Oemonstrated the abilitytogenerate taxable
ordinary incomie orcepital gains for a sustained period.
There were no existing valuation allowances reversed or new valuation allowances
recorded this quarter
We performed analytical: review procedures on Income tax related accounts and' also
-reviewed the Comnpa nys schedules supporting the tax provision and related
disclosures. Based on our Inquiries of Management andl review of documentation,
no significant changes to the methodology for accounting for' Income taxes were
made during the quarter.
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Significant accounting policies

No accounitiig-policies with a muaterial ipact were adopted fin thei quarterended
March 31, 2612Z other than those matters disclosed in the notes to the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements.

Going Concern

Having taken ResCap's financial condition arnd other factors into consideration,

Manageme~nt has concluded and disclosed in the Interim financial statements, that
there remains substantial doubt about the Company's ability to continue as agoing
concern. M~npagomentha~s enhanc" its disclosure regarding the Company's ability
to continue asas going concern and has disclosed-that isdetermining whether it
would be in the best itrests of its creditors anad other stakeholdiirs to file for
protection under the feeral bankruptcy laws,-

9

Control Related Matters - Significant
deficiencies or material weaknesses
relating to Internal control

Management has separaiely reported the status of significant deficiencies to you.

Communication of the auditors'
internal quality control procedures

We reported such information to you at your-meetings on April 3and April 24, 2012.
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Review Results (cont.)
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Audit adjustments, either Individually
or in the aggregate, that we believe
could have a significant effect on the
Company's financial reporting and
disclosure process

Our Teview was performhed to provide limited assutance an the Inteuim fittnCial
statemnents-and not to form an opinion about whetherthe financial statements are free
of materlatnilsstatement, whether caused by error or fraud.
fe have biiprovided'with thie Conianm Pralimnt aeilt~~ aa
s f n
forthe period ended,.March -31, 2012, whi ch Includes.matters Identified during our
review. We have compared Management's analysis to-our own and agree with their
conclusions.

Disagreements with Management
about matters that could be significant
to the entity's financial statements or
our audit reports

Nothing to teport

Alternative treatments In U.S. GAAP for
accounting policies and practices
related to material Items that have
been discussed with Management

We had no discussions with Management regarding alternative accountingtreatments
within US. GAAP for policies and practices related to material items, Including
recognition~ measurementand disclosure considerations related to the acibotng for
spcific tran~sactions as well as generl acutg ocIerltdote utredd

__________________________March
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We have reviewed the condensed consolidated balance sheet of Residential Capital, LLC (the "Company") (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ally
Financial Inc.) as of March 31, 2012, and the related condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity, and of cash
flows for the three-month periods ended March 31, 2012 and March 31, 2011. This condensed financial information Isthe responsibility of the
Company's management
We conducted our reviews in accordance with standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants for reviews of
interim financial information. A review of interim financial information consists principally of applying analytical procedures and making inquiries
of persons responsible for financial and accounting matters. it is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of America, the objective of which is the expression of an opinion regarding the financial
information taken as a whole. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Based on our reviews, we are not aware of any material modifications that should be made to such condensed consolidated interim financial
information for it to be in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
The accompanying condensed consolidated interim financial information has been prepared assuming that the Company will continue as a going
concern. As discussed in Note 1 to the condensed consolidated interim financial information, there remains substantial doubt about the
Company's ability to continue as a going concern. Management's plans concerning this matter are also discussed in Note 1 to the condensed
consolidated interim financial information.
We have previously audited, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards as established by the Auditing Standards Board (United
States), and in accordance with the auditing standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated
balance sheet of the Company as of December 31, 2011, and the related consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in
equity, and cash flows for the year then ended (not presented herein); and in our report dated March 28, 2012, we expressed an unqualified
opinion on those consolidated financial statements and included explanatory paragraphs that stated (1) that the Company has entered into a
number of significant agreements and transactions with its affiliates and (2) that the Company's liquidity and capital needs, combined with
conditions in the marketplace, raise substantial doubt about its ability to continue as a going concern. In our opinion, the Information set forth in
the accompanying condensed consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2011 is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the
consolidated balance sheet from which It has been derived.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and the board of directWb of the Company and is not intended to be and
should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
May 1, 2012
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A review of interim financial information is substantially less in scope than an aud it conducted in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America, the objective of which isthe expression of an opinion regarding the financial
information taken as a whole. Accordingly, we will not express an opinion on the nterim financial information.
The objective of a review of interim financial information performed in accordlanc e with standards established by the AICPA is to
provide us with a basis for communicating whether we are aware of any material modifications that should be made to the interim
financial information for it to conform with accounting principles generally accept ed in the United States of America ("generally
accepted accounting principles').

A review consists principally of performing analytical procedures and making inqu iries of persons responsible for financial and
accounting matters, and does not contemplate (a) tests of accounting records thr( iugh inspection, observation, or confirmation; (b)
tests of controls to evaluate their effectiveness; (c)the obtainment of corroboratli ng evidence In response to Inquiries; or (d)the
performance of certain other procedures ordinarily performed in an audit. A revie w may bring to our attention significant matters
affecting the interim financial information, but it does not provide assurance that we will become aware of all significant matters that
would be identified in an audit.
A review also includes obtaining sufficient knowledge of the Company's business nd its internal control as it relates to the preparation
of both annual and interim financial information to:
" Identify the types of potential material misstatements in the interim financ :ial information and consider the likelihood of their
occurrence.
" Select the inquiries and analytical procedures that will provide us with a baisis for communicating whether we are aware of any
material modifications that should be made to the interim financial inform ation for it to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
A review isnot designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify sig nificant deficiencies and material weaknesses in
internal control.
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Appendix C
Summary of Audit Committee Communications
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Our formal communications will occur via periodic meetings with the Audit Committee at various stages during the year. In addition
to our scheduled meetings, we are also available, at anytime, to respond to Audit Committee members' questions. We anticipate
the following topics will be discussed during the year:
-01

201

Decr.to

.of

comncain

A

N.i

i

A

S

C

Qualifications to serve ResCap
0j

Status of Interim review procedures

Q

Results of Interim review procedures

U

Required quarterly Audit Committee communications

U

Delivery of the audit service plan

0l

0

Review estimated audit and audit related fees
Review progress of financial statement audit

Q

Required fraud inquiriesU
Review results of financial statement audit
Review Independence of audit firm
Required annual Audit Committee communications

V'Communication completed
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May 1, 2012
Deloitte & Touche LLP
200 Renaissance Center, Suite 3900
Detroit, Michigan 48243
We are providing this letter in connection with your review of the condensed consolidated
balance sheet of Residential Capital, LLC (the "Company" or "ResCap") as of March 31, 2012,
and the related condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity,
and of cash flows for the three-month periods ended March 31, 2012 and March 31, 2011, for the
purpose of determining whether any material modifications should be made to the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements for them to conform with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America ("generally accepted accounting principles" or
We confirm that we are responsible for the following:
a. The fair presentation in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements in
confornuty with GAAP
b. The design, implementation and maintenance of programs and controls to prevent and
detect fraud
c.

Establishing and maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting.

Certain representations in this letter are described as being limited to matters that are material.
Items arc considered material, regardless of sizc, if they involve an omission or misstatement of
accounting information tha in light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable that the
judgment of a reasonable person relying on the information would be changed or influenced by
the omission or misstatement.
We confirm, to the best of our knowledge and belief, as of May 1, 2012, the following
representations made to you during your review.
I. The interim financial statements referred to above have been prepared and presented in
conformity with GAAP applicable to condensed consolidated interim financial information
for a non-SEC (private) reporting entity.
2. Note 1 to the condensed consolidated financial statements discloses all pertinent facts related
to the Company's ability to continue as a going concern.
3. Although management has determined that there is substantial doubt about the Company's
ability to continue as a going concern, we have determined that the condensed consolidated
financial statements should be prepared on a going concern basis. Management's plans for
continuing as a going concern are disclosed in Note 1 to the condensed consolidated financial
statements. Management and the Board have not approved a plan of liquidation and nor is
liquidation of the Company anticipated. Additionally, Management has not filed for
bankruptcy.
4. The Company has made available to you all relevant information and access granted in the
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terms of the audit engagement letter including:
a.

Financial records and related data

b.

Minutes of the meetings of the Board of Directors and Audit Committee; or drafts of
minutes in cases where final minutes have not been approved; or agendas and meeting
materials of meetings in cases where draft minutes have not yet been prepared

c.

Regulatory examination reports, supervisory correspondence or agreements,
enforcement actions, and similar materials from applicable regulatory agencies
(particularly, communications concerning supervisory actions or noncompliance with,
or deficiencies in, rules and regulations). Further, we have advised you of any
regulatory examination in progress or completed for which reports have not yet been
issued.

5. There have been no communications from regulatory agencies concerning noncompliance
with or deficiencies in financial reporting practices. Further, we have advised you of any
regulatory examination in progress or completed for which reports have not yet been issued.
6. We have completed our procedures to evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the
disclosures in our interim financial statements. There are no disclosures that while required
by GAAP have been omitted from our condensed consolidated interim financial statements
7. We have disclosed to you any significant change in the results, design, or operation of
internal control over financial reporting as it relates to the preparation of the condensed
consolidated interim financial information that has occurred during the most-recent fiscal
quarter.
8. We have no knowledge of any fr-aud or suspected fraud affecting the Company involving
a.

Management

b. Employees who have significant roles in the Company's internal control over financial
reporting.
c.

Others where the fraud could have a material effect on the condensed consolidated
interim financial statements which has not been previously disclosed.

9. We have disclosed to you our knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fr-aud
affecting the Company received in communications from employees, former employees,
analysts, regulators, or others.
10. There are no unasserted claims or assessments that legal counsel has advised us arc probable
of assertion and must be disclosed in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 450, Contingencies.
11. Significant assumptions used by us with respect to our critical accounting estimates are
reasonable.
Except where otherwise stated below, immaterial matters less than $2,500,000 collectively are
not considered to be exceptions that require disclosure for the purpose of the following
2
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representations. This amount is not necessarily indicative of amounts that would require
adjustment to or disclosure in the financial statements.
12. There are no transactions that have not been property recorded in the accounting records
underlying the condensed consolidated interim financial information.
13. The Company has no plans or intentions that may affect the carrying value or classification of
assets and liabilities.
14. The following, to the extent applicable, have been appropriately identified, properly recorded,
and disclosed in the condensed conjsolidated interim financial statements:
a.

Related-party tranisactions and associated amounts receivable or payable, including
sales, purchases, loans, transfers, leasing arrangements, and guarantees or other
commnitments (written or oral)

b. Guarantees, whether written or oral, under which the Company is contingently liable.
15. In preparing the condensed consolidated interim financial statements in conformity with
GAAP, management uses estimates. All estimates have been disclosed in the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements for which known information available prior to the
issuance of the condensed consolidated interim financial statements indicates that both of the
following criteria are met:
a.

Itis at least reasonably possible that the estimate of the effect on the financial
statements of a condition, situation, or set of circumstances that existed at the date of
the financial statements will change in the near term due to one or more future
confirming events

b.

The effect of the change would be material to the financial statements.

16. There are no:
a.

Violations or possible violations of laws or regulations whose effects should be
considered for disclosure in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements or
as a basis for recording a loss contingency, except as disclosed in Note 16 to the
condensed consolidated interim financial statements.

b. Other liabilities or gain or loss contingencies that are required to be accrued or
disclosed by FASB ASC 450, Contingencies.
17. The Company has satisfactory title to all owned assets, and there are no liens or
encumbrances on such assets nor has any asset been pledged as collateral, other than as
disclosed in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
18. Except for the deferral of certain semi-annual interest payments as disclosed in Notes
1 and 8 to the condensed consolidated financial statements, the Company has complied
with all aspects of contractual agreements that may have an effect on the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements in the event of noncompliance.
Loans and Receivables
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19. T"he Company has properly classified loans on the condensed consolidated interim balance
sheets as held-for-sale Or held-for-investment, based on the Company's intent with respect to
those loans. Specifically, the Company classifies those loans that management has the intent
to sell as held-for-sale. Loans for which the Company has the intent and ability to hold for the
foreseeable future or until maturity are classified as held-for-investment,
20. All impaired loans receivables have been properly recorded and disclosed in the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements.
21. Risks associated with concentrations (including but not limited to those related to high risk
mortgage loans), based on information known to management, that meet all of the following
criteria have been disclosed in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements:
a. The concentration exists at the date of the condensed consolidated interim financial
statements
b. The concentration makes the Company vulnerable to the risk of a near-term severe
impact
It is at least reasonably possible that the events that could cause the severe irnpact will
occur in the near term.
Capitalized Servicing Rights
22. For transfers of financial assets where the right to service the tiansferred assets was retained,
we have performed the servicing of these assets in accordance with the terms and provisions
of the applicable agreement that governs the servicing ofthese assets.
Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishment of Liabilities
23. The Company has ac;counted for all transfers of financial assets in accordance with FASB
ASC 960, Transfers andServicing, or previously applicable guidance as appropriate. The
Company has taken no actions and no events have occurred that would necessitate a change
in the accounting for the transfcrs of financial asscts.
24. Provision has been made for any loss that is probable from representation andwurranty
obligations associated with the sale of mortgage loans. We believe that such estimate is
reasonable based on available information.
Derivative Instruments
25. Ile Company has properly identified all derivative instruments and any financial instruments
that contain embedded derivatives. The Company's hedging activities, if any, are in
accordance with its documented and approved hedging and risk management policies, and all
appropriate hedge documentation was in place at the inception of the hedge in accordance
with FASB ASC 9 15, De?1valives and Hedging.
26. Financial instruments with significant individual or group concentration of credit risk have
been properly identified, properly recorded and disclosed in the condensed consolidated
interim financial statements.
T
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27. The valuation allowance has been determined pursuant to the provisions of FASB ASC 740,
Income Taxes, including the Company's estimation of future taxable income, and is adequate
to reduce the total deferred tax asset to an amount that will more likely than not be realized.
Other Liabilities
28. We are subject to potential liability under laws and government regulations, various claims,
and legal actions that are pending or may be asserted against us. We are named as
defendants in a number of legal actions and are, from time to time, involved in regulatory
proceedings arising in connection with our various businesses. Some of the pending actions
purport to be class actions. We establish reserves for litigation and regulatory matters when
payments associated with the claims become probable and the costs can be reasonably
estimated. The actual costs of resolving these claims may be substantially higher or lower
than the amounts reserved for these claims. Provision has been made for all losses that are
probable and estimable.
We have appropriately disclosed all such matters, where the possibility of loss is more than
remote, in Note 16 to the condensed consolidated interim financial statements and have
accrued our best estimate of the losses to be incurred as a result of these matters as of March
31, 2012 to the extent the loss is probable and estimable. Except as disclosed in Note 16,
there are no unasserted claims or assessments that legal counsel has advised us are probable
of assertion and must be disclosed in accordance with FASB ASC 450, Contingencies.
29. We believe it is reasonably possible that losses beyond amounts currently reserved for the
litigation matters and potential repurchase obligations and related claims could occur, and
such losses could have a material adverse impact on our results of operations, financial
position, or cash flows. We currently estimate that the Company's reasonably possible losses
over tine related to the litigation matters and potential repurchase obligations and related
claims could be between $0 and $4 billion over existing accruals.
30. A provision has been made by the Company for any loss that is probable and estimable from
foreclosure related mnatters or exposures in accordance with GAAP. We believe that such
estimate is reasonable based on available information and that the liabilities, related loss
contingencies, and expected outcome of uncertainties have been adequately described in the
financial statements.
Other
31. Arrangements with financial institutions involving compensating balances or other
arrangements involving restrictions on cash balances, line of credit, or similar arrangements
have been properly disclosed in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
32. Agreements (whether written, oral, or implied) to repurchase loans, real estate, or other assets
previously sold have been properly disclosed in the condensed consolidated interim financial
statements.
33. With regard to the fair value measurements and disclosures of certain assets, liabilities, and
specific components of equity, we believe that:

5
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a. The measurement methods, including the related assumptions, used in determning fair
value, consistent with market participant assumptions where available without undue cost
and effort, were appropriate and consistently applied in accordance with GAAP.
b. The completeness and adequacy of the disclosures related to fair values are in conformity
with GAAP. The Company has appropriately classified its assets and liabilities into the
appropriate levels (Levels 1,2 and 3) as described in the condensed consolidated interim
financial statements, as prescribed by FASB ASC 820, Fair Value Measurements and
Disclosures.
c. No events have occurred after March 31, 2012 but before the date of this letter that
require adjustment to the fair value measurements and disclosures included in the
condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
We have identified the significant assumptions and factors influencing the measurement of
fair value as described in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements. The
significant assumptions used in measuring fair value, taken individually and as a whole,
provide a reasonable basis fbr the fair value measurements and disclosures in the condensed
consolidated financial statements. The assumptions are reflective of management's intent and
ability to carry out specific courses of action and the significant assumptions used are
consistent with the Company's plans.
The methods and significant assumptions used to determine fair values of financial
instruments are disclosed in the condensed consolidated interim financial statements. The
descriptions are accurate and complete and the methods and the assumptions used result in a
measure of fair value appropriate for financial statement measurement and disclosure
purposes in accordance with GAAP.
34. We have disclosed to you all changes to affiliate agreements that may have a material imipact
on the Company.
35. To the best of our knowledge and belief all events that have occurred subsequent to the
balance-sheet date and through the date of this letter have been disclosed in the condensed
consolidated interim financial statements.
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Thomas F. Marano
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Residential Capital, LLC

Jamnes M. Whitlinger
Chief Financial Officer
Residential Capital, LLC

Cathieiine M. Dondzila
Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
Residential Capital, LLC

David J. DeBrunner
Controller and Chief Accounting Officer
Ally Financial, Inc.
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1

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-----------------------------------x
In Re:

Case No.

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et. al,

12-12020(MG)

Debtors.

-----------------------------------x

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF JOHN MACK
New York, New York
November 14, 2012

9:53 a.m.

Reported by:
ERICA L. RUGGIERI, RPR
JOB NO: 27647-A
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20
1

JOHN MACK

2

because I'm a Comcast customer.

I have

3

another one at Microsoft that's 33 Iron

4

Mask Road, something like that.
I don't use any of them,

5

6

have them.

7

Q.

Okay.

I just

Now, what e-mail address

8

did you use for correspondence, e-mail

9

correspondence related to ResCap?

10

A.

Only John E Mack.

11

Q.

As a matter of practice, being a

12

director of a number of boards, how do you

13

deal with, in terms of maintaining, if you

14

do, the hard copy and electronic materials

15

you receive related to the various board

16

positions you hold?

17

A.

It varies with boards.

One of

18

my boards uses a service called Board

19

Books to provide board information to the

20

directors.

21

e-mail address, and I would have folders

22

within the MSN e-mail address to store

23

items related to a particular company.

24

25

Q.

Otherwise, I just use the MSN

How about physical materials

that are sent out, like board books and
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21
JOHN MACK

1
2

things like that, what do you do with

3

those?

4

A.

Well, usually we get them at

5

meetings, and I tend to just leave them at

6

the meetings, so I don't have to carry

7

them home.

8

Q.

9
10

If they're sent to you in

advance, what do you do with them?

A.

I might still have them.

11

A lot of times I take the

12

materials out and use the binders for

13

other things.

14

15

Q.

Do you maintain any type of

notebook or diary?

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

Do you have a physical or

18

electronic calendar?

19

A.

Yes, I have, I use Outlook.

20

Q.

And do you ever retain hard copy

21

materials?

22

A.

23
24
25

I won't say that I don't, but I

generally speaking do not.

Q.

Would you look at the subpoena

which is Exhibit 91 in front of you, which
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22

1
2

JOHN MACK
is the second document.

(9019 Exhibit 91, subpoena,

3
4

marked for identification, as of this

5

date.)

6

A.

This document, yes.

7

Q.

Did you understand that you were

8
9

10

11

served a subpoena to appear today?

A.

No, this is the first I heard

about it.

Q.

Did you make an effort to look

12

for any of the documents that were called

13

for by the subpoena?

14

A.

I have been asked by the

15

attorneys, do I have any documents, and I

16

have responded to that that I don't.

17

But I was not aware of the

18
19

subpoena per se, so.

Q.

When you said you don't, you are

20

saying you didn't have an e-mail file that

21

related to your service on ResCap?

22

A.

I usually delete the e-mails.

23

Q.

I'm sorry, the question is, do

24
25

you have an e-mail file
A.

Yes, I do.
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23
1

JOHN MACK

2

Q.

3

on ResCap.

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And when did you delete the

6

e-mails that were in that e-mail file?

7

MR. PIEDRA:

8

A.

9

along.

10

Q.

11
12

that relates to your service

Object to the form.

Well, I mean kind of as you go

So you are saying it's a file

that never has anything in it?

A.

No, it has things in it.

But,

13

you know, a lot of it is just meeting

14

notices and so on and so forth.

15

meetings happened, I could delete it.

16

mean it's ...

17

Q.

When the

Did you look at your computer

18

and look at your, to see whether or not

19

you had a file related to ResCap, in

20

response to the subpoena?

21

22
23

A.

I

No, because I didn't know I had

the subpoena.
Q.

Okay.

So you've not searched

24

your computer for that purpose; is that

25

fair?
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24
1

JOHN MACK

2

A.

For that purpose, yes.

3

Q.

Okay.

4

RQ

MR. MOLONEY:

We would call for

5

a review of those documents and their

6

production.

7

Q.

Did you look in your, to see

8

whether or not you had any hard copy

9

materials related to ResCap in your home?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

Because you didn't know that you

12

were subject to a subpoena request to do

13

so?

14

A.

Correct.

15

Q.

How are you compensated for your

16
17

ResCap-related work?
A.

There is a fixed fee retainer

18

paid monthly.

19

attendance fees.

20

committee memberships.

21

course, we are reimbursed for our direct

22

expenses, travel expenses and so forth.

23

Q.

There are meeting
There are fees for
And then, of

Do you have any additional

24

incentive arrangements concerning other

25

compensation?
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25
1

JOHN MACK

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

What type of insurance and/or

4

indemnification arrangements are in place,

5

related to your service on the ResCap

6

board?

7

A.

8
9

There is a D&O policy that all

the board members have.
Q.

Do you understand that you're,

10

whether or not you are indemnified by Ally

11

Financial, Inc. or AFI?

12
13
14
15

A.

I believe they are part of the

D&O policy.
Q.

Do you understand whether or not

you have an indemnity from them?

16

A.

I believe we do, yes.

17

Q.

Okay.

18

If you look at, back at

the prior exhibit.

19

A.

Exhibit -- the first one?

20

Q.

Exhibit 90.

21

A.

Okay.

22

Q.

This is an e-mail that relates
And paragraph 2 at

23

to your appointment.

24

the bottom of the page says,

25

insulate Ally Financial from liability for

"It will help
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26

1

JOHN MACK

2

indemnifying these individuals, if they

3

are ever sued in connection with their

4

services as directors on the ResCap

5

board."

6

He's talking about basically

7

employment being done by ResCap itself,

8

rather than Ally, because it goes on to

9

say, under the AFI bylaws, if AFI asks

10

someone to serve, they're covered.

11

Do you know whether or not

12

you've secured a request from AFI that

13

requested you to serve?

14
15

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

form.

16

If you understand the question,

17

you can answer it.

18

A.

Yes.

I understood that the Ally

19

board approved, and I don't want to be too

20

technical here, approved my service as a

21

director.

22

were the shareholder at the time.

23

Q.

They are the shareholder, or

So it would be your position

24

that they actually, you are serving at the

25

request of Ally Financial and subject to
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33

JOHN MACK

1
2

Q.

You may answer.
MR. PRINCI:

3

You can answer, if

4

you understand the question.

5

A.

Yes, I knew that it was a

6

difficult situation and that it would be

7

challenging.

8

invites me on the country club board.

9

get invited on the boards that need help.

But as I tell people, nobody

10

Q.

Help doing what, though?

11

A.

Restructuring, if necessary,

12

13
14

I

financial management, financing.
Q.

Okay.

I'd like to show you the

next exhibit which is Exhibit 92.
(9019 Exhibit 92, 10/19/11

15
16

e-mail from Michael Carpenter, Bates

17

ALLY 0142018 through 022, marked for

18

identification, as of this date.)

19

A.

Okay.

20

Q.

You are not shown as being

21

copied on this, but it creates a timeline.

22

It's an e-mail from Michael Carpenter

23

dated Wednesday, October 19, 2011.

24

you see he says, "This letter is from the

25

law firm and the lawyer that pursued BofA

And
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34
1

JOHN MACK

2

and negotiated the $8.5 billion

3

settlement.

Let the games begin."

4

And you see it attaches a letter

5

from a woman by the name of Kathy Patrick.

6

A.

Uh-hum.

7

Q.

And so my question is, first,

8

have you ever seen this e-mail or letter

9

before?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

Were you told, before joining

12

the ResCap board, about Ms. Patrick's

13

demand?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

Were you told the games had

16

begun?

17

A.

18

No.
MR. PRINCI:

19

form.

20

Q.

Objection as to

At what point after joining the

21

ResCap board did you learn about this

22

demand and about this issue?

23

A.

Well, Ms. Patrick's name came

24

up, it would have been in late April, mid

25

to late April or early May of this year,
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35

1
2
3

JOHN MACK
before the petition was filed.

Q.

So between -- between

4

October 19th, 2011, when this e-mail,

5

which is Exhibit 92, is dated, and April

6

or May, you never heard that there was a

7

demand being made for a settlement of the

8

RMBS claims?

9

10

Objection as to

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

form.

11

12

MR. PRINCI:

A.

Yeah, I think that's correct.

13

don't think I knew about it, other than,

14

broadly speaking, that we would have been

15

in conversations with some investors; but

16

beyond that, no, nothing specific.

17

Q.

When you say --

18

A.

And nothing with her name

19

attached it to until very late in the

20

process.

21

Q.

I

So you knew nothing specific and

22

nothing with her name attached to it,

23

until basically April, May; is that fair?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

What did you know earlier than
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36
JOHN MACK

1
2

that, and when?

3

A.

About?

4

Q.

About this general topic of

5
6

potential settlement of the RMBS claims.
A.

Very little about settlement of

7

the RMBS claims.

8

there, yes.

9

Q.

Right.

That they were out

Okay.

And so when did

10

you first learn that there was a serious

11

effort being made to try to settle those

12

claims?

13

A.

14

That would have been -MR. PRINCI:

15

form.

16

A.

17

Q.

Objection as to

in late April or May.
Thank you.
Now, were you ever involved in

18
19

any negotiations with Ms. Patrick

20

concerning the RMBS settlement?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

Have you ever spoken to

23
24

25

Ms. Patrick?
A.

I introduced myself at the

bankruptcy court hearing, first day or
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37
JOHN MACK

1

2
3

second day.
Q.

I was introduced.

So I take it it's fair to say

4

you never directly participated in any of

5

the negotiations of that settlement?
MR. PIEDRA:

6

Objection to form.

7

A.

That is correct.

8

Q.

And did you indirectly

9
10

participate in some way in those
negotiations?
MR. PRINCI:

11
12

form.

13

A.

No.

14

Q.

Okay.

Objection as to

When you learned about

15

them in April or May, at that point it

16

was -- is it fair to say, was it

17

understood by the ResCap board that any

18

resolution of these claims for a

19

settlement would have to be accomplished

20

in a Chapter 11 proceeding?
MR. PIEDRA:

21
22

A.

They would have been part of the

23

bankruptcy process.

24

that --

25

Q.

Object to the form.

I think I can say

Okay.
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38
JOHN MACK

1

A.

2

from my standpoint as a

3

director.

4

of the board thought.
At that time you were already

Q.

5

I don't know what other members

6

far along with something called Project

7

Bounce, right?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

And you had already been talking

10

about DIP financing, and you had been

11

talking about stalking horse bidders,

12

right?

13

A.

That's correct.

14

Q.

So you understood this was going

15

to be folded in, this was going to be part

16

of a bankruptcy process, right?
A.

17

It would have -- it was not

18

certain until very close to the petition

19

day.

20

was going to be difficult, if not, and was

21

unlikely, until very close to the petition

22

date, even though conversations had been

23

going on.

24
25

The sense that I had was that this

Q.

Okay.

But if it happened, it

was going to be part of the bankruptcy?
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39
1
2

JOHN MACK
A.

It was desirable.

It would be

3

desirable, but it was not thought likely,

4

until very close to the petition date.

5

Q.

Is it also fair to say that by

6

April or May, based on the stalking horse

7

bids you had received and the information

8

you knew about ResCap's financial

9

situation at that point in time, that you

10

knew that, as a result of this bankruptcy

11

process, it was at least unlikely that AFI

12

would end up being a shareholder of ResCap

13

on a go-forward basis?

14

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

16

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

17

MR. PRINCI:

If you understand

15

form.

18

the question, you can answer.

19

A.

20
21

By mid-April, yes, that was well

understood.
Q.

Right.

And so would you agree

22

with me that in such circumstances, that

23

there was at least a risk that AFI might

24

perceive its primary objective to be

25

obtaining a release from the RMBS
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40
1

JOHN MACK

2

claimants, even if the price for such a

3

release was a higher-than-justified claim

4

against ResCap's subsidiaries?

5

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

6

form.

7

8

Q.

You may answer.

9

A.

I don't know that.

10

Q.

Well, if ResCap is going to have

11

no continuing interest in the company,

12

what interest would they have, as a result

13

of the outcome of these

14

MR. MOLONEY:

15

Q.

Rephrase.

If AFI is going to have no

16

continuing interest in ResCap, what

17

interest would they have, other than

18

obtaining a release from a settlement with

19

Ms. Patrick's group?

20

21

23

25

Objection as to

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

form.

22

24

MR. PRINCI:

A.

I can't speak for them, being

Q.

Okay.

AFI.
Did the board take any
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41
1

JOHN MACK

2

steps to protect against the risk that I

3

just identified?

4

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

5

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

6

form.

7

A.

8
9

Could you -- I'm not sure I

understand your question.

Q.

Okay.

I identified what I

10

believe is a risk, which is, which is that

11

to the extent that AFI controlled the

12

negotiations with Ms. Patrick, their

13

primary objective would be to obtain a

14

settlement, rather than a lower claim.

15

And I'm asking whether the board took any

16

steps to protect against that risk.

17

MR. PRINCI:

Objection, assumes

18

a facta not in evidence.

19

the form.

20

Object to

But if you understand the

21

question, you may answer.

22

A.

Well, I can't speak for AFI.

I

23

can only say that at ResCap, I didn't know

24

AFI was having conversations with

25

Ms. Patrick.

I had no idea.
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1

2

JOHN MACK

Q.

Now, what did you understand --

3

who did you understand was the business

4

person that was taking the leading role in

5

the RMBS settlement negotiations with

6

Ms. Patrick?

7
8

9

A.

At ResCap,

it would have been

Tom Marano.
Q.

Was your understanding that he

10

was the one taking the lead in the

11

negotiations?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Who did you understand was

14
15

taking the lead in the negotiations?
A.

Our advisors.

In this case,

16

would have been people at, attorneys at

17

MoFo.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

A.

I don't recall, specifically,

it

And what attorney?

20

but I would have to -- I would have to say

21

Gary Lee, probably.

22

Q.

Is it fair to say that you

23

viewed MoFo and Gary Lee as the attorneys

24

for ResCap?

25

A.

Oh, they are.
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1
2

JOHN MACK
Q.

What about K&E and Timothy

3

Devine, did you view them as your lawyers

4

or as AFI's lawyers or something else?

5

MR. PRINCI:

6

form.

7

A.

8
9

10

Objection as to

AFI's lawyers.
MR. PRINCI:

second.

Excuse me one

Just pause for one second,

Tom.

11

MR. MOLONEY:

Wait a second.

12

You can just tell them that he needs

13

to wait -- I'll put it on the record

14

that you need to wait to allow

15

Mr. Princi to state his objection.

16

I think we should note now that

17

counsel is conferring with the

18

witness, and it's not appropriate.

19

Q.

20

What did you understand Timothy

Devine's position to be?

21

A.

I don't know Timothy Devine.

22

Q.

Okay.

Do you know whether or

23

not he had a role in negotiating the RMBS

24

deal with Ms. Patrick?

25

A.

No.
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1
2

JOHN MACK
Q.

Did it concern you, if he was

3

the chief of litigation for AFI, and he

4

took the lead in the settlement

5

negotiations and negotiated material terms

6

of the RMBS with Kathy Patrick, without

7

the involvement of Morrison & Foerster?

8

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

9

MR. PRINCI:

Objection to form.

10

MR. MOLONEY:

Noted.

11

Q.

You may answer.

12

A.

Generically speaking, yes,

13

14

I

would not understand that.
Q.

As of May 2012, was there any

15

real connection between the amount that

16

the ResCap board was going to require AFI

17

to contribute to a Chapter 11 resolution

18

and the size of the RMBS claim that was

19

negotiated with Ms. Patrick?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

So at least as of May 2012,

22

there was no additional cost to AFI in

23

agreeing to a larger claim from

24

Ms. Patrick's clients, in return for an

25

AFI release, correct?
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1

JOHN MACK

2

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

3

MR. PRINCI:

Objection to form.

A.

4

I'm not sure I understand.

I'm

5

not

6

So I don't understand why -- I just don't

7

understand.

8

9

I'm ResCap,

Q.

I'm not part of AFI.

That's okay.

Let's change

topics.
As a member of the ResCap audit

10

11

committee, what involvement, if any, did

12

you have in reviewing AFI or ResCap group

13

financial statements?

14

A.

We met at least quarterly to

15

review that quarter's financial

16

statements.

17

Q.

And I take it when you joined

18

the board in 2011, ResCap was no longer

19

filing public financial statements itself,

20

correct?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

It was still preparing financial

23

statements, correct?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

Was it preparing stand-alone
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1

JOHN MACK

2

financial statements, as well as

3

consolidated financial statements?

4
5

6
7

MR. PIEDRA:

A.

Object to the form.

We prepared consolidated ResCap

financial statements.
Q.

And was there also -- were

8

stand-alone ResCap financial statements

9

also prepared

10

MR. PRINCI:

11

form.

12

Q.

Objection as to

-- and reviewed by the board

13

that showed nonconsolidated financial

14

statements for just the parent company?

15

A.

16

knowledge.

17

Q.

Okay.

18

A.

They may be prepared, I

19

20

For just -- no, not to my

just

don't know.
Q.

Okay.

Did you also, in your

21

capacity as a member of the ResCap audit

22

committee or otherwise, review the

23

publicly-filed financial statements of the

24

parent company, AFI?

25

A.

No.
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1
2

JOHN MACK

Q.

Okay.

Now I'm going to ask you,

3

you may not have seen it, but if you have,

4

would you look at what we marked as

5

Exhibit Number, what is it,

97?

6

MR. PIEDRA:

93.

7

MR. PRINCI:

Tom, are you

8

talking about this?

9

MR. MOLONEY:

10

93, yeah,

93.

(9019 Exhibit 93, Ally 10-Q,

11

marked for identification, as of this

12

date.)

13

Q.

I'm just going to have -- first,

14

you don't need to read the whole thing,

15

but is this a document you would have

16

reviewed, or no?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Okay.

I'm going to focus you

19

just on one page, which is at the end of

20

the document which is page 73.

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Now,

23

Page 73.

looking at page 73 you see

the line that says "potential losses"?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Could you read that to yourself
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1
2

JOHN MACK
for a moment.

3
4

MR. PRINCI:

You are talking

about the heading "Potential Losses"?

5

MR. MOLONEY:

Yeah, the

6

paragraph that follows.

7

Q.

Just read it to yourself.
(Witness complies.)

8
9

A.

Okay.

10

Q.

Were you aware that something

11

like this was being put in AFI's public

12

financial statements?

13

A.

14

attention.

15

the context was.

16

Q.

Yes, this has been brought to my
I can't remember under what

Okay.

Now, do you know what

17

work was done to create this zero to

18

$4 billion estimate?

19

A.

No.

20

Q.

Okay.

Let's look at the next

21

document, which is a document I think you

22

would have been familiar with, which is

23

the ResCap board materials.

24

(9019 Exhibit 94, ResCap audit

25

committee minute dated 5/1/12, Bates
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JOHN MACK

1
2

RC 40022273 through 367, marked for

3

identification, as of this date.)

4

Q.

This is Exhibit 94.

And this is

5

a minute of the audit committee that

6

occurred on May 1, 2002?

7

A.

8
9

Uh-hum -- 2002?
2012.

Q.

2012, thank you.
Now I'm going to focus in on the

10
11

fourth page of the document, which is

12

page number 2 of the audit committee.
First, did you attend this audit

13
14

committee meeting?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

You see the presentation of

17

ResCap,

"Reasonably possible range of

18

loss"?

19

A.

You are on which page?

20

Q.

It's actually, starting from the

21

front,

22

the second page.

23

presentation.

go to the second page, the back of
Page 2 of the

24

A.

Yes, yes,

25

Q.

It's bearing Bates stamp number

I have it.

Sorry.
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1
2

JOHN MACK
RC 40022276.

3

So looking at that page, do you

4

know why that was prepared for the audit

5

committee at this point in time?

6

A.

This page was an explanation of

7

the changes in the reported reserve that

8

had been in the financial statements.

9

Well, it says "Third quarter 2011."

And

10

then this was going to be the number that

11

was then in the 4 billion, the zero to 4

12

billion change.

13

document.

14

Q.

This was the supporting

So this was the supporting

15

document for the AFI entry in their

16

consolidated financial statements; is that

17

fair?

18

MR. PRINCI:

19

form.

20

A.

Perhaps.

Objection as to the

Again, I'm focused

21

more, as a director, I focused more on the

22

ResCap number, as opposed to the AFI

23

number.

24

25

Q.

This number was really coming

from ResCap, in terms of the R&W
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1
2

3

JOHN MACK
liability, right?

A.

Yes.

And if it ends up in AFI,

4

that's one thing; but I'm focused on it as

5

a ResCap number.

6

Q.

Right.

I take it you both used

7

Deloitte as your accountants, that's both

8

boards?

9

10
11

A.

I don't know who they used.

We

used Deloitte.

Q.

And this is giving you a range.

12

Basically, the range of liability could be

13

somewhere between 829 million, and outside

14

range is going to be $4 billion; is that

15

fair?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And it says in footnote C, you

18

see that?

It says, "Estimated lifetime

19

losses multiplied by risk funds' audit

20

defect rate and adjusted for litigation

21

defense."
That's how they computed the

22
23

exposure behind 2013, of potentially

24

1.255 billion, do you see that?

25

A.

Yes.
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1
2

3
4

5

JOHN MACK

Q.

as the audit defect rate?

A.

8

9

No, I cannot tell you.

From

this schedule, I cannot tell you.
Our defect rate was a range of

6
7

Can you tell us what they used

something like 9 to 29 percent.
Q.

Okay.

And there's a reference

to adjusted for litigation defenses.

10

Do you know what litigation

11

defenses are being referred to there?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Did you ever get an explanation

14

as to what the litigation defenses were to

15

this claim?

16

A.

I don't recall.

17

Q.

You don't recall ever receiving

18

an explanation about the defenses to this

19

claim?

20
21

MR. PRINCI:
and answered.

22

23
24

25

Objection, asked

You can answer again.
A.

I don't specifically recall a

number being attached to it.
Q.

I'm not asking for a number.
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JOHN MACK

1

I'm asking, did you ever get an

2

3

explanation of what litigation defenses

4

might be available to ResCap to defend

5

against these potential claims?

6

MR. PIEDRA:

Object to the form.

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

For example, were you ever

9

informed that a number of the claims could

10

be eliminated, due to statute of

11

limitations defenses?

12

MR. PRINCI:

Just to the extent

13

that you were informed of any such

14

thing by counsel, then I'm going to

15

direct you not to answer.

16

MR. MOLONEY:

17

withdrawing my question.

18

on to another area.

19

Q.

Okay.

I'm just
We will go

Now, if we look at the -- before

20

we leave this page, if we look at the

21

number 400, that's -- this estimate

22

includes securities litigation, right?

23

A.

Yes, it says so.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

Thank you.

And now, going on in the same
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1

JOHN MACK

2
3

5

facts.

6

A.

8

9

Objection as to

MR. PRINCI:

Misstates the

form.

4

7

MR. PIEDRA:

Yes.

I was going to say no,

that's not the liability to ResCap.
Q.

Isn't that the amount that

ResCap is agreeing to pay, the settlement

10

plan the ResCap group is agreeing to pay

11

$8.7 billion to settle the claim?

12

MR. PRINCI:

13

form.

14

A.

15
16

Objection as to

That is correct, they are

agreeing to pay that.
Q.

Right.

And why -- if their

17

maximum exposure could only be $4 billion,

18

why would they agree to pay 8.7 billion?

19

MR. PRINCI:

20

form.

21

A.

Objection as to

I don't know that the 4 -- the 4

22

billion is not the maximum, that's just an

23

estimate.

24

it is negotiated; it is a cap, in essence.

25

Q.

This number is supposed to be,

Okay.

You are saying the
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JOHN MACK

1

2

$4 billion was an estimate, but this was a

3

negotiated number, the 8.7?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

Now, it wasn't determined by a

6

court that ResCap was liable for $8.7

7

billion, right?

8

A.

That is correct.

9

Q.

So it was just determined by two

10

human beings who negotiated a number, $8.7

11

billion, right?

12

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

13

form.

14

A.

It was a negotiated number.

15

Q.

Who were the two people who

16

negotiated the number?

17

MR. PRINCI:

18

form.

19

A.

20

21

Objection as to

Our advisors from MoFo, and

Kathy Patrick, representing the investors.
Q.

Now, the person who was

22

representing you, your advisor for MoFo,

23

you would think that they should negotiate

24

a number that's consistent with what they

25

think are their potential liabilities, if
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1
2

JOHN MACK
they go to court, right?

3

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

4

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

5

form.

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

No?

8

A.

They can negotiate a number that

9

10

11

Why?

is in the best interests of trying to get
a transaction accomplished.
Q.

Even if it doesn't bear any

12

resemblance to what the outcome would be,

13

if the case was actually tried in court?

14
15

MR. PIEDRA:
A.

Objection to form.

I don't know that it would or

16

wouldn't bear any resemblance to what the

17

actual number would be.

18

predict the future like that.

19

Q.

I couldn't

Did you get any guidance at the

20

board meeting as to what the number would

21

be, if this claim was actually litigated

22

rather than settled?

23

A.

No, not that I recall.

24

Q.

So this was just a number needed

25

to do a transaction, is what you are
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1

JOHN MACK

2

saying, like an M&A deal?

3

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

4

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

5

form.

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

How was it different?

8

A.

It was different, because we

9

were, we thought the number was -- well,

10

it was, by evidence, lower than two other

11

settlements, one of which Ms. Patrick had

12

been engaged with.

13

America.

14

defects that we his -- we, ResCap,

15

historically had.

16

midpoint of that range.

17

sense, it seemed to be a reasonable

18

number.

19

Q.

That was the Bank of

And it was within the range of

It was kind of the
So in a market

Other than those two criteria,

2G

were there any other criteria that you

21

relied on, in terms of approving the

22

settlement?

23

MR. PIEDRA:

Object to the form.

24

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

25

form.
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1

JOHN MACK

2

A.

Not that I recall at the time.

3

Q.

Okay.

Let's see if we can

4

understand whether it's lower than the

5

BofA settlement.

6
7
8

9

10

11
12
13

14

Q.

Okay.

And now, when we looked

15

at Exhibit -- the prior exhibit, there was

16

also a further discount of the number for

17

legal defenses.
Do you recall seeing that?

18
19

A.

Uh-hum, uh-hum.

20

Q.

Was a legal defense discount

21

applied to the number that's on this page?

22

MR. PIEDRA:

Object to the form.

23

A.

Not that I recall.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

So no consideration of

legal defenses?
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1

2

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

3

MR. PRINCI:

Objection.

4

5
6

A.

No,

I don't think that was part

of what my consideration was.
Q.

Now, you say it was less than

7

the BofA settlement; is that what you are

8

telling us?

9

10
11

A.

The defect rate, our defect

rate.
Q.

I know your defect rate.

But

12

the settlement amount actually was,

13

ironically, more than the BofA settlement,

14

right?

15

MR. PIEDRA:

16

form.

17

Q.

18

BofA settled for $8.5 billion,

we saw in the prior exhibit.

19
20

Objection to the

MR. PIEDRA:

Do you want an

answer to the last question?

21

MR. PRINCI:

22

you want him to answer?

23

Q.

Which question do

The settlement amount proposed

24

to be paid by ResCap is actually more than

25

the amount proposed to be paid by BofA to
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1
2
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settle its claims, correct?

3

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

4

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

5

form.

6

A.

7

That's what I was looking at.
Q.

8

9

The BofA defect rate was higher.

Putting aside -- that's not my

question.

10

Did you hear my question?

11

MR. PRINCI:

12

You asked a

multiple number of questions.

13

MR. MOLONEY:

I did not,

I asked

14

one question.

15

Q.

You may answer it.

16

A.

I'm not sure I see on this

17

schedule what the BofA settlement number

18

was.

19

Q.

Well, if you go back to the

20

prior -- you have an exhibit in your pile

21

that says that, for Michael Carpenter, the

22

one we looked at earlier.

23

negotiated the $8.5 billion settlement.
Do you recall seeing that?

24

25

It says BofA

A.

In this room?
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2

Q.

Yeah.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

You know that as a matter of

5

just public knowledge, that BofA

6

settlement was for $8.5 billion, right?

7
8

9

MR. PRINCI:

Q.

You don't?

Objection to form.
You don't keep up

with your old bank?

10

A.

I actually don't.

11

Q.

Okay, fair enough.

12

Now, it has a number here, next

13

to BofA, of $15 billion.

14

assume it's correct, it's $8.5 billion.
BofA is not settling its claim

15

16

BofA is --

for $15 billion, right?

17

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

18

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

19

form.

20

A.

I don't know.

21

Q.

Take it as a given with the 8.5.

22

So the $15 billion number, what does that

23

represent?

24

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

form.
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3

4
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A.

I'm assuming that is 36 percent

times a protected loss number.
Q.

Now, do you know whether or not

5

the BofA settlement bore any resemblance

6

to what you call the defect rate here, or

7

is there any correlation between the

8

defect rate and the amount that BofA

9

actually paid to settle its lawsuit?

10

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

11

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

12

form.

13

A.

The answer is no.

14

Q.

You don't know?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

If there was no correlation

17

between the amount that BofA paid to

18

settle its lawsuit and the defect rate,

19

then this chart is basically useless,

20

right?

21

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

22

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

23

form.

24

A.

25

I don't know.

I don't

understand that.
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2

3

It's not useless, but ...

Q.

Well, let's take it logically,

4

okay.

The fact that there's a defect in a

5

mortgage doesn't mean that the mortgage is

6

actually-- there's going to be a loss

7

associated with the mortgage, correct?

8

A.

That is correct.

9

Q.

And even if there's a loss

10

associated with the mortgage and there's a

11

defect, doesn't necessarily mean that

12

ResCap is going to be liable to buy it

13

back, right?

14

MR. PRINCI:

15

form.

16

Q.

17

They could have legal defenses,

statue of limitations, causation, right?
MR. PRINCI:

18
19

Objection as to

Objection as to

form.

20

Which question are you asking,

21

the first one or the second one?

22

Q.

The fact that there's a loss

23

associated with the mortgage, which is a

24

defect, doesn't necessarily mean that

25

there's a liability to a ResCap group,
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1
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2

with respect to that mortgage, to buy it

3

back, correct?

4

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

5

form.

6

Q.

You may answer.

7

A.

We could be obligated to buy it

8

back.

Depends on the agreements.

9

Q.

Correct, you may or may not be,

10

right?

11

A.

Right.

12

Q.

I'm saying on the information

13

you have here, you can't draw any

14

correlation between defect rate and what

15

your liability is.

16

between those two variables, right?

There's no correlation

17

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

18

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

19

form.

20

A.

Well, the defect rate -- we have

21

a historical defect rate which is, created

22

actual losses.

23
24

25

Q.

Okay.

Let me try it a different

way.
Do you know BofA actually issued
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2

twice the amount of bonds that ResCap did

3

and the amount of home loans it had

4

outstanding was a number that was twice as

5

large as ResCap?

6

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

7

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

8

form.

9

Q.

Did you know that?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

Assume, for purposes of

my question, that that's a fact, okay?

13

A.

Okay.

14

Q.

And assume that their defect

15

rate is twice as -- for purposes of

16

analysis, it's almost as twice as high as

17

ours, right?

18

ResCap's, right?

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

19

form.

20

Q.

Assume that, right?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

They should have paid an amount

23

twice as large as ResCap, then, to settle

24

their liability, right?

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to
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2

form.

3

Q.

4

It's a matter of logic, right?
MR. PRINCI:

5

form.

6

A.

Objection as to

I'm not sure that -- it would

7

have been negotiated.

8

all the facts are totally comparable in

9

every respect, so.

10

Q.

I'm not sure that

Sitting here today, do you

11

really feel that you can draw any comfort

12

from the fact that the defect rate was

13

35 percent for BofA, to justify the

14

settlement that occurred here?

15

MR. PIEDRA:

16

form.

17

Q.

Objection to the

What comfort do you get to

18

justify your settlement from the fact that

19

BofA settled for a different amount of

20

money involving a different amount of

21

bonds with a higher defect rate?

22

comfort do you get that that supports your

23

settlement?

24

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection.

25

MR. PRINCI:

Hold on.

What

There's
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three questions in sequence.
Which one do you want him to

3
4

answer?
MR. MOLONEY:

5
6

Q.

I'll rephrase.

Assume BofA settled for a

7

different amount of money than ResCap, had

8

a larger amount of bonds, had a

9

significantly larger amount of lifetime

10

losses and was using a larger defect rate.

11

And assume further that the amount of

12

money was smaller, by BofA.

13
14

Why would that support this
settlement?

15
16

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection as to the

form.

17
18

form.

19

A.

20

I'm not sure that it would.
I was looking primarily at

21

whether this number made sense for us, and

22

I thought that it did.

23

Q.

Why?

24

A.

It seemed to be --

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection, asked
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2
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and answered.

3
4

You may answer again.

A.

It seemed to be, given our

5

defect rate, it was within -- it was the

6

average of our range of defect rates times

7

our projected estimated lifetime losses.
MR. PRINCI:

8
9

Q.

Tom,

just

If you took that same analysis,

10

and BofA had a larger set of estimated

11

lifetime losses, if I were to tell you

12

that the estimated lifetime losses for

13

BofA were substantially higher than --

14

If I were to tell you, based on

15

ResCap's own expert, the estimated

16

lifetime losses for BofA were a number

17

between $61 billion and $76.8 billion and

18

that, as a percentage, its settlement of

19

lifetime losses was between 11.1 to 13.9,

20

while the percentage pursuant to lifetime

21

losses of the ResCap settlement was

22

between 17 and 19 percent, why would you

23

draw any comfort from that?

24

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to
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2

form.

3

A.

Again,

I think it's very

4

difficult to compare to BofA, in some

5

respects, because of their portfolio

6

having been originated largely by the

7

company they acquired.

8

9

Q.

BofA had actually a worse

portfolio than ResCap, right?

10

MR. PIEDRA:

Objection to form.

11

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

12

form.

13

A.

14
15

I would suspect so, but I don't

have facts.
Q.

I'm not ...

And the Lehman analysis, do you

16

know whether Lehman has actually settled

17

any claims on the basis of a 35 percent

18

defect rate?

19

20

21

A.

No, I do not.
MR. MOLONEY:

Okay, you can take

a break now.

22

MR. PRINCI:

23

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

24

25

Thank you.
The time is

10:52 a.m. and we are off the record.
(Whereupon, there was a recess
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1
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2

in the proceedings.)

3

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

4

11:04 a.m. and we are back on the

5

record.

6

Q.

Are you ready, Mr. Mack?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Okay.

9
10

95.

Good.

Looking still at

I want to go on to under the key

assumptions, the first key assumption,

11
12

13
14
15

Do you see that sentence?

16
17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Okay.

Who negotiated that

19

number, the 1 million -- 1 billion 50

20

million dollar number?

21

MR. PRINCI:

22

form.

23

A.

Objection as to

The Ally settlement was

24

primarily Jonathan Ilany and myself.

25

at this point this was an assumption.

But
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2

This was not an actual number.

3

a fact.

4

Q.

Okay.

It was not

Did this represent the

5

settlement that was negotiated between you

6

and -- who represented Ally in the

7

negotiations or AFI?

8
9
10

MR. PRINCI:

Objection.

You got

two questions again, Tom.

Q.

Let me ask the question who

11

represented AFI in the negotiation of the

12

settlement?

13
14

15

16
17

A.

Mike Carpenter and Lenard

Tessler.
Q.

And just for the record, who are

they?
A.

Mike Carpenter is the CEO.

18

Lenard Tessler is with Cerberus and I

19

believe is the director of AFI.

20

Q.

And you are saying this

21

assumption number is not the same as the

22

number that you negotiated by way of the

23

settlement; is that correct?

24

25

A.

At this point in time it was

still an assumption.

We did not have an
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1
2

agreement.

3

Q.

Okay.

At this point in time

4

what would have been the ask.

5

you and Mr. Ilany asking for on behalf

6

of -- of ResCap?
MR. PRINCI:

7

8

form.

9

A.

What were

Objection as to

I think that what I would say is

10

that we were still in negotiation and that

11

as opposed to having -- calling it an ask,

12

let us say that I was -- my argument was

13

that it needed to be a headline number

14

that came in at about this range, about

15

this size, to be credible.

16

call that an ask but I wasn't phrasing it

17

as an ask.

18

Q.

Okay.

Now, you can

Now, I want to break that

19

down.

20

size, the "this" is referring to the

21

billion 50?

22
23
24
25

A.

The headline number around this

About a billion.

I wouldn't

have been as precise as a billion 50.

Q.

And when you say in order for it

to be credible, credible to whom and based
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on what?

3

MR. PRINCI:

4

form.

5

A.

Objection as to

The overall idea here is that we

6

were trying to do a more elegant, if

7

that's a good word, bankruptcy.

B

were trying to put together a package that

9

included a plan, a contribution from Ally,

That we

10

a DIP financing,

11

transaction -- a deal with -- with the

12

RMBS trustees so that we had a package

13

that would accrete value to the process

14

and ultimately to the creditors.

15

Q.

Okay.

stalking horse bids, a

And one element of that

16

package was the

17

contribution, fair to say?

was the Ally

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Now, in terms of -- in terms of

20

how you figured out what the right amount

21

for Ally to bid, what criteria -- to pay,

22

what criteria did you use?

23

24
25

A.

Well, I don't know that I would

phrase it that way.
Q.

It was a negotiation.

What was the rationale for the
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payment?

A.

Well, on our side we, we the

4

estate, would be getting cash.

5

their side they would be getting releases.

6

Q.

Okay.

Okay.

And on

And specifically

7

what -- what claims of what ResCap

8

entities and end creditors -- I want -- I

9

want to get a list of what ResCap entity

10

claims and what

11

creditor claims were valued for purposes

12

of this exercise by you?

13

and what individual

MR. PRINCI:

14

form.

15

A.

Objection as to

I think I'm answering your

16

question here, I'm not sure.

17

working in a consolidated sense not in any

18

specific debtor.

19

subsidiaries in ResCap.

20

this as a consolidated effort for ResCap.

21

Q.

I was

There are a number of
I was thinking of

Well, did you give any

22

consideration to the unique claims that

23

the company which you were a director of

24

might have against -- against AFI?

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to
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2

form.

3

A.

I think, again, it was a

4

consolidated thought process not a thought

5

process of this particular legal entity

6

against another company.

7

Q.

Okay.

What about in terms of

B

the claims of individual creditors that

9

were going to be settled by, as a part of

10

this process, how did you value those?

11

MR. PRINCI:

12

form.

13

A.

Objection as to

I was aware that there were a

14

number of different classes of creditors.

15

However, my thought process was to try to

16

be as comprehensive as I could in terms of

17

the amount of money we raised in the

18

process without specific regard to any

19

class of creditor.

20

Q.

Okay.

Without getting into a

21

specific entity what were the -- what were

22

the specific claims that you thought

23

against AFI that you thought had value

24

that they were paying to resolve, if any?

25

MR. PRINCI:

Just want to make
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1
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2

sure that if your answer comes from

3

advice of counsel, I don't want you to

4

share anything that's solely based on

5

advice of counsel otherwise you can

6

answer.

7

THE WITNESS:

It pretty much is

8

based on advice of counsel.

9

A.

It was the result of a meeting

10

in which we received a presentation by

11

counsel as to the types of claims they

12

thought they could bring.

13

Q.

Okay.

And beyond whatever you

14

got in terms of types of claims at that

15

meeting, was that the complete universe of

16

claims that you had in your arsenal when

17

you went to negotiate with Mr. Carpenter

18

or did you think of additional claims or

19

learn of other claims other than what you

20

got at that meeting?

21

A.

There would not have been --

22

that was a comprehensive presentation.

23

I would say there was nothing that would

24

have been outside of that presentation.

25

Q.

So

Now, when you joined the ResCap
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2

board, did you note that it had public

3

debt outstanding?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Do you know about almost a

6

billion dollars of unsecured notes were

7

outstanding at ResCap LLC?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

Do you know that now?

10

A.

I know we had some, yes.

11

Q.

Did you feel that you had a

12

fiduciary -- when you were negotiating

13

this deal, did you feel you had a

14

fiduciary duty to those noteholders?

15

A.

Specifically those noteholders?

16

Q.

Yes.

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Did you feel you had a specific

19

duty specifically to creditors of the

20

entity which you were a director of?

21

A.

Again,

I was not -- I was

22

looking at it on a consolidated basis and

23

not on a legal entity basis.

24

the debt that is on the balance sheet of

25

ResCap is on a deconsolidated basis with

The debt --
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2

several of our subs and with the parent

3

company.

4

Q.

But as a director of ResCap LLC

5

wasn't it your primary duty to direct

6

creditors of ResCap LLC?

7

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

8

form.

9

Q.

You may answer.

10

A.

I viewed our responsibility to

11

the consolidated group, ResCap and its

12

subsidiaries.

13

Q.

Okay.

In terms of thinking of

14

claims, did you think of -- were you

15

informed about a claim based on a breach

16

of the indenture related to the unsecured

17

notes, you can just answer yes or no,

18

based on the sale of substantially all of

19

the assets of ResCap LLC?

20

MR. PRINCI:

I'm going to direct

21

him not to answer.

22

earlier testimony was that his

23

understanding of claims was

24

comprehensive

25

MR. MOLONEY:

I think his

He can answer was
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1

2

he aware of this claim, he can say yes

3

or no.

4

advice.

I'm not asking for any legal

MR. PRINCI:

5

That would indicate

6

information that was transmitted to

7

him by counsel because he's testified

8

that his basis for this came from

9

counsel.

So I'm instructing him not

10

to answer that.

11

anything he said with the

12

counterparty.

13

way.

14

Q.

But you can explore

Maybe it comes out that

All right.

When you met with

15

Mr. Carpenter to negotiate this deal, what

16

was your opening ask?

17

A.

We did not make an opening ask.

18

Q.

What did you tell him you wanted

19

him to pay?
MR. PRINCI:

20

21

form.

22

A.

Objection as to

At the meeting in which we

23

started this conversation Mr. Carpenter

24

made a presentation and we listened,

25

Jonathan and I listened.

We did not
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2

counter.

3

meeting.

4

5

We did not negotiate in that

Q.

Okay.

Let's see if we can put a

time and place on this meeting.

6

MR. MOLONEY:

Do we have this?

7

Is this part of the exhibits?

8

Q.

9

your pile.

Would you look at Exhibit 98 in

10

(9019 Exhibit 98, meeting

11

minutes, Bates RC40020213-214, marked

12

for identification, as of this date.)

13

A.

14

Uh-hum.
MR. PRINCI:

15

give me one second.

16

Okay, Mr. Moloney.

17

Q.

18

Excuse me.

Just

Bear with me.

Did you attend this meeting on

or about January 25, 2012?

19

A.

Yes,

20

Q.

And did you -- if you look at

I did.

21

the minutes of meeting there's a reference

22

under Executive Session to the fact that

23

there's a presentation given to the ResCap

24

board essentially about potential claims

25

against Ally and an indication of certain
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1

2

materials to provide to the board in

3

advance of the meeting.
Do you see that?

4
5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Did you obtain those materials?

7

A.

If they were provided to the

8

board I did.

9

Q.

Did you keep those materials?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

What did you do with them?

12

A.

I left them in the board room.

13

Q.

You left them in the board room

14

when you left the meeting?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

On a go-forward basis when you

17

were negotiating with Mr. Carpenter did

18

you need to consult the materials from

19

time to time?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Is it fair to say your

22

negotiations with Mr. Carpenter really had

23

nothing to do with the legal arguments in

24

those materials?

25

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to
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2

form.

3

A.

4
5

Yes.

I'm not going to negotiate

on legal issues.
Okay.

Q.

And then there's a

6

reference here to a meeting that occurs

7

with Mr. Carpenter right after this board

8

meeting.

9

12:25 and there's a reference to a meeting

This board meeting starts at

10

with Mr. Carpenter right after it,

11

It says approximately 3:00 the meeting was

12

adjourned.

13

A.

Yes,

14

Q.

Half hour meeting with

15

Carpenter.

16

that kick it off, the process of these

17

negotiations?

At approximately
I see that.

Is that the meeting -- does

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

Okay.

20

When was the kick-off

meeting?

21

A.

It was after this.

22

Q.

Okay.

I'm going to show you a

23

document which we have marked as

24

Exhibit 99.

25

right?

(9019 Exhibit 99' series of
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1
2

e-mails, Bates ALLY 0142489; 0142535;

3

0142547; 0142563-565, marked for

4

identification, as of this date.)

5

Q.

Take a look at 99.

It's just a

6

series of e-mails that indicate setting up

7

various meetings between yourself and

8

Mr. Ilany and Mr. Mack.

9

I'm just doing this is if it's helpful to

And the reason

10

you in terms of the timeline.

If it

11

doesn't help you -- but that's what we

12

found in terms of timeline.

13

A.

Uh-hum.

14

Q.

But can you tell us when

15

approximately the meeting, the first

16

kick-off meeting was that you had with

17

Mr. Mack to discuss -- with Mr. Carpenter

18

rather, to discuss the Ally contribution?

19

A.

20

April.

21

started.

22

January meeting.

23

Q.

Well,

I would have said March or

And I think that's about when we
As I say, it was after the

There's one of the documents

24

refers to an April 4th -- if you look at

25

the third one in, it might be on the third
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1

2

tab in, refers to a meeting confirmation

3

on April 4, 2012, in this building

4

actually on the 16th floor?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Is that the kick-off meeting?
MR. PRINCI:

7

Excuse me one

8

moment, Mr. Moloney.

9

number is

10

MR. MOLONEY:

11

MR. PRINCI:

What Bates

Ally 014457.
Just give me a

12

moment.

13

Q.

Is that the kick-off meeting?

14

A.

I don't recall.

I'm sorry.

Go right ahead.

And I'm not

15

sure that this is clear enough for me to

16

say that it absolutely was the kick-off

17

meeting.

18
19

Q.

But it's approximately around

this time period?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And did the meeting actually

22

take place in this building?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

You don't need to look at

that any more then.

Tell me best your
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1
2

3
4

Q.

Now,

the proposal.

What was the

numbers that he gave?
A.

As I recall, he had a three --

5

$350 million number.

6

were some ancillary items which in our

7

view ultimately didn't really have

8

value -- add value, so.

9

10

Q.

And again,

there

Did you take notes at this

meeting?

11

A.

Probably not.

12

Q.

Did you report what was, what

13

you learned at the meeting to the other

14

directors or anyone else?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And in what format?

17

A.

Verbal conversation with our

18

19

20
21

attorneys at MoFo.
Q.

So you reported verbally to the

attorneys at MoFo.

A.

Anything else?

Well, Mr. Ilany was with me so

22

the two of us made the report.

23

back up the street to MoFo's office to do

24

that.

25

Q.

We walked

And were the other directors
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1
2

present so that they heard the

3

presentation?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

So how did other directors learn

6

about the status at that point?

7

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

8

form.

9

Q.

If they did.

10

A.

Well, we would have discussed it

11

at a subsequent meeting of the directors.

12

I should have added we regularly had

13

director, independent director meetings

14

with our independent counsel.

15

would have been a possible timeline.

16

it was done -- we did communicate

17

verbally.

18

writing.

19

either.

20
21

Q.

And so that
But

I never put anything in
I don't believe Jonathan did

Were you told not to put

anything in writing?

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

Now, you said you didn't make a

24

25

counter at this meeting; is that correct?
A.

That's correct.
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2

Q.

So what -- what happens next?

3

MR. PRINCI:

4

form.

5

A.

Objection as to

We discussed the proposal.

6

We

there were -- again there was some

7

items in the proposal that he made that

8

were of no value as we -- as we viewed the

9

situation.

And so at a subsequent meeting

10

Jonathan and I went back.

11

the same four principals and only the four

12

principals.

13

counterproposal seeking to emphasize that

14

we liked and preferred the third

15

alternative, that is I'm going to use the

16

word "elegant," the more elegant process,

17

involving a plan.

18

19
20

Q.

Again, it was

We went back with a

And what was your

counterproposal?

A.

Well, we wanted -- we pointed

21

out why we didn't contribute or didn't

22

assign value to certain parts of his

23

proposal.

24

a, you know, reasonable but I don't

25

believe we were specific as to number, a

We discussed the need to have
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1

2

reasonable headline number in terms of

3

achieving credibility.

4

encouraged, the four of us, encouraged the

5

advisors who were actually sitting in the

6

next room to work on an agreement that

7

mirrored that.

8

Q.

9

of the

And we then

Now, what did you say in terms
the reasons for a reasonable

10

headline number?

11

give to them in support of why it was in

12

their reason for a reasonable headline

13

number?

14

A.

What reasons did you

Well, it would have been very

15

simple.

16

credibility at all, then we needed a

17

reasonable headline number.

18

we'd just get mired into a process which

19

isn't going anywhere and which would in

20

fact not ascribe value to the estate and

21

to the creditors.

22

Q.

If the plan was going to have any

Okay.

Otherwise

Now when you instructed

23

the lawyers to -- to work on an agreement

24

they weren't supposed to be working on the

25

numbers, they were just working on the
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2

mechanics of implementing the deal, right?

3

A.

Yeah.

We were trying to direct

4

them to the idea that we were going to go

5

for a plan as opposed to a free fall 363

6

or something like that.

7

8

Q.

What was -- what was his

response to your request?

9

A.

It was positive.

10

Q.

And did you reach an agreement

11

on a reasonable headline number at that

12

meeting?

13

A.

No.

14

Q.

Or a range of reasonable

15

headline numbers?

16

A.

No, no.

17

Q.

So what happened next in terms

18
19

of these negotiations?
A.

There would have been subsequent

20

phone calls between the principals or

21

among the principals to try to advance the

22

ball.

23

Q.

24

calls?

25

A.

Okay.

And did you have those

I had calls with Mike Carpenter.
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1

2

And Jonathan had the calls with Lenard

3

Tessler.

4

available and Jonathan would be on lead.

5

And there would have been times when

6

Jonathan was not available and I would be

7

on lead.

8

9
10

There were times when I was not

Q.

How did you get Carpenter and he

got Tessler?

Did you flip a coin or

something else?

11

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

12

form.

13

A.

I don't know.

14

Q.

So was -- take me through toward

15

when you think that this kind of came

16

together in a kind of a meeting of the

17

minds.

18

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

19

form.

20

A.

21

April.

22

was traveling and I was dealing with this

23

while riding in a shuttle the last weekend

24

of April 2012, the last weekend.

25

was awkward because I couldn't -- I could

It would have been in late
And I pinpoint the time because I

And it
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2

not be on the phone because it's a public

3

shuttle.

4

deal had gotten a little off track and I

5

had to bring it back.

6
7

8

9

And so I was texting.

Q.

And the

How did the deal -- how had the

deal gotten off track?
Well, in an effort to bridge a

A.

difference of economics of about $150

10

million, the advisors had proposed that

11

each of three parties, that is Ally,

12

ResCap and our leading stalking horse

13

bidder at the time, Nationstar, each

14

contribute not cash necessarily but in

15

value 50 million each for a total of 150.

16

That was not consistent with the

17

understanding that Mike and I had

18

discussed.

19

I got back to the lawyers and said no,

20

that that was not the deal.

21

deal.

22

e-mail.

23

deal, what I said, and that put people

24

back on track.

25

Q.

So he got in touch with me and

This is the

Tom Marano -- I copied Tom on the
He confirmed that that was the

What involvement, if any, did
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1
2
3
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Tom Marano have in these discussions?

A.

None.

Other than we would talk

4

to Tom about it.

5

in the conversation.

6

Q.

But he was not involved

Now, you say they had to bridge

7

a $150 million gap.

What was the gap at

8

that point in time?

What was the bid and

9

the ask at that point in time?

10

A.

Well, it would have been around,

11

you know, in the 750 to billion dollar or

12

billion 1 range.

13

range.

14

little narrow.

15

were still working on some of the fine

16

points.

17

That would have been the

But obviously The Gap would be a
But they were still

we

So we were in that range.

Q.

Where did you end up in terms of

18

a number or a range?

19

in terms of

Where did you end up

20

A.

Where did we end up?

21

Q.

Yeah.

22

A.

750 of cash and then there were

23

a couple of other components, some

24

financing,

25

it was around a billion dollars.

some loan sales.

So in total
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1
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2

Q.

So that was the headline number

3

you were looking for a billion dollars, is

4

that fair?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Okay.

Yes.
Just going back to the

7

May 9 board meeting again.

8

Exhibit

That's

9

A.

The which one?

10

Q.

The May 9 board meeting which is

11

Exhibit

12

MR. PRINCI:

13

Q.

-- 95.

95?

When -- when -- when

14

you

15

deal at this board meeting,

I take it the board approved this
is that fair?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And they approved the billion 50

18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25

Ally settlement?

A.

That was not brought up at the

May 9 board meeting to my knowledge.
Q.

Well,

it's part of the package

right here.
A.

It's part of the key

assumptions.
Q.

You are saying that wasn't --
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2

that wasn't approved,

3

assumption?

4

A.

that was just an

That's correct.

5

6
7
8
9

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

10

form.

11

A.

I

12

Q.

Were you involved in negotiating

13

actually don't know.

the allocation?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

Who negotiated the allocation?

16

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

17

form.

18

A.

I

19

Q.

Has that been approved by the

20

21
22
23
24

25

don't know.

board, the allocation?

A.

Well, are you talking about

subsequent to the filing of the petition?
Q.

Well, at this point in time

let's say was it approved?
A.

No.
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Q.

At any point in time did they,

3

4
5
6

to the Holdco, the company you were a

7

director of?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

So you don't think that

10

allocation has ever been approved by the

11

board as we are sitting here today?

12

13

MR. PRINCI:

Asked

and answered.

14
15

Objection.

You can answer again.
A.

There have been two amendments

16

to the agreement with the RMBS trustees.

17

The first agreement, which was deemed to

18

be administerial and therefore not

19

approved by the board, did have an

20

allocation to Holdco.
The second agreement, which is

21

22

the one that is currently in place,

23

specifically excludes an allocation to

24

Holdco.

25

Q.

I think we are talking about
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1

2

JOHN MACK
apples and oranges.

Let's see if we can

3
4

5
6
7

A.

Okay.

8

Q.

So just kind of retrace it.

9

A.

To my knowledge, no part of the

10

Ally settlement has been allocated to

11

anybody.

12

Q.

You certainly as a board didn't

13

make a judgment that -- that weighing the

14

relative merits of the claims of -- that

15

belonged to ResCap LLC versus other claims

16

that might belong to other entities that

17
18

19
MR. PRINCI:

20

Objection as to

21

form.

22

Q.

23

right?

24

A.

We did not make that judgment.

25

Q.

Now, did you understand that as

You didn't make that judgment,
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1
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2

part of the settlement that was approved,

3

the $8.7 million settlement, that you were

4

also settling securities claims?

5
6
7

A.

Yes, it was reps and warranties

and securities claims.
Q.

At any point in time did you

8

ever learn that securities claims were not

9

being picked up by this $8.7 billion

10

settlement?

11

A.

No.

12

Q.

So as far as you are concerned,

13

the board has not approved the deal that

14

does not resolve securities claims as part

15

of the $8.7 billion payment?

16

MR. PRINCI:

17

form.

18

A.

19
20

matter.

Objection as to

This is a slightly technical
I don't know.

Q.

Okay.

21

(9019 Exhibit 100, e-mail with

22

attachment, Bates RC 40088324-337,

23

marked for identification, as of this

24

date.)

25

Q.

Please look at Exhibit 100 in
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1
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2

your pile.

3

before?

Is this a document you've seen

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Why did you ask for this to be

6

prepared?

7

A.

MR. PRINCI:

8

9

I was trying to understand -Just can you -- I

need to consult with my partner for a

10

second.

11

Excuse me before you go on.

12

one moment.

13

14

MR. MOLONEY:

Excuse me

Why don't we just

go off the record for a second.

15

16

Jamie, you got a moment?

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

11:37 a.m.

The time is

We're off the record.

17

(Brief recess.)

18

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

19

11:42 a.m. and we are back on the

20

record.

21

A.

I was trying to understand the

22

deconsolidated liability structure of

23

ResCap.

24

asked for was labeled page 8 -- is labeled

25

page 8.

The schedule that I had really

And that's the one I actually
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2

focused on.

3

schedules, pages, in this process that I

4

didn't really go through.

5

Q.

They gave me a lot of other

Okay.

We will go to that in a

6

minute.

But before we get to page 8 I

7

have a couple of questions on -- on page

8

5.

9

presented below are consistent with the

And it says, "The assumptions

10

assumptions used for recovery presented in

11

the FTI's board presentation dated

12

4/4/12" -- do you see that? -- "with the

13

exception of removing all intercreditor

14

settlement assumptions."
Do you see that?

15
16

A.

And where are you reading?

17

Q.

At the top of page 5.

18

19

Just

so -- just so we can all locate ourselves.
A.

Yes.

Dated 4/4?

I'm sorry.

20

thought I heard you say something

21

different.

22

Q.

Okay.

23

A.

Yes,

24

Q.

Now, look at what they have

25

I

I see that.

under Ally settlement.

They have a
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2

"payment of a billion dollars of cash;

3

assumption or payment by Ally of up to

4

$400 million regulatory costs; value of

5

$500 million provided by Ally via TSA

6

subservicing and parent financing;

7

purchase by Ally through credit bid of the

8

assets secured by Ally revolver facility."

9

Do you see those items?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

What do they represent?

12

MR. PRINCI:

13

form.

14

A.

Objection as to

What do they represent.

Well,

15

again, these were conceptual ideas of what

16

might be in a settlement with Ally.

17

had not finalized it at this point.

18

Q.

We

Had Ally provided any indication

19

it was willing to do a settlement of this

20

magnitude at this point in time?

21

A.

Oh, no.

22

Q.

Was this a proposal that you

23
24
25

No.

were making at this point in time?
A.

We never made this as a

proposal.
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2
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Q.

Where did FTI get the -- get the

3

idea of this -- of this to include in this

4

chart?

5

MR. PRINCI:

6

form.

7

A.

8
9

Objection as to

We discussed it internally but

we never made this as a proposal.
And why not?

Q.

10

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

11

form.

12

A.

I don't recall.

13

Q.

Did you ask for more or less?

14

MR. PRINCI:

15

form.

16

A.

Objection as to

Well, these are different --

17

these are different items.

18

the second one, assumption of payment by

19

Ally of up to 400 million of regulatory

20

costs.

21

under the DoJ, AG, Fed settlement.

22

we were concerned about the actual amount

23

of costs.

24

that was where that concept came from.

25

Q.

For instance,

This related to the obligations
We --

And so that was where that --

I know.

Was it -- was it -- did
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2

you make that request to AFI, did they

3

pick up those costs?

4

A.

I don't know that we made the

5

400 million.

We did -- we did discuss

6

whether they should pick up the regulatory

7

costs.

8

Q.

What did they say?

9

A.

Well, they probably said no.

10

But then, again, we just racked it into

11

the overall settlement.

12

13

Q.

The overall settlement doesn't

pick up this payment, right?

14

A.

Doesn't specify that payment.

15

Q.

And it's for less than a billion

16

dollars in cash, right?

17

A.

I'm sorry, yes.

18

Q.

And you don't get the value of

19

the $500 million provided by the Ally

20

value that's listed here until this deal

21

is actually consummated?

22

A.

Well, we do have a transaction

23

services agreement and we do have

24

subservicing.

25

500 million to it or not is different.

Whether you would assign
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Q.

You wouldn't -- you wouldn't

assign a 500 million value, right?

4

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

5

form.

6

A.

I don't think it was that much.

7

Q.

No.

And they didn't purchase

B

through credit bid the assets secured by a

9

revolver, right?

10

A.

No.

In the end we did a

11

different structure.

12

that went to -- they did provide -- I'm

13

sorry, they did provide a revolver as part

14

of the facility.

15

purchase the assets necessarily.

16

Q.

Those were assets

They just didn't

Now, did Mr. Marano indicate

17

around this point in time that he thought

18

$2 billion was required as the headline

19

number to resolve this problem?

20

A.

I'm sorry,

21

Q.

Did Mr. Marano indicate to you

I didn't hear you.

22

that he thought at around this point in

23

time April of 2012 that he thought

24

$2 billion was the headline number that

25

the settlement needed to have in order to
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1
2
3

have credibility?

A.

I don't think I would

4

characterize it that way but I do believe

5

that he said,

6

$2 billion but I don't believe I would

7

characterize it that he said that's what

8

it would need to be.

I know that he said

9

Q.

How would you characterize it?

10

A.

That it would be desirable.

11

Q.

And did you disagree with him?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Why did you agree with a

I didn't disagree with him.

14

settlement that was worth less than half

15

that amount?

16

A.

Well,

I didn't -- just because I

17

didn't disagree with him doesn't mean I

18

don't think that the number we got was the

19

fair number.

I think -- I think his

20

number was

could also be deemed to be

21

fair.

22

the only number that it could be.

23

Q.

But I'm not saying that that was

Okay.

There's a discussion down

24

here that the reps and warranties claims

25

were estimated at 4.1 billion.

Do you see
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that?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

And was that -- was that the

5

estimate that was given by FTI to the

6

board in April 2012 or did that number

7

come from somewhere else?

8
9

10

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

form.

A.

I don't -- I don't know

11

specifically what the source of that

12

number was.

13

Q.

14

I'd like to look at Exhibit 101.
(9019 Exhibit 101, e-mail from

15

Michael Carpenter dated April 12,

16

2012, Bates ALLY 0142576, marked for

17

identification, as of this date.)

18

Q.

This is an e-mail from Michael

19

Carpenter dated April 12, 2012, to a

20

Caribel Ortiz-Zorn with a couple of people

21

copied.

22

that he purportedly had with you that day.

23

So could you read it to yourself, please.

24

25

A.

And it refers to a conversation

(Witness complies.)
Uh-hum.
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Q.

Now, do you recall there being a

3

meeting on or about April 11th where

4

Mr. Marano was present with Mr. Mack and

5

you were present?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Regardless of the date --

8

A.

I don't -- the reason I'm

9

whether I was present.

10

have had a meeting.

11

present necessarily.

12

13

Q.

is

Tom and Mike could

I would not have been

What do you understand he's

talking about

14

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

15

form.

16

Q.

17

A.

I don't, specifically, recall.

18

Q.

Do you recall, were you ever

in this e-mail, if you do?

19

present at a meeting where -- where

20

Mr. Marano said that the proposal being

21

made by

22

opening low ball?

by -- by AFI was -- was an

23

A.

No.

24

Q.

Was there -- were you at a

25

meeting where you thought Mr. Marano
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1

2

30, 2012, Bates RC40020521-567, marked

3

for identification, as of this date.)

4

Q.

5

Did you attend this board

meeting?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Now, if you look at the back of

8

the document, I'm just going to focus on

9

one document, which is a settlement

10

agreement in the back of this package.

11

Apparently it was part of the board

12

package.

13

line document, you see under Ally

14

contribution, which is page 6 of the black

15

line document.

And if you look at the black

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

You see 750 is crossed out and

18

850 is inserted?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And this is at -- as of

21

April 30th.

How did the 850 number get

22

moved down from 850 to 750?
MR. PRINCI:

23
24

form.

25

A.

Objection as to

Well, the 850 number was our
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2

effort to get a greater contribution from

3

Ally.

4

They never agreed to it.

Q.

You are saying when the 850 was

5

actually put in the agreement and 750 was

6

crossed out and delivered to the board

7

meeting there was at that point there was

8

no agreement to pay 850?
MR. PRINCI:

9

10

form.

11

A.

Objection as to

That is correct.

The 850 was a

12

number that perhaps Jonathan had, but I'll

13

take the credit for it or blame for it.

14

It was our effort to get more money.

15

was never an agreement with Ally that it

16

would be 850.

17

18

Q.

It

Look at Exhibit 102 in your

pile.

19

(9019 Exhibit 102, e-mail

20

string, RC 901900062398-400, marked

21

for identification, as of this date.)

22

Q.

You are not copied on this.

23

A.

Okay.

24

Q.

It's an e-mail from Tim

25

Devine

I got 102.
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2

A.

Okay.

3

Q.

-- to Tammy Hamzephour.

4

A.

Uh-hum.

5

Q.

I think you indicated you don't

6

know who Tim Devine is?

7

A.

I have never met Tim Devine.

8

Q.

Were you aware that he was a,

9

the head of litigation for AFI?

10
11

MR. PRINCI:

14
15
16

Asked

and answered.

12
13

Objection.

You can answer again.

A.

No.

I -- I -- I'm not sure I

can tell you what he was or is.
Q.

And you know who Tammy

Hamzephour is, right?

17

A.

I do know Tammy, yes.

18

Q.

It says "Prep for KP," I think

19

that probably means Kathy Patrick.

But in

20

any event,

21

this is dated April 23.

22

second paragraph it says,

23

recommend we use 750 rather than 1 billion

24

as potentially AFI contribution.

25

have a basis to say it should be a

looking down it says in the -It says,

in the

"Finally I

I don't
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2

billion, and we better leave some room for

3

negotiation.

4

we will need clearance from AFI and I

5

haven't spoken to Mike."

If we want to use a billion,

Do you see that?

6
7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Now, was Kathy Patrick

9

10

recommending

negotiating the AFI

contribution or were you negotiating it?

11

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

12

form.

13

A.

I thought I was.

14

Q.

Okay.

15

A.

I'm unaware of this.

16

Q.

This seems to imply that they

17

would have gone up higher if Kathy Patrick

18

had asked for more, doesn't it?

19

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

20

form.

21

A.

I -- I don't know.

22

Q.

The language it would be better

Lack of foundation.

23

to have some room for negotiation implies

24

that you are giving an offer less than

25

your bottom line, right?
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2

3

MR. PRINCI:

I'm not going to

let you argue with him on this stuff.

4

MR. MOLONEY:

5

MR. PRINCI:

He may answer.
No, I'm going to

6

direct him not to answer.

7

arguing with him.

8

Q.

9

Stop

You may answer.
MR. PRINCI:

Don't answer the

10

question.

11

where you are not arguing with him.

12

Q.

Ask an intelligent question

At this point in time, as of

13

April 23, hadn't there been an agreement,

14

general agreement, that they would put a

15

billion dollars on the table to settle the

16

ResCap situation?

17

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

18

form.

19

A.

I don't think so.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

A.

That's correct.

22

Q.

Okay.

23
24
25

But you are not sure?

I'd like to look at

Exhibit 104.
(9019 Exhibit 104, two e-mails,
Bates ALLY 0226069, marked for
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2

identification, as of this date.)

3

Q.

And this is two e-mails.

The

4

first is dated May 5, 2012.

5

Larren M. Nashelsky to Ray Schrock at

6

Kirkland & Ellis and there's a response

7

from Kirkland & Ellis dated the same day,

8

from Mr. Schrock the same day.

9

read the bottom first and then read the

10

It's from

You got to

top to follow the chain.

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Now, as of this point in time,

13

May 5, had the contribution been fixed

14

that was going to be paid by AFI?

15

A.

I honestly can't tell you

16

whether it was May 5 or a little bit later

17

or a little bit earlier but it was all

18

within the range of, you know, 750 to 850.

19

That's the number here.

20

that's the way it is.

21

Q.

I'm not sure why

Do you know, and I'm not sure

22

you would know, but if you do know,

tell

23

us, do you know whether it was K&E who was

24

turning the drafts of the settlement

25

agreement as opposed to MoFo?
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2

A.

No,

3

Q.

Do you know why Marano would

I don't recall.

4

feel that he would need an explanation as

5

to what the amount was at that point in

6

time?

7

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

8

form.

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

Let's go to exhibit, next

11

Lack of foundation.

exhibit which is exhibit --

12

A.

105?

13

Q.

Yes.

14

(9019 Exhibit 105, two e-mails,

15

Bates ALLY 0141967, marked for

16

identification, as of this date.)

17

A.

Uh-hum.

18

Q.

It's an e-mail, two e-mails the

19

top one is from Dan Soto dated May 8,

20

2012.

21

dated May 8, 2012.

22

the penultimate paragraph of the e-mail,

23

of the bottom e-mail from Jeff Brown.

24

says "Also I think, even as Mike once

25

shared to you and Jim, originally ResCap

The bottom one is from Jeff Brown
And I want to focus on

It
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2

presented an 8 or $9 billion claim against

3

Ally that is now totally gone."
Do you see that statement?

4
5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

What knowledge, if any, do you

7

have of an 8 to $9 billion claim that

8

ResCap presented to Ally?

9

A.

I would have to speculate that

10

in an early meeting between MoFo and K&E,

11

that that would have been a number that we

12

presented them.

13
14

Q.

Did MoFo -- did you ever present

an 8 or $9 billion ask?

15

A.

Did I?

16

Q.

Why not?

17

No.

MR. PRINCI:

18

form.

19

A.

Objection as to

These are legal matters.

I'm

20

not going to discuss legal matters with

21

principals.

22

23
24

25

Q.

Okay.

So you weren't settling

legal claims?

A.

No.
MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to
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2

form.

3

Q.

4
5

Okay.

Now

Why don't we take

a short break.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

12:05 p.m. and we are off the record.

8
9

Thank you.
MR. MOLONEY:

6
7

Asked and answered.

(Whereupon, there is a recess in
the proceedings.)

10

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

11

12:13 p.m., and we are back on the

12

record.

13

Q.

14

Would you look at Exhibit 108 in

your pile, please.
(9019 Exhibit 108, e-mail, Bates

15
16

RC 901900093502 through 503, marked

17

for identification, as of this date.)

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

It's an e-mail from Jamie

20

Levitt, copying a bunch of people.

And

21

she's talking about a second amendment to

22

the settlement agreement.

23

we covered,

This is a topic

I think very briefly, earlier.

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

And in paragraph 1 it says --
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2

MR. PRINCI:

3

from Jamie Levitt?

4

MR. MOLONEY:

5

MR. PRINCI:

6

Q.

This is an e-mail

Yes.
Sorry.

Got it.

Paragraph 1 you say, "We cannot

7

agree to your addition of additional

8

debtors to the allowed claim.

9

that the allowed claim is against GMACM

Our deal is

10

and ROC.

We allocated the settlement

11

based on origination, and it can dilute

12

and alter recoveries, if we give the

13

allowed claims as you proposed."
Do you see that?

14
15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

That's consistent with your

17

understanding as well, is that the deal,

18

the initial deal as done, was that there

19

was not going to be any of the R&W claims

20

allocated to the holding company that you

21

were a director of, right?

22

MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

23

form,

lack of foundation.

24

A.

Yes.

25

The Holdco was not going

to be engaged.
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1

2
3

4

And did you ever approve a

Q.

change to that original deal?
A.

This was the change that we

5

approved.

6

which, as I say, was deemed administerial,

7

we did not approve.

8

9
10

11

There was a previous amendment

Q.

You say the board actually

approved the change to eliminate the -- to
assume the liability for Holdco?
Yeah.

A.

Because, again, it was a

12

capped claim of 8.7 billion.

They were

13

released, Holdco was both released and

14

wasn't going to be engaged in the process.

15

So, yeah, that was the

16

recommendation of our advisors, both sets

17

of legal advisors, both the MoFo team and

18

the Morrison & Cohen team.

19

20
21

At what point in time did this

Q.
happen?
A.

I believe our approval, we had a

22

meeting, and we approved this in

23

September.

24

Q.

In September of, of this year?

25

A.

2000 -- yes.
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1

JOHN MACK

2

Now, that's why this, the date

3

on this e-mail makes me question whether

4

this was the final.

5

6
7

8
9

Q.

Okay.

You approved the final

deal?

A.

We approved the final deal.

We

didn't approve any interim deals.
Q.

There was an interim deal that

10

provided for a Holdco, eliminated your

11

release and provided for a Holdco

12

election, a potential claim of

13

$1.7 million?

14

A.

I don't recall.

15

Q.

You didn't approve that deal?

16

A.

I don't recall.

17

Q.

Why did you approve any change

18

from the original deal that allowed ResCap

19

LLC to obtain a release?

20

MR. PRINCI:

21

form.

22

A.

Objection as to

Again, you are into a little bit

23

of a legal issue, and I relied on my

24

advisors with regard to the legal issues.

25

The economics didn't seem to change, to
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1
2

3

JOHN MACK
me.
Q.

Well, from the perspective --

4

going back to the exhibit we looked at

5

earlier, the May 9th exhibit.

6

pull that up again?

7

A.

May 9th?

8

Q.

Yeah.

9

A.

What exhibit?
MR. PRINCI:

10
11

Can you

Which exhibit

number?
MR. MOLONEY:

12

It's the board

13

meeting.

14

A.

Okay, I have 95.

15

Q.

Look at the executive summary,

16

key assumptions.
Do you see that?

17
18

It's Exhibit Number 95.

A.

Yes.

19

20
21
22
23

24
25
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1

JOHN MACK

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
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JOHN MACK

1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

Q.

Did you think you had a

fiduciary duty to those bondholders?
A.

I think I have a fiduciary duty

13

to all bondholders, not specifically the

14

senior unsecured noteholders.

15

Q.

In terms of your duty -- but

16

that duty didn't exclude them,

17

right?

18

A.

19

20

Correct.

I assume,

It did not exclude

them, it would include, them, but.

Q.

But you never thought about

21

whether this deal was fair,

22

perspective?

23

MR. PRINCI:

from their

Objection as to

24

form,

lack of foundation.

25

A.

I never thought about the
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

today, I don't remember what that set off

3

curve ball was but I was persuaded by my

4

own counsel that it was something

5

unfavorable to us and so I said it's out,

6

no value.

Q.

7

At the time you sent your e-mail

8

at 10:05 on May 9th, did you understand

9

what setoff curve ball you were referring

10
11

to?
A.

As I sit here today, I don't

12

remember.

13

have understood what I was talking about.

14

Q.

I confess I may very well not

Is it your testimony,

15

Mr. Devine, that you were sending e-mails

16

around at this point in the negotiations,

17

May 9th, 2012, without understanding what

18

it was you were talking about?

19

MR. BRYAN:

20

Argumentative.

21

testimony.

22

A.

Objection to form.
Misstates his

What I mean to say is that it

23

occurs to me and appears to me based on

24

the cadence of these e-mails and the

25

timing, although frankly I don't

--

I
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

don't remember sitting here today what the

3

ultimate timing of a deal was, when hands

4

were shaken on final language.

5

of eager to see where that -- where that

6

goes and where it ends.

7

close we were at May 9th at 10:05.

8

will tell you that I was, I had a sense

9

that a deal was doable and I didn't want

I'm kind

I wonder how
But I

10

anything getting in the way of the

11

essential deal as I had understood it to

12

take shape.

13

So if somebody told me at some

14

time before 10:05 on Wednesday, May 9th

15

somebody was throwing a curve ball setoff

16

or otherwise into the negotiations I may

17

well have taken the time to figure out

18

what they were talking about in

19

consultation with my counsel.

20

too complicated or irrelevant to what my

21

self understood scope was, maybe I

22

listened and maybe I got half or more of

23

it.

24

obstacle of getting a deal done and so I

25

was not ready to allow it to become part

If it was

I did recognize it as a potential
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

of the conversation, at least from my

3

perspective in the deal.

4

Q.

Mr. Devine, given what you have

5

claimed is your limited expertise, why

6

were you injecting yourself into the

7

discussion on these matters?

8

you just let Mr. Schrock and Mr. Lee hash

9

it out?

10

MR. BRYAN:

11

form.

12

A.

13

conclusion.

Why didn't

Objection as to

I was driving a deal to

14

Q.

What deal?

15

A.

The deal that is represented in

16

gross by the resolution between the ResCap

17

estate and the RMBS claimants, both the

18

Kathy Patrick and Talcott Franklin in the

19

one sense and also the tripartite

20

agreement between Ally, the ResCap

21

entities and the claimants.

22

it was a good deal and I still to this day

23

think it's a good deal.

24

my mind anyway the essential elements of a

25

deal had been worked out that were

And I thought

And I saw that to
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

favorable and fair to all concerned and I

3

wanted to get the deal done as I

4

understood we were on a certain timeline.

5

Q.

Looking at the top e-mail in the

6

chain from Mr. Lee to yourself, among

7

others, at 10:54 a.m. on May 9th, did you

8

receive that e-mail?

9

A.

It looks like I did, yes.

10

Q.

And Mr. Lee wrote,

"We will be

11

seeking ResCap board approval today.

12

Ally's board need to approve as it is

13

signing the PSA and ResCap is agreeing to

14

settle a claim in excess of 25 million,

15

which requires Ally approval under Ally's

16

governance framework.

17

know."

18

Does

Please let us

Did AFI's board need to approve?

19

A.

I don't know.

20

Q.

Did Mr. Lee, to your knowledge,

21

receive a response to his inquiry?

22

A.

I don't know.

23

Q.

Does Mr. Lee's reference to the

24

ResCap board -- his reference to seeking

25

ResCap board approval today, meaning
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

May 9th, refresh your recollection of the

3

timeline in relation to the e-rnails that

4

appear below that e-mail?

5

A.

Yes, it does.

6

Q.

In what way?

7

A.

Well, it looks like that ResCap

8

or at least Gary Lee at that point

9

intended to bring the ResCap board, if I

10

understand correctly what he was referring

11

to, the RMBS

12

agreement and the PSA, on that day.

13

--

proposed RMBS settlement

MR. KAUFMAN:

Let's mark as the

14

next exhibit, which is 150 an e-mail

15

chain on May 9th and May 10th,

16

between Mr. Devine and Ms. Patrick.

17

2012,

(9019 Exhibit 150, e-mail chain

18

dated May 9th and May 10th, 2012,

19

marked for identification, as of this

20

date.)

21

A.

Thank you.

22

Q.

Directing your attention to the

23

e-mail at the bottom of the first page of

24

this exhibit, and continuing over to the

25

second page, which is an e-mail from
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

3

The time is

4:57 p.m. and we are off the record.

4

(Whereupon, there is a recess in

5

the proceedings.)

6

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
7

The time is

5:06 p.m. and we are back on the

8

record.

9

Q.

10

Before we

--

MR. PRINCI:

Before you continue

11

with your questions, Mr. Kaufman, I

12

just want to note for the record that

13

when you went off the record, you

14

berated me and you said I was a jerk.

15

I believe that your conduct is

16

contrary to the rules of our

17

profession and the rules of court and

18

I would ask you not to address me like

19

that again, please, sir.

20

Q.

Okay.

Before we broke,

21

Mr. Devine, we were focusing on your

22

e-mail at 1:55 a.m. on Thursday, May 10th.

23

Let me ask it

24

e-mail you said "The KP settlement is for

25

everything"

to you this way in that

--

and you underlined and
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

italicized the word "everything" --

3

Flexcept securities claims,"

4

that?

do you see

5

A.

Yes,

6

Q.

So you were making clear in that

I do.

7

statement that the KP settlement and by

8

that I mean the RMBS Trust Settlement did

9

not include securities claims, right?

10

A.

What I was saying was, it's my

11

understanding of from my perspective what

12

the proposed settlement in negotiation

13

represented was a release, the scope of

14

which was for everything except securities

15

claims.

16

actual settlement was or wasn't, I was

17

stating what my understanding of the

18

settlement as it evolved as a proposed

19

negotiated settlement.

20

Q.

I wasn't trying to say what the

By everything what did you

21

intend to encompass?

22

understand was being released as part of

23

that settlement?

24
25

A.

What did you

Any claim other than securities

claims that any signatory, any releasing
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TIMOTHY DEVINE

party to the agreement has or may have at
any time up to and including the date of
the release.

Q.

Did you intend to include within

the word "everything" claims that might be
asserted by any of the monolines?
A.

My understanding at the time was

that the monolines would participate and
were contemplated to participate in the
settlement.

Q.

But by May 10th the settlement

was already signed up, wasn't it?
MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

form.
A.

I don't know.

Q.

Okay.

Let's put it this way.

You knew it had been approved by the
ResCap board, didn't you?
A.

No.

Q.

You didn't?

A.

No.

Q.

So when you said everything in

this e-mail, did you intend or not intend
to include a release by the monolines of
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TIMOTHY DEVINE
their claims?

3

MR. BRYAN:

Object to form.

I

4

knew -- I certainly knew that the

5

monolines were not a signatory party

6

to the settlement.

7

understanding that the claims that

8

they would or could enunciate in

9

connection with the securities subject

But it was my

10

of the settlement would be included

11

within the scope of the allowed claim.

12

Q.

You said, "And we can define

13

securities claims narrowly."

14

mean by that?

15

A.

What do you

What I meant by securities

16

claims was claims brought by securities

17

holders on traditional federal securities

18

law or state blue sky or the closely

19

Allied state common law fraud claims that

20

would be characterized typically as a

21

securities based claim.

22

Q.

A bit further down in your

23

e-mail you said "The circle is squared at

24

the plan.

25

everything but securities settlement

KP can only get us the
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

release because that is the full extent of

3

her representation.

4

about that.

5

New York Mellon work, etc."

6

She has been clear

Same as in her" BofA

--

"B of

Do you see that?

7

A.

Yes, I do see that.

8

Q.

And then you said "But notice,

9

though her clients don't release

10

securities claims, they sign plan support

11

agreements and the plan includes very

12

simple comprehensive releases, which of

13

course include third-party release of all

14

claims which of course includes securities

15

claims.

16

represent parties in giving up their

17

securities claims, clients face a choice,

18

either sign up with the settlement to make

19

sure your trust receives monies under the

20

waterfall in which case you need to sign

21

the plan support agreement and support the

22

plan.

23

claims of any sort.

24

it."

25

Presto.

So while she can't

And the plan wipes out all their
This is the beauty of

Do you see that?
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

going on at that time and I have no idea

3

whether there were any intervening e-mails

4

between me and Jamie that were responsive

5

to this one before I received this.

6

Q.

Whatever, Mr. Devine, did you

7

receive the e-mail that Ms. Levitt sent at

8

1:16 a.m. on May 11th?

9

A.

10

Looks like I did.
MR. KAUFMAN:

Let's mark as

11

Exhibit 154 another e-mail chain, this

12

one on May 12, 2012.

13

(9019 Exhibit 154, e-mail chain

14

dated May 12, 2012, marked for

15

identification, as of this date.)

16

Q.

Looking at the first e-mail in

17

the chain, which begins at the bottom of

18

the exhibit and continues over to the next

19

page.

20

Ms. Levitt, Mr. Lee, Mr. Ornstein and

21

Mr. Ruckdaschel at 4:22 p.m. on May 12th?

Did you send that e-mail to

22

A.

It looks like I did.

23

Q.

The subject of your e-mail was

24

the question, "Has Talcott Franklin signed

25

on without reservation to support the
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

plan, including broad third-party release

3

of all claims against Ally, etc.,

4

including securities claims."

Right?

5

A.

That's what the subject line is.

6

Q.

And did you receive Mr. Lee's

7

e-mail at 4:26 p.m. in response to that

8

e-mail?

9

A.

I see that Gary Lee sent an

10

e-mail to pretty much the same group of

11

people at 4:26.

12
13

Q.

And you received that e-mail

from Mr. Lee, didn't you?

14

A.

That's what it looks like.

15

Q.

Okay.

And Mr. Lee said, "It's

16

complicated."

17

the agreement the way we wanted it and

18

told him he couldn't really negotiate it.

19

But if KP doesn't sign, I don't know if he

20

will."

21
22
23
24
25

And that, "We sent Talcott

Do you see that?
A.

I see that that's part of what

his e-mail says.

Q.

Right.

And the e-mail at the

top is your reply to Mr. Lee, correct?
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TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

A.

Well, I sent an e-mail to Gary

3

Lee, Jamie Levitt, Noah Ornstein and John

4

Ruckdaschel, cc'd Cieri and Schrock at

5

4 :29.

Q.

6

Right.

And you sent that e-mail

7

in response to Mr. Lee's e-mail at 4:26 on

8

May 12th, didn't you?

9

A.

Yeah, I'm not sure if it's in

10

response but I did send him an e-mail a

11

couple minutes later.

Q.

12

And you wrote,

13

call with KP.

14

whole hog is drop dead."

15

wrote, right?

"Got it.

We told her PSA support
That's what you

16

A.

That's what I wrote.

17

Q.

And is that what you told

18
19

Ms.

Had

Patrick?
A.

I don't remember if I told her

20

whole hog but if I read this sitting here

21

now, it looks like I was communicating to

22

that group that I told her that she had to

23

support the PSAs in full.

24

was a provision that Ally would insist on

25

to the extent Ally could insist on

And that that
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TIMOTHY DEVINE
anything.
Q.

And by using the phrase "drop

dead" you meant it was nonnegotiable from
Ally's perspective, right?
A.

I meant that if she wanted our

participation in the PSA she needed to
support it.
MR. KAUFMAN:

Let's mark as the

next exhibit an e-mail chain on
May 13, 2012 between Mr. Devine and
Talcott Franklin.
(9019 Exhibit 155, e-mail chain
dated May 13,

2012 between Mr. Devine

and Talcott Franklin, marked for
identification, as of this date.)
A.

Okay.

Q.

Looking at the first e-mail in

this chain which starts at the bottom of
the first page, did you send that e-mail
to Mr. Franklin at 12:16 p.m. on
May 13th -- I'm sorry -- at 1:28 p.m. on
May 12th?
A.

It looks like I did.

Again, I'm

not sure of the timing but it looks like I
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1
2
3
4

TIMOTHY DEVINE
did.

Q.

And Mr. Franklin responded for

you to call him, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And then you wrote back to

That looks right.

7

Mr. Franklin saying "I can try to call you

8

but on phone now with CEO and making range

9

of final decisions before 1:00 p.m. board

10

meeting.

11

claims however remote."

12

I can't expose Ally to any

That's what you wrote, correct?

13

A.

That's what that e-mail says.

14

Q.

And were you referring to Mike

15

Carpenter when you referred to being on

16

the phone with the CEO?

17

A.

I probably was, yeah.

18

Q.

And were you referring to an AFT

19
20
21
22

board meeting in that e-mail?
A.

I don't recall but that would

--

that would make sense.

Q.

When you said that you couldn't

23

expose Ally to any claims however remote,

24

what did you mean?

25

A.

I just wanted to note on the
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

timing here, I think my testimony was

3

probably incorrect earlier if I testified

4

that my e-mail to Talcott was at 1:28 p.m.

5

That might be an indication of his time

6

zone and not mine.

Because if you see the

7 e-mail up the chain was sent Sunday at
8

12:35 p.m.

9

timing.

I'm just not sure of the

But inside that note, inside my

10

note to Talcott it says I can try to call

11

you but I'm on the phone right now with

12

CEO making range of final decisions before

13

1:00 p.m. board meeting.

14

that the 12:35 was my time zone and that

15

the 1:00 p.m. was my time zone.

16

Q.

So I'm assuming

In any event, Mr. Devine, when

17

you said you couldn't expose Ally to any

18

claims however remote, what did you mean?

19

A.

So basically as I recall, and

20

there were a lot of moving parts at this

21

time, there were a lot of settlements

22

going on, there were a lot of

23

conversations but if I recall correctly,

24

the question was whether or not Talcott

25

Franklin could logistically accomplish
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

copy of Exhibit 58, a document that had

3

been previously marked.

4

the screen is Article 7 releases.

5

see that on the screen?

6

A.

And right now on
Do you

I see Article 7 releases on the

7

screen.

8

7.01 but there's a certain amount of 7.01

9

up there.

Q.

10
11

Well, as you read can we scroll

up and when you're done reading

12
13

It's not the complete section

A.

--

What's the question, please, so

I'll know what to read?

Q.

14

What is your understanding, the

15

scope of the release as it relates to the

16

monolines claims?
17

MR. BRYAN:

18

MR. PRINCI:

19

form.

20

A.

Objection to form.
Objection as to

If you are asking me what is my

21

impression and understanding of what the

22

language in this contract means, I'm

23

struggling to find a way to answer that

24

without violating the province of my

25

client's attorney-client privilege.
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

Q.

2

So are you saying to me, sir,

3

that you told Ally what your understanding

4

of Article 7 is in the document that was

5

or the agreement entered between the

6

debtors and Ms.

7

nature or the basis, rather, for your

8

assertion of the privilege?

9
10

Patrick, is that the

A.

That's part of it.

Q.

Okay.

I don't want to know what

11

you told Ally.

12

understanding of this provision.

13

I want to understand your

MR. BRYAN:

14

A.

Objection to form.

And so I'm trying to work with

15

you because I know you are not asking me

16

to violate the attorney-client privilege.

17
18
19

Q.

I would not ask you to do that,

A.

And so -- so that I understand

sir.

20

your question better in good faith, you

21

are asking me to comment on either a

22

present draft or a historical draft of an

23

agreement that has not been approved yet

24

and the nature of the scope of one of the

25

negotiated terms in -- in my capacity as
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TIMOTHY DEVINE

an attorney for Ally Financial?

Q.

Yes.

A.

And that's going to

that's

--

going to reveal attorney-client privilege
communications.

Q.

We reserve the rights
MR. JURGENS:

--

Are you

instructing the witness not to answer
the question?
MR. BRYAN:

The witness answered

your question.
MR. JURGENS:

Are you

instructing the witness not to answer?
MR. BRYAN:

I instructed the

witness not to answer to the extent it
would reveal attorney-client
communications.

Q.

And, Mr. Devine, you are

following that instruction?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Have you discussed the scope of

the release as it relates to the monolines
claims with anyone other than your client
and your outside counsel?
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1

TIMOTHY DEVINE

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

With whom have you discussed the

4
5

6
7

scope of the release with?
A.

I believe I have discussed those

terms with the parties to the agreement.

Q.

And what were your discussions

8

with respect to the scope of the releases

9

as it relates to the monolines claims with

10
11

those parties?
A.

I can't speak about that with

12

regard to the settlement that's currently

13

subject to the hearing that's coming up.

14

But as I recall in the negotiation I

15

indicated to the parties that it would be

16

my understanding that the monolines would

17

participate in the allowed claim that is

18

the subject of one term of that agreement.

19

Q.

And when you say participate in

20

the allowed claim, what do you mean by

21

that?

22

A.

That they would have cognizable

23

claims within the disbursement of whatever

24

funds were allocated to that allowed claim

25

for distribution.
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1
2
3

TIMOTHY DEVINE

Q.

Was it your understanding

that -- let me withdraw that.

4

What was your understanding of

5

what would happen if the trusts in the

6

deals wrapped by the monolines didn't opt

7

into the settlement?

8

A.

Are you asking me what sort of

9

scenario might ensue if after the parties

10

to the agreements agreed to them and they

11

were presented, at least those requiring

12

court an approval were presented to the

13

court for approval and were not approved?

14

Q.

No.

15

A.

Okay, sorry.

16

Q.

Let's just cut to the chase.

17

There's two possibilities with respect to

18

the trusts in the deals that were wrapped,

19

right, either -- either those trusts will

20

opt in to the proposed settlement or the

21

trusts will opt out, right?

22

other options that I'm missing?

23

A.

Are there any

I suppose there's any other

24

number of negotiated options between

25

those.
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1
2

TIMOTHY DEVINE

Q.

But under the terms of

3

settlement agreement the trusts are

4

presented with the option to opt in or opt

5

out, right?

6

A.

Well, I can't profess to have an

7

encyclopedic memory of what terms, what

8

the terms in the agreement indicate with

9

regard to the options that the trusts

10

faced.

11

Q.

I just don't.
Let's go back to your

12

understanding of the monolines for a

13

second.

14

aware of anything in the agreement that

15

would carve the monolines claims out of

16

the scope of the settlement agreement that

17

was reached between the debtors and

18

Ms. Patrick?

19

A.

As you sit here today, are you

I'm not aware of anything that

20

would carve the monolines claims out of

21

the $8.7 billion allowed claim.

22

MR. JURGENS:

23

we have a hard copy now.

24

wonderful.

25

scroll.

Let's scroll to

--

That's

So we don't have to
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From:
Devine, Timothy
Sent:
5/9/2012 9:03:30 AM
To:
Lee, Gary S.
Cc:
Cieri, Richard M.; Schrock, Ray C.
Subject:
KIP
Gary: as I told you on the phone, Ally will support the $8.7 billion allowed claim. There is no new Ally money. Hard stop at 750 +
200 + 100. Thanks. Tim
Timothy A. Devine
Chief Counsel - Litigation
Ally Financial Inc. Legal Staff
200 Renaissance Center
M/C: 482-1309-1311
Detroit, MI 48265
(313) 656-3477
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From:
Devine, Timothy
Sent:
5/12/2012 4:29:50 PIVI
To:
Lee, Gary S.; Levitt, Jamie A.; Ornstein, Noah; Ruckdaschel, John
Cc:
Cieri, Richard M.; Schrock, Ray C.
Subject:
RE: Has Talcott Franklin signed on without reservation to support the Plan, including broad third party release of
all claims against Ally etc including security claims?
Got ft.
Had call with KP.
We told her PSA support - whole hog - is drop dead.
Her aversion to lock up is, she said, drop dead for her dients.
What are our best fall-backs on the lockup?
Thanks.
Tim
Timothy A. Devine
Chief Counsel - Litigation
Ally Financial Inc. Legal Staff
200 Renaissance Center
WC: 482-1309-1311
Detroit, IVII 48265
(313) 656-3477
From: Lee, Gary S. [mailto:GLee@mofo.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2012 4:26 PM
To: Devine, Timothy; Levitt, Jamie A.; Ornstein, Noah; Ruckdaschel, John
Subject: RE: Has Talcott Franklin signed on without reservation to support the Plan, including broad third party release of all
claims against Ally etc including security claims?
Its complicated - they are trying to preserve lots of other claims, their clients dont seem to have brought equity claims. I dont even
know whether their clients are 40 act advisors (anyone?). we sent Talcott the agreement the way we wanted it and told him he
couldn't really negotiate it - but if KIP doesnt sign Idont know if he will.

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

From: Devine, Timothy [ma ilto:Timothy. Devi ne@ally.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2012 4:22 PM
To: Levitt, Jamie A.; Lee, Gary S.; Ornstein, Noah; Ruckdaschel, John
Subject: Has Talcott Franklin signed on without reservation to support the Plan, including broad third party release of all claims
against Ally etc including security claims?

RC-9019 00050455
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Tim

Timothy A. Devine
Chief Counsel - Litigation
Ally Financial Inc. Legal Staff
200 Renaissance Center
W/C: 482-1309-111
Detroit, MI 48265
(313) 656-3477

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (hi) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/
=====---------------- ---------

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.
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Kathy D. Patrick
kpatrick@gibbsbnms.com
713.751.5253

GIBBS

October 17,2011
Via Federal EMress
William B. Solomon, Jr., Esq.
General Counsel
Ally Financial Inc.
200 Renaissance Center
Detroit, Michigan 48265
Dear Mr. Solomon:
This firm represents investment advisers and holders of Residential Mortgage Backed
Securities (RMBS) issued and/ or underwritten by Ally Financial Inc. and/or its affiliates
C'Ally"). The aggregate outstanding balance of the 242 Ally deals in which our clients
collectively hold 25% or more of the voting rights of a class in that deal, exceeds $51 billion.
The aggregate outstanding balance of the 173 Ally deals in which our clients collectively hold
50% or more of the voting rights of a class in that deal, exceeds $36 billion.
There is widespread, readily available evidence suggesting that large numbers of
mortgages securing the certificates held by our clients were sold or deposited into the RMBS
pools based on false and/or fraudulent representations and warTanties by the mortgage
originators, sellers and/or depositors. This evidence includes, but is certainly not limited to:
" excessive early default and foreclosure rates experienced in the underlying
mortgage pools;
" a loan-level analysis of Ally RMBS conducted by the Federal Housing Finance
Agency (FHFA), which revealed that up to 13% of the mortgage loans in Ally
RMBS breached owner-occupancy representations and warranties, and that up to
49% of the mortgage loans in Ally RMBS breached Loan-to-Value
representations and warrantiesi ;

Our clients collectively hold 25% or more of the voting rights of a class in 18 of the 21 Ally deals which FHFA
analyzed.

RC-901900048950
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MBIA's lawsuits against Ally, reporting that its loan-level analysis of various
Ally RMBS showed that high numbers of mortgages in the pools were ineligible

atorigination2;
"

detailed allegations in securities cases against Ally, which suggest widespread
deficiencies in Ally's underwriting practices, including inaccurate representations
and warranties regarding important loan characteristics such as borrower incomes
and home appraisals 3 ;

* Substantial downgrades of the certificates by credit rating agencies; and
* Ally's own apparent acknowledgement that it is potentially liable for violations of
representations and warranties in Ally RMBS, evidenced by its $829 million
reserve for repurchase liabilities as of June 30, 2011, which relates "primarily" to
non-GSE exposure, 4 as well as its statement that such liabilities are "most
significant for loans originated and sold between 2004 through 2008, specifically
the 2006 and 2007 vintages that were originated and sold prior to enhanced
underwriting standards and rihk-mitigation actions imnplemented in 2008 and
5
forward."
In addition, there is widespread, readily available evidence suggesting that Ally, as
servicer and/or master servicer of mortgage loans securing the certificates held by our clients,
has failed to observe and perform the covenants and agreements imposed on it by the governing
agreements, and has failed to meet its duty to prudently service those mortgage loans, including,
but certainly not limited to:
"

Ally's admittedly flawed and "embarrassing" 6 mortgage loan servicing and
foreclosure practices, including deficient document signing practices, leading to
Ally's foreclosure suspension and review in Fall 20 10;

" Ally's April 2011 consent order with the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System and the FDIC, which alleged that in connection with certain
2 MBIA

has reported that 89% of adversely selected loans from 3 separate OMAC securitizations were not

originated in material compliance with GMAC's underwriting guidelines or representations and warranties. See
Complaint 6, AMJ Ins. Co. v. AMC Mortg., LLC, No. 600837/2010 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.). MBIA has also reported
that 93% of adversely selected loans from 5 separate RFC securitizsations were not originated or acquired in material
compliance with RFC's representations and wanranties. See Complaint 46, AMIA Ins. Co. v, Residenial Funding
Co., LLC, No. 603552/008 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.).
3

4

See, e.g, Complaint, Mass. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Residential Funding Co., LLC, No. 3:11 -cv-30035 (D. Mass.).
e Ally Financial Inc.'s Second Quarter 2011 Form Il0-Q at 83.

5See id at 81 (emphasis added).
6 See Dakin Campbell and Natalie Doss, Ally Will Keep ResCap, 'Screwed Up' Using Robosigners, BLOOmBERG
NEWS, Nov. 3, 20 10.
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foreclosures of loans in Ally's servicing portfolio, Ally engaged in "unsafe or
unsound banking practices" because, among other reasons, Ally filed or caused to
be filed in courts inaccurate affidavits, filed or caused to be filed in courts or in
land record offices improperly notarized mortgage-related documents, litigated or
initiated foreclosure proceedings without ensuring proper assignment and
possession of promissory notes or mortgage documents, failed to devote adequate
resources to foreclosure processes, faied to ensure timely, effective, and efficient
communication with borrowers with respect to loss mitigation and foreclosure
activities, failed to subject its foreclosure processes to adequate oversight, internal
controls, policies, and procedures, and failed to sufficiently oversee third parties
handling foreclosure-related services;
" ongoing investigations by state attorneys general and other government agencies
into Ally's mortgage loan servicing and foreclosure-related practices;
" evidence of wholly avoidable and unnecessary servicing fees to maintain
mortgaged property, which have resulted from Ally's flawed mortgage loan
servicing and foreclosure practices; and
"

Ally's apparent failure to notify other parties to the governing agreements of
mortgage loans in the pools that violated representations and warranties at the
time they were sold into the pools, and its apparent failure to enforce the sellers'
obligations to cure, substitute, or repurchase such loans, as Ally is required to do
under the governing agreements.

Based on this and other evidence, our clients believe that large numbers of ineligible
loans were sold or deposited into, and remain in, the RMBS pools securing the certificates.
Under the governing agreements, Ally has substantial repurchase liability for such loans. Our
clients further believe that Ally's failure to observe and perform the covenants and agreements
imposed on it by the governing agreements, and to meet its duty to prudently service those
mortgages, may constitute a servicer event of default under the governing agreements.
Our clients are not willing to suffer fRther losses resulting from ineligible loans in the
pools and improper servicing of the loans in the pools, and they wish to seek a resolution of
repurchase and servicing claims with Ally. As such, our clients hope and anticipate that Ally will
begin a constructive dialogue with them regarding the concerns raised by this letter. If, however,
Ally proves to be an obstacle to their efforts to mitigate such losses, our clients fully intend to
exercise their rights under the governing agreements-including the issuance of binding
instructions to Trustees-to pursue enforcement of repurchase and servicing claims against Ally.

Gibbs &Bruns LLP -1100 Louisiana
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Should Ally wish to begin a constructive dialogue regarding these issues, please make
appropriately senior legal and business personnel available to meet with me and various of our
clients on Thursday, October 27, 2011. To arrange the details of this meeting, please contact me
as soon as possible.

CiWb
&Bruno LLP
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Kathy D.Patrick
kpatrick~gibbsbrns.com
713.751.5253

October 25, 2011
Via Federal Exprss
William B. Solomon, Jr., Esq.
General Counsel
Ally Financial Inc.
200 Renaissance Center
Detroit, Michigan 48265
Dear Mr. Solomon:
I am in receipt of your October 21st 2011 letter. As you know, Ally Financial Inc.
("Ally") is the parent and 100% owner of GMAC Mortgage Group, Inc. ("GMACM").
Residential Capital, LLC ("ResCap'D, in turn, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of GMACM.
ResCap is the direct or indirect parent of the parties to the pooling and servicing agreements at
issue, including OMAC Mortgage and Residential Funding, to which you referred in your letter.
In response to your suggestion, I will forward my October 17th, 2011 letter to Ms.
Hamzehpour, who appears to be the General Counsel of Ally's Mortgage Operations, as well as
the General Counsel of ResCap.
Our clients do not, however, accept your assertion that Ally Financial Inc. does not
ultimately bear the liability associated with the repurchase and servicing claims described in my
October 17th letter. Ally does.
Very truly yours,

R-090085
RC-901900048955
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November 18, 2011

Tammy Hamzehpour, Esq.
General Counsel
Residential Capital, LLC
8400 Normandale Lakes Boulevard, Ste. 250
Minneapolis, MN 55437
Via Email to: Tammy.Hamzehpour(&Ally.Com
Re:

RALI 2005-QA]3 & RALI 2006-QO3 (the "Trusts")

Dear Ms. Harnzehpour:
This firm represents a number of clients who hold ownership interests in the Trusts, which are backed by
loans sold or serviced by Residential Funding Company, LLC and/or its affiliates ("RFC") and for which
Deutsche Bank acts as Trustee. Together, these clients hold Certificates evidencing 25% or more of the
Voting Rights in the Trusts, which you may confirm by contacting the Trustee's outside counsel copied
on this letter, who has been receiving our communications on behalf of the Trustee. Capitalized terms not

otherwise defined shall have the meanings ascribed them in the Trusts' pooling and servicing agreements.
Our clients have serious concerns regarding the manner in which these Trusts have been serviced,
including the negative impact certain RFC servicing practices may have had on the borrowers whose
loans back our investments. Our clients also are concerned that RFC failed to use its best reasonable
efforts to enforce the obligations of each Subservicer and Seller of loans.
As our clients and RFC have a mutual interest in finding a solution to these concerns, I would like to
engage in a dialogue to be part of that solution. As a precursor to this dialogue, I ask that you enter a
tolling agreement with the Trustee to allow the parties to work together in good faith. I have attached a
copy of the tolling agreement, which has been reviewed by outside counsel for the Trustee.
We would certainly prefer tolling any claims and negotiating a solution to filing immediate litigation to
preserve our rights. If you would like to open a dialogue, please contact me within three business days of
your receipt of this letter.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Talcott J.Franklin
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Tt.c~orr FRANHLIN P.C%
November 17, 2011
Page 2
cc:

Hu A. Benton, Chief Counsel
Via Email to: Hu.BentonpAlly.Com
John Rosenthal, Morgan Lewis & Bachius
Via Email to: irosenthal(a~morganlewis.com
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1

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-----------------------------------x
In Re:

Case No:

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et. al,

12-12020(MG)

Debtors.

-----------------------------------x

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF JEFFREY CANCELLIERI
New York, New York
November 14, 2012
2:03 p.m.

Reported by:
ERICA L. RUGGIERI, RPR
JOB NO: 27647-B
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57
1
2
3

JEFF CANCELLIERI

Q.

A.

5

functions.

6

Q.

8
9

Who do you believe

engaged in that process?

4

7

Okay.

I don't know who performed those

How often did they audit second

mortgage loans?

A.

I don't know.

I believe it was

monthly, but I don't know for sure.

You'd

10

have to talk to the folks in the quality

11

assurance area.

12
13

Q.

Do you know how many loans they

audited on a monthly basis?

14

A.

I do not.

15

Q.

Did you ever heard of the term

16

"target audits" within RFC?

17

A.

I have not.

18

Q.

Do you know whether target

19

audits were done for second mortgage

20

loans?

21

A.

I do not.

22

Q.

Were you aware, Mr. Cancelliere,

23

that filter rules with respect to the

24

stated income requirements for loans were,

25

fluctuated within ResCap when they were
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1
2

JEFF CANCELLIERI
looking at loans?

3

MR. RAINS:

Objection, assumes

4

facts not in evidence.

5

A.

I was not.

6

Q.

Now, Mr. Cancelliere, when you

7

were calculating reserves with respect to

8

potential ResCap exposure for inclusion in

9

public disclosures, did you ever set a

10

reserve for RMBS liability in excess of a

11

billion dollars?

12

MR. RAINS:

13

facts not in evidence.

14

speculation.

15

MR. NATBONY:

Objection, assumes
Calls for

It has no fact

16

well, you stated your objection.

17

Q.

Go ahead.

18

A.

Can you repeat the question.

19

Q.

Sure.

When you were calculating

20

reserves with respect to potential ResCap

21

exposure, you did you ever set a reserve

22

for RMBS liability in excess of a billion

23

dollars?
MR. RAINS:

24

25

A.

Same objections.

No.
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1
2

JEFF CANCELLIERI

Q.

When you were calculating

3

reserves with respect to potential ResCap

4

exposure, did you ever set a reserve for

5

RMBS liability in the range of $8 billion?

6

MR. RAINS:

7

facts not in evidence.

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

In fact, Mr. Cancelliere, your

Objection, assumes

10

reserve numbers were in the seven and $800

11

million range, weren't they?

12

MR. RAINS:

By "you," you mean

13

ResCap, or do you mean him personally?

14

Q.

15

Well, Mr. Cancelliere -MR. NATBONY:

16

question.

17

Q.

I'll withdraw the

Mr. Cancelliere, it was your

18

group that was recommending reserves,

19

correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

So my question is, your group,

22

in fact,

23

of -- fourth quarter of 2011, let's say,

24

reserves for RMBS liability of under a

25

billion dollars; isn't that correct?

recommended, in the third quarter
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Let me just show you something

4

that I'm going to mark as Exhibit 111.

5

(9019 Exhibit 111, 4/19/12

6

reminder document about Kathy Patrick

7

prep meeting, with attachments, Bates

8

RC 9019 00047801-982, marked for

9

identification, as of this date.)

10

Q.

11

I know you testified earlier
MR. RAINS:

Give the witness a

12

second to look at this document.

13

Thanks.

14

This is 111?

15

MR. NATBONY:

16

MR. RAINS:

17

Q.

Yes.
Thank you.

I know you testified earlier,

18

Mr. Cancelliere, that you did not attend

19

any meeting with Kathy Patrick.

20

showing you this document.

21

I'm just

Does this appear to be an

22

indication of a reminder for prep for a

23

Kathy Patrick meeting, that was sent to

24

you on or about April 18th of 2012?

25

A.

Yes.

This is a meeting request
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

for a prep for a discussion with Kathy

3

Patrick.

4

Q.

Do you recall participating in

5

some sort of preparation for a Kathy

6

Patrick meeting in April of 2012?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

What do you recall about that

9

10

meeting?
A.

I believe it was high level

11

discussion on the deal information we may

12

have received from her and the topics that

13

they were going to discuss while meeting

14

with her.

15

Q.

Other than your characterization

16

of high level discussions, do you recall

17

anything specific that was discussed at

18

this preparatory meeting for Kathy

19

Patrick's meeting?

20

A.

I do not know.

21

Q.

And looking at what's been

22

marked as Exhibit 111, does that refresh

23

your memory as to whether you, in fact,

24

attended a subsequent meeting with Kathy

25

Patrick?
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1
2

A.

No.

I attended the prep

3

meeting.

4

attending the meeting with Kathy Patrick.

5
6

7

Q.

I don't recall actually

Do you recall being given any

assignments at this preparatory meeting?

A.

Only to provide similar

8

information that I had provided to Tim

9

Devine in the past, related to the deal

10

level that Kathy Patrick was believed to

11

represent and general ranges of exposure

12

for counsel's use in discussions with

13

Kathy Patrick.

14

Q.

Now, you testified earlier that

15

you provided to someone a range of

16

lifetime losses and defect rate.

17
18

Do you recall that?
A.

I did not provide a range of

19

lifetime losses,

20

expected or estimated lifetime loss.

21

provided a range of potential exposure,

22

related to the estimated lifetime loss.

23
24
25

Q.

I provided a single

My apologies.

I

You are correct,

and I stand corrected.
Who did you provide that
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1
2

JEFF CANCELLIERI
Q.

I'm sorry.

I read back, looked

3

at your answer and I'm not sure I

4

understand it so maybe I can ask it a

5

different way.

6

you take when learning of the $10 billion

7

and 22 percent numbers?

8
9

A.

What, if any, action did

Ultimately I ended up having a

conversation with Kathy Patrick discussing

10

the assumptions that they use in order to

11

calculate their allowed claim number for

12

comparison to our assumptions,

13

specifically their estimated lifetime loss

14

levels, default rates, severity rates.

15

Q.

Now, as to the $10 billion

16

number, were you aware of any concern that

17

was expressed internally at ResCap that

18

such a number might be seen as raising

19

securities disclosure risks in view of the

20

past 10-Q statements?

21

A.

I am not aware.

22

Q.

You're not aware of that today?

23

A.

I don't recall that, no.

24

Q.

You weren't aware of it back

25

then?
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

You don't -- you don't recall

4

I don't recall.

Mr. Devine raising that issue?

5

A.

I don't.

6

Q.

Did you have a concern back in

7

April or May of 2012 that agreeing to a

8

$10 billion number might be seen as

9

raising securities disclosure risks in

10
11

view of the past 10-Q statements?

A.

No.

My only concern was the

12

default and loss assumptions that were

13

being calculated by the counterparty in

14

assessing their -- their allowed claim

15

amount.

16
17

Q.

You thought the 22 percent

defect rate was too high, didn't you?

18

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

19

Misstates the witness's testimony.

20

A.

It's not my place in settlement

21

negotiations to have an opinion on what

22

numbers.

23

to the lawyers to work through the

24

potential risks of any of the settlement

25

negotiations and inputs into their

The right number I leave that up
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1

2
3

discussions.
Q.

I appreciate that.

But you

4

previously testified you had discussions

5

with Kathy Patrick about her assumptions,

6

correct?

7

A.

That's correct.

8

Q.

Did you challenge the 22 percent

9

10
11

12

defect rate that Kathy Patrick was using
in that discussion?

A.

I challenged all of her

assumptions.

13

Q.

14

challenge?

15

A.

What assumptions did you

I challenged their use of role

16

rates for projected defaults, which were

17

based on history.

18

of an average severity rate, historical

19

severity rate for future losses.

20

part of the discussion around how they

21

were using the Bank of America defect rate

22

I guess as some level of guide, I didn't

23

get into specifics, but the fact that it

24

was based on an adverse selection of

25

loans.

I challenged their use

And as
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1
2
3

JEFF CANCELLIERI
Q.

How was it based on an adverse

selection of loans?

4

MR. RAINS:

5

and ambiguous.

6

A.

Objection.

Vague

Based on my discussion with her

7

she mentioned that the 36 percent that was

8

used in the Bank of America settlement was

9

provided to her based on a review that

10

Freddie Mac did of Countrywide's loans

11

based on adverse selection.

12

selection being loans that were

13

nonperforming.

14

Q.

Adverse

And in fact the defect rates

15

that ResCap was using was based on a

16

selection of loans that is only loans that

17

were sought to be repurchased, correct?

18

A.

19

guide.

20

used for any specific deals.

21

used as a guide to create the range which

22

was provided to our legal experts during

23

our settlement negotiations.

24
25

Q.
a guide.

The defect rates were used as a
Specific defect rates were not
They were

I understand that it was used at
But you were complaining to
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1
2

Ms. Patrick that Bank of America's defect

3

rate was based on an adverse sample,

4

correct?

5
6
7

A.

I wouldn't categorize it as

complaining.

Q.

I was challenging.

Challenging that their defect

8

rate was based on an adverse sample,

9

correct?

10

A.

Challenging that it was based on

11

an adverse sample in order to assist our

12

legal experts to give them additional

13

guidelines on information that they can

14

use during their settlement negotiations.

15

Q.

And in fact the defect rates

16

that ResCap was using as a guide in the

17

settlement discussions were based on only

18

loans that were either sought to be

19

repurchased or independently audited

20

within ResCap, correct?

21

A.

Can you repeat the question?

22

Q.

And in fact the defect rates

23

that ResCap was using as a guide in the

24

settlement discussions were based on only

25

loans that were either sought to be
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

repurchased or independently audited

3

within ResCap, correct?
MR. RAINS:

4

5

and answered.

6

A.

Objection.

Asked

The defect rate ranges were used

7

as a guide to create ranges of exposure in

8

order for our legal experts to have tools

9

during our settlement negotiations.

10

Q.

And those guides were based on

11

only loans that were either sought to be

12

repurchased or independently audited

13

within ResCap, right?

14

15

MR. RAINS:

MR. MOLONEY:

No he didn't

answer the question.

18

MR. RAINS:

He answered it 20

19

times today already.

20

A.

21

Asked

and answered.

16
17

Objection.

The defect rates used were

guides.

22

MR. RAINS:

He's asking you

23

where you got the defect rates.

24

A.

25

The defect rates came from the

quality assurance group where they would
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1
2

JEFF CANCELLIERI

Q.

Now this chart in Exhibit 60 is

3

numbered along the left side lines 1

4

through 15, correct?

5
6
7

A.

Correct.

Looks like there's a

number missing, but yes, you're correct.
Q.

That's my next question.

It

8

goes from lines 1 through 6 but then

9

line 6 skips to line 13; is that right?

10

A.

That is right.

11

Q.

So it looks like there is six

12

lines missing from this chart, since there

13

are no lines 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12; is

14

that right?

15

A.

That appears to be the case.

16

Q.

Why is that?

17

A.

Most likely when this was

18

created, it was using a format of a

19

different file,

20

from the other file format and never

21

updated the actual numbering on the left

22

side of this file.

23
24
25

Q.

and I deleted the rows

Do you recall what was contained

in those six lines that you deleted?

A.

I don't.

I don't think it had
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1
2

anything to do with this particular

3

analysis.

4

box that you see the information contained

5

in.

6

It was just the shell of the

So you made the decision not

Q.

7

to -- excuse me, you made the decision to

8

delete whatever those six lines were, in

9

connection with your preparation of this

10

chart?

11

A.

From whatever format those lines

12

were for, yes; and never refreshed,

13

apparently never refreshed the actual

14

numbering.

15

Q.

Now, turning back to what is

16

included on this chart and what was

17

presented to the board, I would like to

18

call your attention to line 13 of this

19

chart.

20

settlement was for $8.7 billion, correct?

This indicates that the ResCap

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

With a 19.7 -- 19.72 percent

23

defect, correct?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And in the context of this
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1

2

chart, would you please explain what

3

"defect" means?

4

A.

In this instance, defect would

5

be-- the 19.72 percent was a backed-into

6

number, based on our estimated lifetime

7

losses, to get to the $8.7 billion.

8

defect would be a potential breach of a

9

representation and warranty.

10

Q.

A

Now, was there any discussion at

11

the board meeting about the 19.72 percent

12

defect?

13

A.

I don't recall specifics of what

14

was discussed.

There was a lot going on

15

at that point.

I'm not sure exactly how

16

much detail we went into regarding that

17

number.

18
19
20

Q.

Do you recall any detail about

that number being presented to the board?
A.

I recall the number being

21

presented, but I don't recall any specific

22

discussions surrounding that number.

23
24

25

Q.

Do you recall any questions

asked surrounding that number?
A.

I don't.
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1

2

Q.

Now, just under the 19.72

3

defect, the very next line, line 14

4

states, "A Lehman claim amount with a

5

35 percent defect rate," right?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

And then the next line after

8

that, line 15, states, "BofA baseline,

9

36 percent defect," correct?

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

Now, starting with that line 15,

12

"BofA baseline, 36 percent defect," was

13

there any discussion at the board meeting

14

about the 36 percent defect?

15

A.

From what I can recall the

16

meeting, it was put in there and described

17

as a comparative point to the ResCap

18

settlement.

19

20
21

Q.

How was it described as a

comparative point?

A.

Using the 30 percent defect from

22

the BofA baseline settlement, compared to

23

where ResCap was settling, was, I guess, a

24

piece of information that was provided, at

25

the direction of our legal counsel, to
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

provide our settlement in context with

3

other settlements in the market.

4

5

Q.

Who directed you to provide that

context and that comparison?

6

A.

Gary Lee.

7

Q.

And did Gary Lee direct you to

8

include that figure,

that BofA baseline

9

36 percent defect, in this chart?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Do you recall any questions

12

being asked about the 36 percent defect at

13

the board meeting?

14

A.

I don't.

15

Q.

Is it fair to say the board

16

accepted this figure at face value?

17

MR. RAINS:

18

speculation.

19

A.

20
21

Objection, calls for

I don't know what the board's

thought process was.

Q.

Well, to your knowledge, did you

22

or anyone else do any independent

23

examination of the 36 percent defect rate?

24
25

A.

The only discussions I had on

the 36 percent defect rate were the
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1

2

initial conversations I had with Kathy

3

Patrick on the assumptions they were

4

applying to our portfolio.

5

Q.

And that was the conversation

6

you testified to earlier, on which you

7

challenged those assumptions?

8

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

Now, did you or anyone else

10

reach out to Bank of America to confirm

11

that figure of 36 percent?

12

A.

I did not.

13

Q.

So you just relied on the figure

14
15
16

17

that Kathy Patrick provided?
A.

I relied on the information that

my legal counsel provided to me.
Q.

And it was your understanding

18

that the 36 percent stemmed from Kathy

19

Patrick?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Now, I have the same question

22

with respect to line 14, that's the line

23

that says "Lehman claim 35 percent

24

defect."

25

Was there any discussion at the
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

board meeting about the 35 percent defect?

3
4

5

A.

Similar discussion, as just a

comparative point to the BofA 36 percent.

Q.

And, again, did Gary Lee direct

6

you to include the Lehman claim amount

7

35 percent defect in this chart?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Where did the Lehman figure come

10

11

from, to your knowledge?

A.

To my knowledge, it came from

12

legal documents that were a part of the

13

Lehman bankruptcy process.

14

Q.

And to your knowledge, did you

15

or anyone else do any independent

16

examination of the 35 percent defect rate

17

for Lehman?

18

A.

I did not.

19

Q.

Now, with respect to this chart

20

that you prepared in Exhibit 60, that was

21

presented to the board,

22

chart in small fonts there's a list of

23

nine footnotes called Keynotes,

24

accompanying the chart; is that correct?

25

A.

just under the

That's correct.
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JEFF CANCELLIERI

1
2

Q.

3

the chart?

4

A.

That's correct.

5

Q.

Did you draft the language in

6
7

Did you prepare these notes to

these notes?

A.

I drafted a portion of the

8

language, with assistance from our legal

9

team.

10

11
12
13

14
15

Q.

Do you recall any discussion at

the board meeting about these footnotes?
A.

I don't recall any discussions,

specifically, about any one footnote.
Q.

Any questions asked about any of

the footnotes?

16

A.

Not that I can recall.

17

Q.

Okay.

Let's talk about key

18

footnote number 3 in Exhibit 60.

19

states, "ResCap historical post-fund-audit

20

defect rate range is nine percent to

21

29 percent, varying by product/vintage,

22

with the weighted average defect rate at

23

19.3 percent."

Did I read that correctly?

24

25

Note 3

A.

Yes.
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1

2

3
4

Q.

Now, could you please explain

what note 3 means?

A.

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12

13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

Q.

Now,

just turning back to an

exhibit that you were previously shown.
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1
2

It's the exhibit marked 39.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Now, this is a chart, again,

5

followed by 100 pages of a spreadsheet.

6

For the sake of efficiency, I'm only going

7

to ask you about the first page.

8

chart called "PLS Summary" -- excuse me,

9

"PLS Demand Data Summary," which,

This

10

according to the first line, purports to

11

summarize put-back demands received late

12

2007 to May 2012, correct?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

To your knowledge, were the

15

demands summarized in Exhibit 39 included

16

in the defect rate range in keynote 3 of

17

Exhibit 60?

18

A.

The only way there would be an

19

overlap would be is if, in the Exhibit 39,

20

there were loans that were part of the

21

post-fund-audit process that were

22

ultimately identified as a breach and

23

repurchased, or I should say they were

24

identified via the post-fund-audit process

25

that were repurchased, would have ended up
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1
2

in Exhibit 39.

3

The post-fund-audit defect rates

4

that are noted in that footnote 3 are from

5

the quality assurance group's report

6

around their audit rates.

7

Q.

Now, turning back to the

8

footnotes in Exhibit 60 that were shown to

9

the board.

Drawing your attention to

10

keynote 6, note 6 states, "There could be

11

amounts conceded, if the true defect rate

12

is below the 19.72 percent, based on

13

actual loan file reviews and application

14

of litigation defenses."
Now, it's fair to say that the

15
16

19.72 defect rate underlying the

17

$8.7 billion settlement was derived

18

without conducting a loan-by-loan

19

analysis, correct?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Without conducting a review of

22

the loan files, correct?

23

A.

That's correct.

24

Q.

And without taking into account

25

potential litigation defenses, correct?
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2

A.

That's correct.

3

Q.

And with respect to the

4

statement presented to the board in

5

footnote 3 that there could be amounts

6

conceded, if the true defect rate is below

7

the 19. -- 19.72 percent, what was your

8

understanding of that?

9

A.

That was language that was

10

developed by legal counsel, understanding

11

being if you were to go through the full

12

litigation process and full repurchase

13

claim process to calculate true repurchase

14

or defect rates within each individual

15

trust, you may come out to a number that

16

is different than the 19.72 percent.

17

Q.

And in fact,

this suggests that

18

the true defect rate was lower than

19

19.27 percent, correct?

20

A.

21
22

Can you repeat the question.
(Record read.)

A.

I wouldn't say it suggested it

23

is lower.

24

were going through the full process of

25

reviewing all the loans within each trust,

What it's saying is,

if you
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1

JEFF CANCELLIERI

2

based on the reps and warranties in those

3

trusts, you come out to a number that's

4

different from the 19.72 percent.

5

Q.

But footnote 6 states,

6

true defect rate is below the

7

19.72 percent," correct?

8
9

10

MR. RAINS:

"If the

It says, "If the

true defect rate is below."
Q.

It says, "There could be amounts

11

conceded if the true defect rate is below

12

the 19.72 percent, based on actual loan

13

file reviews and application of litigation

14

defenses," correct?

15
16
17
18

A.

It says if it were to

be below that number.

Q.

Now,

I just want to make sure I

understand footnote 6.

19
20

Correct.

Who would be conceding what?

A.

I don't know, specifically, who

21

would be conceding.

22

to say that the settlement number could be

23

below the 8.7 billion, if the true defect

24

rate is below the 19.72 percent.

25

Q.

The comment is noted

Now, do you recall any board
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1

2
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members asking about footnote 6?

3

A.

I don't recall that.

4

Q.

And again, after this

5

presentation in Exhibit 60 was made at the

6

board meeting on May 9th, the board

7

approved the $8.7 million settlement,

8

correct?

9

A.

That's my understanding.

10

Q.

Now, Mr. Cancelliere, are you

11

aware that you've been identified as a

12

trial witness for the debtors in this

13

proceeding?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And on what subject or subjects

16
17

will you be testifying?
A.

My understanding is specifically

18

to the estimated lifetime losses and the

19

analysis that I have provided to our legal

20

experts during their settlement

21

negotiations.

22

Q.

And what is the substance of

23

your testimony concerning the estimates

24

that you provided during the settlement

25

negotiations?
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1
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2

MR. RAINS:

3

speculation.

4

A.

5

Objection, calls for

I'm not sure what it's going to

include.

6

MS. KATZ:

Thank you,

7

Mr. Cancelliere, I don't have any

8

further questions.

9

10

11

EXAMINATION BY
MR. DAILEY:
Q.

Good evening.

12

Dailey.

13

proceedings.

14

My name is Mike

I represent FGIC in these

Mr. Cancelliere, you mentioned

15

that the defect rate of 19.72 percent was

16

backed into; is that correct?

17

A.

That's correct.

18

Q.

Who told you to back into that

19

amount?

20

A.

Legal counsel.

21

Q.

Who in legal counsel?

22

A.

Gary Lee.

23

Q.

Did Tim Devine ever tell you to

24
25

back into that amount, sir?

A.

Not that I'm aware of.
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2
3
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Q.
this.

Can you mark --

4
5

let's do

Is there anything

MR. RAINS:

So we think it's

117.

6

(9019 Exhibit 117, 5/7/12

7

e-mail, Bates RC901900060360, marked

8

for identification, as of this date.)

9

Q.

Mr. Cancelliere,

I'm handing you

10

what has been marked as deposition

11

Exhibit 117.

12
13

MR. RAINS:

Q.

Thank you.

It's an e-mail from you to Tim

14

Devine, responding to an earlier e-mail

15

sent by Tim Devine.

16

Do you recognize this the

17

document?

18

A.

I recognize the e-mail, yes.

19

Q.

Do you recall receiving this

20

e-mail from Tim Devine?

21

A.

Vaguely, yes.

22

Q.

And this e-mail is dated

23

May 9th, at 5:50a.m., correct?

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

The subject line is "Defect
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1
2

Rate," correct?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

And in that, he asks you a

5

question, doesn't he?

6

A.

He does.

7

Q.

And that question is, "What is

8

the defect rate at 8.7 billion, according

9

to her severities, et cetera, and

10

according to ours?

Thanks, Tim."

Is that a fair reading, sir?

11
12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And you understood that to mean,

14

"her severities" meaning Kathy Patrick,

15

correct?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And you respond over about an

18

hour later, correct?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And you say that, "Using our

21

44.1 billion losses, the defect rate would

22

be about 19.7"; is that correct?

23

A.

That's correct.

24

Q.

And that 44.1 billion losses,

25

that's the estimated lifetime loss that
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1
2
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you've calculated, correct?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

And that's the number that you

5

said never changed during your entire

6

during your entire analysis, correct?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

But Kathy Patrick calculated a

9

separate lifetime loss, correct?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And her loss method was

12

$48.7 billion, correct?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

So that number wasn't actually a

15

fixed number, was it?

16

MR. RAINS:

Which number?

17

A.

Which number?

18

Q.

Pardon.

19

20
21
22

The $44.1 billion loss

was not a fixed number, was it?
A.

My 44.1 billion was a fixed

number.
Q.

And using that number,

you

23

backed into a defect rate of 19.7 percent,

24

approximately, correct?

25

A.

Approximately, yes.
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1

2

Q.

And that was done at the

3

direction of Timothy Devine; is that

4

correct?

5

A.

That appears to be correct.

6

Q.

And that 19.7 approximate

7

number, that actually turned out to be

8

19.72 percent, when you got-- when you

9

don't round, correct?

10

A.

I would assume so, yes.

The

11

19.72 is what showed up in the board

12

presentation.

13

Q.

So that same defect rate is

14

what's shown up in the board presentation,

15

correct?

16

A.

Correct.

17

Q.

And using -- but was the board

18

ever told that, using Kathy Patrick's

19

analysis, you could come up with a

20

17.9 percent defect rate?

21

A.

Not that I'm aware of.

22

Q.

Was the board ever told that a

23

two percent difference in the defect rate

24

is about a billion dollar difference?

25

A.

Not that I'm aware of.
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1

Q.

2

So it wasn't actually to

3

calculate the footprint, it was now to

4

refresh the analysis, correct?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

And that was being done by the

7

direct

8

yes?

9

A.

at the direction of Tim Devine,

It was at the direction of Tim

10

Devine and Gary Lee.

11

of this e-mail, Gary asked Tim Devine if

12

he could speak to Kathy Patrick.
Q.

13

14

On the second page

And then Tim Devine responds to

you, and says he volunteered you, correct?
A.

15

I would say he volunteered John

16

Ruckdaschel and myself to work on

17

refreshing the footprint.

18

Q.

19

questions.

I just have a few more

During the May 9th board meeting

20
21

in which the settlement, the $8.7 billion

22

settlement was agreed upon, Mr. Marano

23

asked for additional information, didn't

24

he?

25

A.

I don't recall.
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1
2

Q.

If you refer to deposition

3

Exhibit 61 in your pile.

It's the minutes

4

from the board meeting that day.

5

notice at the bottom of the first page,

6

the second-to-last paragraph, Mr. Renzi

7

reviewed and discussed the key assumptions

8

and preliminary economic recovery analysis

9

of preliminary agreements reached in

If you

10

certain constituencies.

During that

11

discussion Mr. Marano requested a report

12

with separate line I amounts be prepared

13

to provide the board with additional

14

details on the settlements."
Do you recall now that

15

16

Mr. Marano asked for additional

17

information regarding the proposed

18

settlement?

19
20
21

A.

I recall that was a question

directed to Mr. Renzi.
Q.

And do you recall, though, that

22

at the conclusion of the board meeting,

23

the board voted in favor of that

24

settlement?

25

A.

I believe so.
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1

2

Q.

And that was at the board

3

meeting before, before it concluded at

4

4:00 p.m., correct?

5

A.

As far as I can recall.

6

Q.

Do you recall if Mr. Marano ever

7

received any additional information?

8

A.

I don't recall.

9

Q.

Just give me one moment.
MR. DAILEY:

10

11

thank you.

12

EXAMINATION BY

13

MR. DOLAN:

14

Q.

That's all I have

Mr. Cancelliere, I'm Matt Dolan,

15

from Cleary Gottlieb, on behalf of

16

Wilmington Trust.
You previously testified that

17

18

you had a call with Kathy Patrick on

19

May 8th, during which you challenged a

20

number of assumptions that she had,

21

related to the defect rate?
MR. RAINS:

22

Misstates the

23

witness's testimony.

24

A.

25

I had a conversation with her

around their assumptions and discussed and
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2
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challenged all of their assumptions.

3

Q.

And you also discussed and

4

challenged her use of the 36 percent Bank

5

of America default

6

A.

defect rate?

In some form,

yes.

And used

7

that information to provide our legal

8

team, who was working through the

9

negotiations, to have discussions with

10

Kathy Patrick.

11
12

Q.

So you relayed to the legal team

that you had challenged her use of that?

13

A.

I had relayed to the legal team

14

the items where I believe we could

15

challenge her assumptions.

16

17

Q.

items was the 36 percent?

18
19

20
21

22

And included in that list of

A.

It was all of her assumptions,

Q.

Was anyone else on that call,

yes.

besides you and Ms. Patrick?
A.

I believe David Sheeren, from

23

Kathy Patrick's side, was on the call as

24

well.

25

Q.

Do you know why you were on that
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1
2

3

call?

A.

Gary Lee had asked me to talk to

4

Kathy about her specific assumptions, to

5

get an idea of their calculated numbers.

6

Q.

And after that call, you relayed

7

to Gary Lee and others on the legal team

8

your concerns you had with her

9

assumptions?

10

A.

Yes.

I relayed to Gary Lee her

11

assumptions and potential concerns with

12

her assumptions.

13

Q.

And then you were shown a second

14

ago Exhibit 60, which is the board

15

presentation from May 9th.
Do you recall that?

16
17

A.

I do recall that.

18

Q.

And that presentation includes

19

the 36 percent Bank of America default

20

rate?
Do you recall that?

21
22
23
24
25

A.

It includes, yes, the baseline

Bank of America defect rate.
Q.

Was the board of directors of

ResCap ever informed that you had raised
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2

concerns about using that 36 percent

3

defect rate?

4

A.

I don't know.

5

Q.

But no -- you don't recall from

6
7

8
9

10

that --

A.

I don't recall from that

meeting.

Q.

Nothing, there was no discussion

of that?

11

MR. RAINS:

He says he doesn't

12

recall.

13

A.

I don't recall.

14

Q.

But as you previously testified,

15

that 36 percent was used as a comparison.

16

It was presented to the board as a

17

comparison to the 19.72 defect rate?

18
19
20

A.

That is correct, at the

direction of our legal counsel.
MR. DOLAN:

I don't have

21

anything else.

22

Mr. Cancelliere.

23

MR. RAINS:

24

MR. SHEEREN:

25

Gibbs & Bruns.

Thank you,

Any other takers?
David Sheeren from

Can we just take a
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1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

11

JEFF CANCELLIERI
quick break?
MR. RAINS:

Sure.

We are going

to count it against your time, though.
Okay, what do we have, 10 more
minutes?

15 minutes, I guess.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

6:21p.m., and we are off the record.
(Whereupon, there is a recess in
the proceedings.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

12

6:26p.m., and we are back on the

13

record.

14

15
16

MR. RAINS:
questions.

No further

Thank you.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

17

6:26p.m., and this marks the end of

18

today's videotaped deposition.

19

(Time noted:

6:26p.m.)

20
21
22
23
24

25
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1

2

STATE OF

3
4

:ss
COUNTY OF

5
6

I, JEFFREY CANCELLIERI, the witness

7

8

herein, having read the foregoing

9

testimony of the pages of this deposition,

10

do hereby certify it to be a true and

11

correct transcript, subject to the

12

corrections, if any, shown on the attached

13

page.

14
15
16

JEFFREY CANCELLIERI

17

18
19
20

Sworn and subscribed to before

21

me, this

day of

22

'

2012.

23

24
25

Notary Public
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1

2

3

C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N
STATE OF NEW YORK

4
5

ss.:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

6

7

I, ERICA L. RUGGIERI, RPR and a

8

Notary Public within and for the State

9

of New York, do hereby certify:

10

That I reported the proceedings

11

in the within-entitled matter, and

12

that the within transcript is a true

13

record of such proceedings.

14

I further certify that I am not

15

related by blood or marriage, to any

16

of the parties in this matter and

17

that I am in no way interested in

18

the outcome of this matter.

19

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

I have

20

hereunto set my hand this 15th day

21

of November, 2012.

22
23
24

ERICA L. RUGGIERI, RPR

25
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

has had plenty of experience around this

3

discussion with our advisors, with our

4

accounting policy teams and in-house

5

counsel.

Q.

6
7

When you say on a timing

perspective you agree that the board had

8

only about 22 minutes to consider this

9

before the board meeting started, right?

10
11
12

A.

Yeah.

That's what the timing of

the e-mail stated.

Q.

And what's your understanding

13

generally of the chart attached to the

14

e-mail that's entitled 2004-2007 PLS R&W

15

analysis?

16

MR. RAINS:

I'm going to have

17

to

18

over your shoulder and look at the

19

document.

20

I'm sorry to interrupt but this is the

21

only way I can see it.

22

A.

--

I apologize I'm going to stand

We weren't given copies so

So this schedule shows the

23

ResCap issued deals and the original with

24

principal balance of the loans.

25

that was about $226 billion.

And so

The current
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JAMES WHITLINGER

2

balance of the unpaid principal balance

3

was $63.3 billion.

4

of loans that were delinquent and then it

5

showed that we had had just under

6

$30 billion of

7

incurred on the original $226 billion of

8

principal.

9

believed that $14.2 billion would be

It shows a percentage

of losses that were

--

And that, you know, we

10

losses that would potentially be incurred

11

in the future from this point in time.

12

the total lifetime losses were going to

13

be, you know, $44.1 billion.

14

essentially that equated to a 19.5 percent

15

lifetime loss of the $226 billion.

16

So

And

The next column over is, you

17

know, Kathy Patrick's group and it showed

18

what portion of the original 226 billion

19

for all the same

20

then it just has a percentage of total

21

issued.

22

thdt the ResCdp settlement amount of

23

$8.7 billion was the dollar amount that

24

that would agreed to be the claim on the

25

potential losses of $44.1 billion.

--

same buckets.

And

So this is what the schedule was,

--
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1
2

JAMES WHITLINGER
Q.

What's your understanding of the

3

items in the rows that refer to a ResCap,

4

Lehman and Bank of America percentage

5

defect rate?

6

A.

Right.

So the $8.7 billion

7

divided by $44 billion I believe is the

8

agreed rate of, you know, 19.7.

9

Lehman claim amount in the BofA baseline I

And the

10

think were data points or observations

11

that said that potentially those were

12

rates that were in those specific deals.

13

Q.

What are those specific deals?

14

A.

You know, T don't -- T don't

15
16

know their deals.
Q.

Do you know who provided the

17

35 percent and 36 percent, as you called

18

them, data points for this chart?

19

A.

T'm not sure.

I believe that

20

Jeff Cancelliere may have helped provide

21

information on this.

22

Q.

Who is Jeff Cancelliere?

23

A.

Jeff Cancelliere is a direct

24

report of mine today.

25

risk team and was our number cruncher,

Jeff worked on the
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

number expert for valuing loans.

3

you know, the 226 billion, identifying

4

those, identifying the current balance,

5

cumulative losses that had occurred to

6

date, you know, what projected losses
7

8
9

10
11

And so,

could be, he would be our person that was
the numbers expert on that.

Q.

And was Mr. Cancelliere your

direct report on May 9, 2012?
A.

Somewhere in the month of, you

12

know, somewhere in thereabouts, you know,

13

Jeff was reappointed to

14

report of mine.

15

Q.

--

to be a direct

And on and after the time that

16

he was appointed as a direct report of

17

yours you were responsible for supervising

18

and overseeing an ensuring the accuracy of

19

his work?

20

A.

Can you repeat or rephrase that?

21

Q.

Sure.

Once he be-

--

once he

22

was appointed as a direct report of yours

23

you were then responsible for supervising

24

and ensuring the accuracy of his work?

25

A.

Yes.
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JAMES WHITLINGER

Q.

And who appointed him as a

direct report of you?
A.

You know, I was obviously party

to that conversation and Tom Marano.

Q.

Had Mr.

--

Mr. Cancelliere

7

before he was a direct report to you, was

8

he a direct report to someone who was

9

employed by AFI?

10
11

12

A.

Yes.

There was dotted line

relationships.

Q.

And so Mr. Marano then decided

13

that Mr. Cancelliere would no longer

14

report to somebody at AFI but would now

15

report to you, correct?

16

A.

Generally speaking, you know, we

17

were separating the centers of excellence

18

that had been created over time.

19

shared services.

20

an alignment process going on in April,

21

May, maybe sooner,

22

exact timelines, where we made sure that

23

the shared service people were repointed

24

to ResCap for our areas.

25

Q.

And so we

--

We had

there was

I don't remember the

So it's your understanding that
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

Mr. Cancelliere prepared the information

3

in this chart for delivery to the board?

4

A.

Again,

I know that Jeff worked

5

on this type of information.

6

that he actually created this chart.

7

Q.

I don't know

And to the extent there's any

8

information in this chart that

9

Mr. Cancelliere provided, that was

10

misleading or mistaken, you would take

11

responsibility for his work in that

12

regard, correct?

13

MR. RAINS:

14

facts not in evidence.

15

speculation.

16

Q.

17

Objection.

Assumes

Calls for

You can answer.
MR. RAINS:

18

answer.

19

A.

You know

--

You can still

you know, we have

20

employees that work for all of us that

21

ultimately the buck stops with me.

22

Q.

Which means that if

23

Mr. Cancelliere put information in to this

24

document that was provided to the board,

25

information that was either misleading or
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JAMES WHITLINGER

2

and who provided them is

3

and a consideration but it's

4

a consideration.

5

Kathy or

6

point.

7

Q.

--

--

is important
--

it's just

Whether it came from

or Jeff, you know, it's a data

Was it important for the board

8

to determine whether or not these

9

35 percent, 36 percent defect rates were

10

valid?

11

MR. RAINS:

12

for speculation.

13

Q.

Objection.

Let me withdraw that.

Calls

Was it

14

important for the board to determine where

15

the 35 percent and 36 percent defect rates

16

came from and how they were arrived at?

17

MR. RAINS:

18

for speculation.

19

conclusion.

20
21

Objection.

Calls

Calls for a legal

You can still answer.
A.

Yeah, I don't know how to answer

22

it any different.

23

a settlement and you consider all the

24

facts and circumstances and things that

25

are presented, everything is a data point

That when you consider
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42
1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

and it goes into the overall

3

consideration.

4

Q.

Right.

5

A.

--

So

--

I don't know how to answer

6

your question any different than I've

7

answered it.

8
9

Q.

So it wasn't important to you

where the 35 percent and 36 percent came

10

from, it was just important to you that it

11

was there?

12

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

13

misstates his testimony.

14

A.

15
16

That

Go ahead.

I don't know how to answer the

question any different.

Q.

During the May 9th board meeting

17

did you know that before the meeting your

18

direct report Mr. Cancelliere told Mr. Lee

19

that he had challenged certain of

20

Ms. Patrick's assumptions concerning

21

defect rates, including the validity of

22

using the 36 percent defect rate for Bank

23

of America that's in Exhibit 60?

24

MR. RAINS:

25

facts not in evidence.

Objection.

Assumes
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3

A.

4

question?

5
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Can you re- -- rephrase the

Q.

I'm sorry.
That's okay.

During the May 9th

6

board meeting did you know that before the

7

meeting Mr. Cancelliere told Mr. Lee that

8

he had challenged certain of Ms. Patrick's

9

assumptions about defect rates including

10

the validity of using a 36 percent defect

11

rate for Bank of America that's referenced

12

and included in -- in Exhibit 60?

13

MR. RAINS:

So object to the

14

question as vague and ambiguous and it

15

also misstates the evidence.

16

A.

Okay.

So -- so my answer to

17

that is I don't recall at May 9th if I

18

knew if Jeff had conversations as I sit

19

here today.

20

conversations with the parties on

21

assumptions that were made throughout the

22

process.

23

Q.

I know that there were

On May 9th as a board member of

24

deciding whether or not to approve ResCap

25

entering into this settlement agreement,
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Exhibit K

44
1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

would you have liked to know on or before

3

the meeting that Mr. Cancelliere had

4

concerns about the validity of the

5

36 percent defect rate?

6

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

The form

7

of the question is confusing and it

8

assumes facts not in evidence.

9

question is would you have liked to

10

have known.

11

A.

The

You know, it would be helpful to

12

know all the conversations that took

13

place.

14

Q.

Wouldn't it be particularly

15

important to know that Jeff Cancelliere,

16

your

17

directly to you was presenting a 36

18

percent number to the board that he

19

thought perhaps was not the proper number?

--

your numbers cruncher, who reports

20

MR. RAINS:

21

facts not in evidence.

22

A.

I don't

--

Objection.

Assumes

I doni't know that

23

didn't talk about that at the board

24

meeting or not.

25

recall.

So I

But as far as

we

I just don't

--

--

and whether or
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

not it's important to know where the data

3

came from and how -- how people discussed

4

it,

5

to have information on.

6

those were all good things to -- to --

Q.

And if Jeff had -- Cancelliere

7

had doubts about the 36 percent, you would

8

have -- you would have wanted to know that

9

before you made your decisions on May 9th,

10

right?

11

A.

No.

12

MR. RAINS:

13

facts not in evidence.

14

Q.

So --

15

A.

No.

Again it assumes

I stated earlier that

16

that's a data point for those pieces.

17

had, you know, conversations regarding the

18

types of claims that could be brought

19

forth.

20

our numbers people had talked about what

21

types of risk could come from litigation

22

and our advisors told us that this

23

settlement was a good settlement based on

24

all those risks.

25

just saying this Lehman claim amount

We

Our lawyers and our advisors and

It wasn't pointed to
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Exhibit K

46
1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

defect rate or this BofA baseline defect

3

rate is the most important thing on this

4

page.

It's a data point.

5

You know, we have multiple legal

6

entities that our
7

--

our deals were issued

off of.

These deals were issued in 2004

8

to 2007,

some through GMAC Mortgage, some

9

through RFC.

I don't know how Lehman did

10

their deals.

I don't know how BofA did

11

their

12

These are data points we don't know how to

13

process.

14

Q.

their deals, their shelves.

--

So these are data points.
If Mr. Cancelliere thought the

15

36 percent defect rate was wrong, you

16

would have wanted

17

him to tell you that before the board

18

meeting, right?

19

--

MR. RAINS:

you would have wanted

Again it misstates

20

the evidence, assumes facts not in

21

evidence.

Calls for speculation.

22

Go ahead.

23

MR. SIEGEL:

24

question.

25

A.

It's a very simple

I don't know if

we talked about
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

that or we didn't talk about it is my

3

first point.

4

it, would I want to know that?

5

That's fine.

6
7

8
9
10

11

Q.

If he

--

if he challenged
Yes.

I would want to know.

But you didn't know that on or

before the May 9th board meeting?
A.

I already answered that that I

don't know that we did or didn't.

Q.

But you have no recollection of

that?

12

A.

I have no recollection.

13

Q.

Was the first time that you

14

learned that the proposed settlement

15

amount was 8.7 billion the time when you

16

received this

17

Mr. Lee?

--

this board material from

18

A.

Can you repeat the question?

19

Q.

Sure.

Did you first learn that

20

the proposed settlement amount that's in

21

the RMBS Trust Settlement Agreement was

22

$8.7 billion when you received Exhibit 60?

23
24
25

A.

Yes, that

--

that

--

that's my

recollection.

Q.

And it's your recollection that
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

when the board received Exhibit 60 that's

3

the first time that the board was

4

as a group that the settlement amount, the

5

proposed settlement amount was

6

8.7 billion?

7

A.

That's my recollection.

8

Q.

Now, as of May 9, 2012,

9

you had

never spoken directly with Ms. Patrick, is

10

that true?

11

A.

12

informed

I have never spoken with

Ms. Patrick.

13

Q.

14

Exhibit 61.

15

for May 9th.

May I ask you to take a look at
Those are the board minutes

16

A.

Okay.

17

Q.

And you recognize those as the

18

final minutes of the ResCap board meeting

19

from May 9, 2012, that began at 3:00?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And does Exhibit 61

22

accurately -- accurately reflect what

23

occurred at the meeting?

24
25

A.

Yes.

It's an -- an executive

summary of the -- of the meeting.
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1
2
3

JAMES WHITLINGER

Q.

But you've just read the

exhibit, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And to your understanding is

6
7

8
9
10

everything in there accurate?
A.

Yes,

I

I believe it's

--

accurate.

Q.

Did you participate in this

meeting by phone?

11

A.

12

in person.

13

Q.

14

I've just read it.

I don't recall.

I believe I was

And now, the minutes say it was

a telephonic meeting.

15

A.

Yeah.

16

Q.

Does that affect your

17

18

recollection?
A.

Well, what I mean by that is I

19

work out of both New York and Fort

20

Washington.

21

of our board meetings at Morrison &

22

Foerster.

23

Morrison & Foerster when we had the

24

meeting.

25

Q.

And I

--

we were having a lot

And I believe I was present in

And you were in a conference
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JAMES WHITLINGER
room at Morrison & Foerster?
A.

That's my recollection.

Q.

And do you recall who else was

in the conference room with you?
A.

I don't remember.

Q.

Do you recall whether any other

board members were in the conference room
at the time?
A.

No.

Q.

Mr. Marano?

A.

I believe Tom would have been

there.

Q.

I --

Steve would have been there.
When you say Steve you mean

Steve Abreu?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And is he -- he's not a member

of ResCap's board of directors, is he?
A.

No, he is.

Q.

You're correct.

I was

momentarily confused.
MR. RAINS:

He's always correct.

No worries there.
MR. SIEGEL:

Depending upon his

testimony that may be true.
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

Q.

2

And the independent

--

do you

3

recall whether any of the independent

4

board members, Mr. Smith, Ms. West,

5

Mr. Mack or Mr.

6

the board meeting?

iany were at MoFo during

7

A.

I don't recall.

8

Q.

Your best recollection is that

9

to the extent they participated, they

10

par-

11

participated by phone?

--

12

those independent board members

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

13

Misstates his testimony.

14

A.

You know, we had

--

you know, we

15

have had so many meetings and oftentimes

16

they are there.

17

participate by phone, depending on where

18

they are at.

19

recall.

20

Q.

Oftentimes people

I just don't

--

don't

During the portion of the board

21

meeting that was dedicated to discussing

22

the RMBS Trust Settlement, did you speak

23

at all?

24

25

A.

I don't

--

I don't recall.

I

speak out, you know, in almost every board
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JAMES WHITLINGER

2

meeting asking questions so I would

3

presume that I did.

4

Q.

But you don't recall saying

5

anything during that portion of the

6

meeting, right?

7

A.

Nothing

8

Q.

Do you recall whether

9

--

I don't recall.
--

whether

the call started promptly or the meeting

10

started promptly at 3:00 or whether it was

11

delayed?

12

A.

I don't recall.

13

Q.

Okay.

And the meeting lasted

14

for about an hour and adjourned at 4:00;

15

is that right?

16
17
18

A.

The minutes indicate it

adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

Q.

Did you have any understanding

19

at the time why Mr. Ilany was unable to

20

attend the meeting?

21

A.

I don't recall.

22

Q.

Do you recall whether any of the

23

other three independent directors,

24

Mr. Smith, Ms. West and Mr. Mack, were

25

actually on a telephone conference call
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

with the rest of the board members during

3

the board meeting?

4

A.

I don't -- I don't recall.

As I

5

said, there's -- there's -- we have had so

6

many meetings and oftentimes people are in

7

person, oftentimes people participate by

8

phone.

9

Q.

And so you don't -- so you don't

10

know whether any of those three

11

independent board members actually

12

participated by phone for any or part of

13

the meeting?

14
15
16

A.

Yeah, again, I don't -- I don't

recall.

Q.

And it's at this meeting that

17

the board approved entering into the RMBS

18

Settlement Trust Agreement, correct?

19
20
21
22
23

A.

Yes.

With -- with -- subject to

counsel making some changes.

Q.

Do you know what those changes

were?
A.

I -- you know, I think there

24

were still some finer points being worked

25

out that were delegated to the ResCap
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JAMES WHITLINGER
management with the advice and legal
counsel.
which

--

I

--

I can't recall specifically

which ones they were.

Q.

The board resolved that if any

of those changes would be material, that
they would have to be brought back before
the board for the board's approval?
A.

Yes.
THE WITNESS:

Can we take a

break?
MR. SIEGEL:

Oh, yeah.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

Sure.

The time is

10:30 a.m. and we are of f the *record.
(Whereupon, there is

a recess in

the proceeding.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
10:42 a.m.

The time i,

We are back record.

(Whereupon, there is a recess
the proceedings.)
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:
10:42 a.m.

Q.

The time is

We are back on the record.

Welcome back, Mr. Whit linger.

Right before the break you testified that
at the May 9th board meeting the board
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1
2

JAMES WHITLINGER

Q.

But you don't have a specific

3

recollection of discussing the board's

4

fiduciary duties during the half an hour

5

or so that the board discussed the

6

settlement agreement on May 9th?

7
8
9

A.

Yeah, I

--

I don't recall

specific to that.

Q.

And on May 9th as a board member

10

when you were considering the settlement,

11

in your own words what was your

12

understanding of your fiduciary duty as a

13

ResCap board member in deciding whether to

14

approve the settlement agreement?

15

A.

Generally speaking, you know, as

16

a director we have a duty of care and duty

17

of loyalty to ResCap and all its

18

affiliates or subsidiaries.

19

to consider all creditors when making any

20

decision that we would make at all, you

21

know, that that's part of that

22

process.

23

And we needed

--

that

So.

Q.

So you understood on May 9th

24

that you had a fiduciary duty of care and

25

loyalty

--

loyalty to ResCap and all of
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1
2
3
4
5

JAMES WHITLINGER
its creditors during that meeting?
A.

Yes.

And to ResCap'3

subsidiaries.

Q.

Just to be clear, your answer to

6

the question was "Yes.

7

subsidiaries"?

And to ResCap's

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

And did that fiduciary duty

10

extend to the creditors of not just ResCap

11

but also ResCap's subsidiaries?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

If a conflict arose during the

14

May 9th board meeting between the best

15

interests of ResCap's different

16

subsidiaries or the different creditors of

17

those different subsidiaries, what was

18

your understanding of how the board was

19

supposed to resolve that conflict?

20

MR. RAINS:

I object to the

21

question on the grounds that it's a

22

hypothetical and it assumes facts not

23

in evidence and so it will cause you

24

to speculate.

25

If you can answer the question,
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

go ahead.

3

A.

Can you say it one more time?

4

Q.

Sure.

5

MR. SIEGEL:

6

question.

7

different question.

8

Q.

9

Let me withdraw the

I'm going to ask you a

During the May 9th board meeting

did you or anybody on the board determine

10

or discuss whether the settlement

11

agreement was in your view in the best

12

interests of not only the creditors of

13

ResCap but also the creditors

14

of each of ResCap's subsidiaries?

15

A.

--

creditors

I don't recall specific

16

conversation.

17

had many discussions and presentations

18

about our fiduciary responsibility for all

19

the subsidiaries of ResCap.

20

Q.

But again, you know, we've

If the settlement agreement that

21

you were considering on May 9th caused a

22

conflict between the interests of the

23

creditors of one ResCap subsidiary and

24

another ResCap subsidiary, how would you

25

as a board member, what's your
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

understanding of how that conflict would

3

be resolved?

4

MR. RAINS:

5

facts not in evidence.

6

hypothetical question so it calls for
7

8
9

10

1.1

The question assumes
It's a

the witness to speculate.
A.

You know, if there was perceived

conflict of interest we'd have discussion
about it and talk to

Q.

--

talk to counsel.

And you don't recall any such

12

discussion about that during the May 9th

13

board meeting, right?

14
15
16

A.

Yes.

As I said, I don't recall

having a specific conversation about it.

Q.

On or before May 9th did you

17

read or review a copy of the RMBS Trust

18

Settlement Agreement?

19

A.

On or before May 9th?

20

Q.

Uh-hum.

21

A.

I don't

22

Q.

Do you recall ever reading or

23

reviewing it

--

I don't recall.

before the petition date?

24

A.

I believe I did.

25

Q.

But it's possible that as of
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

May 9th when you participated in this

3

board meeting you might not have actually

4

read the trust settlement agreement?

5

A.

I don't recall.

6

Q.

Is your answer the same with

7

respect to the plan support agreement

8

between ResCap and the institutional

9

investors?

10
11
12

A.

Yeah, I don't -- I don't recall

specifically what date I read this.
Q.

But it's possible that you might

13

not have read that plan support agreement

14

as of May 9th, correct?

15
16
17

A.

I -- I don't -- it's possible.

1 don't recall.
Q.

Do you recall whether during the

18

May 9th board meeting, whether any board

19

member asked to -- asked for a copy of the

20

RMBS settlement agreement before the board

21

was to vote on approving ResCap entering

22

into that agreement?

23

A.

I don't recall.

24

Q.

Is it your understanding that on

25

May 9th the board was presented with and
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

the board considered all material

3

information about the terms of the RM

4

RMBS Trust Settlement Agreement?

5

A.

6
7
8
9

--

Yes, the board

--

the board

discussed, you know, the

--

the terms of

the settlement.

Q.

And to the best of your

recollection on May 9th what were all the

10

material terms in your mind as a board

11

member, what were all the material terms

12

of the settlement agreement?

13

MR. RAINS:

14

to do this by memory?

15

MR. SIEGEL:

You are asking him

I'm asking if he

16

recalls what he viewed on May 9th to

17

be all the material terms of the

18

settlement agreement.

19

MR. RAINS:

20

Then you might want

to show him the document.

21

Okay.

So do it by memory, that's fine.

22

As best you can.

23

A.

So it's hard to put myself back

24

on May 9th but clearly knowing the amount

25

of the allowed claim was important.
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

those securitizations.

3

our litigation team and lawyers

4

negotiating.

5

Q.

And then we have

What analysis of the potential

6

losses that you just discussed did the

7

board consider on May 9th?

8
9
10

A.

We went through the

--

the page

that showed the potential losses in the
deal.

11

Q.

Was that Exhibit 60?

12

A.

That's Exhibit 60.

13

Q.

Where

--

where does

--

where

14

does Exhibit 60 show potential losses in

15

the deal?

16
17
18

A.

B5, estimated lifetime loss, 44

billion.

Q.

Turning back to Exhibit 61.

19

the first page in the second-to-last

20

paragraph.

21

MR. RAINS:

22

your shoulder.

23

Q.

On

Sorry to look over

Do you see where it

states,

24

"During the discussion Mr. Marano

25

requested that a report with separate line
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Exhibit K
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

items identifying the different settlement

3

amounts be prepared to provide the board

4

with additional details on the

5

settlements."

6

Did I read that correctly?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

When Mr. Marano made that

9
10
11

request, did you have an understanding as
to what he was requesting?
A.

I don't recall exactly what the

12

different settlement amounts with the

13

additional details on the settlements at

14

that time were.

15

Q.

As you are sitting here right

16

now and reading that, what is your best

17

understanding as to what that means?

18

A.

At that point in time, you know,

19

showing what -- what the AFI settlement

20

would be and the dollar amounts associated

21

with that and likely what the agreements

22

that had been negotiated up to that point

23

in time with other parties for the JSBs.

24

So those would probably be some of them.

25

Q.

Does -- does the chart on
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

Exhibit 60 disclose to the board the

3

amount of the settlement between Bank of

4

America and institutional investors that

5

were represented by Kathy Patrick?

6

A.

This page?

7

Q.

Yes.

8

A.

And what was the question again?
MR. SIEGEL:

9

Just for the

10

record, we are referring to the page

11

of Exhibit 60 with the Bates number

12

that ends in 93182.

13

Q.

And the question was, does the

14

chart on that page disclose to the board

15

the amount of Bank of America's settlement

16

with institutional investors who were

17

represented by Ms. Patrick?

18

A.

It

--

the

--

you know, the

19

report is what the report is.

20

ResCap settlement and then it has a Lehman

21

claim amount and a BofA baseline defect

22

rates that are rnoted.

23

Q.

It has

But it doesn't disclose the

24

amount that Ms. Patrick and her client

25

settled with Bank of America, correct?
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

A.

I don't see that.

3

Q.

And that information was not

4

disclosed to the board during the May 9th

5

meeting, correct?

6

A.

Again, I don't -- I don't recall

7

all the points that were discussed on

8

that.

9

Q.

Now during the meeting did the

10

board receive the report that Mr. Marano

11

requested before the board decided to

12

approve the settlement?

13
14
is
16
17

A.

So which settlement are you

referring to?

Q.

I'm referring to on Exhibit 61

Mr. Marano requested a report, right?
A.

Mr. Marano requested that a

18

report that separates line items

19

identifying different settlements but I

20

don't know which -- you know, are you

21

talking about the RMBS trust settlement?

22
23
24
25

Q.

I'm asking -- I'll --

I'll try

to state the question more clearly.
Before this meeting adjourned at
4:00 was the board provided with the
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1

2

JAMES WHITLINGER

report that Mr. Marano requested?

3

A.

I don't

4

don't recall.

5

though.

Q.

6

--

I don't know.

I

I wouldn't believe so

Do you recall whether anybody

7

asked to adjourn the meetinq or defer the

8

board's decision until that information

9

was provided to the board?

10

A.

I don't really understand the

11

thought process on the question.

12

relates to waterfall analyses.

13

relate to the RMBS agreement.

Q.

14

This
It doesn't

But isn't that under the section

15

of the board minutes that's entitled

16

Proposed Legal Settlement?

17

A.

You know, the proposed legal

18

settlement was the PLS.

19

Mr. Renzi discussing was talking about the

20

waterfall.

21

Q.

22
23

page

--

This

--

this

Well, you see on the first
withdrawn.
You agree that the board meeting

24

covered two agenda items, right, one was

25

the proposed legal settlement and that was
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JAMES WHITLINGER
the RMBS Trust Settlement Agreement,
right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

And then on the second

page you see that there was a project
bounce update?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And is that the second agenda

item for the meeting?
A.

Yes.

Q.

So everything that's under the

section that's Proposed Legal Settlement
obviously concerns the RMBS Trust
Settlement Agreement, right?
A.

No.
MR. RAINS:

Assumes facts not in

evidence.
Go ahead.
A.

No.

Q.

You testified before that

everything in here is accurate, correct?
A.

My statements in here are

accurate, yes.
Q.

And isn't it true that
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Exhibit K

114
1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

that accept and determine what portion of

3

claims they would get.

4

Q.

Do you know how the expert will

5

make that determination of what portion of

6

the claim will be allocated?

7

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

8

document speaks for itself.

9

A.

The

I mean, you know, the document

10

lays out in some of these buckets how --

11

how to actually determine who is accepting

12

and then how the -- the claim will be

13

calculated.

14
15
16
17
18

Q.

Your understanding is just based

on what's in the document?
A.

Yeah.

I -- I -- that's my

understanding.

Q.

You can set that exhibit aside

19

for a second.

20

turn your attention back to Exhibit 60.

21

That's the board material that was

22

provided to the board for the May 9th

23

meeting.

24

again at the chart in Exhibit 60.

25

your understanding of footnote 6 which

I'm going to ask you to

And if you could take a look
What is
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JAMES WHITLINGER

states there could be amounts conceded if
the true defect rate is below the
19.72 percent based on actual loan file
reviews and application of litigation
defenses?
A.

I don't recollect what that

related to.

Q.

Doesn't that mean that the

19.72 percent defect rate here is not the
true defect rate because its not based on
an actual loan file review and it doesn't
consider litigation defenses against
claims that purportedly could be brought
by the institutional investors?
MR. RAINS:
and answered.

Objection.

Asked

Calls for speculation.

A.

Can you rephrase?

Q.

Was there something you didn't

understand?
A.

Yeah.

I didn't

--

I'm not able

to get the full gist of what you are
asking.
Q.

Doesn't footnote 6 mean that the

19.72 percent is not the true defect rate
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

because it's not based on an actual loan

3

file review and it's not based on an

4

application of litigation defenses?

5

MR. RAINS:

6

for speculation.

7

A.

Yeah.

Objection.

Calls

I stated earlier that the

8

8.7 and that 19.72 is a calculation of

9

8.7 divided by 44.

And so application of

10

litigation defenses,

11

would have been all considered as part of

12

what our professionals determined in

13

negotiating and coming up with

14

$8.7 billion.

15

Q.

you know, again that

Was it your understanding on

16

May 9th that the 19.72 percent number

17

reflected the application of litigation

18

defenses?

19

A.

I don't know how to answer it

20

different than I have answered it before

21

that the 8.7 is, you know, the 19.72

22

relates to the loss

23

dollars.

24

number is 19.72 and yes,

25

litigation defenses, what claims could be

--

the lifetime loss

And the 8.7 divided by that
that considers
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

brought by the other parties, how to

3

consider them and probabilities of

4

winning/losing in court where somebody

5

else decides -- you know, my understanding

6

was there wasn't going to be an actual

7

loan file review because the,

8

a settlement is for.

9

Q.

that's what

Would an actual loan file review

10

give you a more accurate understanding of

11

what the proper defect rate would be for

12

the loans in the Kathy Patrick group?

13

A.

You know, I would defer to

14

our -- our lawyers on that.

15

opinion would be, you know, when you look

16

at actual loan files and you have a party

17

on both sides, nobody is ever going to

18

agree on what was a defect rate.

19

is going to say it's a defect.

20

side is going to say it's not a defect.

21

And they are going to argue, argue, argue,

22

argue.

23

settling.

24
25

Q.

My business

One side
The other

That's the whole point of

So is it your testimony that the

19.72 percent defect rate in Exhibit 60
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

takes into consideration the litigation

3

defenses and the other litigation issues

4

that you just testified about?

5

MR. RAINS:

6

and answered.

7

A.

Objection.

Asked

Again, I don't know how to

8

answer your question any differently than

9

I have

10

Q.

--

I have answered before.
Did the board consider or get

11

any information about the specific

12

litigation defenses against these rep and

13

warranty claims?

14

A.

I

15

Q.

Do you recall whether or not the

I don't recall.

--

16

board was given any information about

17

whether or not there were any statutes of

18

limitation that might bar some of

19

Ms. Patrick's clients purported claims?

20

A.

If

--

if you're

--

are you

21

asking me in this

22

talked about statute of limitations, I

23

don't recall.

24

talked about statute of limitations when

25

talking about rep and warrant claims.

--

in the May 9th, if we

I know that we have always
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

Q.

2

But you had no recollection of a

3

discussion about statute of limitations

4

during the May 9th meeting?

5

A.

I don't recall.

6

Q.

Is it your understanding that

7

just because there's a loss associated

8

with the mortgage that is considered a

9

defect but that doesn't necessarily mean

10

that ResCap or its affiliates are liable

11

for any or all of the loss?

12

A.

Since you used the word "liable"

13

I'm going to again defer to our

14

counsel.

16

our

Lawyers determine liability.

Q.

15

--

So was it your understanding on

May 9th

--

17

withdrawn.
Did anyone provide the board on

18

May 9th with an analysis of how much it

19

might cost to litigate the claims

20

Ms.

21

compared to settling the claims around May

22

of 2012?

23

24
25

Patrick was

A.

--

was asserting as

Can you repeat the first part of

the question?

Q.

Sure.

Did anyone advise or
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1
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2

discuss with the board on May 9th or

3

provide an analysis of how much it might

4

cost to litigate the claims being asserted

5

by Ms. Patrick rather than settling in

6

May 2012?

7

A.

I -- I don't -- the reason I

8

ask, I don't recall if it was discussed

9

but I know for sure I don't recollect

10

seeing a litigation presentation analysis

11

embedded in this -- this -- this list of

12

materials.

13

Q.

You agree it would have been

14

helpful for the board to know on May 9th

15

what counsel estimated or anticipated it

16

might cost to litigate the claims as

17

compared to settling them in the

18

settlement agreement?

19

A.

You know, again, that would be a

20

data point.

21

professionals and our legal teams in

22

litigation in how those matters evolve.

23

So I think that's a data point, how much

24

would it cost, how many loan files if I

25

was going to review it.

And I relied on our

Again, I -- I
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1
2
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Q.

--

3

as a result of a settlement?

MR. RAINS:

4

and answered.

5

A.

Objection.

I don't recall.

As I stated,

6

don't have an analysis that I

7

know was presented on May 9th.

8

9

Q.

Asked

--

I

that I

On May 9th did you know whether

or not any of Ms. Patrick's clients had

10

filed any rep and warranty claims against

11

ResCap or any of its affiliates?

12

A.

13

again?

14

Q.

Can you repeat the question

On May 9th did you know whether

15

or not any of Ms. Patrick's clients, the

16

institutional investors or the trusts had

17

actually filed any rep and warranty claims

18

or other claims against ResCap or its

19

affiliates?

20

A.

I don't know for sure.

We

21

obviously had multiple rep and warrant

22

claim

23

that some of them would have been part of

24

that Kathy Patrick group.

25

Q.

--

claims outstanding.

When

--

So I presume

when you say that there
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1

JAMES WHITLINGER

2

are obviously multiple rep and warranty

3

claims outstanding, you mean claims that

4

have actually been filed or filed against

5

ResCap, litigations that have been filed

6

against ResCap or its affiliates?

7

A.

I'm sorry.

I was referring to a

8

request for a repurchase.

9

request claim was made to the company in

So a repurchase

10

following our business process to evaluate

11

the claim.

12

Q.

So you believe that some of the

13

claims you just described would have been

14

part of the Kathy Patrick group, correct?

15

A.

Yeah.

I believe it's

it's

--

16

certainly possible that some of those

17

investors would have to be the same

18

investors that are bringing forth claims

19

of specific loan rep and warrant requests.

20

Q.

Do you know if any of those

21

claims to which you just referred also

22

resulted in any litigation being filed

23

against ResCap or any of its affiliates?

24

A.

25

we've had

I don't know for sure.
--

I know

we have multiple cases filed.
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1
2
3

JAMES WHITLINGER
I'd have to talk to counsel.

Q.

During the May 9th board meeting

4

did the board discuss that the settlement

5

agreement would provide for ResCap to pay

6

Ms. Patrick's legal fees?

7

A.

I don't recall discussing that

8

component specifically but ResCap, my

9

understanding on the contract is that

10

those legal fees would be deducted from

11

the overall $8.7 billion amount.

12
13

Q.

You say the contract, you mean

the settlement agreement?

14

A.

15

Agreement.

16

Q.

17

18

Yeah.

The RMBS Trust Settlement

But the board didn't discuss

this on May 9th and
A.

--

I don't know if we did or

19

didn't.

20

because it's

21

and the institutional investors.

22

8.7 billion is their allowed claim.

23

so if it's deducted from that I'm

24

indifferent on how the agreement that she

25

may have reached or not reached with the

It didn't really matter to me
--

yeah, that was between her
The
And
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1
2
3
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institutional investors.
Q.

Would it have been more

4

reasonable and fair to the creditors of

5

ResCap and its affiliates for the

6

$8.7 billion amount to be reduced by the

7

amount of Ms. Patrick's fees --

8

Ms. Patrick's fees?

9

MR. RAINS:

10

and ambiguous.

11

A.

Objection.

Vague

Calls for speculation.

I have already told you that as

12

a board member in and the process that was

13

followed I'm comfortable with the

14

$8.7 billion.

15

how the institutional investors and Kathy

16

Patrick negotiated, what portion she

17

should get.

18

that is the 8.7 billion reasonable for the

19

claims that could be brought, the

20

litigation issues and -- and that's what I

21

relied on.

22

Q.

I don't have an opinion on

My view as a board member was

Were you aware during the

23

May 9th board meeting that the RMBS Trust

24

Settlement Agreement provided releases to

25

inside directors like yourself and not to
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2
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the independent directors?

3

A.

Can you repeat that, please?

4

Q.

Yeah.

Were you aware during the

5

May 9th board meeting that the settlement

6

agreement provided releases to management

7

directors like yourself and Mr. Abreu and

8

Mr. Marano but not to the other board

9

members who were considered independent

10

directors?

11

A.

I don't recall that.

12

Q.

You didn't know that on May 9th?

13

A.

I don't know if I did or didn't.

14

Q.

Is that

--

is that information

15

something that you think the board

16

members, including yourself, would want to

17

know and consider in making this decision

18

on May 9th?

19

MR. RAINS:

20

facts not in evidence.

21

speculation.

22

A.

Objection.

Assumes

Calls for

Again, it's another component of

23

when our lawyers talked to us about the

24

releases and the types of claims, and what

25

they considered and how they thought about
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2

them and the probabilities of court

3

outcomes and whatnot -- probabilities of

4

outcome of the case, how that would work.

5

And so I think that's another

6

consideration.

7

Q.

Did the GMAC Mortgage LLC board

8

meet separately to approve the RMBS Trust

9

Settlement Agreement?

10

A.

I don't believe so.

11

Q.

Do you agree that Ally Bank

12

underwrote a significant percentage of the

13

loans giving rise to the rep and warranty

14

and PLS claims against ResCap?

15

A.

I agree that Ally Bank

16

underwrote loans that were subsequently

17

sold to GMAC Mortgage and potentially RFC,

18

that were subsequently part of a

19

securitization.

20

Q.

So do you disagree that Ally

21

bank underwrote a significant percentage

22

of the loans that give rise to the rep and

23

warranty claims against ResCap?

24
25

MR.

RAINS:

and answered.

Objection.

Asked

Misstates his
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2

you earlier was the process for how Ally

3

reported information as well.

4

process.

5

Q.

Same

And were you responsible as CFO

6

of mortgage operations for AFI for

7

overseeing that process?

8
9

A.

I

--

no.

The

committee had ultimate

--

--

the governing
no one person is

10

allowed to control a process.

11

we have a governance committee.

12

piece of a governance component.

13
14

Q.

That's why

How did you prepare for your

deposition today?

15

A.

16

reviewed a

17

Agreement, reviewed my first day

18

affidavit.

19

accounting policy memos.

20

So I am a

Q.

I met with my counsel here and I
the RMBS Trust Settlement

--

Took a look at our, you know,

When you met with your counsel

21

to prepare for the deposition, was anybody

22

present on behalf of Ally or Ally Bank?

23

A.

No.

24

Q.

Did you review any of the

25

deposition transcripts from this matter in
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2
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including Mr. Marano and Mr. Mack?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

Before your deposition today did

5

you discuss with anyone what anyone else

6

had testified to in depositions in this

7

matter, including testimony by Mr. Marano

8

or Mr. Mack or Mr. Cancelliere?

9

A.

No.

10

MR. SIEGEL:

11

MR. RAINS:

12

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

13

All right.
The time is

12:57 p.m. and we are off the record.

14

15

Let's take a break.

(Whereupon, there is a recess in
the proceedings.)

16

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

17

1:08 p.m. and we are back on the

18

record.

19

EXAMINATION BY

20

MR. DENMAN:

21

Q.

Mr. Whitlinger, I'm Harrison

22

Denman from White & Case for the ad hoc

23

group of junior secured noteholders.

24

Earlier you mentioned you are both an

25

officer and a director for Residential
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2

Capital LLC and for GMAC Mortgage LLC,

3

correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And do you also hold positions

6
7

at Residential Funding Company, LLC?
A.

Residential Funding I'm also a

8

board member and a chief financial officer

9

as Craig had asked.

10

Q.

Okay.

And can you identify the

11

other members of the board for GMAC

12

Mortgage?

13

A.

Steve Abreu and, you know, Joe

14

Pensabene, who is the head of our

15

servicing is currently a -- and is also a

16

board member.

17

Q.

And is the same individuals that

18

are members of the board of Residential

19

Funding Company?

20
21
22

A.

I believe it's only Steve Abreu

and myself for -- for RFC.
Q.

And earlier you said that you

23

don't recall there being any meetings of

24

the board of GMAC Mortgage with respect to

25

the RMBS settlement, correct?
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2

A.

Correct.

3

Q.

And do you recall if there were

4

any such meetings of the board by

5

the board for Residential Funding Company?

6
7

A.

I would say the same,

of

I

don't recall.

Q.

8
9

No.

--

Being that you are one of only

two, or in the case of GMAC Mortgage

10

three, directors for each entity you would

11

obviously

12

necessary for any board meeting of those

13

two entities, correct?

--

your attendance would be

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

So it's safe to assume that your

16

not recalling means that those meetings

17

never occurred?

18

MR. RAINS:

Objection.

19

Misstates his testimony.

20

A.

I don't

--

I don't recall having

21

a meeting and I don't believe we had a

22

separate meeting but I don't

23

re-

24
25

--

Q.

--

I don't

I don't recall.
Okay.

Now, you attended the

May 9th board meeting,

correct?
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2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

And that was a board meeting for

4

Residential Capital LLC, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And your attendance there was in

7

your capacity as officer and director of

8

Residential Capital LLC, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

But I was also there with

10

respect to the plan support agreement that

11

all the debtor entities were listed as

12

part of the plan support agreement.

13

s0 I was also considering the other

14

entities in my decision.

15

Q.

So

--

But only with respect to the

16

plan support agreement because that was

17

the agreement to which those entities were

18

parties?

19

A.

That's

20

Q.

Was it customary for you to

--

that's correct.

21

attend a board meeting for one entity and

22

make decisions that related to the affairs

23

of another entity at that meeting?

24
25

A.

I would say this, you know,

generally speaking, because RFC and GMAC
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2

Mortgage are guarantors to many of the

3

facilities that we have that we're --

4

we're always thinking about all the -- the

5

entities that are -- that are subsidiaries

6

of the company.

7
8
9

Q.

So do those subsidiary entities

ever have board meetings?
A.

We do -- we do occasionally have

10

board meetings, you know, that -- that,

11

you know, that I would generalize as

12

things that are specific to that entity

13

for maybe a state licensing issue.

14

Q.

Okay.

Earlier you mentioned

15

that the $8.7 billion allowed claim --

16

well, let me put it different.

17

What was your understanding with

18

respect to the entities that would be

19

liable for the $8.7 billion claim as of

20

the May 9th?

21

A.

My understanding that at that

22

point in time all the entities were part

23

of the release and that the claim,

24

generally speaking, would be allocated

25

based on where the loans were at by the
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ResCap
Steve Abreu
Jonathan llany
John Mack
Tom Marano
Ted Smith
Pam West
Jim Whitlinger
Residential Capital, LLC Board of Directors Meeting
Wednesday, May 9, 2012, 3:00pm (ET)
Dial-in No.: 866-203-0920 /International No.: 206-445-0056
Conference Code: 53396-93036

A special telephonic meeting of the ResCap Board of Directors will be held
Wednesday, May 9, 2012, at 3:00pm (ET). An agenda is attached. Supporting
materials will be distributed just before the meeting.
Please let me know if you are unable to participate. Feel free to contact me by
phone (313.656.6301) or email (cathy.quenneville@ally.com) should you have
any questions. Thank you.
Cathy Quenneville
Secretary
5/9/12

cc:

Tammy Hamzehpour
Morrison Cohen
Morrison & Foerster

ResCap Confidential
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Residential Capital, LLC
Board of Directors
Wednesday, May 9, 2012, 3:00pm (ET)

Agenda
Length

Start

1. Proposed Legal Settlement

(30 min)

3:00pm

2. Project Bounce Update

(30 min)

3:30pm
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
- -- -

In

- -

- --

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

x

Re:

Case No.

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC,

et. al,

12-12020 (MG)

Debtors.
--------------------------x

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF THOMAS MARANO
New York, New York
November 12,
9:56 a.m.

Reported by:
ERICA L. RUGGIERI,
JOB NO: 27645

RPR

2012
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THOMAS MARANO

Q.

Did Mr. Mack and Mr. Ilany

3

inform you of their discussions with

4

Mr. Carpenter concerning discussions about

5

an AFI/ResCap settlement of claims?

6

A.

While they were working on it,

7

they never gave me specific details.

8

would tell me they had meetings and were

9

having phone calls, but I never got any of

10
11

They

the real details of what they discussed.

Q.

Are you saying that you didn't

12

learn the details or the terms of the deal

13

until one was struck?

14

A.

I was informed of what Ally was

15

willing to take at a presentation, but the

16

to and fro for the many weeks beforehand

17

that they were negotiating, I was really

18

not involved in that.

19

Q.

So what I'm saying is, when did

20

you first learn of the terms that had been

21

negotiated between AFI and ResCap

22

concerning the settlement between the two?

23

A.

When the outside directors got

24

to the point where they felt they got the

25

best deal they could

-
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THOMAS MARANO

2

Q.

When was that?

3

A.

-- I was informed.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1 don't recall the day.

I'm

sure there's a board meeting for it.

Q.

Was it in or about May of this

year?
A.

I would say it would be

potentially April or May.

Certainly prior

to the bankruptcy.

Q.

Did you ever express your view

12

to Mr. Carpenter, or anyone else at AFI,

13

that AFI should make a higher payment to

14

ResCap for a settlement of claims between

15

the two?

16

MR. PRINCI:

17

form.

18

A.

Objection as to

No matter what number Michael

19

Carpenter offered, I always asked for

20

more, including as it relates to this.

21

Always asked for more.

22

Q.

In connection with a settlement

23

of claims by ResCap against AFI, what did

24

you ask him for?

25

A.

Because I didn't do the
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

negotiation, I didn't ask him, you know,

3

for this specific number.

4

just don't know.

5
6

Q.

9
10

I thought you testified a minute

ago that you always asked him for more.

7
8

So I can't -- I

Are you saying just generally?
A.

Whenever I negotiated anything

with Michael, I always asked for more.
Q.

Okay.

So are you saying that

11

you never had occasion to discuss with

12

Mr. Carpenter the amount that AFI was

13

willing to pay or that you thought should

14

be paid by AFI to ResCap to settle claims?

15

A.

Not in the context of

16

negotiating the deal.

17

numbers that I felt were, you know, higher

18

than we were able to get.

But I had expressed

19

Q.

What numbers did you express?

20

A.

Now, my general view was it

21

probably would take something close to

22

$2 billion to settle this.

23
24
25

Q.

And you expressed that to

Mr. Carpenter?
A.

I expressed that to
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1

2
3
4

Mr. Carpenter, definitely.

Q.

Did you express it to other

members of the ResCap board?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Did you express it to all of the

7
8

other members of the ResCap board?
A.

I was fairly vocal in what I

9

thought it would take to get a deal done.

10

My view is it would take a couple billion

11

dollars, that no one was going to do a

12

deal for 750.

13

Q.

And during what period of time

14

or over what period of time did you

15

advocate for a number in the range of

16

$2 billion from AFI?

17

A.

I wouldn't use the phrase

18

"advocate."

19

of how to get a settlement --

I would say expressed my view

20

Q.

Fine.

21

A.

-- or, pardon me, a deal.

And

22

in that context, I would say, you know,

23

over the spring of this year.

24
25

MR. KAUFMAN:

Let's mark as the

next exhibit, Ally Financial, Inc.'s
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1
2

THOMAS MARANO
10-Q for the first quarter 2012.

3

(9019 Exhibit 54, Ally

4

Financial,

5

quarter 2012, marked for

6

identification, as of this date.)

7

Inc.'s 10-Q for first

MR. KAUFMAN:

Just for the

8

record, this document is an as-filed

9

version.

It does not have Bates

10

numbers.

This is the one that was

11

pulled off the actual filing.

12

Q.

13

Let me show you what we have

marked as Exhibit 54.

14

Do you recognize this as the

15

form 10-Q filed by AFI for the quarter

16

ending March 31, 2012?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And am I correct that the 10-Q

19

was filed on April 27, 2012, with the SEC?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And am I correct that the 10-Q

22

presented consolidated statements for AFI

23

and its subsidiaries, including ResCap?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Did you participate in the
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preparation of the 10-Q?
A.

It was prepared by

professionals; however, I did, I did
review it.
You reviewed it before it was

Q.

filed, right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you believe its contents to

be true and accurate at the time it was
filed?
A.

At the time it was filed, yes,

I

did believe the contents were true and
accurate.
Q.
page 73.

Let me direct your attention to
There is a section describing

the company's private label
securitizations and its possible exposure
to liability, as a result of those
activities.
Do you see that?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Under the heading Potential

Losses,

the 10-Q stated, "We currently

estimate that ResCap's reasonably possible
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

and answered.

3

You can answer again.

4

A.

It's my understanding that Kathy

5

Patrick had assembled a large enough group

6

to achieve her objective and it was in the

7

interest of the estate to settle.

Q.

8

That wasn't my question.

I want

9

to know whether you understood when you

10

were asked to approve the settlement on

11

May 9th, that Ms. Patrick and her clients

12

had the power to force the trustees to

13

act?

14

MR. PRINCI:

15

and answered.

16

one.

17
18

Objection.

Asked

Last go round on this

Do it again.
A.

My understanding was she had

19

enough people to get done what she wanted

20

to get done.

21
22

MR. PRINCI:

Can we take a

break?

23

MR. KAUFMAN:

24

MR. PRINCI:

25

MR. KAUFMAN:

You want a break?
Yes, I do.
Then you can have
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

one.

3

MR. PRINCI:

4

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

5

Thank you.
The time is

2:56 p.m. and we are off the record.

6

(Whereupon, there is a recess in

7

the proceedings.)

8

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

9

3:09 p.m.,

10

The time is

and we are back on the

record.

11

MR. KAUFMAN:

Let's mark as the

12

next exhibit the minutes of a special

13

meeting of the board on May 9, 2012,

14

Bates numbers 54006 to 54007.

15

(9019 Exhibit 61, minutes of

16

5/9/12 special meeting of board, Bates
17

numbers 54006 to 54007, marked for

18

identification, as of this date.)

19

Q.

Showing you what we have just

20

marked, Mr. Marano, are these the minutes

21

of the board meeting on May 9, 2012?

22
23

A.

Yes, these appear to be the

minutes.

24

Q.

25

telephone?

And was the meeting held by
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1
2
3

THOMAS MARANO
A.

I have to rely on the minutes.

1 can't recall.

4
5
6

The minutes suggest that it was
held by telephone.

Q.

Do the minutes accurately

7

reflect what occurred at the May 9th

8

meeting?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

The minutes say that one of the

11

board's members, Mr. Ilany, was unable to

12

attend.

13

Why couldn't he attend?

14

A.

15

not there.

16

Q.

I'm -- I don't know why he was
I don't remember.
The minutes also reflect that

17

two matters were addressed at the meeting,

18

the proposed RMBS settlements and the

19

Project Bounce update;

is that correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

How much time was devoted to

22
23

each of those matters?
A.

There was, you know, there was a

24

considerable amount of time, you know,

25

dedicated to both matters.

I can't tell
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

you within the hour that the board meeting

3

transpired, whether it was 50/50; but

4

there was, you know, a fair amount of

5

time.

Q.

6
7
8
9
10

The entire meeting, according to

the minutes, lasted an hour, correct?
A.

Correct.

I just can't tell you

whether it was 30 and 30.

Q.

1 don't recall.

Is it your best recollection

11

that it was split approximately equally

12

between the two matters?

13
14
15

A.

I don't recall how much time was

spent on each matter.

Q.

In the next-to-last paragraph on

16

the first page, the minutes say that

17

during the discussion you requested that a

18

report with separate line items

19

identifying the different settlement

20

amounts be prepared to provide the board

21

with additional details on the

22

settlements.

23

Do you see that?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Why did you want that
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1
2

THOMAS MARANO

information?

3

A.

For purposes of clarity.

4

Q.

Clarifying what?

5

A.

To help to make sure the board

6

understood, you know, the components that

7

made up the rep and warrant and PLS

8

settlement.

9

10

Q.

Was that report provided during

the course of the hour meeting?

11

A.

I do not believe it was.

12

Q.

Why didn't you adjourn the

13

meeting until you got the information you

14

were looking for?

15

A.

I think

--

my recollection of

16

this meeting is that we had enough of a

17

basis to determine whether or not the

18

settlement agreement was fair, and this

19

was just clarifying details.

20
21
22
23
24

25

Q.

Was there a written presentation

that accompanied the May 9th meeting?
A.

I don't recall if there was a

presentation.
Q.

Wasn't it the two-page document

we looked at before that you got

--
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

A.

Oh, yes.

3

Q.

-- just about 20 minutes before?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

So that's the information that

This is the same meeting.

6

the board was looking at, when it was

7

considering, on May 9th, whether to

8

approve the settlement?

9

A.

That is -- that is correct.

10

Q.

Was there anything other than

11

that two-page presentation the board was

12

looking at, when it was asked to consider

13

whether to approve the settlement?

14

A.

Not that I recall.

15

Q.

On the second page of the

16

minutes regarding the Project Bounce

17

update, it says that you and Mr. Nashelsky

18

briefed the board on the status of various

19

matters related to a potential ResCap

20

Chapter 11 filing, including but not

21

limited to the AFT settlement agreement.

22

Do you see that?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And that refers to the

25

settlement agreement between ResCap and
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

releases to AFT as well as full releases

3

from ResCap, right?

4

A.

That's right.

5

Q.

Tell me how you thought the

6

component of the settlement securing

7

third-party releases to, for AF

8

benefitted ResCap.

9

MR. PRINCI:

10

clarification.

11

to what company?

12

--

for AFT

Just a

ResCap referring now

Earlier in the deposition I

13

asked you if ResCap would be presumed

14

to be defined to represent one

15

company, and you said no.

16

MR. KAUFMAN:

17

MR. PRINCI:

18

know what it refers to.

19

MR. KAUFMAN:

20

MR. PRINCI:

Stop talking.
So I just want to

Stop talking.
I need to know the

21

clarification; otherwise, I can't have

22

him answer.

23

MR. KAUFMAN:

24

MR. PRINCI:

25

question, please.

Stop talking.
Can you answer that
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2
3

MR. KAUFMAN:
DIR

MR. PRINCI:

4

question.

5

Q.

6

releases?

7

Stop talking.
Don't answer the

From which companies did AFT get

All the debtors, right?

8

A.

Yeah, all of them.

9

Q.

How did the component of the

10

settlement securing third-party releases,

11

third-party releases for AFT, benefit

12

ResCap?

13

MR. PRINCI:

14

all the companies?

15

MR. KAUFMAN:

16

MR. PRINCI:

17

A.

By ResCap, you mean

Yes.
Okay.

We would not have been able to

18

get the settlement, unless Ally received

19

something in return.

20

to get the settlement.

Ally paid good money

21

We also knew there would be an

22

opportunity to challenge that settlement

23

and to have another bite at the apple.

24
25

Q.

What did you understand the

opportunity to be to challenge the
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1
2
3

THOMAS MARANO
settlement between ResCap and Ally?
A.

We were going to go before a

4

judge, and if the judge wasn't comfortable

5

with the arrangement, he would absolutely

6

have us try and revise it or come to a new

7

agreement.

8

Q.

9
10
11

And was that a consideration of

yours and the board, in approving the
settlement?
A.

We knew we got the best deal we

12

could get from Ally at the time we filed

13

or were about to file.

14

there would be an opportunity for it to be

15

reviewed and challenged.

16

And we knew that

But we felt like we had gotten a

17

very good deal

18

preserve value for the platform.

19

Q.

Okay.

for all parties and helped

Mr. Marano, you did

20

understand from your advisors, didn't you,

21

that ResCap had potential claims against

22

AFI for the full amount of whatever

23

settlement amount you might agree to pay

24

to Ms. Patrick and other creditors, right?

25

A.

We knew -- we certainly knew we
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

had that possibility.

3

this was the best deal we could get, and

4

it was reasonably fair.

Q.

5

6

8

You didn't believe it was

reasonably fair.
7

We felt at the time

You told us before you

thought the number should have been
$2 billion, didn't you?

9

MR. PRINCI:

Objection,

10

misstates his testimony.

11

what he testified to.

12

A.

That's not

With respect to my comment on

13

the $2 billion, my view was, what would it

14

take to get all of the investors or

15

vulture funds in the deal to go away.

16

That was based on 30 years of Wall Street.

17

That's a number of what I think it would

18

take to buy peace.

19

fair.

20

Q.

Doesn't mean it

isn't

Isn't that what you told

21

Carpenter and what you said you repeatedly

22

told others, that that was the right

23

number?

24
25

MR. PRINCI:
testimony.

Misstates his

Objection.
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1
2
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A.

What I told Carpenter was it

3

would take a lot more than 750 million to

4

get a quick resolution.

5

was fair for it to be a 2 billion charge

6

to Ally; 750 was fair.

7

going to want more.

8
9

10
11

Q.

Doesn't mean it

But people are

What made you think that 750 was

the top dollar you were going to be able
to get from AFT?
A.

The

--

I relied on the

12

independent directors who, you know, spent

13

weeks, if not months, negotiating with

14

Carpenter; and they told us this was the

15

best deal they could get.

16

at what the legal professionals said were

17

valid claims, and we concluded at the

18

board meeting this was fair.

19

Q.

And we looked

Based on a two-page presentation

20

you got 22 minutes before, in an hour

21

meeting?

22

MR. PRINCI:

23

just argumentative.

24

question?

25

question?

Objection, that's
Is there a

Excuse me, is there a
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

form.

3

A.

You know, I believe what this is

4

saying and -- 8.02 basically releases --

5

it says that the financial guarantors are

6

not released by the waivers in Article 7.

7

Q.

8

agreement.

9

that your answer?

I see you are reading the
I don't want to interrupt.

Is

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

So do you have an understanding

12

as to whether if the settlement agreement

13

that's Exhibit 58 becomes, is approved by

14

the court and becomes effective that

15

financial guarantee providers like MBIA

16

still will have claims to pursue against

17

the debtors?

18

MR. PRINCI:

Objection, the

19

document speaks for itself but you can

20

answer to the extent you --

21

A.

22

claim.

23

Q.

I believe you can file your own

Do you have an understanding as

24

to what types of claims financial

25

guarantee providers like MBIA could file?
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1
2
3
4

THOMAS MARANO
A.

I can't tell you the nuances of

the claims because I'm not a lawyer.

Q.

What is your understanding as to

5

why section 8.02 of the settlement

6

agreement was included in the RMBS

7

settlement?

8
9

A.

I believe that Kathy Patrick had

not actually signed up the monolines

as I

10

refer to them so the MBIA's and the FGICs

11

and this way you had the

12

monolines had flexibility.

13

Q.

--

or the

Let's talk about another

14

provision in Exhibit 58, the settlement

15

agreement.

16

the settlement agreement if it gets

17

approved and it is effective that counsel

18

for the institutional

19

institutional investors will have their

20

fees paid by the debtors?

21

A.

22
23

Are you aware that pursuant to

Say that

MS.

Q.

PATRICK:

Let me

restate

24

Are you aware that

25

agreement

is

last

the RMBS

--

part again.

Objection, form.
the question.

if the RMBS settlement

approved and becomes

a factor
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1

THOMAS MARANO

2

that counsel for the institutional

3

investors will have their fees paid by the

4

debtors?

5

MS.

6

MR. PRINCI:

7
8
9

A.

PATRICK:

Yeah.

Objection to form.
Objection to form.

I believe that the fees

will be paid, yes.
Q.

Do you have an understanding as

10

to the amount of those fees that would be

11

paid by the debtors?

12
13
14

A.

I don't recall.

in the document.
Q.

Okay.

And it may be

I just don't recall.
When the --

I think you

15

previously discussed the May 9th board

16

meeting at which the settlement agreement

17

was considered.

18

at that meeting regarding the payment of

19

the institutional investors' counsel fees?

20
21
22

A.

Was there any discussion

I don't recall if that was a

matter of discussion at the board meeting.
Q.

Okay.

Have you or anyone else

23

on behalf of the debtors evaluated the

24

reasonableness of the fees that would be

25

paid to counsel to the institutional
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2

investors pursuant to the settlement

3

agreement?

4

MS. PATRICK:

5

A.

Objection to form.

I have not looked at the

6

reasonableness.

7

recall that I even knew what that number

8

was.

9

Q.

I'm not

--

again, I don't

Are you aware whether anyone on

10

behalf of the debtors has requested either

11

bills or time sheets from counsel to the

12

RMBS investors to substantiate fees that

13

will be paid to them under the settlement

14

agreement?

15

MR. PRINCI:

16

MS. PATRICK:

17

A.

Objection to form.
Same objection.

I'm not the best person to

18

answer that.

19

keeps track of all that information.

20

we received it, he'll have it.

21

22

Q.

My chief financial officer

Okay.

Is that

that's

Mr. Whitlinger?

23

A.

Whitlinger.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

--

If

Whitlinger.

I'm sorry.

Give me one moment.
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2
3

MS. BAGBY:
we have.

I think that's all

Thank you very much.

4

EXAMINATION BY

5

MR. SHORE:

6

Q.

Good afternoon, sir.

I'm Chris

7

Shore from White & Case on behalf of the

8

junior secured notes.

9

short pages of questions.

I really have two
First of all,

10

do you hold a position with Residential

11

Funding Company, LLC?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

And do you hold a position with

14

GMAC Mortgage, LLC?

1s

A.

No.

16

Q.

I want to focus on the board

17

meetings with respect to the settlement,

18

one of which was talked about, one of

19

which wasn't.

20

you advised at any time in your capacity

21

as an officer or director of Residential

22

Capital, LLC as to any fiduciary duties

23

you owed as an officer or director?

24
25

A.

But first, yes or no, were

Yeah, I was advised as to my

fiduciary responsibilities by counsel.
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2

Q.

And when was that?

3

A.

Periodically over the years as I

4
5

have worked for Residential Capital.

Q.

Okay.

Has Morrison & Foerster

6

ever advised you as to your fiduciary

7

duties, and let me limit that in time in

8

the time, from the time they came up onto

9

the scene up until the filing of the

10

bankruptcy?

11

MR. PRINCI:

What

--

what's the

12

significance of whether Morrison &

13

Foerster has advised him.

14

he's been advised by counsel.

15

does it make a difference what law

16

firm did or didn't advise him on that?

17

Q.

He told you
Why

Can you answer the question?

18

MR. PRINCI:

19

You have to answer my question

20
21
22
23

Don't answer it.

first.
MR. SHORE:

You are going to

instruct him not to answer?
MR. PRINCI:

I'm going to have

24

to know how that question and the

25

answer you are seeking to elicit falls
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2

advised as to your fiduciary duties in the

3

context of a potential insolvency?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And when was that?

6

In relation

to the ResCap fund.

7

A.

Within the past year or so.

8

Q.

Drawing your attention to the

9

May 9th board meeting, which is 9019

10

Exhibit 61.

11

if you want.

You can look at the minutes

12

A.

You said 61,

13

Q.

61,

yes.

right?

I'm not asking you for

14

your legal advice but rather your state of

15

mind as an officer of ResCap LLC.

16

was the understanding of your fiduciary

17

duties at the time of this meeting?

18

A.

At this point in time my

19

fiduciary obligations were to the

20

creditors of ResCap.

21
22

Q.

What

And when you say ResCap, do you

mean ResCap LLC?

23

A.

ResCap and its subsidiaries.

24

Q.

Did you understand that you owed

25

a fiduciary duty to Ally?
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A.

At this point in time I believe

my obligations to Ally were not there.

Q.

And what's your basis for

5

understanding that you, as an officer and

6

director of ResCap LLC, owed fiduciary

7

duties to creditors' entities other than

8

ResCap LLC?

9

A.

My understanding was that I was

10

responsible for the ResCap legal entity

11

and all of its subsidiaries.

12

would have included RFC and GMAC.

13

again, I felt at this point in time I

14

really had no obligation to Ally

15

whatsoever.

16

Q.

And so that
And

And if there were a conflict

17

between what would benefit creditors of

18

ResCap LLC versus what would benefit

19

creditors of RFC, what was your

20

understanding as to how you were to

21

resolve that conflict?

22

A.

Well, I feel like the deals we

23

struck were for everybody.

24

not only ResCap, but all of its

25

subsidiaries got the same deal.

And all of us,

So I was
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2

focused on getting the same deal for

3

everybody.

4

Q.

5

question.

6

just to make clear, what was your

7

understanding of what you were supposed to

8

do in the event of a conflict between what

9

would benefit creditors of ResCap LLC

Okay.

Can you answer my

And maybe you just did.

But

10

versus what would benefit creditors, for

11

example, of RFC?

12
13
14

A.

I

I never thought about it in

--

the context of a conflict.

Q.

Did you understand at the time

15

of the May 9th board meeting that there

16

were certain structures that might benefit

17

one group of creditors

18

of creditors?

19

MR.

PRINCI:

over another group

Objection.

20

References

21

you can answer

22

question.

23

A.

I'm not sure I do follow.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

facts not in
if

evidence

but

you understand

the

At the time of the

May 9th board meeting did you understand
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2

that ResCap LLC was committing itself to

3

pay anything in connection with the

4

proposed settlement?

5

MR. PRINCI:

6

form.

7

A.

Objection as to

What -- with respect to the

8

settlement what I recall is trying to get

9

a global -- essentially buy global peace

10

for all the entities.

11

of monies would be, you know, chopped up,

12

1 was not thinking about that.

13

Q.

How any allocation

At the time of the May 9th board

14

meeting did you understand that there was

15

even an assertion that ResCap LLC was a

16

potential, owed a potential claim to any

17

of the settling funds?

18
19
20

A.

I'm not sure I thought about it

in that context.
Q.

And so when the number was

21

reached, 8.7 billion, was it your

22

understanding that that 8.7 billion could

23

be asserted against every entity within

24

the ResCap enterprise?

25

A.

I believe that could have.

I
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2

wasn't really focused on it, you know,

3

other than to get everybody the same deal.

4

Q.

5

point.

6

ResCap LLC and Residential Funding

7

Company, LLC, there might be a

8

disagreement between those two entities as

9

to who was the proper party to pay the

So getting back to this conflict
Do you understand that as between

10

claim?

11

A.

Today or back then?

12

Q.

Back then.

13

A.

Again, I don't recall thinking

14

about it at the time.

Q.

1s

Okay.

Who made the decision to

16

enter into the settlement on behalf of

17

Residential Funding Company, LLC?

18
19

A.

That would have been the

directors of that entity.

20

Q.

And how was that effectuated?

21

A.

You'd have to talk to those

22

directors.

23

Q.

And who were those directors?

24

A.

I believe you've got Steve Abreu

25

and

--

and Jim Whitlinger,
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W-h-i-t-l-i-n-g-e-r.

Q.

And who acted on behalf of GMAC

Mortgage, LLC?
A.

I believe that was Steve Abreu

and Joe Pensabene, P-e-n-s-a-b-e-n-e.

Q.

And did you understand in

connection with the May 9th board meeting
that you were acting at all on behalf of
Residential Funding Company, LLC in a
legal capacity?
MR. PRINCI:

Objection.

Calls

for an expert opinion.
If you understand the question,
you can answer it.
A.

I'm not really sure what you

mean by a legal capacity.

I mean from a

fiduciary point of view I was trying to
settle for everybody, get the biggest deal
for the family.

How the mechanics of that

worked out I was not, you know, worried
about that detail.
Q.
marked.

I don't know if it has been
I apologize.

Let's mark this as

9019-62.
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2

(9019 Exhibit 62, minutes of an

3

April 13, 2012 board meeting, Bates

4

9019_54008 through 54022, marked for

5

identification, as of this date.)

6

Q.

7

There's one extra one on the

bottom, I think.

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

No.

Here it is,

sorry.

10

Bates numbers of 9019-62 run from

11

9019 54008 through 54022.

12
13
14
15

16

It's

And have you seen that document
before?
A.

I'm familiar with this agreement

or these minutes, I'm sorry.

Q.

Do you recall being in

17

attendance at a board meeting on April 13,

18

2012?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

As between the board meeting on

21

April 13th and the board meeting on

22

May 9th, do you recall when it was

23

determined that the ResCap entities would

24

agree to an $8.7 billion claim?

25

A.

I believe the ResCap entities
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2

MS. PATRICK:

Objection to form.

3

A.

No,

4

Q.

And I asked before about

I never thought about that.

5

considering the $8.7 billion in formal

6

meetings.

7

discussions within the ResCap enterprise

8

since the May 9th meeting as to agreeing

9

on a different number than 8.7 billion?

Has there been any informal

10

A.

I don't recall any, no.

11

Q.

As you sit here today, do you

12

have any basis for believing that ResCap

13

LLC is indebted in the amount of

14

$8.7 billion to the settling parties?

15
16

A.

Until this is approved I don't

think we technically are.

I'd have to

--

17 I'd have to defer to an expert on that.
18

Q.

All right.

And as you sit here

19

today, do you have any basis for believing

20

that ResCap LLC should be held liable to

21

the settling parties for an $8.7 billion

22

claim?

23

MS. PATRICK:

24

MR. PRINCI:

25

for a legal conclusion.

Objection, form.
Object.

It calls
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2
3

A.

Yeah.

I'd have to get an

expert.

Q.

4

So independent any legal counsel

5

you -- legal advice you don't have any

6

view?

7
8
9

A.
RQ

No.
MR. SHORE:

Let me ask because I

don't know that we have seen

10

them, can we get copies of any minutes

11

or resolutions for both the

12

Residential Funding Company, LLC

13

entity and the GMAC Mortgage, LLC

14

entity in relation to the entry into

15

the settlement agreement.

16

in addition, to the extent any other

17

entity within the ResCap group as

18

defined by the witness has either

19

minutes or resolutions or shareholder

20

consents or other formal documentation

21

with respect to that we'd like to get

22

that as well.

23

MR. PRINCI:

But then,

I'm not going to

24

engage in discovery requests at a

25

deposition but you can proceed with
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2

respect to requests for documents you

3

believe are appropriate.

4

5

MR. SHORE:

Q.

Thank you.

Were you present at any

6

post-petition board meeting to discuss an

7

amendment to the settlement agreement or

8

any amendments to the settlement

9

agreement?

10

A.

Yeah, I was at one.

There was

11

one time where the agreement came in

12

there was one board meeting where we

13

talked about an amendment to the

14

agreement.

15

Q.

Okay.

--

And then independent of

16

that one board meeting, that aside, has

17

there been any other post petition board

18

meeting at any ResCap entities as far as

19

you know to discuss the settlement

20

agreement?

21

A.

Not that I'm aware of.

22

Q.

So what do you recall about the

23
24

25

meeting with respect to the amendment?
A.

There

--

there were actually a

couple of attempts to amend the agreement
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2

in an effort to deal with some complaints

3

between some of the various bondholders.

4

And in the end there was sort of a

5

technical agreement to eliminate a release

6

from one legal entity and to adjust the

7

allocation.

8

allocation was completely eliminated or

9

not but there was a discussion about it.

I'm not sure if the

10

And the change was material enough

11

including the release that

12

a decision that we needed to go to the

13

board.

14

Q.

And that went to the board?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Again, because I'm going to ask

--

that we made

17

for legal advice let me just ask you to

18

answer yes or no to this.

19

me step back.

20

Actually, let

In connection with acting as an

21

officer and director of a corporate entity

22

within a family do you understand that at

23

certain times certain legal entities may

24

be the actual party on the hook with

25

respect to a claim even though they are
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2

part of another enterprise?

3

MR. PRINCI:

4

form.

5

Q.

6

Objection as to

Or a larger enterprise?
MR. PRINCI:

Objection as to

7

form.

8

A.

The answer is yes.

9

Q.

So for example if one of your

10

subsidiaries entered into a contract, that

11

subsidiary might be liable on the contract

12

and that wouldn't necessarily make the

13

rest of the entities within the enterprise

14

liable on that claim, right?

15

MR. PRINCI:

16

for a legal conclusion.

17

Objection.

Calls

But you can answer if you

18

understand the question.

19

A.

Yeah, I mean, I would -- I would

20

get a lawyer to look at it because I would

21

assume whoever signed the contract may

22

want to go back up to the parent.

23

Q.

Right.

And in connection, this

24

is the yes or no question, in connection

25

with the entry into the settlement
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2

agreement did you ever go to the lawyers

3

and ask them to tell you who within the

4

organization was liable on the

5

for the settlement?

6

DI
7

MR. PRINCI:

--

liable

I'm going to direct

the witness not to the answer the

8

question on the grounds it calls for

9

communications with counsel.

10

Q.

11

or no?

12

Can you answer that question yes

MR. PRINCI:

I'm going to direct

13

you not to answer the question on the

14

grounds that it calls for a

15

communication with counsel.

16

Q.

17

18
19

Are you going to follow your

counsel's advice?
A.

I'm going to follow his advice.
MR. SHORE:

And the basis for

20

that, just so we are clear on the

21

record?

22
23
24
25

MR. PRINCI:

Attorney-client

privilege.
MR. SHORE:

And for which entity

are you asserting that?
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Financial Releases
BANK OF AMERICA ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT ON LEGACY
COUNTRYWIDE MORTGAGE REPURCHASE AND SERVICING
CLAIMS
Agreement Covers Nearly All Legacy Countrywide-Issued First-Lien Private-Label RMBS
Exposure, Represents 530 Trusts With Original Principal Balance of $424 Billion
Bank of America and Countrywide to Pay $8.5 Billion to Settle Claims; Will Provide an
Additional $5.5 Billion in the Second Quarter of 2011 for Representations and Warranties
Exposure
At Quarter End Will Have Settled or Provided Additional Reserves for a Substantial Portion
of the Original Principal Balance of Representations and Warranties Exposure
With Settlement and AdditionalMortgage-Related Costs, Company Expects to Report
Second-Quarter 2011 Loss of $0.88 to $0.93 Per Share, Including a Goodwill Impairment
Charge of $2.6 Billion
Excluding Mortgage Items and Other Non-Operating Items, Company Expects to Report
Second-Quarter 2011 Net Income of $0.28 to $0.33 Per Share
CHARLOTTE, N.C., Jun 29, 2011 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- Bank of America Corporation today announced
that it has reached an agreement to resolve nearly all of the legacy Cou ntrywide- issued first-lien
residential mortgage-backed securitization (RMBS) repurchase exposure, representing 530 trusts with
original principal balance of $424 billion.
The settlement with The Bank of New York Mellon (BNY Mellon), the trustee for the RMBS trusts
covered by the settlement, is supported by a group of major institutional investors represented by
Gibbs & Bruns LLP, and is subject to final court approval and certain other conditions. With this
agreement and other mortg age- related actions in the second quarter of 2011, the company believes it
will have recorded reserves in its financial statements for a substantial portion of its representations
and warranties exposure as measured by original unpaid principal balance. The company also is
estimating a range of possible loss for the remainder.
"This is another important step we are taking in the interest of our shareholders to minimize the
impact of future economic uncertainty and put legacy issues behind us," said Bank of America Chief
Executive Officer Brian Moynihan. "We will continue to act aggressively, and in the best interest of our
shareholders, to clean up the mortgage issues largely stemming from our purchase of Countrywide."
The agreernent includes a cash payment of $8.5 billion to the covered trusts to be made after final
court approval of the settlement. Bank of America also intends to record an additional $5.5 billion
provision to its representations and warranties liability for both Govern ment- Sponsored Enterprises
(GSE) and non-GSE exposures in the second quarter of 2011.
Over the last six months, Bank of America and Countrywide have announced three agreements aimed
at reducing exposure to legacy Countrywide mortgage issues.

http://investor.bankofamerica.com/phoenix.zhtmlI?c=715
95&plirol-newsArticleprint&I..
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in January, Bank of America announced agreements with two of its largest counterparties, Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac. The agreement with Fannie Mae substantially resolved the existing pipeline of
repurchase and make-whole claims outstanding as of September 20, 2010 arising from alleged
breaches of selling representations and warranties related to loans sold by legacy Countrywide to
Fannie Mae. The agreement with Freddie Mac extinguished substantially all outstanding and potential
mortgage repurchase and make-whole claims arising from any alleged breaches of selling
representations and warranties related to loans sold by legacy Countrywide to Freddie Mac through
2008.
In April, the company and Countrywide signed an agreement with Assured Guaranty Ltd. to resolve
the monoline insurer's outstanding and potential repurchase claims related to alleged representations
and warranties breaches on 29 RMBS trusts where Assured provided financial guarantee insurance.
And today, the company and Countrywide announced an agreement that covers nearly all of the
legacy Cou ntrywide- issued first-lien private-label RMBS repurchase exposure.

Second-quarter results to reflect higher mortgagerelated costs
As a result of the settlement, and other mortgage- related matters, Bank of America expects to report
a net loss in the range of $8.6 billion to $9. 1 billion in the second quarter of 2011, or $0.88 to $0.93
per diluted share. Excluding the settlement, other mortgage- re la ted charges, and proceeds from asset
sales, the company expects to report net income in the range of $3.2 billion to $3.7 billion in the
second quarter of 2011, or $0.28 to $0.33 per fully diluted share.
The key driver of the expected loss is the representations and warranties provision of $14.0 billion,
including $8.5 billion for the settlement agreement on legacy Countrywide mortgage repurchase and
servicing claims, and an additional $5.5 billion increase in the company's representations and
warranties liability for non-GSE exposures and, to a lesser extent, GSE exposures.
The company also expects to record $6.4 billion in other mortgage-related charges in the second
quarter of 2011, including a non-cash, non-tax deductible impairment charge of $2.6 billion to write
off the balance of goodwill in the Consumer Real Estate Services business, as well as charges related
to additional litigation costs, a write-down in the value of mortgage servicing rights, and additional
assessment and waiver costs for compensatory fees associated with foreclosure delays. The
impairment charge will have no impact on reported Tier 1 and tangible equity capital ratios.

Settlement covers 530 RMBS trusts
The settlement covers 525 legacy Countrywide first-lien RMBS trusts and five legacy Countrywide
second-lien RMBS trusts with mortgage loans principally originated between 2004 and 2008 for which
BNY Mellon acts as trustee or indenture trustee. The settlement resolves representations and
warranties claims, as well as substantially all historical servicing- related claims, including claims
related to foreclosure delays and alleged mortgage documentation issues.
These trusts had an original principal balance of approximately $424 billion and total current unpaid
principal balance of approximately $221 billion.
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The 22 investors that have committed to support the settlement include many of the major U.S. and
foreign institutional investors in RMBS:
" AEGON USA Investment Management LLC.
" Bayerische Landesbank.
" BlackRock Financial Management, Inc.
" Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta.
" The Federal Reserve Bank of New York's Maiden Lane entities.
" Goldman Sachs Asset Management L.P.
* ING Investment Management L.L.C.
" ING Bank fsb.
" ING Capital LLC.
" Invesco Advisers, Inc.
" Kore Advisors, L.P.
" Landesbank Baden- Wuerttem be rg and LBBW Asset Management (Ireland) PLC, Dublin.
* Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
" Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliate companies.
" Neuberger Berman Europe Limited.
" New York Life Investment Management LLC.
" Pacific Investment Management Company LLC (PIMCO).
" Prudential Investment Management, Inc.
" Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America.
" Thrivent Financial for Lutherans.
" Trust Company of the West and its affiliated companies controlled by The TCW Group, Inc.
" Western Asset Management Company.

Settlement includes agreement to implement
servicing improvements
BAC Home Loans Servicing (BAC HLS) has agreed to implement certain servicing changes, including
transferring certain high-risk loans owned by the covered trusts to qualified subservicers,
berichmarking loan servicing against defined industry standards regarding default-servicing timelines
(with the payment of agreed-upon fees if such benchmarks are not met), and addressing certain
mortgage documentation issues. The trustee and BAC HLS have also agreed, with the support of the
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investor group, to clarify loss mitigation standards, reflecting a shared commitment to efficient and
timely procedures to assist distressed borrowers.
Certain servicing and documentation obligations begin upon signing of the settlement agreement,
while others, including potential payment of servici ng- related fees, are conditioned on final court
approval of the settlement. The company estimates the costs associated with additional servicing
obligations under the settlement agreement to be approximately $400 million, which will contribute to
the second-quarter 2011 valuation charge related to the mortgage servicing rights asset. The
additional servicing actions are consistent with the recently announced orders with the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Federal Reserve.

Settlement subject to final court approval
The obligation of Bank of America and Countrywide to make the $8.5 billion settlement payment and
to pay certain other money or fees under the settlement is subject to final court approval of the
settlement and certain other conditions, In addition, the obligations of the trustee are subject to the
satisfaction of the conditions in the settlement agreement.
BNY Mellon, as trustee, has determined that the settlement is in the best interests of the covered
trusts and is seeking the necessary court approval of the settlement by commencing a judicial
proceeding, requesting that the court approve the settlement as to all of the covered trusts. It is
expected that the court will schedule a hearing on the settlement and direct a notice program
pursuant to which BNY Mellon will notify certificateholders and noteholders in the covered trusts of the
settlement terms. It is expected that certificateholders and noteholders will be given the opportunity
to file objections to the settlement before a final hearing is held on the settlement.
The institutional investors involved in negotiating the settlement have committed to support the
settlement by, arTiong other things, requesting that BNY Mellon enter into the settlement, moving to
intervene as parties in the settlement approval court proceeding in support of the settlement, and
using reasonable best efforts to obtain final court approval of the settlement.
It is not possible to predict whether and to what extent challenges will be rnade to the settlement or
the timing or ultimate outcome of the court approval process, which can include appeals and could
take a substantial period of time. There can be no assurance that final court approval of the
settlement will be obtained, that all conditions will be satisfied, or if certain conditions in the
settlement agreement permitting withdrawal are met, that Bank of America and legacy Countrywide
will not determine to withdraw from the settlement.

Other matters
After giving effect to the settlement and the additional representations and warranties charges
expected to be recorded in the second quarter of 2011, the company currently estimates that the
range of possible loss with respect to non-GSE investor representations and warranties expense could
be up to $5 billion over expected accruals at quarter end. After giving effect to the additional GSE
representations and warranties charges expected to be taken in the second quarter of 2011, based on
its past experience with the GSEs, the company believes that its remaining exposure to repurchase
obligations for first-lien residential mortgage loans sold directly to the GSEs will be accounted for in
the recorded liability for representations and warranties for these loans at quarter end. The company
is not currently able to reasonably estimate the possible loss or range of loss with respect to any such
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potential impact in excess of current reserves on future GSE provisions if the GSE behaviors change
from past experience. In addition, future provisions associated with representations and warranties for
both non-GSE and GSE exposures and range of loss estimates with respect to non-GSE exposures may
be materially impacted if actual results are different from our assumptions regarding economic
conditions, home prices and other matters, including counterparty behavior and estimated repurchase
rates.
For more information about the terms of the settlement, the mortgage- related charges being taken in
the second quarter of 2011 and the estimated range of possible loss related to non-GSE
representations and warranties expense, see Bank of America's Current Report on Form 8-K filed
today.
Note: Bank of America Chief Executive Officer Brian Moynihan will discuss the above matters in a
conference call at 8 a.m. FT today. Supporting materials and a live webcast can be accessed on the
Bank of America Investor Relations Web site at htto://investor. bankofamerica. com. For a listen-only
connection to the conference call, dial 1.877,200,4456 (U.S.) or 1. 785,424.1732 (international) and
the conference ID: 79795.
Bank of America
Bank of America is one of the world's largest financial institutions, serving individual consumers, small
- and middle-market businesses and large corporations with a full range of banking, investing, asset
management and other financial and risk management products and services. The company provides
unmatched convenience in the United States, serving approximately 58 million consumer and small
business relationships with approximately 5,800 retail banking offices and approximately 18,000 ATMs
and award-winning online banking with 30 million active users. Bank of America is among the world's
leading wealth management companies, and is a global leader in corporate and investment banking
and trading across a broad range of asset classes, serving corporations, governments, institutions and
individuals around the world. Bank of America offers industry- leading support to approximately 4
million small business owners through a suite of innovative, easy-to-use online products and services.
The company serves clients through operations in more than 40 countries. Bank of America
Corporation stock (NYSE: BAC) is a component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average and is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this press release represent the current expectations, plans or forecasts of Bank
of Amenca and are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995.
Forward- looking statements can be identified by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical or
current facts. These statements often use words like "expects, " "anticipates, " "believes, " "estimates,"
"targets, " "intends, " "plans, " "predict, ' "goal" and other similar expressions or future or conditional
verbs such as "will,." "may, " 'might, ""should, ""would" and "could. " The forward-looking statements
made In this press release include, without limitation, statements concerning: the preliminary
in formation about Bank of America's results of operations and financial condition for the quarter
ending June 30, 2011 and related trends, including Bank of America's expected net loss and including
Bank of America' s expected net income if the settlement, other mortgage-related charges, and
proceeds from asset sales are excluded, the expected amount and sufficiency of the charges to be
recorded In the quarter ending June 30, 2011 related to the settlement agreement, the related
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expected increase in the reserve for representations and warranties expense and the estimated costs
associated with the additional servicing and documentation obligations undertaken in connection with
the settlement and the corresponding expected write-down of the valuation of the mortgage servicing
rights, the expected amount and sufficiency of the additional charge for representation and warranty
expense in the quarter ending June 30, 2011 for both GSE and non-GSE exposures, the expected
mortgage-related costs to be recorded in the quarter ending June 30, 2011, including the expected
elimination in the quarter ending June 30, 2011 of the balance of the goodwill in the Consumer Real
Estate Services business segment and the amount of the goodwill Impairment charge expected to be
recorded, Bank of America's expected tangible common equity ratio and Tier 1 common ratio (Basel I)
for the quarter ending June 30, 2011, and the statement that Bank of America "will continue to act
aggressively, and in the best interest of our shareholders, to clean up the mortgage Issues largely
stemming from our purchase of Countrywide";- the portion of Bank of America's repurchase obligations
for residential mortgage obliqations sold by Bank of America and its affliates to Investors that has
been paid or reserved after giving effect to the settlement agreement and the expected charges in the
quarter ending June 30, 2011; the estimated range of possible loss over existing accruals related to
non-GSE representation and warranty exposure; the expected Impact of the settlement agreement;
the actions expected to be taken by the institutional Investors who sup port the settlement; whether
and to what extent challenges will be made to the settlement and the timing of the court approval
process, Including the nature and timing of any appeals that may follow an initial court decision;
whether the conditions to the settlement will be satisfied, including the receipt of final court approval;
whether conditions in the settlement agreement that would permit Bank of America and legacy
Countrywide to withdraw from the settlement will occur and whether Bank of America and legacy
Countrywide will determine to withdraw from the settlement pursuant to the terms of the settlement
agreement; and the potential assertion and Impact of claims not addressed by the settlement
agreement. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and Bank of America
undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect the impact of
circumstances or events that arise after the date the forward-looking statement was made.
These statements are not guarantees of future results or performance and Involve certain risks,
uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict and are often beyond Bank of Amenica 's
control. Actual outcomes and results may differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, any
of these forward-looking statements. You should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking
statement and should consider all of the following uncertainties and risks, as well as those more fully
discussed under Item 1A. "Risk Factors" of Bank of America's 2010 Annual Report on Form 10O-K and
in any of Bank of America's other subsequent Securities and Exchange (SEC) filings: the accuracy and
variability of estimates and assumptions in determining the expected total cost of the settlement to
Bank of America; the adequacy of the liability reserves for the representations and warranties
exposures to the GSEs, monolines and private-label and other investors; the accuracy and variability
of estimates and assumptions in determining the estimated range of possible loss over existing
acrruals related to non-GSE representation and warranty exposure; the accuracy and variability of
estimates and assumptions in determining the portion of Bank of America'~s repurchase obligations for
residential mortgage obligations sold by Bank of America and its affiliates to investors that has been
paid or reserved after giving effect to the settlement agreement and the expected charges in the
quarter ending June 30, 2011; whether and to what extent challenges will be made to the settlement
arid the timing of the court approval process, including the nature and timing of any appeals that may
follow an initial court decision; whether the conditions to the settlement will be satisfied, including the
receipt of final court approval and private letter rulings from the IRS and other tax rulings and
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opinions; whether conditions in the settlement agreement that would permit Bank of America and
legacy Countrywide to withdraw from the settlement will occur and whether Bank of America and
legacy Countrywide will determine to withdraw from the settlement pursuant to the terms of the
Settlement Agreement; the impact of performanceand enforcement of obligations under, and
provisions contained in, the settlement agreement and the institutional investor agreement, including
performance of obligations Under the settlement agreement by Bank of America (and certain of its
affiliates) and the Trustee and the performance of obligations under the institutional investor
agreement by Bank of America (and certain of its affiliates) and the Investor group; Bank of America's
and certain of its affiliates'abilityto comply with the servicing and documentation obligations under
the settlement agreement; the potentialassertion and impact of additional claims not addressed by
the settlement agreement or any of the prior agreements entered into between Bank of America
(andlorcertain of its affiliates) and the GSEs, monoline insurers and other investors; Bank of
America's mortgage modification policies, loss mitigation strategiesand related results; the
foreclosure review and assessment process, the effectiveness of Bank of America's response to such
process, and any governmental or private third-partyclaims asserted in connection with these
foreclosure matters; and any measures or steps taken by federal regulatorsor other governmental
authorities with regardto mortgage loans, servicing agreements and standards, or other matters.
http://www.bankofarTiericacom
SOURCE: Bank of America Corporation
Investors May Contact:
Kevin Stitt, Bank of America, 1.980.386.5667
Lee McEntire, Bank of America, 1.980.388.6780
Reporters May Contact:
Jerry Dubrowski, Bank of America, 1.980.388.2840
IE!rome.fdLibrowski0c)bankofamerica.com
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Lee, Gary S.
From:
Sent:
5/9/2012 11:08:24 PM
'Kathy D. Patrick'
To:
Subject:
RMBS Stipulated Claim
Attachments

Bounce- Discussion Materials (05-09-12)_KP (3).pdf

Kathy, the waterfall is attached. It is not yet ready for distribution beyond the two of us.

That is clearly and materially better than where we
were.
There seems to be disagreement (based on our call with Ropes) on one fundamental point. So we are clear, I am writing It down
so you and I can discuss.
My understanding of our deal is that the $8.7bn number settles all claims arising from the sale and servicing of the RMBS. That's
what I was agreeing to when I said "8.7 to be all deals wrapped and unwrapped as per all our waterfalls" in response to your email
to me. The waterfall clearly delineates and separates pis and rw claims from all other unsecured claims (that's the purpose of the
separate categories). The pis and rw lines cover all claims of any kind by that creditor class- we don't distinguish between
servicing claims, contract breach claims. fraud claims or securities. These claims are -simply - claims arising from wrapped and
unwrapped securitisations and nothing more. That's why I said everyone gets one claim full stop.
So if your clients do not or can not release their securities claims through you, and we cannot defeat them entirely in the bk court,
then they get a share in the $8.7bn. But either way, the $8.7bn is the number for wrapped and unwrapped deals.
So when Ross tells me an unknown amount of securities claims comes on top of this I get spooked - because that renders a deal
at $8.7bn illusory. And if you ask why I care- which is what Ross screamed at me this evening- beyond the fact that this is the
deal I sold to our board and thought we had, it (a) gives everyone an incentive to manage attacks by other claimants to get into
the class or attempt to get a bigger share and (b) is consistent with the need to maintain recoveries for other constituents who are
key to the success of the plan.
Aside from my lack of interest in aggressive behavior from counsel, I like you don't expect to be re-traded. I remind you I said I
would get you $8.7bn and that's what I did. Please call me after you have reviewed. There are some other smaller points that fall
into this category and we can discuss those as well.

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

From: Kathy D. Patrick [mailto:kpatrick@gibbsbruns.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 8:52PM
To: Ross.Martin@ropesgray.com; Lee, Gary S.; Wishnew, Jordan A.; Kathy D. Patrick
Cc: Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com; Levitt, Jamie A.; David Sheeren
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
We do. David, what's the total holdings number (not just our holdings in deals where we have 25 per cent)?
Kathy D. Patrick
Gibbs & Bruns, l.L.P.

From: Martin, D. Ross [mailto:Ross.Martin@ropesgray.com]
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Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 04:57 PM
To: 'Lee, Gary 5.' <GLee@mofo.com>; Wishnew, Jordan A. <JWishnew@mofo.com>; Kathy D. Patrick
Cc: Wofford, Keith H. <Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com>; Levitt, Jamie A. <JLevitt@mofo.com>
Subject: RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
I think Kathy is in transit at the moment, but I do believe we have a number like that.

D. Ross Martin
ROPES. GRAY LLP
T(BOS) +1 517 951 7256 I T(NY) +1 212 595 9177 I M +1 517 872 1574 I F +1 617 235 0454
Prudential Tower, 800 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02199-3600
ross.martin@ropesgray.com

www.rooesgray.com

From: Lee, Gary S. [mailto:Glee@mofo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 5:56 PM
To: Wishnew, Jordan A.; kpatrick@gibbsbruns.com; Martin, D. Ross
Cc: Wofford, Keith H.; Levitt, Jamie A.; Lee, Gary S.
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
If possible we would like to say investors holding x dollars in aggregate.

Gaiy S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New Yott. NY 10104-0050

T. 212.468.8042

F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

---- Original Message ---From: Wishnew, Jordan A.
To: 'kpatrick@g~bbsbruns.com' <kpatrick@wbbsbruns.com>; 'ross.martin@ropesgray.com' <ross.martin@rooesgray.com>
Cc: 'Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com' <Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com>; Levitt, Jamie A.; Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Wed May 09 17:47:33 2012
Subject RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Kathy:
One question - in our documents, we want to note that the Debtors have come to terms with your clients as memorialized in a plan support
agreement. We would propose to refer to your clients as "investors in residential mortgage-backed securities", but are open to any other
suggestions that you may have or prefer.
The sentence would read, in part, "The debtors intend to implement a comprehensive reorganization by consummating the Asset Sales through
a plan of reorganization consistent with the terms of a plan support agreement with ... r ]. "
We look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you.

Reganis,
Jordan
Jordan A. Wishnew
jwishnew@.mofo com
212-336-4328
--~ginal Message----From: Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 4:28PM
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To: 'kpatrick@gibbsbruns.com'; 'ross.martin@ropesgray .com'
Pg 4 of 5
Cc: 'Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com'; Levitt, Jamie A.; Wislmew, Jordan A.; Lee, Gary S.
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Jordan, let Kathy and Ross know when we get a time. Kathy, we will want to talk about messaging and preparation for your remarks at the
hearing. Pick a time saturday afternoon.
----Original Message-----From: Kathy D. Patrick
To: Gary Lee
To: Ross Martin
To: Kathy D. Patrick
Cc: Keith Wofford@rooesgray.com
Cc: Jamie A. Levitt
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Sent: May 9, 2012 4:13PM
Before you do, who on your team will let us know time to show up for first day? Thanks. Kathy D. Patrick Gibbs & Bruns, L.L.P. From: Lee.
Gary S. (mailto:GLee@mofo.com) Sent: Wednesday, May 09,2012 03:10PM To: ross.martin@ropesgmy.com
<ross.martin@rooesgrav.com>; Kathy D. Patrick Cc: Keith.Wofford@rooesgray.com <Keith.Wofford@rooosgray.com>; Levitt, Jamie A.
<JLevitt@mofo.com> Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim Jamie aoo Tony Princi. I am slowly vanishing. Gary S. Lee Morrison & Foerster
LLP 1290 Avenue of the Americas New York, NY 10104-0050 T. 212.468.8042 F. 212.468.7900 glee@mofo.com
From: Martin, D. Ross To: Lee, Gary S.; kootrick@gibbsbnms.com Cc: Wofford, Keith H. Sent: Wed May 09 16:05:44 2012 Subject: RE:
RMBS Stipulated Claim Obviously you've been tied up; just let us know when (and with whom) you want to discuss the Plan Support
Agreement
D. Ross Martin ROPES& GRAYLLP T(BOS) +1617 95172661 T(NY) +1212 596 91771 M +1617 872 15741 F+l617 235 0454
Prudential Tower, 800 Boylston Street Boston, MA 02199-3600 ross.martin@ropesgray.com www.rooosgray.com Circular 23.0 Disclosure
(R&G): To ensure compliance with Treasury Department regulations, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication
(including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties
or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed h:rein
This message
Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New Yod:, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

=====================================================
This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.
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From:
Levitt, Jamie A.
5/10/2012 7:02:56 AM
Sent:
To:
Timothy.Devine@ally.com'; Lee, Gary S.; 'rcieri@kirkland.com'; Nashelsky, Larren M.; 'nornstein@kirkland.com'
'William.b.Solomon@aIly.com'
Cc:
Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Subject:
I apologize, but with the lateness of the hour I believe I sent a confusing email, so Iwill clarify:
1. First, we have NOT sent anything back yet to Ropes or KP re these revisions. They are for your review and further revision.
2. Although we know we will have to eventually trade this point, based on the deal Gary discussed with KP, the agreement
currently makes the $8.713 a cap, such that all claims including securities claims, come out of it.
3. Once we reach agreement on the rest of the terms, we will eventually give on the point that KP's clients are not releasing
securities claims, but for now we are going to put the full release back into the draft settlement agreement. In other words we will,
for this turn state that all claims, including securities claims are released.
Sorry if I created any confusion.
Jamie
From: Levitt, Jamie A.
To: Timothy.Devine@aIly.com' ; Lee, Gary S.; 'rcieri@kirkland.com' ; Nashelsky, Larren M.; 'nornstein@kirldand.com'
Cc: 'William.b.Solomon@ally.com'
Sent: Thu May 10 02:01:17 2012
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Tim,
Consistent with what you state below, we have accepted their revision to the release in the settlement agreement to exclude
securities law claims. We are marking up the settlement agr and PSA based on our discussions tonight with Ropes and will
circulate internally before sending back to them.
Assume we should agree to the same change for Talcott when we talk to them tomorrow?
Jamie
Fion : Devine, Timothy
To: Lee, Gary S.; rcieri@kirkland.com ; Nashelsky, Larren M.; nornstein@kirkland.com ; Levitt, Jamie A.
Cc: Solomon, William Legal
Sent: Thu May 10 01:55:08 2012
Subject: RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
CONFIDENTIAL
Folks:
The KP settlement is for everythin except securities claims. And we can define securities claims narrowly.
Is that what the language in the current/final draft settlement agreement reads? Remember, we talked about this in some detail.
Please let me know what the main remaining arguments are and Iwill weigh in. Iwant to read the drafts before Ally agrees to
them.
The circle is squared at the Plan. KP can only get us the "everything-but-securities" settlement release because that is the full
extent of her representation. She has been clear about that. Same as in her BoA/BoNYM work. Etc.
But notice: though her clients don't release securities claims, they sign Plan Support Agreements, and the Plan includes very
simple comprehensive releases, which of course include third party release of all claims, which of course includes securities
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Presto.
So while she can't represent parties in giving up their securities claims, clients face a choice: either sign up with the settlement to
make sure your trust receives monies under the waterfall, in which case you need to sign the Plan Support Agreement and
support the Plan. And the Plan wipes out all their claims of any sort.
This is the beauty of it.
It is also the reason that FHFAIFreddie probably can't sign the settlement agreement. They believe their securities law claims are
worth something, even in the filing; and they are also hedging against the contingency that the Plan fails, in whjch case they
would like to be able to get on with a lawsuit against Ally Financial Inc. on the $1 billion loss on Freddie's securities.
Timothy A. Devine
Chief Counsel - Litigation
Ally Financial Inc. Legal Staff
200 Renaissance Center
MIC: 482-B09-B1 1
Detroit, MI 48265
(313) 656-3477
From: Lee, Gary S. [mailto:GLee~mofo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 11:35 PM
To: Devine, Timothy; rcieri~kirkland.com; Nashelsky, Larren M.; nornstein@kirkland.com; Levitt, Jamie A.
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
I'm around.

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee~mofo.com

From: Devine, Timothy
To: Lee, Gary S.; rcieri@kirkland.com; Nashelsky, Larren M.; nornstein@kirkland.com
Sent: Wed May 09 23:26: 53 2012
Subject: RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Can we pull a call together this evening?
Would folks be available at 11:45?
Tim
Timothy A. Devine
Chief Counsel - Litigation
Ally Financial Inc. Legal Staff
200 Renaissance Center
MIC: 482-B09-BI 1
Detroit, Ml 48265
(313) 656-3477

From: Lee, Gary S.[mailto:GLee@mofo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 11:17 PM
To: rcien@kirkland.com; Nashelsky, Larren M.; Devine, Timothy; nornstein@kirkland.com
R-090098
RC-901900049487
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Fyi

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

From: Lee, Gary S.
To: 'Kathy D. Patrick'
Sent: Wed May 09 23:08:24 2012
Subject: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Kathy, the waterfall is attached. It is not yet ready for distribution beyond the two of us.
we provided except we brought
That is dearly and materially better than where we
were.
There seems to be disagreement (based on our call with Ropes) on one fundamental point. So we are clear, I am writing it down
so you and I can discuss.
My understanding of our deal is that the $8.7bn number settles all claims arising from the sale and servicing of the RMBS. That's
what Iwas agreeing to when I said "83to be all deals wrapped and unwrapped as per all our waterfalls" in response to your
email to me. The waterfall clearly delineates and separates pis and rw claims from all other unsecured claims (thars the purpose
of the separate categories). The pIs and rw lines cover all claims of any kind by that creditor class - we don't distinguish between
servicing claims, contract breach claims, fraud claims or securities. These claims are - simply - claims arising from wrapped and
unwrapped securitisations and nothing more. That's why I said everyone gets one claim full stop.
So if your clients do not or can not release their securities claims through you, and we cannot defeat them entirely in the bk court,
then they get a share in the $8.7bn. But either way, the $8.7bn is the number for wrapped and unwrapped deals.
So when Ross tells me an unknown amount of securities claims comes on top of this Iget spooked - because that renders a deal
at $8.7bn illusory. And if you ask why I care - which is what Ross screamed at me this evening - beyond the fact that this is the
deal I sold to our board and thought we had, it (a) gives everyone an incentive to manage attacks by other claimants to get into
the class or attempt to get a bigger share and (b) is consistent with the need to maintain recoveries for other constituents who are
key to the success of the plan.
Aside from my lack of interest in aggressive behavior from counsel, I like you don't expect to be re-traded. I remind you I said I
would get you $8.7bn and thafs what I did. Please call me after you have reviewed. There are some other smaller points that fall
into this category and we can discuss those as well.

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.Gom
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To: Ross. Martin@ropesgray.com; Lee, Gary S.; Wishnew, Jordan A.; Kathy D.Patrick
Cc: Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com; Levitt, Jamie A.; David Sheeren
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim

Exhibit P

We do. David, what's the total holdings number (not just our holdings indeals where we have 25 per cent)?
Kathy D. Patrick
Gibbs & Bruns, L.L.P.

From: Martin, D. Ross [mailto:Ross.Martin@ropesgray.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 04:57 PM
To: 'Lee, Gary S.' <GLee@mofo.com>; Wishnew, Jordan A. <JWishnew~mofo.com>; Kathy D.Patrick
Cc: Wofford, Keith H. <Keith.Wofford~ropesgray.com>; Levitt, Jamie A.<JLevitt@mofo.com>
Subject: RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
I think Kathy isin transit at the moment, but I do believe we have a number like that.

D. Ross Martin
ROPES & GRAY LLP
T(BOS) + 1617 951 7266 1T(NY) + 1 212 596 9177 1 M + 1617 872 1574 1 F + 1617 235 0454
Prudential Tower, 800 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02199-3600
ross.mprtin@ropesoray.com
www.ropesgray.com

From: Lee, Gary S.[mailto:GLee@mofo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 5:56 PM
To: Wishnew, Jordan A.; kpatrick@gibbsbruns.com; Martin, D.Ross
Cc: Wofford, Keith H.; Levitt, Jamie A.; Lee, Gary S.
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
If possible we would like to say investors holding x dollars in aggregate.

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10 104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
Fulee~mofb.corn
---Original Message -From: Wishnew, Jordan A.
To: 'kpatrick~agibbsbruns .com' <koarc ~ibsrno>; 'rs.matnropesgray .com' <rss.martin(a-)rotoes~zav.com>
Cc: 'Keith. Wofford~drpesgray.com <Keiffi.Wofford~l-rovesntrav.com>; Levitt, Jamnie A.; Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Wed May 09 17:47:33 2012
Subject: RE: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Kathy:
One question - in our documents, we want to note that the Debtors have come to terms with your clients as memorialied in a plan support
agreement. We would propose to refer to your clients as "investors in residential mortgage-backed securities", but are open to any other
suggestions that you may have or prefer.
The sentence would read, in part, "The debtors intend to implement a comprehensive reorganization by consummating the Asset Sales through
a plan of reorganization consistent with the terms of a plan support agreement with ... [
We look forward to hearing from you.

R-090096
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Thiank you.
Regards,
Jordan
Jordan A. Wishnew
iwishnew(dmofo.com
212-3364328
---- Original Message -From: Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 4:28 PM
To: 'kpatrick@gibbsbnins.com'; 'ross.martin@ropesgray.com'
Cc: 'Keith.Wofford@ropesgray.com'; Levitt, Jamie A.; Wishnew, Jordan A.; Lee, Gary S.
Subject: Re: RMVBS Stipulated Claim
Jordan, let Kathy and Ross know when we get a time. Kathy, we will want to talk about messaging and preparation for your remarks at the
hearing. Pick a tine saturday afternoon.
---- Original Message-From: Kathy D. Patrick
To: Gary Lee
To: Ross Martin
To: Kathy D. Patrick
Cc: Keith.Woffbrd(Zbropesgrav.com
Cc: Jamie A. Levitt
Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim
Sent: May 9, 2012 4:13 PM
Before you do, who on your team will let us know time to show up for first day'? Thanks. Kathy D. Patrick Gibbs & Bruns, L.L.P. From: Lee,
Gary S. [mailto:GLee(i&mofo.comJ Sent: Wednesday, May 09,2012 03: 10 PM To: ross.niartin(cdropesgnmv.com
<ross.martin(dropesnrav.corn>; Kathy D. Patrick Cc: Keith. Wofford(czropesgrav.com <Keith.Wofford(&royesgrav.com>; Levitt, Jamie A.
<JLevittcdrmofo.com> Subject: Re: RMBS Stipulated Claim Jamie and Tony Princi. I am slowly vanishing. Gary S. Lee Morrison & Foerster
LLP 1290 Avenue of the Americas New York, NY 10104-0050 T. 212.468.8042 F. 212.468.7900 glee().mofo.com
From: Martin, D. Ross To: Lee, Gary S.; kyatrick(dhnibbsbnins.com Cc: Wofford, Keith H. Sent: Wed May 09 16:05:44 2012 Subject. RE:
RMBS Stipulated Claim Obviously you've been tied up; just let us know when (and with whom) you want to discuss the Plan Support
Agreement.
D. Ross Martin ROPES & GRAY LLP T(BOS) +1 617 951 7266 I T(NY) +1 212 596 91771 M +1 617 872 1574 IF +1 617 235 0454
Prudential Tower, 800 Boylston Street Boston, MA 02199-3600 ross.rnartin(rovesgray.com www.ropesgrav.comn Circular 230 Disclosure
(R&G): To ensure compliance with Treasury Department regulations, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication
(including any attachunents) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties
or promoting. markcting or rccommcnding to another party any tax-rclatcd mattcrs addressed hercin.
This message
Gary S. Lcc
Morrson & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10 104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee(d~mofo.coni

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under

the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http)://www.mofo.com/Circular230/
R-090099
RC-901900049490
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This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.
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1

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-----------------------------------x
In Re:

Case No.

RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL, LLC, et. al,

12-12020(MG)

Debtors.

-----------------------------------x

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF MARK RENZI
New York, New York
November 7, 2012
1:08 p.m.

Reported by:
ERICA L. RUGGIERI, RPR
JOB NO:
27640
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182
1

MARK RENZI

2

A.

We were presenting ranges.

3

Q.

What was the high end of

4

debtors' range when Kathy Patrick was at

5

$10 billion?

6

MR. RAINS:

7

foundation.

8

A.

Same objection.

No

Calls for speculation.

9
10

11

Q.

12

A.

13
14
15
16

Q.

But at that point in time, to

17

the best of your recollection, the number

18

that debtors were presenting to Kathy

19

Patrick was less than $8 billion, it was

20

7.8 billion; is that correct?

21

MR. RAINS:

22

speculation.

23

Calls for

No foundation.

MR. JURGENS:

I'm asking for the

24

witness's recollection.

25

Q.

Is it 7.08?

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue- Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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183
1
2

MARK RENZI

A.

That's what --yeah.

Just say

3

seven-- I would say 7.1 is what you are

4

referring to in terms of the number but

5

your question is the final -- I believe

6

you asked me if I was there for the final

7

part of the negotiations to arrive at 8.7

8

and I was not present for -- for that

9

portion.

10

Q.

But am I correct that the

11

debtors were at 7.1, Kathy Patrick was at

12

10 and in some way they met at 8.7; is

13

that correct?

14

MR. RAINS:

15

for speculation.

16

Q.

17
18

Objection.

Calls

No foundation.

To the best of your

understanding.
A.

We were presenting a range.

So

19

we didn't present a number.

I did not

20

present a number,

21

I believe MoFo was the one describing the

22

final portions of the negotiation.

23

are asking me if it's one number.

24

May 8th we were presenting a range of

25

numbers.

just as Kathy Patrick.

So you
On

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue- Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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MARK RENZI

1

2

Q.

Correct.

But $8.7 billion falls

3

outside that range that you presented to

4

Kathy Patrick on May 8th, correct?

5

A.

Yes, it does.

6

Q.

Did you do any subsequent

7

analysis after that May 8th analysis that

8

created ranges where the $8.7 billion fell

9

within the range discussed with Kathy

10
11

Patrick?

A.

I don't remember a specific

12

chronology at that point in time but

13

certainly we were evaluating other ranges

14

at that point in time.

15

Q.

Did debtors' counsel ever ask

16

you to come up with an analysis to justify

17

settling at $8.7 billion?

18

A.

I would say debtors' counsel

19

said if you hold other levers constant,

20

what does that mean for an implied defect

21

rate.

22

Q.

Was the total allowed claim that

23

was going to be agreed with Kathy Patrick

24

a lever in that analysis that you just

25

described?

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue- Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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MARK RENZI

1
2

A.

Could you -- it --

3

Q.

You just focused on the defect

4

rate.

I know from reading e-mails that

5

Kathy Patrick's crew was very focused on

6

defect rates.

7

move -- let me withdraw that.

My question is, did you

8

Was one of the levers that you

9

were moving to reach a 22 percent defect

10

rate

11

A.

I don't recognize 22 percent.

12

Q.

The total allowed claim.

13

A.

I don't recognize 22 percent.

14

Q.

You don't recall Kathy Patrick

15

requesting a, that the final total allowed

16

claim reflect a 22 percent defect rate?

17

A.

18

claim.

19

Q.

I recollect an $8.7 billion

Did anybody ask you to conduct

20

an analysis that would allow the debtors

21

to back into the $8.7 billion number?

22

A.

Well, we had done analyses prior

23

to the settlement based on the range of

24

defect rates that showed numbers higher

25

than $8.7 billion.

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue- Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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1
2

MARK RENZI

Q.

But not in the context of

3

presenting those ranges to Kathy Patrick,

4

correct?

5

A.

Correct.

We were in

we were negotiating.

So in

6

negotiation

7

the process of negotiating she had a

8

higher number and we had a lower number.

9

The information we presented was a range

10

of reasonable numbers to continue with

11

negotiations.

12

Q.

Okay.

13

MR. JURGENS:

14

balance of my time

15

MR. RAINS:

I'll use the

You've used eight

16

minutes of your five, so I don't think

17

you have more time.

18
19

MR. JURGENS:

I

believe there is one question.

20

MR. RAINS:

21

EXAMINATION BY

22

MR. DENMAN:

23

Well, Mr. Rains,

Q.

Go ahead.

Very quickly, Harrison Denman

24

from White & Case on behalf of the ad hoc

25

junior secured bondholders.

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue- Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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Kathy D.Patrick
From:
5/7/2012 8:57:15 PM
Sent:
Lee, Gary S.; Kathy D.Patrick
To:
Re: I'm on with client now. Free up at 9.
Subject:
OK. Just got off with my clients.
Please flag for yours that the number you suggested isa problem. At adefect rate of 22 percent, the stated claim is10.0 billion.
That insulates the settlement substantially from objectors because it iscertainly within the realm of reason. I can deliver a deal
at 10 bn. Please get your last and best.

Kathy D.Patrick
Gibbs & Bruns, L.L.P.
From: Lee, Gary S.[mailto:GLee~mofo.com]
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 07:40 PM
To: Kathy D.Patrick
Subject: I'm on with client now. Free up at 9.

Gary S.Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F.212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any advice concerning
one or more U.S. Federal tax issues iscontained inthis communication (including any attachments), such advice isnot intended
or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii)
promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to
receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained inthe
message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the
message.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lee, Gary S.
From:
4/24/2012 9:18:43 AM
Sent:
To:
'kchopra@centerviewpartners.com'; 'mark. renzi@fticonsulting .com'; 'wilIlia m.nola n@fticonsulting.com
Levitt, Jamie A.; Nashelsky, Larren M.; 'Filip.Szymik~fticonsulting .com'; 'liz.park@fticonsu Iing .com'
Cc:
Re: Prep for KP
Subject:

REDACTED
Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 101 04-0050
T.212.468.8042
F.212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com
From: Karn Chopra
To: Lee, Gary S.; mark.renzi@fticonsulting.com ; william.nolan@fticonsulting .com
Cc: Levitt, Jamie A.; Nasheisky, Larren M.; Filip.Szymik@fticonsulting.com ; liz.park@fticonsulting.com
Sent: Tue Apr 24 09:17:26 2012
Subject: RE: Prep for KP
--REDACTED:

From: Lee, Gary S. [mailto:GLee@mofo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:16 AM
To: mark.renzi~fticonsulting.com; william. nolan @fticonsulting .com
Cc: Karn Chopra; Levitt, Jamie A.; Nashelsky, Larren M.; Filip.Szymik@fticonsulting.com; liz.park@fticonsulting.com
Subject: Re: Prep for KP
REDACTED

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP

1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 101 04-0050
T.212.468.8042
F.212.488.7900
glee(Qmofo.com
From: Renzi, Mark
To: Lee, Gary S.; Nolan, William
Cc: kchopra@centerviewpartners.com; Levitt, Jamie A.; Nashelsky, Larren M.; Szymik, Filip; Park, Liz
Sent: Tue Apr 24 09:06:16 2012
-Subiect RE: -Preo -for KP-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

REDACTED

R-090029
RC-901900062398
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Confidentiality Notice:
This email and any attachments may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the e-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately by replying to the sender and then delete this copy and the reply from your system. Thank you for your cooperation.

From: Lee, Gary S. [mailto:GLee@mofo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:01 AM
To: Nolan, William; Renzi, Mark
Cc: kchopra@centerviewpartners.com; Levitt, Jamie A.; Lee, Gary S.; Nashelsky, Larren M.
Subject: Fw: Prep for KP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -- ----- ----------------- ------ ------- REDACTED ------ ----------------------- --- ----- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10 104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900

glecAmofo.com
---- Original Message ---From: Hamzchpour, Tammy <Tammy.Hamzchpourgally.corn>
To: Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Tue Apr 24 08:55:22 2012
Subject: FW: Prep for KP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REDACTED

- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------

--

-- Original Message ----From: Devine, Timothy
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 8:38 PM
To: Havuehpour, Tammy
Subject: Prep for KP
Tammy:
Thinking of waterfall for KP.
Would like to recommend 3, 4, 6 rather than 4, 5, 6 as low medium high. Thought is that we creat flexibility for discussion re potential losses
beyond reserves. I wifl provide analytics to demonstrate how one could get to 3, 4 or 6. Point is not to persuade KP that such range is CorrecL
She wifl have strong instinct to dispute it as unrealistically low. We are ok with her infonning us otherwise, so long as she comes away
knowing that ratcheting up those ranges leads automatially to lower percentage recoveries, by simple math in light of afact that there will oirdy
be X or Y real dollars available. What we will sell, though, is basedon strength of Gary's waterfall presentation as btwn GMACM and RFC in
the two scenarios. The message to her will be clear - get on board.
Finally, I recommend we use 750 million rather than one billion as potential AF1 contribution. I don't have basis to say it should be a billion,
and it would be better to leave some room for negotiation. If we want to use a billion we will need clearance from AF1 and I haven't spoken to
Mike.
I recommend we take advantage of tomorrow's meeting of you, me, Kirkland and MoFo to run through the KP draft slides. Your thoughts?
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Thianks.
Tim

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LIP informs you that, if any
advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein.
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that if any
advice concemning one or more U.S. Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments),
such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter
addressed herein
For information about this legend, go to
http://www.mofo.com/Circular230/

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information
contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail
@mofo.com, and delete the message.

This e-mail and any attachments thereto are intended only for use by the named recipient(s) and
may contain confidential, privileged information.
if you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this email and any attachments thereto is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please delete it immediately.
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Cancelliere, Jeff - PA
From:
5/9/2012 7:16:02 AM
Sent:
To:
Devine, Timothy
Re: Defect rate
Subject:
Using our 44.11B losses the defect rate would be about 19.7. Using her loss method which puts me at 48.713 the defect rate
would be around 17.9
---- Original Message -From: Devine, Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2012 05:50 AM
To: Cancelliere, Jeff - PA
Subject: Defect rate
Jeff: what is the defect rate at 8.7 billion, according to her severities etc and according to ours? Thanks. Tim.
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From:
Levitt, Jamie A.
Sent:
8/9/2012 6:00:44 PM
To:
Lee, Gary S.; Princi, Anthony
Cc:
Clark, Daniel E.
Subject:
FW: 2nd Amendment to Settlement Agreement
Attachments
WSComparisonActiveZ_31451210_2_SECOND AMENDMENT TO RMBS TRUST SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTNEW YORK-#1053253-vl-ResCap..-_SecondAmiendment~to._the_RMBS_TrustSettlement.Agreements.doc; Change-Pmo Redline
- 31494704-v2-RMBS Trust Settlement (incorporating first amendment) and 31494704-v5-RMBS Trust Settlement (incorporating
second ame.pdf
This message was sent with High Importance

REDACTED

Fromn: Levitt, Jamie A.
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 5:00 PM
To: keith .wofford@ropesgray.com; kpatrick@gibbsbruns.com; Ross.Martin@ropesgray.com; rmadden@gibbsbruns.com
Cc: Clark, Daniel E.; Princi, Anthony
Subject: 2nd Amendment to Settlement Agreement
Kathy and Keith et al,
CONFIDNTIALRC-9019_00093502
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Attached isa redline of the amendments to the settlement agreement - to avoid confusion please note the redline is based off
the initial version Andrew sent on Aug. 3. So it includes our changes and those we accepted from those you sent last night.
Couple of points:
1,We cannot agree to your addition of additional debtors to the Allowed Claim. Our deal was that the Allowed Claim is
against GMACM and RFC. We allocated the settlement based on origination - and it could dilute and alter recoveries if
we give the allowed claims as you proposed.
2. We changed the court order date to "the later of November 12, 2012, or five (5) days after the close of the Court's
hearing on such motion" Your Nov. 9 proposal is not realistic and potentially annoying to the Judge. The hearing starts
on Nov. 5, court is closed Nov. 6 and we'll likely need at least another day that week. So implying the court should rule in
a day or so seems inappropriate. The way we have drafted itworks with the opt-in date of "November 12, 2012 or five
business days after the entry of an order approving the RMBS Trust Settlement."
We are of course waiting for comments from Glen on the Agreement

-

which I think he was going to or has run by you.

Thanks.
Jamie
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
- -- -- -

- -- --

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

In Re: Case No:
RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL,

LLC, et.

al,

12-12020 (MG)

Debtors.
-- - - - - - - - -

---------------- x

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF TAMMY HAMZEPHOUR
New York, New York
November 13,
9:43 a.m.

Reported by:
ERICA L. RUGGIERI,
JOB NO: 27903

RPR

2012
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2

(9019 Exhibit 88, e-mail chain

3

dated August 15, 2012, Bates RC

4

9019_00093188, marked for

5

identification, as of this date.)

6

Q.
7

Did you receive a copy of each

of the two e-mails in this exhibit?

8

A.

Yes,

9

Q.

In the earlier e-mail from Gary

I did.

10

Lee, Mr. Lee reported on the court's

11

approval of an amendment to the RMBS trust

12

settlement agreement, correct?

13

A.

I think it's a court order, not

14

a court approval of agreement.

15

know what the distinguishing factor is.

16

Q.

Okay.

I don't

He reported to an order

17

by the court with respect to an amendment

18

to the RMBS trust settlement agreement,

19

right?

20

MR. RAINS:

21

document.

22

A.

Misstates the

The order is the scheduling

23

order on hearing dates and things.

24

think that's what the order is referring

25

to here.

I

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
450 Seventh Avenue - Ste 500, New York, NY 10123 (212)705-8585
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2

TAMMY HAMZEPHOUR
Q.

Okay.

You understood Mr. Lee

3

was at least talking about or writing

4

about an amendment to the RMBS trust

5

settlement agreement?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Are we in agreement on that?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Okay.

And the amendment he was

10

describing allowed ResCap to sell its

11

platform and HFS book with limited

12

objections from the trustees;

13

right?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

In the next to last paragraph of

is that

16

his e-mail Mr. Lee also made note of what

17

he referred to as one "interesting

18

change."

Do you see that?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And there he said,

"Previously

21

the settlement agreement left open the

22

allocation of the RMBS claim between the

23

different ResCap legal entities.

24

agreement now allows the settling trusts

25

to elect to allocate no more than

The

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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2

20 percent of their allowed claim to

3

ResCap LLC.

4

protect the investors in the event that a

5

larger than expected portion of the Ally

6

settlement proceeds is allocated to ResCap

7

LLC based on alter ego type claims

8

opposed to RFC and GMACM as we

9

anticipate)."

10

This provision was added to

(as

Do you see that?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

That was a description of the

13

so-called Holdco election, wasn't it?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Was ResCap's board of directors

16

asked to consider and approve that

17

amendment to the RMBS trust settlement

18

agreement?

19

A.

20
21
22
23

I don't remember that there

were.
Q.

Weren't you the one who approved

that?
A.

I approved it -- I signed it

24

after discussing with counsel and

25

Mr. Marano.
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TAMMY HAMZEPHOUR

2

Q.

Who authorized you to sign it?

3

A.

I don't think anyone gave a

4

specific direction to sign it.

5

MR. KAUFMAN:

6

Just take a few

minute break.

7

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

8

The time is

11:36 a.m. and we are off the record.

9

(Whereupon, there is a recess in

10

the proceedings.)

11

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is

12

11:55 a.m. and we are back on the

13

record.

14

Q.

15

Ms. Hamzephour, I just have a

couple of questions more.

16

A.

Sure.

17

Q.

I understand that you may have

18

had one or two telephone calls with

19

Ms.

20

in connection with the first meeting with

21

her in Minneapolis.

22

telephone calls with her in 2012?

Patrick in or around November of 2011

Did you have any

23

A.

Not one-on-one that I remember.

24

Q.

You have been identified as the

25

debtors

--

one of the debtors fact

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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2

witnesses at the hearing of the 9019

3

motion.

4

substance of your testimony?

5
6

What exactly is going to be the

A.

I don't know.

whatever questions I'm asked I suppose.

7
8
9

I'll answer

MR. KAUFMAN:

Okay.

I have

nothing further.
EXAMINATION BY

10

MR. DENMAN:

11

Q.

Harrison Denman from White &

12

Case for the ad hoc secured junior

13

noteholders.

14

questions.

is

I just have a few quick

Ms. Hamzephour, your title is

16

that of general counsel of Residential

17

Capital, LLC, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Do you have any titles or

20

positions with respect to subsidiaries

21

GMAC Mortgage or Residential Funding?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Okay.

Also general counsel.
And at the beginning of

24

this deposition you mentioned that you had

25

attended a meeting with Kathy Patrick in

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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November 2011, correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

And you mentioned that at that

5

meeting Kathy Patrick had informed you

6

that she believed her clients had claims

7

against GMAC Mortgage, Residential Funding

8

and I believe you included Ally, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Did she inform you at that

11

meeting that she believed her clients had

12

claims against Residential Capital?

13

A.

Yes.

She included ResCap

14

debtors, the ResCap family of companies.

15

And she didn't have an organizational

16

chart.

17

with both Ally and ResCap.

18

Her goal was to be communicating

Q.

And was it your understanding at

19

the time of that meeting that her clients

20

possessed claims against Residential

21

Capital, LLC as opposed to GMAC Mortgage

22

and RFC?

23

A.

There wasn't a distinction drawn

24

at that meeting.

25

claims against the entire enterprise.

She was saying she had
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2

Q.

And when was that?

3

A.

It was in early May.

4

Q.

And how many drafts of this

5

agreement did you read?

6

A.

I don't remember.

7

Q.

Was it more than five?

8

than five?

9

A.

10
11

Less

I don't remember how many

drafts.

Q.

Okay.

I'm going to turn your

12

attention to section 6.04, which is on

13

page 7.

14

Fees.

And the section is entitled Legal

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Do you recall reviewing this

17

18
19
20
21

22

section of the agreement?
A.

I remember this section of the

agreement, yes.

Q.

And what does this section

generally provide?
A.

It provides for counsel to the

23

Steering Committee of investors to receive

24

legal fee payments.

25

Q.

And what is your understanding

DAVID FELDMAN WORLDWIDE, INC.
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2

of how that -- how those legal fee

3

payments work?

4
5

A.

allowed claim.

6
7

Q.

And do you have an understanding

of the amount of those legal fees?

8
9

That they come out of the

A.

It's some percentage.

I don't

recall.

10

Q.

Did you provide any comments or

11

edits or other instructions with respect

12

to the legal fees section of the RMBS

13

settlement?

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A.

I don't -- I don't believe I

Q.

Who negotiated the legal fees

did.

section of the RMBS settlement agreement?
A.

That would be Morrison &

Foerster.

Q.

Do you know if they commented or

21

provided any edits or other communications

22

with respect to the legal fees section?

23

A.

I don't remember.

24

number of drafts.

25

the markups were of each one.

There were a

I don't remember what
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Q.

3

Do you recall

withdrawn.

--

In reviewing the settlement

4

agreement and section 6.04,

5

any assessment of whether or not the legal

6

fees provided for for the Steering

7

Committee counsel were reasonable?

8
9

A.

No.

I didn't

--

did you make

I didn't

determine it one way or the other.

10

Q.

You didn't do it at all?

11

A.

No.

I mean I didn't

--

I didn't

12

consider an analysis of whether I thought

13

they were reasonable fees.

14
15

Q.

Do you think that was an

important thing to do?

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

Why not?

18

A.

They weren't

--

they weren't

19

fees that the debtors were paying.

20

not sure why I would set the fees for

21

these investors between themselves and

22

their lawyer.

23

Q.

Right.

So I'm

But you testified

24

earlier that the fees that they received

25

were going to come out of the allowed
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2

claim.

3

A.

That's right.

4

Q.

Okay.

Do you know if anybody at

5

ResCap made any determination as to

6

whether the legal fees in provision RMBS

7

settlement agreement was

8

reasonable fees for the Steering

9

Committee's counsel?

--

provided

10

A.

I don't believe so.

11

Q.

Let's turn to section 8.02.

12

you familiar with

13

entitled Financial Guarantee Provider

14

Rights and Obligations.

--

section 8.02 is

Do you see that?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Are you familiar with this

17

Are

section of the agreement?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

What is your understanding of

20
21

this section of the agreement.
A.

That the releases provided don't

22

act to release claims of financial

23

guarantee providers.

24
25

Q.

Is that any claims of financial

guarantee providers or certain claims?
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A.

That relate to the settlement

trust.

Q.

So any claims of the financial

guarantee providers that relate to the
settlement trust,

it is your understanding

that section 8.02 carves those out of the
agreement?
MR. RAINS:

Objection.

Calls

for a legal conclusion.
MR. SIDMAN:

I'm just asking her

to clarify her statement.
MR. RAINS:

My objection stands.

You can go ahead and answer.
A.

I think the language speaks for

itself.
What is your understanding of

Q.

the claims of financial guarantee
providers?
A.

My understanding is that there

were certain securitizations that had bond
insurance

coverage.

And that

as those

trusts took losses, some of the insurers
paid out claims.

And so they have made

claims against us with respect to their
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2

insurance contracts as well as

3

representation and warranty claims under

4

those pooling and servicing agreements.

5

Q.

So you talk about two sets of

6

claims.

7

under the insurance contracts and then

8

claims with respect -- representation and

9

warranty claims --

You are talking about claims

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

-- under the PSA?

12

A.

Right.

13

Q.

Let's break that down.

What is

14

your understanding with respect to the

15

financial guarantee with respect to their

16

insurance agreements?

17

A.

The insurance carriers have

18

alleged that they were fraudulently

19

induced to issue those insurance policies.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Q.

Any other claims based on the

insurance agreement that you are aware of?
A.

I don't recall all the claims

that were spelled out in the complaints.
Q.

Sure.

Who has filed complaints

if you recall?
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Princi, Anthony
From:
8/15/2012
9:18: 19 PM
Sent:
Lee, Gary S.; john...e..mack~msn.com; jonathan~ilany. net; alemapew45©bellsouth.net; efs345@gmail .com;
To:
Steve.abreu@gmacrescap.com; jim.whitlinger@gmacrescap.com; tom.marano@aIly.com; jmoldovan@morrisoncohen.com;
mconnolly@morrisoncohen .com; tammy.hamzehpour@gmacrescap.com
Cc:
Tanenbaum, James R.; Goren, Todd M.
Re: RMBS Settlement Update
Subject:
All, there is an additional amendment to the Settlement Agreement that is of note. Previously in the release provisions, the
Institutional Investors had refused to extend the scope of the releases to cover ResCap's non-interlocking (i.e. non-AFI) Ds
and Os. In this amended agreement we were able to get the Institutional Investors to expand the scope of the releases to
cover such Ds and Os, and, importantly, this was done with the consent of the trustees.
---- Original Message -From: Lee, Gary S.
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 07:00 PM
To: 'john-e-mack~msn.com' ; 'jonathan~ilany.net' ; 'alemapew45@bellsouth. net' ; 'efs345@gmail.com' ; 'Steve. abreu@g i
acrescap.com' ; 'iim.whitlinger@gmacrescap .com' ; 'tom .marano@ally.com' ; 'jmoldovan@morrisoncohen.com' ; 'mconnollyc@
morrisoncohen .com ; 'tammy.hamzehpour@gmacrescap .com'
Cc: Tanenbaum, James R.; Goren, Todd M.
Subject: RMBS Settlement Update
As I mentioned at the end of last month, we reached an agreement with the RMBS Trustees, the Creditors Committee, Kathy
Patrick and Nationstar on a structure that will allow Rescap to sell the platform and HFS book with limited objections from the
Trustees.
Judge Glenn has blessed this approach and entered an Order (attached) that sets out dates for hearings on the KP
Settlement and Rescap sales, the way the limited objections from the Trustees will be dealt with and the cap on claims they
have agreed to.
The Order calls for us to file a revised settlement agreement with the Institutional Investors (attached). The changes to the
settlement agreement were made to match the terms of the agreement with the Trustees as reflected in the Order.
There is one "interesting" change - previously the settlement agreement left open the allocation of the RMBS claim between
the different Rescap legal entities. The agreement now allows the settling trusts to elect to allocate no more than 200/ of
their allowed claim to ResCap LLC. This provision was added to protect the investors in the event that a larger than expected
portion of the Ally settlement proceeds is allocated to ResCap LLC based on alter ego type claims (as opposed to RFC and
GMACM as we anticipate).
The Order also provides that the RMBS Trustees have until August 23 to file the limited sale objections that they have
preserved (servicing indemnity). We are getting closer to a conceptual agreement with the trustees, Committee and
Nationstar relating to these limited objections in exchange for the trustees agreement to amend the PSA's to allow Nationstar
to finance them. If there is no deal by that date, we will let you know.
Regards,

Gary S. Lee
Morrison & Foerster LLP
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104-0050
T. 212.468.8042
F. 212.468.7900
glee@mofo.com
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